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Preface
Over the paﬆ ﬁfty years, I have written essays on a wide range of

topics, from an original core of esoteric metaphysical philosophy, ranging out
to reﬂeions on the ﬆate of the earth and suggeﬆions for a very radical new

way forward. As I have grown older, the world I knew as a child of the
ﬁfties has given way to an increasingly dyﬆopian world which seems to be

falling apart on all sides on an accelerated path to deﬆruion and ruin.

More and more I have taken up consideration of the mess and tried to see a
way through the morass to some hypothetical golden age that might yet be
achieved out of the current chaos.

My solutions have always been pretty radical, because rather than try to

imagine ways in which the present syﬆem might be modiﬁed to produce a

livable world, I have taken the literally radical way of going all the way back
to all of the roots of all of the problems, in an eﬀort to see the principle ways

the human race has gone aﬆray, and to suggeﬆ a whole new vision of what

the future of life on earth could be.

What continues to aﬆonish me is that, everywhere I look, all I can see

are the moﬆ minor tweakings of a desperately failed syﬆem, where what we

need is a wholesale renovation of every aspe of our world, socially,
economically, and politically. Why is it that no one else has considered the
immense folly of the human race and tried to work out some new direions

for the planet before the problems we have created become so bad that there
will be no possibility of reversing this slide unto death? I have searched the
internet for signs of some holiﬆic view of evolution that can suggeﬆ a way
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forward. I ﬁnd nothing of this nature whatsoever. All I ﬁnd are endless

tirades about how bad everything is and how ﬆupid all our national leaders
are.
We know all of this, but what do we do now?! There are some good

ideas all around the edges, such as many of the reforms put forward by

Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren: the Green New Deal, and much
more, but they don’t go far enough, and they are all way over the heads of

the majority of the American people who juﬆ can’t imagine making such
radical changes so faﬆ, when, in reality, we need to rip up the entire fabric of

civilization and remake it on a wholly new plan, and do so before lunch. Is
Greta Thunberg the only one who realizes this? The deﬆruive elements of
the human populations of the earth have been accelerating over the paﬆ

three or four millennia, and have reached a crisis ﬆage where we are literally
facing the end of life on earth unless we can somehow motivate some radical
interventions quickly enough to turn the tide in time to save some veﬆige of
life on earth before the deﬆruion and collapse becomes irreversible.

The seriousness of our present predicament has suggeﬆed to me that I
should assemble all of my essays on these topics and make a new, integrated
presentation of a whole vision of a renovated planet. Accordingly, I here

colle essays from my ﬁrﬆ two books, he aughter of od, and ore

aughter, along with essays from a projeed third volume of colleed
writings, till aughing.

I know that I should entirely re-write all of this material into an

integrated, consiﬆent, and coherent presentation, but that is a daunting task,
and I juﬆ don’t have the energy to deal with all of the eﬀort that would be
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required to reformulate everything. All I can do is republish these original
essays colleed together, and hope that someone might notice them.

Jump to the quick solution ~ plant a few trillion trees. That will ﬆop

the cycle of ﬂoods and drought, reduce soil erosion, sequeﬆer carbon, release

oxygen, oﬀer full employment to everyone, and save the planet from
imminent deﬆruion and the dying out of life on earth.

oland tahl,
July, 2020
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New Solutions
to the Problems of the Present Day
by ohn oland tahl
A Blueprint for International Prosperity
and World Peace

Copyright © 1992

The Evanescent Press

INTRODUION
Thomas Jeﬀerson and his compatriots who so well declared the

principle that all authority resides ultimately with the people, rather than
with eﬆablished governments, would be turning over in their graves if they

thought that the Conﬆitution which they created in response to the needs of

the times were to be worshipped as holy writ forevermore.

In the words of Thomas Jeﬀerson from the Declaration of

Independence, “. . . that whenever any Form of Government becomes
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deﬆruive of these Ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish
it, and to inﬆitute new Government, laying its Foundation on such

Principles, and organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them shall seem

moﬆ likely to eﬀe their Safety and Happiness.” “. . . it is their Right, it is

their Duty, to throw oﬀ such Government, and to provide new Guards for
their future Security.”

It is not only the Right of citizens to form a new government when the

exiﬆing forms do not meet their needs, but it is their Duty, as patriotic
citizens.

The world has changed enormously juﬆ over the paﬆ few years, with
the collapse of Communism in Eaﬆern Europe, movements towards ever
more coherent unity in Weﬆern Europe, and volatile shifts in economic
balances according to the fortunes of oil, water, booming economies in Asia
and Weﬆern Europe, collapsing economies in Eaﬆern Europe, tottering
economies in North America, and the fortunes of war in the Middle Eaﬆ,

Iraq, South Africa, Yugoslavia, Georgia, Ireland, Algeria ~ (insert today’s
news). Considering all the changes which have taken place in the world

since the Declaration of Independence was written in 1776, maybe it is time
to consider a fresh political arrangement more in keeping with the needs of
today’s world.

Some of the more ingenious visionaries are ﬁnally realizing that

economic ﬆrength is a far more reliable indicator of national ﬆrength than
mere military power, however formidable. The price one pays for military

ﬆrength is economic poverty. One reason for the prosperity of poﬆ-war

Japan was the absence of a fat military budget.
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And we all saw what ﬁnally happened to the might of the Soviet

Union after the screen fell over: Oz, the Great and Terrible, was juﬆ a
helpless old man: a humbug, after all, who didn’t really know what he was

doing, and whose people couldn’t even feed themselves. Now the United
States is not necessarily so far behind. We are living under a pyramid of debt

that has a physical weight of its own, and will not go away any time soon
without crushing whatever is underneath.

But, on top of this, so much of the worthwhile produion of our labor

is loﬆ to hordes of ineﬃcient demons and monﬆers, overloaded with so
much chaos and confusion that it feels like we are laboring in the garden

while wearing 400 pound suits of armor (under the hot sun). There is no
reason why we can’t all enjoy good health and long life in a world of peace

and plenty, if only we can simplify our lives, slough oﬀ the armor, beat our
swords back into plowshares, and live happily ever after, tending our trees
and our gardens.

SUMMARY
I have designed an integrated theoretical program of political,

economic, and social reform that is designed to be implemented world wide,

but moﬆ of whose principles can also be implemented by any local
government or region.

There are several main areas where I propose new arrangements quite

diﬀerent from our present situation:
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•

A ﬁnal end to warfare of all kinds ~ both wars of aggression and/or
ﬆupidity, and wars to settle international disputes.

•

The evolution of planetary cooperation resulting in a World Court
as the ﬁnal arbiter of international disputes, and a World Guard to

hold military assets to enforce the decisions of the World Court,
and to safeguard basic human freedom from the tyranny of local

despots.

(This is emphatically not to be underﬆood as ax

mericana!)
•

The eﬆablishment of a Seminary to produce the Judge of the
World Court who would have ﬁnal responsibility for decisions.

•

The dismantling of moﬆ local military eﬆablishments, with the
exception of local police forces as needed to keep the peace.

•

A total free market for economic aivity, unhindered, untaxed (i.e.
no tax on business aivity, or proﬁt; a resource depletion tax would
be the only limitation on economic aivity, see below); free market

exchange of currencies, no regulation of wages or prices for
commodities or services.
•

A monumental simpliﬁcation of taxation: all taxes swept away
except for a universal land tax and a resource depletion tax (on
trees, oil, water, energy, etc., including any kind of environmental

degradation or pollution), colleed and disbursed by the World
Bank, with the authority of the World Court and local
governments.
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•

The total elimination of transfer payments of any kind: welfare,
social security, health care, the works; replaced with dire housing,
food, and services to the indigent (Free Farms).

•

Elimination of the National Debt by a one time printing of 90,000
one hundred million dollar bank notes (or, perhaps, 9,000,000 one

million dollar bank notes, to make them easier to spend). From

now on, the budget and the tax base should always come out even,
except for extraordinary circumﬆances. [It is intereﬆing to observe

that, when this was ﬁrﬆ written, in 1992, the debt was a mere $4
trillion.]

Moﬆ of my suggeﬆions are based on a fundamental premise: that the

present syﬆem is so frightfully waﬆeful of resources that we are squandering

the accumulated wealth of the world, sliding down into poverty and despair,
tension and warfare, toxic pollution and disease. If the world’s resources
were more sensibly managed, it is surely possible for everyone on earth to live
a comfortable life in peace and joy.

The miracles of endless credit allow for a syﬆem to whirl around with
a life of its own greatly in excess of its theoretical balance. The pattern,

however, is for bills to come due suddenly. One ﬁne day, without warning,

you hear from your bank and credit cards that they decline to extend any

further credit; please pay the balance due immediately. When your credit
cards reach the level of 29.5% annual intereﬆ, you may take that as the
handwriting on the wall.
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Moﬆ of what passes for “happening” in the world “happens” to the

people who have money. But that doesn’t help the others much. Right now
there are plenty of people who are broke, without funds, employment, or

both. Companies are broke; federal, ﬆate, and local governments are broke.
A great many individuals, companies, and governments are operating from
debt. What this means is that moﬆ people and inﬆitutions are spending

wealth faﬆer than they are creating it. The present economic mess is so
ineﬃcient that we are juﬆ sliding backwards and downwards into chaos.
I will never forget the amazement I felt when ﬁrﬆ confronted with the

machinations of gross ineﬃciency masquerading as business as usual: in my
youth I was brieﬂy employed to ﬆuﬀ envelopes for a dire mail campaign for

funding. Here were all these ﬆacks of slickly printed promotional brochures
which I was collating and ﬆuﬃng into printed envelopes, and sealing. In the
course of the job I learned that they did one of these dire mail campaigns

twice a year. It coﬆ them about $30,000 each time for all the printing,
poﬆage, etc. (including hiring people like me), but then they prediably

received about $35,000 with each mailing. That left them with a total of
$5,000 each time or $10,000 per year, which funded their aivities. Free

money! I was appalled. It made me sick to think of all that commotion of

waﬆe juﬆ so that a tiny ﬁlm could be skimmed oﬀ the surface for their
needs.

All the bureaucracies of the federal government resemble the dire
mail campaign in all essential particulars. The whole whirlwind of taxation
is such a commotion of waﬆe that it juﬆ disguﬆs me. Never mind, for the
moment, that once the government gets their hands on our money they
waﬆe it in the moﬆ foolish or criminal ways imaginable; let’s juﬆ consider
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the whole induﬆry of taxation in the ﬁrﬆ place. What does it coﬆ to
regulate and adminiﬆer all the provisions of the tax codes? How many

foreﬆs are cut down to produce those ﬆacks and ﬆacks of forms and
bulletins and announcements?

How many very expensive attorneys are

grinding away their services in the toils of the taxation swindle? What is the

coﬆ for businesses to comply with all of the endless requirements of forms,
busywork, and tax colleion, not to mention the payments themselves? Add

to all this the ongoing parade of tax tinkering shell games to obscure the

fas of where the money aually comes from and where it goes. Then

there’s the lobbying, the politics, the compromises, the power maneuvering,
the gimmicks, the fraud, and the lies. Finally there are the armies of IRS

colleors, inveﬆigators, and purveyors of confusion. And what is it all for?
Does our tax syﬆem end up being “fair”? Has anything changed since the

ncien egime in pre-Revolutionary France? It is the poor who always pay

taxes, not the rich. The whole thing disguﬆs me. I propose to sweep it all

away.

Moﬆ of the aivities of government should be simply discontinued
altogether; moﬆ remaining aivities that are found to be useful ought to be

parceled out to independent, self suﬃcient entities. The poﬆ oﬃce should
be self suﬃcient, for example. All expenses of mail handling should be borne

by the users. Discontinue, or greatly reduce the discounts for junk mail, and

the Poﬆ Oﬃce could easily balance its budget without another rate increase,
while the reﬆ of us would be spared the tremendous waﬆe of paper that

sweeps through our poﬆ oﬃces every day.

One time I saw a pie graph of the federal budget and found it very

illuminating. It was divided into three main seions plus a fourth tiny sliver.
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The three main seions were, in order: the military, welfare, and service on
the debt.

The remaining sliver represented all other funions of

government. I want to slash all three main categories of expenditure to
reduce the government’s voracious need for money in the ﬁrﬆ place. There

is an economic role for a central government, but it doesn’t need such major
budgets for such worthless programs.

The problem of military expenditures is of paramount importance, but
muﬆ be addressed on an international level.

Other recommendations

presented here may easily be implemented by any sovereign ﬆate, but the

problems of war and military expenditures can never be solved without
involving all the peoples of the Earth in a negotiated solution. This may

appear to be a tall order, but, with the recent collapse of Communism, there
appears to be some sort of consensus emerging about the role of government.
To date, no major departures from the principles of private ownership of

property and a free market economy have managed to endure for very long.

It may not be unthinkable that some sort of international co-operation might

be reached along the lines of the proposals presented here.

Transfer payments for Welfare, Health Care, etc. represent an

enormous expense, not only for the payments themselves, but also for the

bureaucracies which adminiﬆer the syﬆem and colle taxes to pay for it.
But the payments rarely provide any real solutions for the recipients. It is

always worthwhile to feed hungry people, but without some provision for
their future welfare, they will juﬆ be hungry again in a few hours. One of

the principle ideas behind the Free Farm idea, elaborated later on, is that the
community of a Free Farm would conﬆitute a kind of melting pot, where
people would have an opportunity to change their lives. Where welfare
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payments simply provide the means to continue a lifeﬆyle that is

unproduive, the Free Farm would present opportunities for new social and

economic arrangements which might eventually lead to a resumption of life

in “the wild world.”

The weight of inertia opposes any change (such as going to a free

farm), but some such change may be advisable for persons who come into a

situation of need. But inﬆead of advocating the immediate cancellation of
traditional transfer payments, I would advocate a parallel eﬆablishment of
Free Farms as an alternative. Whatever the number of people who take

advantage of the Free Farm option, it would result in savings for the tax
payers.

If the Free Farm becomes a popular alternative to the welfare

treadmill, it could lead to a gentle transition to a new social and economic
alternative for new generations.
The National Debt is nothing short of an outrageous rip-oﬀ. Deﬁcit

ﬁnancing is a scheme where governments spend money today by assigning

the bills to future taxpayers. That is an unconscionable Ponzi scheme that
does nothing produive at all. It is as bad as the dire mail solicitation

scam ~ a big ineﬃcient waﬆe of money. Whom do they think they’re

fooling? Taxpayers are juﬆly resentful of paying taxes when so much of their

money is siphoned oﬀ by moneylenders. Sure the money goes round and

round, but like any machine, the more friion in the syﬆem, the more

energy is loﬆ. I want to refuse payment; the debts are not mine. Let’s
unload all the monkeys from our backs, pay the coﬆ once, and be done with
it. Of course, aually paying oﬀ the national debt by printing up those
million dollar bank notes would produce a hilarious situation, but it would be

an inﬆant cure; the transfer would be a swift and devaﬆating one-time tax on
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players of economic musical chairs who are caught holding cash when the
music ﬆops. The World Bank would have to require payment in its own
currency, and set its own rates for local currency exchange.

TAX REFORM
My solution for the remaining expenses of government that can’t be

eliminated or covered in any other way is to rely almoﬆ exclusively upon a
property tax. A property tax would be one of the easieﬆ to adminiﬆer and

enforce, and ultimately the moﬆ equitable way of diﬆributing the burden of
taxation. There are numerous advantages of this proposal. Firﬆ, it would be

very easy and ﬆraight-forward to adminiﬆer in a uniformly reliable way
throughout the world: since the ownership of private property is one of the

economic cornerﬆones for which there now appears to be an international

consensus, there will always be records of ownership. A tax based upon the
value of land would be the utmoﬆ in simplicity.

This is not, of course, a new idea. It is an ancient idea harking back to

the very origins of civilization. The aual land of the Earth represents the

ultimate source of wealth, after all; it makes sense that it should be the basis
of taxation. It becomes a kind of rent payable to the ﬆate as the ultimate
landlord. In fa, for moﬆ of recorded hiﬆory, some sort of feudal, land-

based economy has been the basis of wealth. It is really only in the laﬆ

hundred years or so that money has been considered a commodity

independent of any real attachment. If money were based upon land, there
would always be a fundamental reality underpinning the syﬆem.
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Of course, setting the amount of the tax on property is of the whole

importance; the authority for setting these rates would be among the moﬆ
important funions of the World Court and the Judge, to prevent the very

common abuse of power by greedy despots, tyrants, and landlords. (At the

local level of rent on private property there would be no regulation; like
everything else, the free market rents would work out to a representation of

the aual “value” of the land.) The tax could be colleed by the World
Bank which would disburse funds in accordance with budgets arranged by
the States, the World Bank, and the Judge.

In each region someone has to condu the central aﬀairs of

maintaining the roads, schools, free farms, police and ﬁre proteion, etc.
They would suggeﬆ a budget for those coﬆs which would be considered in

assessing their tax rate. The World Bank, with the approval of the Judge,
would accept or modify these budgets and assess the rate for the property tax.

In general, it would be assumed that the coﬆ of local services would match
the local tax revenue, but there are times when an impartial, international
Judge could make adjuﬆments for special situations.

For example, a

devaﬆating earthquake might ruin a region’s economy for quite a while, but
the Judge might temporarily reduce or eliminate the tax assessment while
ﬆill funding services. The diﬀerence involved would be made up by the
wealthier nations.

This tool muﬆ be used sparingly.

It would not be

necessary or politically popular to try to equalize the wealth of the world
overnight by levying a tax ~ the ordinary workings of free market economics
should eventually raise the living ﬆandards of the poor countries, as long as

their labor be cheaper. This is already happening ~ it may not be too much

longer before produs are manufaured in the United States once again, to
take advantage of cheap labor.
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In general, this economic plan would not have to interfere with the

ways in which each separate ﬆate or Country manages its ordinary aﬀairs,
except to safeguard freedom and prevent the abuses of power.

While the universal land tax would be the fundamental source of tax

revenue, additional taxes might be levied by the same authority to modify the

free market coﬆ of resources. This means that a tax could be placed upon
the extraion of resources (oil, trees, water, etc.) to reach whatever level of

conservation and renewal were required. Further taxation would be imposed
upon deﬆruive aivity of any kind: producers of pollution would be taxed
at progressively higher rates until essential targets of pollution abatement

were reached. The point is that the taxation would not be used primarily to
generate revenue, but to regulate deﬆruive aivity and promote an

evolution towards suﬆainable and non-deﬆruive lifeﬆyles. At some point,

the diﬆinion between “deﬆruive aivity” taxation and ﬁnancial
judgments from the criminal/legal syﬆem might become moot.

The role of limiting special taxation to discourage aivity harmful to

the earth is the basis of my proposal to liberate economic aivity from all of
the burdens which have been placed upon it over the years. If all these

burdens were lifted, juﬆ think what an enormous booﬆ it would be to
commercial produivity in every way. Leaving all economic aivity wide

open to the aion of free markets would eventually solve all economic
problems, and do so pretty quickly.

Obviously, there would entail some changes in the relative balance of

economic realities, but ultimately, when the duﬆ settled, a fair and simple

syﬆem would evolve that would beneﬁt everyone. Initially, it may appear

that landowners would be forced to bear a much larger burden than they
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currently do, since all other taxes (other than resource depletion and
pollution taxes) would be eliminated, and the government would balance its

budget solely with revenues from landowners. But rents would be raised to
cover any additional coﬆ of owning land. The coﬆ of food produion as

well as all manufaured goods would be aﬀeed in the same way. The net
eﬀe on the economy as a whole would be the savings accomplished by
simplifying the whole syﬆem. That is, any increase in land tax or rents

would be more than oﬀset by the elimination of all other taxes. Since the

primary idea is to greatly reduce the total amount of taxation required in the

ﬁrﬆ place, landowners would surely join in the feeling of general relief from
the burden and waﬆe of our present irresponsible tax-and-spend ﬁasco.

The only persons not joining in the celebration would be those
involved in induﬆries found to be harmful to the environment in some way.
The resource depletion and pollution taxes would have eﬀes ranging from

minor changes in induﬆrial aivity with small loss of proﬁts, to being totally
wiped out by an unacceptable tax liability (e.g. the tobacco induﬆry or the

nuclear power induﬆry ~ once the full coﬆ of nuclear power be realized and
accepted, all other forms of energy generation would be found to be much

more coﬆ-eﬀeive; any alternative would be cheaper than the true coﬆ of
nuclear power: one might cultivate oak trees to feed acorns to squirrels
running on treadmills, for example.)

It may be argued that one consequence of eliminating taxes on proﬁt
or income would be to allow the few to become very wealthy at the expense

of the many. But any economic aivity that was making its promoters rich
would be quickly copied.

Competition would bring prices down to

reasonable levels. Of course, many individuals and companies would become
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very rich when their businesses prospered, but that is the incentive for the
aivity! If these policies were adopted worldwide (and no one else could

compete who had to operate under the burdens of reﬆriion or taxation)
then all economic imbalances would eventually work themselves out.

Since moﬆ wealth really does eventually come down to the land as its

ultimate source of value, the real holders of wealth, the land owners, would
end up paying the tax. Renters would pay the tax at second hand, so there
would remain the incentive to own the land. Businesses usually have a land

base of some sort that would be taxed, but for the reﬆ of it, let them keep

their business proﬁts! This is a considered policy. If businesses were allowed
to retain their proﬁts, without any taxation or paperwork, whether of payroll

or proﬁts or income or capital gain or anything else, then the energy and

ingenuity of the liberated human spirit would galvanize the economy back
into high gear really quickly. [2018 review ~ perhaps some tax on wealth
will be inevitable, to put some limit on endlessly expanding wealth.]

If this policy were to be adopted in the United States, there would be

no further problem about competing with Japan or China! In fa, it would
quickly become imperative for every country to follow suit or else get left

behind. Inevitably there would be some winners and losers whenever such
major changes are made to the ﬁnancial syﬆem, but I am sure that when the

syﬆem adjuﬆs to the changes and ﬁnds a new equilibrium almoﬆ everyone
would feel that a great weight had been lifted.

FREE FARMS
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For a long time now I have been having ideas about freedom. I keep

thinking how central Freedom is to the solutions to all of the problems of
the world. I keep thinking of what a radical idea it is to be Free!

I am not only thinking of political freedom here. Of course I believe

in the importance of real freedom in every sense of the word, but I keep

thinking about the possibilities of what it means to be Free, even when
applied to the concept of money. What if everything were Free?

Of course you are thinking that this is useless. It is such an axiom of

fundamental truth that everything muﬆ be measured by money. “Of course,

if everything were free, then no one would do anything and everything would
fall apart.”

Well, perhaps that may be true. The spirit of Freedom has raised its
head time and time again, only to be beaten back by the grim face of reality.

The enthusiasm of the Diggers, who wanted everything to be Free, ﬆruck a
resonant chord that many of us have felt. I am an original hippie, and I am
old enough to have seen the disillusion as one fragile vessel after another was
cracked by the inertial entropy of the real world.

But I ﬆill believe in Freedom, and I believe that it is possible to extend

the range of freedom so that more and more things can be free. Giving
something away for free is a very radical a. It is as radical as loving

everyone, which is another holdover 60’s myth. But as a matter of fa,
loving everyone and giving everything away for free are related ideas.

There are two trends in physics: sharpening and leveling. You can call

it Yang and Yin. The sharpener wants to get more for himself and less for
his neighbor, and accumulate the advantage for himself. The leveler wants
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to nourish all life and cultivate the garden.

The Sharpener wants to

emphasize diﬆinions and sele the beﬆ for himself, while the leveler
emphasizes the unity and wants to share the wealth.
I think it is very liberating to give things away for free. The world is so

heavily cemented into the bonds of the ﬁnancial imperative that Freedom
almoﬆ doesn’t ﬁt into the equation. Yet if enough of us ﬆart giving things

away for free, then the market will eventually collapse. We see it on the
Internet. So many people are trying to ﬁgure out ways to make money on
the Internet and they are conﬆantly fruﬆrated because there are so many
other people oﬀering services for free. You can’t sell software anymore,

because there is so much of it everywhere that is entirely free. You can’t
charge for services anymore because there is someone else oﬀering it for free.

I remember when promoters thought that people would pay something for

every visit to their site! The wealth of information and services oﬀered for
free ﬆaggers the imagination. I have published some of my books on the
Internet, and what do I care if no one needs to buy my bound copies? I

wasn’t publishing them to make money in the ﬁrﬆ place, and I should be
(and am) delighted to save myself the trouble and expense (and waﬆe of the

earth’s resources) of aually manufauring a physical book and sending it to
someone by the Poﬆ. So there is no need to go to a site where you need to
pay any money!

I want to give away food and housing. Once a Free Farm is set up, it
ought to be self-supporting enough so that at leaﬆ there will be enough food

so that everyone can eat, whether or not they contribute anything to the
operation of the farm. If there are enough people willing to work in the
house and garden, then perhaps life will go on.
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One of the major problems of our present economic syﬆem is that you

really have to be part of it in order to survive. Everyone needs to have
money, therefore everyone needs to have a job. Recently I heard some

politician-without-portfolio (and no conﬆruive ideas at all, simply negative
ones) shouting that the Solution (to any or all of the problems of the world)
was Jobs. To which I immediately came up with the response: Jobs are not

the Solution; Jobs are the Problem! The way the world is evolving right
now, there juﬆ aren’t enough “jobs” to go around.

The necessity for

everyone to have a Job, or some source of income, not only drives the fringes
into robbery, murder, drug traﬃcking and the like, but also sets up the

situation for a great many people to involve themselves in useless (or worse

than useless) aivity juﬆ to come up with useless produs which they can
advertise and promote in order to generate proﬁt for themselves, without
producing anything worthwhile. The paradox is that the very successes of

the induﬆrial and technological revolutions have created a situation in which

the insuﬃciency of available jobs is causing the collapse of the economic
syﬆem! But if non working members of society were allowed to live the

simple life in peace on the Free Farm, and the remaining economic
eﬆablishment were free and untaxed, the whole of civilization could enjoy a
Renaissance of creative ﬂowering.

A major chunk of government spending goes for welfare payments of

one sort or another. This whole syﬆem is a failure and a fabulous waﬆe of

money. So much money gets drained oﬀ into payments that go nowhere. In
fa, few of the problems for which the payments are oﬀered are ameliorated

at all by the funds. The poor and hungry and sick and unemployed remain
poor, hungry, sick, and unemployed.
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There are a great many reasons for poverty and ﬁnancial diﬆress:

accidents, ill health, bad luck, bad judgment, changing economic climate,
advancing age, or even the burden of raising a child without ﬁnancial

support. For a great many people, there juﬆ aren’t any jobs available. For all
of these persons I would introduce a whole new economic arrangement: the

Free Farm where the poor or unemployed always have the option to live at
peace in a free community until such time as they wish to re-enter the
competitive jungle of the free market.
Many times the ﬆress of poverty is the major problem in a person’s

life. Living a simple life with no concerns about money may allow these

people to relax and become re-centered in their personal lives. Artiﬆs,
writers, and many others juﬆ may not be intereﬆed in the pursuit of wealth

and comfort, and would rather be free, living the simple life, to express their
artiﬆic ﬂowerings at leisure.

On the other hand, many people would

probably opt for the chance to maintain their own place in the world, at a

higher ﬆandard than that aﬀorded by the free farm. The proportions would

work themselves out exaly: whenever there were useful work to be done

that others were willing to pay for, someone would come forward to do it, at
the right price.

My conception of a Free Farm is a place in the country where everyone

is welcome and everything is free. Absolutely no paperwork of any kind

should be required of anyone at any time. Wander in, wander out, eat, sleep,
or juﬆ lie in the sun. You may think too many lazy people would be seeking

refuge at the Farm, but I don’t think so. At ﬁrﬆ there may be a lot of people

checking them out, but I think moﬆ people would prefer to live by their own
enterprise if they could. The facilities of the Farms would of course be very
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basic: dormitories, cafeterias, recycled used clothing, essential medical care
only, etc. Eventually the lure of the “great wild world” might inspire someone
to check into one of the available slots back in the working world.
Why should someone who is unemployed occupy expensive space in a

city? And why would anyone want to live in a city anyway, unless he were

tied to some employment? I think operating Free Farms would be vaﬆly

cheaper than the whole bureaucracy of welfare payments and paperwork. If
the whole thing were totally free, how simple it would all be.
The farms would aually funion as working farms, although they

may have any other additional economic base. Anyone who is able to work

may volunteer to do anything useful: planting trees (my own priority),
gardening, conﬆruion, maintenance, cooking, or participation in
commercial aivity. All proceeds from commercial aivity would go to the

general fund for farm expenses.

The theory is that anyone who would remain in residence at a free

farm indeﬁnitely without doing any work at all muﬆ be juﬆ totally helpless.
I think that, sooner or later, moﬆ people would want to do something useful,
and later on many would prefer to move on and take a paying job outside
(the farms would be natural centers for employment agencies).

On the other hand, there has never been any shortage of the totally

helpless, but it would be better and certainly vaﬆly cheaper even in the short

run, and certainly in the long run, to let them live their lives in peace, than
for the reﬆ of us to be subjeed to the social problems of theft, violence,
madness, and despair.
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In order to provide some incentive for participation, an organized core

of farm members (who would make all the decisions) would be diﬆinguished
from non-member residents.

Better lodgings and other beneﬁts would

provide the incentive for a resident to participate at a level that would allow
for his possible eleion as a member after some minimum time of residence.

Since the farms would be non-proﬁt, they would not be taxed at all.

Once they were totally set up, it is possible that they might operate with little
or no additional funding. In fa, well run communities, with, perhaps, a

produ to sell to independent individuals or companies, might do very well.
Their expenses would be minimal; much of their food would be grown on

the spot; labor would be volunteer. It is entirely possible that residents of
prosperous communities might enjoy their lives better than they ever
dreamed possible. Liberation from the ﬆress of conﬆant worry and hassle
over money could lead to a great relaxation of tension.

In many ways this idea of the free farm is a very old socialiﬆ idea. The

signiﬁcant diﬀerence of my idea is that a well rounded economic and social
syﬆem requires both opportunities: an untaxed free enterprise syﬆem which
allows for the ﬂowering of commercial aivity for those persons who wish to

obtain personal wealth, and alternative economic and social communities for
those who don’t.

The communities which would form around the various avenues of

arrival to the free farms might enjoy considerable advantages compared with

the present syﬆem. For example, single mothers, for whom raising their
children is full time work (in the case of infants, of course, it is full time work

for three, doing eight hour shifts), may greatly prefer to live in a free, rural
environment with other mothers and children than to live on welfare in the
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city. The advantages of shared childcare, free local schools, and the sharing

of domeﬆic chores, might be an ideal situation. And free communities of
the retired elderly might ﬁnd their needs served so well that they may prefer
to live on the farm even when they are not at all indigent.

If work really were voluntary, then I think there are a lot of people who

would do very little work. There will be many people who will not go to the

trouble to learn how to play a Baroque oboe, either. It is their loss. If they
are allowed to live their lives as they wish, and the work will be done entirely
by those people whose love of the earth and its people, plants, and animals

impels them to contribute their part, it juﬆ may be that there will ﬆill be
enough for life to continue.

Of course I know very well that this is not for everyone. The majority
of the earth’s population is composed of sharpeners, after all, and they would
have no intereﬆ in any of this. The sharpeners will go on living in the Big

House, and will be very satisﬁed with their share of life’s blessings, but I

want to encourage the levelers in any way that I can, and help to set up
communities where they can live in freedom and in love, cultivating the
earth’s resources rather than exploiting them.
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THE SOURCE OF AUTHORITY
Along with Teilhard de Chardin, Albert Einﬆein, Bertrand Russell,
H. G. Wells, and many others, I believe that no further evolutionary

progress can be made until all life on Earth is united into a single political
organism. In order to cultivate the garden of the Earth to its greateﬆ

potential, it is necessary to recognize the source of authority as the center of
perspeive which integrates the whole.

The Source of Authority is

obviously a theological poﬆulate: there muﬆ be an attempt to link the ﬁnal

Authority with the Way, or the path of God, or that pursuit of perfeion at
reﬆ in the center, as opposed to the ﬁeld of confusion humming around it.

In order to bring this about, a planetary consciousness muﬆ replace parochial
consciousness, whether of family, ﬆate, nation, race, species, or religion.

There will have to be an international language and currency, although local
languages and currencies would continue in use as long as they were useful.

The agenda of a world government would be to cultivate the Earth as a

garden. As a dire analogy to the individual life of a person, the life of the
planet muﬆ ﬆrive ﬁrﬆ to survive, then to ﬂourish. One thing this means is

that warfare has to be considered an unacceptable way of settling disputes.
All hoﬆilities muﬆ cease forthwith. International disputes muﬆ be settled
through a legal process as an ecologically friendly alternative to warfare. If

the disputes of the world were resolved by a World Court with ﬁnal

international authority, and the peace retained by international guards, it
would only be necessary to maintain very small military eﬆablishments other
than local police, saving an enormous world-wide expense on so many levels.

[As I review these ideas about sixteen years after they were ﬁrﬆ

written, it occurs to me that the weak link in the argument is that it is useless
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to suppose that powerful nations will voluntarily give up control of their

military assets to any international body. On the other hand, if the World
Court were eﬆablished in its authority, it may be possible, in moﬆ cases, to
accomplish the same objeives without requiring sovereign nations to give
up control of their own military assets.]

While there are plenty of regions on the planet with obvious and

unconteﬆed boundaries, there are many spots around the world where

borders and land use are hotly disputed. It may take many years to evolve

solutions for some of the moﬆ troublesome spots, e.g., the Middle Eaﬆ, but

if the legal framework of formal consideration is set in place as the Theater

of Change, military confrontations would no longer be tolerated or useful.
Violent demonﬆrations would simply impa badly upon the case of those
responsible. Disputing parties would devote their eﬀorts towards presenting

their case as eﬀeively as possible before the scrutiny of the international

World Court, rather than squandering their resources and credibility in
bloodshed and violence.

The international “peace dividend” that would result from a new world
order based upon a ﬁnal authority, would be so enormous that it would
independently ensure a period of unprecedented global prosperity.

Hiﬆorically, the usual way of creating political units was through

conﬂi and conqueﬆ: “authority” was merely a variation of “power.” The

hiﬆory of the human race is largely the record of the abuse of power and the
recurring failures of cohesion, but it is important to remember that many
governments, cultivating their patch of the garden as beﬆ they could, have
managed to provide, at leaﬆ for brief periods, relatively favorable conditions
for life to ﬂourish.
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Within comparatively recent times (the laﬆ 200 years), an experiment

in democracy has been going on in the United States. In spite of the
discounts which muﬆ be considered for exceptional ﬆarting advantages (the

opportunity of making a fresh ﬆart with a wealth of natural resources and
fertile soil), it is clear that the infant nation that followed from the designs of

the founding fathers was healthy, and robuﬆ with vitality. However, as the

nation begins to show signs of age, two main faults have been growing in
signiﬁcance: a sharpening of the inequalities of power and advantage, and an

inadequate ﬂexibility to deal with the rapidly changing requirements of
contemporary problems. “The Government” is alive, and, like any living
thing, it wants to grow as much as it can. Big Government has now grown

so big, fat, and ponderous, feeding upon the vitality of the nation, that the
people underneath it all are suﬀocating.
Deal the cards out however you will, the longer the game goes on, the

more the gap measuring variations in relative advantage will widen and
solidify.

The favored group is “The Eﬆablishment” and it has always

happened this way and always will happen, regardless of the political syﬆem
or varieties of control. In fa, the realization of the inevitability of this

pattern prompted Thomas Jeﬀerson to suggeﬆ that a fresh revolution were
necessary every twenty-seven years (the average age of a generation).

Hierarchies of wealth, power, and privilege are inevitable, but they may

be ﬂexible and moderate rather than rigid and sharp. Everyone wants to
make his own life as agreeable as possible. There is also commonly a desire

in good times to spread wealth to one’s family and friends, and, in times of
prosperity, to the reﬆ of the world.
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The beﬆ arrangement of society is one which follows all of the basic

natural laws, but which is responsive and ﬂexible. There are two principle
funions in the equation of diﬆinion: there is the degree of diﬀerence

between the extremes, and the rate of change. In many parts of the world
there are small civilizations of very wealthy elites in the midﬆ of large
populations of downtrodden poor (there are no old cars in Manila ~ there

are shiny new BMWs, and pedal rickshaws ~ nothing in between). Other
civilizations are more equally diﬆributed. Some of these regimes are ﬆable,

others are highly volatile. Sharpening describes the process of widening the
gap; leveling describes the narrowing. A certain amount of sharpening is

valuable for the pursuit of excellence, but excessive sharpening leads to

inﬆability, loss of balance, and confusion. On the other hand, the rate of
change in any microcosm follows a similar pattern: more rapid change is

dynamic and intereﬆing, but if change be too rapid, confusion and chaos
may follow.

In the abﬆra pattern of this process, there are four cardinal points of

varieties of diﬆinion: sharp and slow, sharp and faﬆ, level and slow, level
and faﬆ.

As a civilization ﬂuuates between these variations we see a

correlation to the relative prosperity of the civilization as a whole. That is, in

times of dwindling prosperity, diﬆinions of advantage tend to sharpen. In

times of improving prosperity, diﬆinions tend to be less severe. Usually, it
is the pooreﬆ countries that have the sharpeﬆ diﬆinion between rich and

poor. As the United States approaches the close of the second millennium,

we are not surprised to discover that the gap between rich and poor is
widening ~ it is a prime symptom of the underlying reality of a general

decline in the overall prosperity of the country, both in comparison with the

reﬆ of the world, and also with its own recent hiﬆory.
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From time to time, capable leaders come to power one way or another

and for a period of years of peace and prosperity civilization seems to fulﬁll

its promise. Then, with the passing of the particular hero or ﬆatesman, the
old confusion supervenes. The American experiment attempts to ameliorate
that problem by a praice of rapid turnover of national leaders, to prevent

anyone from taking advantage of a position of power for very long.

Unfortunately, that has come to mean a succession of confused and
blundering presidents whose vision is juﬆ too shallow and too short to
measure up to the challenge of their oﬃce.

The greateﬆ problem with the democratic process is its tendency to

produce a breed of professional politicians. What it comes down to is that
the qualities necessary to be an accomplished and eﬀeive politician are
entirely diﬀerent from the qualities required of a competent national leader.

The political presence is so close to the surface that political authority
ﬂuuates like a daily ﬆock quotation. At a time when it is absolutely
essential for any national leader to consider as large a context of time as
possible, we have a situation where every president spends half of his term of

oﬃce campaigning for re-eleion (and his second term in total disregard of
the opinions of the American people; when it was pointed out to a recent
Vice President of the United States that the vaﬆ majority of citizens of the

country were overwhelmingly opposed to the policies of the Adminiﬆration,

his reply was, “So?”). When it is necessary to have a detached, objeive
viewpoint to conceive coherent long term designs involving the whole Earth,

we have politicians dependent on the whims of every special intereﬆ of the
moment backed by money or inﬂuence. What this means is that we do not

have a government with suﬃcient integrity and authority to corre the
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abuses of advantage which the greedy and ruthless have been quietly
accumulating over the years.

When the American conﬆitution was written, its authors could not

possibly have foreseen the circumﬆances which exiﬆ in the world today.
Thomas Jeﬀerson may have been overzealous with his revolution every

twenty-seven years, but it certainly seems to me to be time to design a new

syﬆem of social, economic, and political order encompassing not only the
entire family of the human race, but also the entire life force of the Biosphere
of the whole planet.

THE SEMINARY
Plato suggeﬆed long ago that national leaders should be seleed in
advance and given the moﬆ careful training from their earlieﬆ youth. The

kind of perspeive required for exercising primary responsibility for the
welfare of a large ﬆate is a very specialized one. The only way to ensure that

a national leader would be prepared to handle the requirements of his oﬃce

is to provide specialized training and education beginning as early as
possible.
All of the various funions of government should be performed by

trained professionals; the funion I have in mind for the Seminary is to
produce the keyﬆone of the arch, the ﬁnal Judge, who muﬆ develop a total

world view which would include every aspe relevant to life on Earth. I see
a need for someone who can rise above the level of personal intereﬆ, and

identify himself not only with the fate of the whole of humanity, but also
with the entire ﬁeld of life energy on Earth.
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In order to cultivate this attitude, which is clearly theological, I

imagine a kind of Seminary as a training ground for all the qualities moﬆ

essential for world leaders. This would be a small school, perhaps one or two
hundred ﬆudents at the moﬆ ~ possibly much smaller. Admission to this

school would be by invitation of the current Judge, with the eﬀort made to

achieve wide international representation. Students might be admitted at
any age, but the younger the better. The school would be generously funded,

but ﬆudents would not be allowed to accumulate personal wealth. There
may perhaps be a trial period of a year or so during which time the Judge

might expel a ﬆudent, but after that trial period, each ﬆudent would acquire
a tenure that guarantees his ﬆatus, independent of any political pressure.

The Seminary may convene at any time and ele one of their number
as the Judge, according to some formula. For example, the new Judge may
be eleed by a simple majority (after a death or recall), but three-quarters

might be required to recall his authority. It would be expeed that all

ﬆudents would know each other well, and would make the right choice. It
may be advisable to ele a line of succession at some time in advance, to
guarantee a smooth transition to the chair of authority.
Some of the remaining members of the Seminary might arrange

themselves into various advisory committees, while others may become

inﬆruors for the new ﬆudents who would be entering the college in an
ongoing cycle. A University of International ﬆudies would grow up around

the Seminary, and form the basis for preparing the decisions of the Judge.
After a few generations, this specialized environment may attain more and

more of an objeive world view and become a powerful inﬆitution
independent from and above parochial intereﬆs. The location of the school
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might be a secluded mountain top somewhere, although every advanced
ﬆudent would take frequent sabbaticals to live in some location of the real
world in order to experience as wide a range of life as possible.

§
This whole program of reform may sound like a pipe dream, but we
have seen how quickly events in the world can make yeﬆerday’s news seem
like laﬆ year’s snow. This is a time of turmoil and uncertainty. All over the
world we are seeing small ethnic groups trying to forge their own political

identity independent of the accidents of Hiﬆory. These are aually juﬆ the
right conditions to favor a new ultimate unity. The alternations of olve et

oagula (separation and union) represent very powerful natural laws. (The
convergence of the forces of life on Earth into a planetary union is one
example of the Omega Point described by Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.)

While the present ideas are designed as a whole package to reform the

political, economic, and social arrangements of the world, it is possible to
implement many of the ideas on a local, or at leaﬆ national, basis. For

example, in any country, some of the economic reforms suggeﬆed here could

dramatically improve the present situation.

If they revitalize the local

economy, other countries may follow suit, and the visionary goals of world
union may not seem so far away.
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The Church of the Living Tree

We believe that the moﬆ important Manifeﬆation of the

Living God on Earth is to be found in the Trees. The greateﬆ
Folly of the Human Race has been the Deﬆruion of the Trees

of the Ancient Foreﬆ, with no Regard to their true Value. Living
Trees are worth more than dead ones.
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The Church of the Living Tree
Articles of Organization
The Church of the Living Tree
P.O. Box 64

Leggett, CA 95585
July 8, 1992
Articles of Organization
I. Name:
These Articles are to deﬁne and organize a Church, the name of which

shall be The Church of the Living Tree (‘The Church’).
II. Founder’s Statement:

The Church of the Living Tree worships the Tree as the image of

God. We underﬆand God as all of Life. We do not poﬆulate any role as
the Creator of the Universe, nor do we concern ourselves with teleological

queﬆions ~ these matters being considered outside the scope of our
knowledge or concern.

It is all of Life which we worship as God (speciﬁcally, but not

necessarily limited to, the entire ﬁeld of life energy on Earth, including

plants and animals as well as all human beings), and choose to represent it in
the image of a Tree, not only to express our humility that there is more to
God than man, but also to express our reverence for the role which the Tree
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has played during moﬆ of Life’s career, and its critical importance right now,
and for the future of Life.

We regard Trees as primary and indispensable pillars of the life force

on this planet, and any regard to the health of that life force muﬆ begin with
the cultivation of Trees. The loss of the Trees represents the greateﬆ single

miﬆake the human race has made in its entire hiﬆory. The burning oﬀ of
millions of years’ worth of fossil fuels in the laﬆ century, for example, pales

in comparison with the loss of the Trees. For thousands of years the human
race has asserted its dominance over the reﬆ of life by deﬆroying its

environment, and, both direly and indirely, killing oﬀ other species of
plants and animals, not realizing that when all of the birds and ﬁsh and

Trees are gone, the human race can not long survive. The biological health
of the planet has been declining so rapidly that nothing short of an

immediate turn around in planetary consciousness can reverse the slide
towards the extinion of life.
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Our primate anceﬆors were vegetarian, living in Trees and eating fruits

and nuts. The change to a diet of animal ﬂesh, and the resulting changes in

lifeﬆyle, have not only caused an increase in disease, a decline in general
health, and an increase in aggressive behavior and warfare, but the
deﬆruion of the biological resources of life itself.

The pattern of deﬆruion ﬆarts with cutting down the Trees, and

then raising animals who graze away what’s left, keeping the land under
conﬆant biological ﬆress until the laﬆ of the land’s life force is consumed.
Moﬆ of the topsoil the world over has now been loﬆ, and the thin

membrane of the biosphere which covers the globe is being ﬆretched thinner
every day. The biological health of the planet is plunging rapidly towards

the bleakness of toxic deserts, which will sooner or later become unable to
support life.
Trees literally hold the Earth together, their roots extending many feet

into the Earth’s cruﬆ, pulling up minerals, nutrients, and water from below,
as well as sheltering the ground surface from above, so that animals and

smaller plants and even people can enjoy a habitat supported by Trees. It is
not surprising to me that northern California, for example, is beginning to

dry up; when the Trees are gone, the earth can no longer hold onto the water
~ the winter rains simply erode the topsoil, and the springs dry up under the
heat of the summer sun.

Therefore, the particular goal and purpose of the Church of the Living
Tree is to defend and prote the Trees which ﬆill remain on this Earth, to
plant more Trees by the millions of acres all over the Earth, and to evolve
patterns of human lifeﬆyles that will support Trees rather than exploit and
deﬆroy them.
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Half of all trees harveﬆed are chipped up for the pulp mills; half of all

landﬁlls are composed of paper produs. One of the ﬁrﬆ projes of the

Church of the Living Tree will be to set up the Alternative Fiber Paper Mill
to begin producing paper with no wood content at all, so that the trees that

remain to us may be relieved of their greateﬆ oppressor. Timber companies
want you to think that they are felling Trees to build houses and ﬁne

furniture, but the sad truth is that ever greater percentages of timber harveﬆs
are juﬆ being chipped up for the pulp mills so that our mailboxes can be

ﬆuﬀed full of junk mail. A paper mill to a tree is like a glue faory to a
horse.

Some plants can be cultivated for the ﬁber as a primary crop, as in ﬁber

hemp, Cannabis sativa, and kenaf, Hibiscus cannabinum. Both of these are

faﬆ growing annuals that produce enormous quantities of high quality ﬁber
in a single season.

Other ﬁber may be recycled from agricultural by-

produs, such as rice ﬆraw, or from scraps from the garment induﬆry, or
rags and discards from other sources.
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While the health of the Trees represents our primary concern, we

underﬆand the necessity of modifying human patterns of interaion with
the Earth in order to evolve a suﬆainable lifeﬆyle in which all forms of life

can live in harmony.

Some evolutionary trends that we want to promote

include voluntary simplicity leading to a low impa lifeﬆyle, and local,
decentralized political and economic communities which will manage their

own aﬀairs: services, schools, health care, social assiﬆance, and
environmental consciousness. Simplicity should be the watchword of tax
reform also: The entire whirlwind of tax lawyers, forms, loopholes, and

endless paperwork for individuals and businesses should be replaced with a
uniform land tax for revenue, supplemented by taxes on resource depletion
for environmental control.

The problems of maintaining international peace and ﬆability can

never be resolved until some sort of international judicial body be eﬆablished

to arbitrate disputes and safeguard environmental integrity. In order for this
to be eﬀeive, it muﬆ be related to a holding company for military
equipment.

Eventually, once this transition has taken place, inter-ﬆate

warfare would be hiﬆory; all disputes would be settled by the arbitration of
this world court and enforced by its own military holdings. Separate States

would eventually maintain no more than local police forces to deal with local

problems, while the international military eﬆablishment would gradually
subside into a very modeﬆ presence that would rarely be used. The beneﬁts

of this evolution are obvious: in the ﬁrﬆ place, the devaﬆations of warfare

(including the present potential to deﬆroy all life overnight ~ the nuclear

component of which may well be deﬆroying all life slowly in any case) would
be eliminated, but, in addition, the savings involved by reducing the military
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eﬆablishments of every sovereign ﬆate would be enormous, leading to an
immediate and very real “peace dividend.”

On the other hand, there is a problem with the idea of international

authority: how to empower such an authority and how to prevent the abuse
of that power. Our conclusion is that the issue is really one of the moﬆ

important roles for religion. The Church of the Living Tree suggeﬆs the

founding of a Seminary to cultivate a consciousness in which the concerns of
the human race are subordinated to the concerns of the Biosphere as a

whole, symbolized by our reverence for the Tree as the moﬆ important and

moﬆ endangered support of the Biosphere. This Seminary will be designed
to maintain the ﬁnal judicial authority proteing the environment of life.

All of these ideas and projes are related, direly or indirely, to our
central purpose: support for the health of the Biosphere as a whole, ﬆarting

with the Trees, and including animals and human beings. To further this

goal, we are looking for donations of land all over the world, permanently

dedicated to the Trees, particularly land whose life force has been depleted

through misuse of one sort or another.

We will eﬆablish volunteer

communities of people who share our commitment to re-planting the Trees

and reﬆoring the land to fertility. We are intereﬆed in evolving alternative,
low-impa lifeﬆyles based upon a new paradigm: non-proﬁt communities

whose members live simple lives on permanent land truﬆs without the
hassles of economic transaions, or paper work of any kind.

Projes of reﬆoration may take many years and several phases.

Preliminary work may involve the cleaning up of any toxic debris, and the

care and maintenance of water syﬆems. The next ﬆep would be to eﬆablish
primary anchor Trees and shelter belts.

Eventually we will attempt to
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introduce a variety of valuable Trees, according to the potential of the land.

At the same time, complimentary programs of inter-cropping while the
Trees are young, and other integrated land use (suﬆainable and organic) may
be employed to accompany and augment the reﬆoration of the Trees, and
serve the communities that care for them.

Cultivating annual crops to feed to animals, and then eating the

animals, has been shown to be a very ineﬃcient and unhealthy lifeﬆyle; we

will expe to provide moﬆ of our food from Tree crops, supplemented by
our own gardens. Once the land has been reﬆored to fertility, it will support

life comfortably, providing an alternative social environment where people

can live a simple life on the land, free of the whole complex burden of
survival which charaerizes life for moﬆ residents of the modern jungle.

It may be possible for a large part of the world’s population to live on
these “free farms,” free of economic competition and ﬆress. Of course, this

lifeﬆyle would not be for everyone; the present ﬆruure of free market
economics muﬆ be free to continue worldwide without other interference
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than taxation on resource depletion (carefully scaled to attain targets of

control). However, the free farm alternative will allow people to opt for a
simple life rather than forcing them into unproduive or counter-produive

economic aivity juﬆ to survive (e.g., theft, drug dealing, swindles,
manufaure and promotion of useless produs, the induﬆries of confusion,

the ineﬃciencies of insurance scams, and countless other parasites on a
healthy economy).

If you are concerned that the land you have lived on and worked so

hard for might be sold, logged, liquidated, partitioned, developed, or
otherwise exploited by some future heir or purchaser, you might want to

consider dedicating it to the Trees as a permanent truﬆ under the care of
The Church of the Living Tree. If you have no land of your own, plant
Trees, and otherwise support the local ecology wherever you are.

Or,

alternatively, volunteer your services personally as a member of a free farm

community to reﬆore Tree cover and fertility to the lands in our care.
Families are welcome, including children of all ages. Volunteers are not

paid, but all expenses, including housing and food, will be provided as our
resources permit.
The Church of the Living Tree has little formal ﬆruure and makes

no demands upon its members. All Tree-spirits everywhere who share our

goals and intereﬆs are encouraged to work with us, or to pursue the same

goals independently, according to their inclination. No particular forms of
religious aivity are required of members, but we might suggeﬆ at leaﬆ that

spiritual gatherings take place in a grove of living Trees rather than in
enclosed buildings of wood or ﬆone. Whenever we wish to feel close to
God, we want to go into the foreﬆ, close to the comforting shelter of the
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Trees, especially the oldeﬆ and the largeﬆ, with the deepeﬆ roots and the

higheﬆ crowns. We do not want to hear sermons or even music ~ silence
feels more appropriate to us while we sit, passive and receptive, that we
might be able to hear the messages which God might have for us, and not be
drowning them out with our own noise, full of our own importance.

And if you wish to celebrate a holiday at Chriﬆmas time, please do not

kill any Trees; perhaps you will choose a living Tree to decorate and honor

with your celebrations. If no other Trees are available to you, and there is no

place for you to plant a Tree, you might cultivate a living Tree in a pot, in
order to receive spiritual inspiration from it.

John R. Stahl, Founder,

THE CHURCH OF THE LIVING TREE
tree@tree.org
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III. Purpose:
The purpose of the Church of the Living Tree is to defend and prote the
Trees which ﬆill remain on this Earth, to plant more Trees by the millions

of acres all over the earth, and to evolve patterns of human lifeﬆyles that will
support Trees rather than exploit and deﬆroy them. In pursuance of these

primary purposes, the Church may undertake additional Tree support
projes such as ﬁnding and promoting alternatives for low grade utilization

of foreﬆ material ~ speciﬁcally, to promote tree-free sources of pulp for

paper produs. All of these goals have the same end in view: an increase in
the population, range, and health of Trees, which we revere as God.
IV. Organization:
The principle unit of organization is the Reﬆoration Proje
Community. Every piece of land acquired by the Church as a proje for the
reﬆoration of Trees will be independently managed by the community of

volunteers living and planting Trees on the property. The authority for all

decisions regarding the operation of the proje shall be veﬆed in the

Stewards in residence at the proje. The ﬁrﬆ Stewards of a proje will be
appointed by the Board of Direors of the Church at the commencement of
reﬆoration aivity. In addition to the Stewards, there may be any number of

Volunteers, temporary or resident, who may participate in the work of
reﬆoration under the direion of the Stewards.

From time to time,

Volunteers who wish to make a longer commitment may become Stewards,
at the invitation of the current Stewards.
The Church may organize communities for purposes other than a

reﬆoration proje; for example, there may be a community formed for the
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purpose of managing a newsletter, or aing as a center of information and
outreach to new members. For purposes of organization, each of these
communities will be equivalent to reﬆoration proje communities, including
both Stewards and Volunteers, and a seat on the Board of Direors.
V. The Board of Direors:
The supervision of reﬆoration projes as well as the management of

Church aﬀairs shall be condued by the Board of Direors.

Each

reﬆoration proje community will ele one of the Stewards to serve on the
Board of Direors.

VI. The Truﬆees:
The ﬁnal authority and responsibility for any and all decisions

regarding the aivity or operation of the Church of the Living Tree,

including matters of ﬁnance, policy, aivity, and direion, shall be held
initially by the Truﬆees of the Church. The Truﬆees may over-ride any

decisions of the Board of Direors.

As soon as the Seminary of the Church of the Living Tree eles one

of their number as the Advocate for the Tree, the authority held by the
Truﬆees shall pass permanently to the Advocate and his or her successors.
The initial Truﬆees will sign this organizing document; subsequent

Truﬆees will be added by unanimous written approval of the exiﬆing
Truﬆees.

Documents approving additional Truﬆees will be attached as

addenda to each original copy of these Articles of Organization.
VII. The Seminary:
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The Seminary of the Church of the Living Tree will be set up as an

independent and self governing body designed as an educational and social
environment to produce the spiritual head of the Church, the Advocate for

the Tree. Whenever necessary, adult members of the Seminary (sixteen
years old or more) may ele one of their number to the role of Advocate for
the Tree. The Advocate may be eleed by a simple majority, but if the
Seminary desires to recall their seleion, at leaﬆ three quarters of the
members muﬆ vote for recall in order to ele an alternative candidate.
Initially, the members of the Seminary will be seleed by the Truﬆees

of the Church at such times and in such numbers as will seem beﬆ. Once

the members of the Seminary sele the ﬁrﬆ Advocate for the Tree (no time
frame is ﬆipulated ~ the members of the Seminary will be expeed to sele

the appropriate time), the Advocate will assume all of the authority of the
Truﬆees, including seleion of new members of the Seminary.

The Advocate for the Tree will be responsible for improvements or

modiﬁcations in the design or funioning of the Seminary; the following
ideas from the founder’s vision are only a ﬆarting suggeﬆion to indicate the
idea:

The optimum age for enrolling new members to the Seminary will be

found with experience; the founder suggeﬆs ﬆarting with children of age ﬁve

to ten. All members of the Seminary will have all their needs provided by
the Church, but will not be paid, or allowed to accumulate personal wealth.

The school would ﬆart small, enlarging to whatever size seems beﬆ suited to
achieve the intended result. The Seminary would be deliberately seleed to
represent as wide a range of the peoples and cultures of the Earth as possible

(new members muﬆ be unrelated to any other members, present or paﬆ).
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Once admitted to the Seminary, members would be encouraged to let go of

their temporal attachments to family, culture, or nation, and grow into their
role as ﬆewards of the whole Earth and proteors of the Trees.

The

Advocate may wish to form advisory committees to help with the enrollment

of new members, with the appointment of inﬆruors and specialiﬆs to form
the educational environment, and with the management of any other matters
pertaining to the Seminary.

The curriculum would encompass the

perspeive of the entire Biosphere of the planet, with emphasis on the role

of Trees. Of necessity, human concerns ~ social, economic, and political ~

will form a major aspe of ﬆudy. To emphasize their co-dependence with

the earth, the Seminary members would spend a considerable part of their

time working direly on the land, cultivating the Seminary’s lands as an
arboretum and garden.
VIII. The Advocate for the Tree:
The Advocate for the Tree is designed to be the spiritual authority of

the Church, and the voice for the Trees. The model is the Dalai Lama of
Tibet: at the death of the Dalai Lama, the Buddhiﬆ prieﬆs of Tibet search
for the new incarnation of their spiritual leader. Found as a child, the new
Dalai Lama is trained for his role for moﬆ of his life, encouraging the
ﬂowering of a deeply rooted spiritual perspeive.

The seleion of the

Advocate for the Tree is similar, but we take a hint from the honey bees and

raise a small group of candidates on the royal jelly to create a reservoir of
spiritual energy, inﬆead of relying on a single individual. In a manner
similar to beliefs of Tibetan Buddhiﬆs, we are expeing the chosen

Advocate to be the incarnation of the Tree in human form, to speak with the
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voice of the Trees, and to promote the survival and optimum ﬂourishing of
all life on the planet.

*IX. Finances:
The aivities of the Church of the Living Tree will be ﬁnanced by

donations and grants, supplemented by sales of Tree produs or other farm

material cultivated on a reﬆoration proje, and possible business aivity
direly related to the intereﬆs of the church (for example, pilot projes
manufauring paper from tree-free pulp sources, either selling the paper

produced to cover the coﬆ of the operations, or perhaps selling material

cultivated as a source for the pulp. These aivities will serve the purposes of
the Church not only by direly relieving Trees from the pressure of
demands for pulp, but will also serve as a vehicle for education and

inspiration for other businesses to manufaure tree-free paper on a
commercial scale).

No money received by the Church of the Living Tree will inure to the

beneﬁt of any private parties, individuals, or organizations.

Reﬆoration

projes will only be carried out on lands donated to (or purchased by) the
Church, or on lands permanently dedicated for public or charitable use.

None of the assets of the Church will be used for projes not direly related
to its ﬆated goals and purposes, as expressed in these articles.

From time to time, the Church may employ persons with required

specialized skills, and will pay whatever wages are necessary. However,

residents of Church communities, Stewards, Volunteers, and general
members, will not receive payment for their services. As an alternative,
community members will have all of their needs provided direly, or paid for
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by the community.

An expense account may be provided for special

occasions when essential aivity will be carried on oﬀ the properties of the
Church.
X. Dissolution:
In the event that this organization is dissolved for any reason, the

Advocate for the Tree (or the Truﬆees of the Church, in the event

dissolution is eﬀeed before the eleion of the ﬁrﬆ Advocate) shall
diﬆribute all remaining assets of the Church to his, her, or their choice of

non-proﬁt organizations which, in the opinion of the Advocate (or
Truﬆees), will moﬆ eﬀeively carry on the goals and purposes of the Church

of the Living Tree. However, no such dissolution procedures may be

carried out that would result in members of the Church being required
(without their consent) to alter their ﬆatus with regard to lands entruﬆed to
them as Stewards.

XI. Initial Truﬆees:
The names and addresses of the persons who are the initial Truﬆees of

the Church are as follows:
John Stahl

Jeﬀrey Conant

Etienne Conod
In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our names and date:
{signatures}

July 8, 1992
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The Church of the Living Tree
P.O. Box 64

Leggett, CA 95585
Oober 1, 1993
Text of Proposed Amendment
Articles of Organization:
1.

Article III.

Purpose is amended by the addition of a second

paragraph, as follows:
‘The purposes of The Church of the Living Tree are limited to those

enumerated in these Articles of Organization. None of the members of the
Church (while aing in the name of the Church) will engage in any
aivities not direly related to the purposes of the Church or in any
aivities not permitted under seion 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue

Code. None of the assets of the Church will be used for any aivities not
direly related to the purposes of the Church or for any aivities not
permitted under seion 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.’
2. Article X. Dissolution is amended to read as follows:
‘In the event that this organization is dissolved for any reason, the

Advocate for the Tree (or the Truﬆees of the Church, in the event

dissolution is eﬀeed before the eleion of the ﬁrﬆ Advocate) shall
diﬆribute all remaining assets of the Church to his, her, or their choice of

non-proﬁt organizations which would qualify and would be exempt within
the meaning of seion 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, and which,
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in the opinion of the Advocate (or Truﬆees), will moﬆ eﬀeively carry on
the goals and purposes of the Church of the Living Tree.’

3.

The amendments proposed herein will become eﬀeive upon

approval of a majority of the Truﬆees of the Church.
Approved by:
John Stahl
Jeﬀrey Conant

Etienne Conod
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Free Farms
The basic concept of the Free Farm is that it is an alternative and a

refuge from the complex web of ﬁnancial entanglements that comprises the

daily reality for moﬆ individuals at the present time. At the Free Farm,
one’s account is expeed to be kept current and in balance ~ everyone

contributes as they can, and everyone’s needs are met. Like the kibbutz in
Israel, it is the Community that deﬁnes the ﬁnancial unit, not the individual.

This pattern allows for a much more eﬃcient arrangement of resources, as
advantages of scale are realized quickly, even by very small communities.

This is not a new idea, and communities have formed along these lines
from time to time, but they frequently fail, and one of the main reasons for
their failure is an inadequate consideration for the operation of the principle

of authority. There may be a desire to dispense with the services of any

authority, but it is not possible to eliminate the problem of authority by ﬁat.
To set up a community with no other recourse to authority but the consensus

of the current members is to abdicate the responsibility of leadership and
leave the community vulnerable to dissension.

Our solution to this problem at the Church of the Living Tree is to

make a diﬆinion between the Stewards, who share the responsibility for

the land, and the Volunteers, who do not. The Stewards are the core group
who have a long term commitment to the land, while the volunteers come as
gueﬆs, and may or may not have more than a temporary intereﬆ in the land.

After some period of time and demonﬆration of commitment a volunteer
may be invited to become a Steward.
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Projes of the Church of the Living Tree are operated by Stewards

and volunteers who do not pay rent or receive wages. At the present time we
only have a couple of locations with limited facilities for volunteers, but we

hope to increase the number and capacity of locations where volunteers can
come and work for the Trees.

In the meantime, we are trying to assiﬆ placement of intereﬆed

persons in free farm situations by operating a Free Farm Bulletin Board as a
clearinghouse for persons oﬀering or seeking a free farm situation. The

Church of the Living Tree can not be responsible for any consequences of
contas made through this service. Please check out oﬀerings thoroughly
before making any commitment. (www.tree.org/a3.htm)

leaſe ote: The limited ﬆipulations for the use of this service are that
all situations, whether oﬀered or sought, muﬆ be on the basis of free
exchange.

Situations requiring payment, or persons seeking paid

employment will be deleted when found. It should be further assumed,

unless otherwise clariﬁed, that a person invited to a Free Farm through the
use of this service will have the ﬆatus of Volunteer, as discussed above,
without any tenure to the land, unless it is so arranged by the hoﬆs.
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The Survival of Life on Earth
July, 2006

In this essay, I want to repeat a number of ideas I have expressed

elsewhere ~ in fa, here will be found many of the common themes that I
have been working with lately, as I try to underﬆand the world and any

possible future for the phenomenon of Life. But Life is kind of important to

me. Life is exciting to me: novelty unfolding outward in all direions as it
continues to grow. The important essence of God will surely be found more

readily in Life than anywhere else, except Love, which is really juﬆ another

view of the same phenomenon. So if readers of any of my other articles ﬁnd
that this one is juﬆ more of the same old ﬆuﬀ, my excuse is that Life is
important enough to be worth the treatment of reviewing many of my old

ideas here once again, with speciﬁc reference to the possibility of the survival
of Life on earth.

I say the “possibility of the survival of Life on earth,” because it is
presently in very serious jeopardy! The earth is dying, and the time during

which it may yet be possible to reverse this slide into the grave may rapidly
be running out, so it is imperative to address this problem immediately and

take it very, very seriously! There was a time when doomsayers would worry

that the earth would be ruined for future generations, but the future is now ~
we are at the point where the earth is already showing the very clear signs of

decay, and the ﬆench of death is in the air ~ life on earth could very well be
in its very laﬆ phase, and people alive right now are dying because of the
diminishing health of our biological environment. A great many of the
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problems facing the planet are coming to a head right now, during the time
of the present generation.

But inﬆead of all hands on deck working long hours to try to reverse

this slide into oblivion and darkness, we see everything going on “business as
usual” as everyone goes on trying to swindle and ﬆeal another dollar before
the curtain falls. The reason for this is that the change has been very

gradual. All through the Induﬆrial Revolution, the earth ~ its land, its
rivers, its air, its oceans, and its people ~ has been in a ﬆate of gradual

decline. Of course, this decline has been going on for longer than that ~ but

the paﬆ hundred and ﬁfty years have seen such an incredible acceleration of
the process of deﬆruion that we might as well look at this as a

contemporary problem. We are frogs in a pot of warm water, and the
gradually increasing temperature is putting us to sleep.
I do not propose here to go through the whole catalog of ruin and

deﬆruion ~ there are plenty of doomsayers who are shouting themselves

hoarse warning of the dangers of everything from nuclear power and global

warming to the deﬆruion of the Ancient Foreﬆ. My purpose is more
abﬆra ~ I want to look at this from an objeive point abﬆraed out of the

context of the current problem. Juﬆ suppose that our little world is being
ﬆudied by the scientiﬆs of a civilization from a ﬆar like Alpha Centauri,
many light years away. They may have been ﬆudying it for hundreds or

thousands of years, and suddenly they see that this green and fertile earth has
been rapidly withering and turning brown. It is clearly dying. It is as

obvious as it would be to a horticulturiﬆ who watches his pots of greenery ~
one of his plants has been wilting, and the leaves are turning yellow and

brown and falling oﬀ one by one. As Dylan says, “He who is not busy being
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born is busy dying.” Either the plants are green and vibrant and glowing

with energy, growing in good health, or they are limp and feeble and wilting
and drooping, losing their leaves as they lose vitality.
When a plant is in a ﬆate of decline like that, it is necessary to take

immediate ﬆeps to discover the problem and to make such changes as will be

needed to reﬆore the plant to health. Perhaps there is not enough water, or

perhaps too much. Perhaps the soil is depleted and worthless, or perhaps
there are some toxic elements in the soil. Maybe there is not enough sun, or
perhaps the air is ﬆale and toxic.

The point is that there may be a brief window of time during which it

may be possible to reverse the decline of the living plant ~ if it is left for too

long, then the plant will juﬆ die oﬀ, even if, too late, you make desperate
changes, trying to revive the plant.

The Earth is a single living organism (“aia”). The “Gaia hypothesis”

seems so obvious and self-evident to me, that it hardly seems that it needs to

be explained or discussed, but for those who may perhaps never think about
such things, let me juﬆ say that all living syﬆems are occupying the same

space. Juﬆ as every atom is composed of a nucleus at the center surrounded

by a ﬁeld of energy that extends far out, so that pattern follows for all of life.
A human being is not juﬆ conﬁned to the simple body which you may see

sitting in a chair ~ his ﬁeld of energy extends to the outermoﬆ reaches of the
cosmos, but certainly at leaﬆ it covers all of the region surrounding the
planet Earth.

What this means is that, in some very important sense,

everyone on earth is occupying the same space. What’s more, all living
things ~ plants, animals, trees, beetles, and people, are all in this together.

Over the evolutionary course of many millions of years, all of these energy
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ﬆreams have evolved into more or less suﬆainable living syﬆems that are
inextricably intertwined, and, as “aia”, are/is conscious. The consciousness
works two ways, for those who liﬆen for Her voice.
Now, suddenly, in the paﬆ hundred and ﬁfty years, the human race has

exercised such an unprecedented inﬂuence upon this fragile biological
environment that it is breaking down in many important ways.

I want to look at the health of the planet from the point of view of its
“aura.” In one of my earlier articles (he etaphycs of ex), I detailed eight
patterns of biological interaion which represent, in very abﬆra form, the
range of the potential of life. These patterns range from very negative
patterns of aggression and hoﬆility to loftier patterns of love and union. Of

course, a review of that article would be useful here, but I want to look at my
catalog of patterns moﬆly from the point of view of the colors of the aura

associated with those patterns, and then consider the level of life energy in
any living syﬆem by looking at those colors of the aura. We may liken the

aura to a pattern of energy similar to a kind of a light, which expresses the

quantity and quality of “vitality” or life force available or remaining in that
organism. A plant or animal in good health will have a bright aura; a
diseased or dying plant or animal will have a dark or muddy aura.

The colors of the patterns indicated in that article may be seen as

accumulations ~ that is, at the bottom there is the color Black, which is the
color of death ~ aually, it is the absence of color. Then, moving up the

scale, there are the colors of Red and Violet (Anger and Violence ~
Oppression and Viim). Above that, there is a mid-range of Orange and

Blue (War and Peace) which represent more eﬆablished levels of life energy.
Above that, there are the higher levels of Yellow and Green (Giving and
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Receiving Love) representing much higher developments of biological
vitality.

Finally, at the very top, is the color White, which is the

accumulation of all colors, and it represents the higheﬆ level of vitality ~

Unity, Love, (the Creative, Heaven, from the I hing ~ and the metal Gold
from Alchemy).

So, while I am reviewing all of my old ideas in this essay, let me

mention one more that needs to be emphasized in this context ~ whenever

something is in good health, all elements of the organism will be in a ﬆate of

balance and harmony, and when an organism is not in good health, elements
will be in a ﬆate of chaos and confusion. The closer the organism is to a

ﬆate of balance and clarity and harmony, the healthier the organism.
Conversely, when an organism exhibits extreme chaos and confusion, it is
clear that the organism is in very bad health.
Thus, it is very clear that our world is in very deep trouble right about

now! There have been times in hiﬆory (Athens under Pericles, for example),
when everything seemed to be right ~ art, music, literature, even architeure

expressed the harmony and beauty of the age. All one has to do is contraﬆ
the glorious and joyful music of J. S. Bach with the awful and ﬆrident noise

of contemporary “music” in order to realize that we are suﬀering a
considerable decline of vital energy. Everywhere one looks today one sees

violence, anger, hoﬆility, death, and deﬆruion. Any sweetness and light
that timidly tries to appear is laughed oﬀ the ﬆage with ridicule.

So now I come to my conclusions ~ it is necessary to recognize what is

going on! If people were to see all of this clearly, then perhaps it might be

possible to turn this around. What is needed is not juﬆ “a solution to the

war in the Middle Eaﬆ, or Iraq” but a whole new spiritual consciousness.
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Everyone who wants life on earth to survive muﬆ work towards the goal of a
renewal of spiritual consciousness. It doesn’t matter what speciﬁc theological
ideas anyone may have ~ as I expressed in another article (Is eligion ood or
ad?), I have come to the conclusion that “religions” are juﬆ obﬆacles to
spiritual consciousness. (See also ow to eaſure piritual rowth.)

We need to develop an all-encompassing spiritual consciousness that

includes all of life ~ Moslems, Jews, goldﬁsh, and blackberry brambles. If
we can develop a critical mass of life to converge into a place of harmony and

balance, it may be possible to reverse the slide of the planet towards an
ultimate disintegration. Time is running out ~ let us make a speciﬁc goal of

accomplishing this convergence by the year 2012 ~ an arbitrary time,

perhaps, but a date by which many people have been looking for another
high point in the “biorhythm” of the planet.

We muﬆ make this

convergence of harmony and balance powerful enough to carry the earth to a

new Golden Age, because a failure to accumulate enough positive energy to
reverse the direion back towards the center, towards Clarity, Balance,

Peace, and Love, will probably mean that the ebb tide of life on earth will
juﬆ cause aia to decay into the color Black for all the reﬆ of eternity.
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A Solution to the War
in the Middle Eaﬆ
July, 2006

The problem in the Middle Eaﬆ has been going on for 1000 years,

ever since the ﬁrﬆ Crusades. The situation there is a “real” problem. Some
problems are not real.

Some problems have a simple solution ~ some

aggressor is clearly wrong, so the “solution” is to remove that aggressor and
reﬆore juﬆice and freedom. Even if this is not easy to do, at leaﬆ the

problem might be clear. However, in the case of the conﬂi between the

Moslems and the Jews, the conﬂi goes back and back and back. It is never
useful to say that these people or those people are clearly wrong to do what
they do. The problem is that they are aing in response to what those

people or these people have been doing before. But you can carry the
problem back and back and back, like the Hatﬁelds and McCoys. After a

while, the feud is so deeply ingrained on both sides that it would seem that
no possible resolution could ever be possible.
In the case of the present conﬂi, there really isn’t much basis to

negotiate between the two positions. The Moslems want to force all of the
Jews into the Mediterranean Sea, and the Jews want to kill every Paleﬆinian,

to the laﬆ man, woman, and child, in much the same way that the American
coloniﬆs decided to deal with the “Indians” who happened to be there ﬁrﬆ.
These are their clear intentions, hardly even pretended otherwise (have the

Israelis thought of donating blankets to the Paleﬆinians, loaded with
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smallpox virus, as the early American settlers did to the native Americans?).
So what could anyone possibly propose, in order to resolve this conﬂi?

Well, I aually have a proposal, but no one is going to like it. But

that, of course, is inevitable when you have two opposed camps who are so
far apart in their attitudes as the Moslems and the Jews. What a thankless
task to even propose any solutions! If no one is going to like any of my ideas,
why don’t I juﬆ cultivate my fragrant roses, and forget about that conﬂi? I

don’t live anywhere close to that region, and I have no desire to go back
there (I have been to Israel, and I have been to many Moslem countries).

However, I do live on the earth, and so the problem cannot be ignored. The

earth is too small these days. The days when a Great Wall of China could
be built to keep out the hordes of barbarians (or the Ugly American), are
long gone. Any solution to the problems of the world muﬆ have a global

consideration or the solution is worthless. If Iran and Israel have a nuclear
confrontation (for example), where does that leave life on earth?

So my ﬁrﬆ premise is that any solution is better than no solution. This

seems like a self-evident proposition, but to people in the heat of battle, it
apparently is not so evident. Whenever any two people have a ﬁght on their
hands such that each will ﬁght to the death before giving in, it is clear that
any solution at all, even a bad one for one side or the other, is better than
nothing, since at leaﬆ it allows life to go on.

This is contrary to human nature. It is human nature to go on ﬁghting
“to the death” before accepting the short end of any deal. This is clearly

folly, at leaﬆ to my eyes. I remember when the deal was ﬆruck between
Egypt and Israel. At the time everyone on both sides cried out in anger at

the deal, yet the deal was made and accepted, and now there is no war on
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that front. For better or worse, a deal was made, and now there is at leaﬆ

one border where there is no war going on! The beneﬁts of this are ﬁnally
clear to both sides. Now, I am sure that neither side would wish to revert to
the previous situation. A settlement has been reached, and, at leaﬆ as far as
that portion of the conﬂi is concerned, everyone can return to their roses or
their farms.

In the same way, I am trying to ﬁnd a solution which can work ~ some
solution by which both the Israelis and the Paleﬆinians can go on living.
When you can spend your resources cultivating your ﬁelds inﬆead of

building weapons and waging war, you can increase your prosperity rapidly.
Any solution that will allow for an end to hoﬆilities, and allow the peace to
be retained with only moderate peace-keeping forces, will be a great boon to
the people of the region, on both sides of the conﬂi.
The problem is that the claims to that land go so far back that it is juﬆ

no longer feasible to eﬆablish “rightful ownership.” The Paleﬆinians claim
recent hiﬆory; the Israelis claim biblical hiﬆory. As I look upon those

claims, I ﬁnd myself considering that biblical hiﬆory juﬆ goes too far back to

provide a credible basis on which to base a claim to the land. tatus quo ante
bellum is one thing; trying to revert to a political reality that is out of date by

2000 years seems a bit optimiﬆic. On the other hand, the Jews are there,
and not planning to leave any time soon. I consider that the seizure of the
land is similar to when a government (by which we refer to a power ﬆronger
than you are that has a lot more guns than you have) seizes land by “eminent

domain.” Basically, they say to the holders of the land, that they want it, so
you have to move; so sorry. In this case, when they do this, at leaﬆ they are
conﬆrained by cuﬆom to oﬀer some compensation for taking the land.
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So there is my solution. If the Israelis have taken the land, they muﬆ

pay compensation. Now, of course, the Paleﬆinians are going to say that
they do not want “compensation” ~ they want their land back. However, it

is evident that that solution is not liable to happen by means of any
foreseeable continuations of this conﬂi. Nothing that the Paleﬆinians can

do is likely to result in the reﬆoration of their lands. Notice that I am not
trying to make any arbitration on the basis of “juﬆice.” It has been a long,
long time since I expeed anything in the world to happen in accordance

with “juﬆice.”

Politics is a business of pragmatic solutions to the real

problems of the world, and no one’s platitudes are going to be of any use.

So, while no one is going to like this solution, at leaﬆ it can provide a

way in which everyone involved can go on living. The way it is now, the
only advice the Israelis have for the Paleﬆinians is for them to lay down and

die. They should not be surprised, therefore, that when the Paleﬆinians do
this they at leaﬆ want to take as many Israelis with them when they go as

possible (the suicide bombers). It is not praical for the Israelis to expe
the Paleﬆinians to accept defeat and simply go away. Not only do they have
no place to go, but they don’t have any shoes.
If the displaced Paleﬆinians are given a subﬆantial sum of cash money

to renounce their claims upon the land, they will not be penniless refugees

living in tent camps, but will be welcomed anywhere. I think this is a serious
proposal.

I remember thinking during the war in Viet Nam that the

American approach was all wrong. Inﬆead of sending in armies of soldiers
to deﬆroy the country, they should have sent in some carnival huckﬆers in
Hawaiian shirts, with carpet bags full of cash money.
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“Hello, Charlie! Good day to you. And how are the wife and kids?

Cigar? Fresh from Havana! ~ Well, I’m here representing the United States

government, and we think your support of the communiﬆ regime is really

foolish. I am authorized to oﬀer you and your family $5,000 in cash to
support our proposals for a capitaliﬆ regime here ~ oops, I mean a
“democratic government.” I’ll be setting up an oﬃce in town, so send your

friends over ~ same deal for everyone who agrees to sign up. Oh, and we
have allocated a million dollars for a new hospital here, and another million
for schools.”

Give me about ﬁfty slick carpet baggers and about 10% of the budget

for the war in Vietnam, and I would undertake to have ended the war to
everyone’s satisfaion! The same could have been done in Iraq, also, only
now the coﬆ would have to be adjuﬆed upwards. Back in the old days,

$5,000 per person might have swung it, but now I’m afraid it will coﬆ so
much more that the proposal breaks down. No, nothing will work now
except for an immediate and unconditional withdrawal. The country has

already been deﬆroyed, and there is little hope at all that anyone in the world
will ever again support the American agenda, but if the Americans admit
their miﬆake and withdraw their troops (say, during the next adminiﬆration,

after George W. Bush ﬁnally takes his bow and his curtain falls), pay massive

reparations to the Iraqi people, and ﬆay out of countries where their presence

is not wanted, then, after a few generations, the bad smell may begin to
dissipate. Of course, when the eﬀes of all the depleted uranium begin to

be seen clearly, it may signiﬁcantly retard the rehabilitation of the United

States’ reputation.
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So, what is the speciﬁc proposal to the situation in the Middle Eaﬆ? I

would say, set up a panel of arbitration and invite Paleﬆinians to bring

complaints for review. This could be set up like an ordinary court, with
attorneys for both sides representing their clients ~ attorneys for the
Paleﬆinians (including a Paleﬆinian “Public Defender” for the indigent), and

attorneys representing the State of Israel, againﬆ which the judgments will

be made. Jews could likewise make claims againﬆ the Paleﬆinians, and cross
judgments might be made. A ﬁnal settlement would include a minimum

sum to which all Paleﬆinians are entitled, every man, woman, and child,
with additional speciﬁc judgments as decreed by the court of arbitration.

Now why would the State of Israel accept any such terms? Is all this
juﬆ a pipe dream, or what? I think that if it were underﬆood as a ﬁnal
solution to this endless ﬆruggle, it could be underﬆood as worth the money!
Even if the ﬁnal settlement runs into many billions, even trillions of dollars,
this could be seen as a cheap price to pay for a peaceful end to the conﬂi. If

a settlement could be reached that would allow the Paleﬆinians to accept the
solution, and retire to within the borders left to them (obviously, any real

solution will be far more complex than the broad outlines suggeﬆed here ~
some land would be set aside for a Paleﬆinian State, for example) or ﬁnd a

new home and a new life, with the help of their compensation package
somewhere outside the borders of the disputed territories, then everyone
could return to their ﬁelds or their faories, and life could go on.

The Paleﬆinians may prefer to have their land back rather than any
amount of money, and the Jews may be very reluant to pay out enormous

sums of money to people they consider to be their enemy, but if this solution
leads to peace, then everyone beneﬁts. Within a generation or two, everyone
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involved would be far better oﬀ than they could possibly have been if the
ﬅatus quo were to have continued for all that time.

It might take ten years to work out all the details of such a settlement,

but if the intervening ten years were spent in court rooms inﬆead of
battleﬁelds, that is already an immense improvement.

I consider myself completely impartial in this conﬂi ~ I have no

reason to favor either side, but I think that I would welcome such a

resolution regardless of which side of the conﬂi I were on. The goal of

peace at laﬆ would be worth any sacriﬁce ~ giving up their claim to the land
on the part of the Paleﬆinians, or agreeing to a very subﬆantial payment of

compensation by the Israelis, which might be the equivalent of their war
budget for many years into the future. However, once the debt were paid
oﬀ, then there could ﬁnally be a gradual reﬆoration of prosperity to the
whole region.

And, beﬆ of all, everyone could go on living.
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The Fall of the Dollar
September, 2007

It has been clear to me for many years that there is no future for the

Almighty Dollar. One thing I have noticed is that people are rarely able to
perceive the possibility of Change of any sort ~ whatever the present reality

is, that is the way It Has Always Been, and The Way It Will Always Be (cf.
1984 by George Orwell). However, with a little hiﬆorical perspeive, it is
very easy to predi the decline and fall of the Dollar.

I have always taken a view of economics which I call “Reality

Economics.”

I have underﬆood fashionable ideas about how war, for

example, can ﬆimulate an economy, but I have always taken an alternative
view that aions can be considered in terms of the real eﬀe, and that,
ultimately, that real eﬀe will tell far more surely in the long run than any

very temporary apparent “ﬆimulation of the economy.” War is the moﬆ
obvious example of this principle. To be sure, war encourages a hoﬆ of

aivities which, superﬁcially, ﬆimulate an economy ~ arms are built, soldiers

are outﬁtted with uniforms and guns, ships are built for transport, and
military spending all along the line ﬂushes the economy with movements of
capital. Yet when the ﬁnal eﬀe of all of these wartime aivities is to

deﬆroy ~ people, bridges, buildings, oil ﬁelds ~ it is clear to me that all of
that expenditure of money will promote the advance of poverty, not
prosperity.
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Then even more money is spent to rebuild what was deﬆroyed at such

coﬆ, and huge armies of contraors, masons, elericians, and speculators

will be mobilized in the shadow of the soldiers, all of whom appear likewise
to “ﬆimulate the economy.”

But in contraﬆ with all of this deﬆruive and useless consumption of

real value, consider the eﬀe of spending upon projes for which there is a

more clearly evident value ~ schools, hospitals, roads, agriculture, etc. My

“reality economics” suggeﬆs that such expenditures will eventually bring very
real and tangible beneﬁts.

What is required is to diﬆinguish between short term appearances and

long term reality. I am not at all impressed by any of the specious arguments
that pretend to ﬁnd an economic ﬆimulation in warfare and other examples
of deﬆruive and waﬆeful energy. Extend the window to a longer term, and

sooner or later you will see the aual consequences of waﬆeful economic
aivity (and the beneﬁts of economic aivity which aually accomplishes

something worthwhile). I take as a prime example the ancient civilization of
Crete, which enjoyed a higher civilization than is in evidence anywhere in
the world at the present day, yet it enjoyed this civilization thousands of

years ago, one of the earlieﬆ sites of advanced civilization known to hiﬆory.

The reasons for the advanced level of civilization are very clear and simple.
Crete was an island of juﬆ the right size ~ big enough for a large and

complex community to develop, yet small enough to be governed by a single
king, so there was no internal warfare. In addition, and moﬆ importantly, as
an island nation it was easily defensible from external attack.

Thus, it

enjoyed an uninterrupted period of peace and tranquility for over a thousand
years. This peace allowed the citizens to attend to the cultivation of their
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gardens, and allowed an attendant class of merchants and artisans to grow up
around the agricultural base. This led to prosperity for everyone, and that

prosperity led, in turn, to the development of music, arts, and sciences for
the better appreciation of life, and the civilization was rolling right along,
ﬂourishing and ﬂowering in every respe.

This civilization laﬆed until the advent of large ships of war, when it

became possible for foreign powers to invade their land with an armada of
ships carrying armies of soldiers, who immediately laid waﬆe to the land,

raping and pillaging, seizing whatever they could ﬁnd of value to carry oﬀ.
The civilization of Crete was deﬆroyed overnight.

So if a thousand years of uninterrupted peace leads to prosperity and

the advance of civilization, times of warfare will do the opposite, quickly
dragging down any nation based upon warfare into the mire of poverty and
cultural devaﬆation.

The United States has entered upon the laﬆ ﬆage of a Great Power.

Early ﬆages of decline are marked by extensive military expenditures which

impoverish the land and the people, and an abandonment of those
commercial aivities which produce real wealth and prosperity.
The increasing dependence upon military aivities “to promote and

ﬆimulate economic aivity” has led to a ﬆate of aﬀairs in which very little of

real economic value is aually produced in the United States any more. As

far as commercial goods are concerned, everything is now made in China.
Even the fabled Technology seor is increasingly outsourced to India. This

is leaving the country without any real economic base anymore, so it is no
wonder that it is rapidly descending into poverty.
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Furthermore, its agricultural base is eroding juﬆ as rapidly. When the

fertility of agricultural lands is deﬆroyed by the over-use of chemicals,
replacing organic farming praices, then the ﬆerile medium of ruined land
can no longer support life without a continued and increasing dependence

upon such chemicals, which leads to a downward spiral of decreasing

produivity, measured not only in the quantities produced, but especially in
the nutritional value of the produce. Of what value is it to produce bushels

of vegetables which contain no more nutritional content than the chemicals
of which they are composed? It is far healthier to eat a small meal of organic
produce which provides a true and nourishing vitality than to eat a big plate

of food which is saturated with chemicals, and devoid of any of the attributes
of life.

It has always amused me to watch people rejoicing in the conﬆant

rising of the values of the ﬆock market. They seem to think that the rising

values of their ﬆocks indicates some real economic growth. Sadly, it is juﬆ

the reverse. The rise in the value of ﬆocks, like the rise in the “value” of real

property, is juﬆ another way of looking at the fall of the dollar. For example,
if ﬆocks or property increase in value by 30%, yet the value of the dollar

declines by 30%, this represents zero growth. And make no miﬆake ~ the
dollar has been declining rather quickly for many years now! All of this has

been quite clear to bankers and ﬁnancial speculators, but the common
people, ‘οι πολλοι, are lulled into thinking that nothing unusual is going on.

“Sure, markets rise and fall, and the value of the dollar rises and falls.” Only
at present it is only falling, and not doing too much rising at all. One very
simple benchmark is the value of the Euro. When the Euro was introduced,

it ﬆarted oﬀ at par with the Dollar. Now, a dollar will buy you about 70¢ on
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the euro, representing a loss of about a third of the value of the dollar over a
handful of years, and there is no end in sight.

Every day I read about falling markets in the US, and hiﬆorically high

markets in China and India. Juﬆ about every currency in the world is

outpacing the dollar. Recently I was in Cambodia and speaking with hotel

keepers who were accumulating piles of local money and they wanted, in

their innocence, to convert their savings into dollars. I told them, to their
evident surprise, that they should rather hold on to their savings in
Cambodian currency. I suggeﬆed that, in a few years’ time, savings of

Cambodian currency would be worth considerably more than equivalent
savings in dollars.

The fa is, no one with any economic sense wants to hold dollars
anymore! Even the Chinese bankers, aware of the inevitable decline of the

value of the dollar, are very reluant to renew loans denominated in dollars.
Of what use is it to earn 6% intereﬆ on a loan if the loan is paid back in

dollars that have loﬆ 10% of their value? But if American banks were forced
to accept loans denominated in any ﬆrong currency, such as the Chinese
yuan, or the Indian rupee (hilariously enough, from the ﬆandpoint of fairly

recent hiﬆory ~ when I was traveling in India, in the days of my youth, the

rupee had no value whatsoever outside of India), then the imminent
bankruptcy of the American banks would be assured.

In fa, the American National Debt is so huge that there is no
mathematical possibility that it could ever be repaid. What? Did you follow
that? Look at the rise in the debt from 1940 until the present ~
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Is there a mathematician in the house? Does anyone recognize the
shape of that curve? It is an exponential curve. What that means is that,
from here, there is no way it can go but up, dramatically and

ﬆratospherically, far beyond the remoteﬆ possibility that it might ever be
repaid. In fa, did you ever wonder how the United States is ﬁnancing its
war in Iraq?

It is simply borrowing the money and piling it onto the

National Debt, which everyone underﬆands will never, ever, be repaid. The

National Debt is a game of musical chairs ~ bankers and merchants go on
making money as long as the music plays, but when the music ﬆops, you had
better not be holding any dollars (or bonds payable in dollars)!
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(Update, March, 2011) That graph is out of date. Here is the way it

looks about ﬁve years later, juﬆ in case anyone was wondering what happens
to an exponential curve: [October 2022 ~ $31 trillion]

The Chinese bankers backed down, and allowed the American banks
to go on repaying their loans with ever more worthless dollars, because they,

like everyone else, are apprehensive about what will happen “when the music
ﬆops.” But for now, the band is playing on, even though the game has

become ever more and more unreal. Do you underﬆand how it is that so

many people and corporations are able to make so much money oﬀ of this
war in Iraq? It is perfely simple. What you do is get a contra from the

American Government, which borrows, say, another billion dollars to give to
the Contraor. Then the Contraors vaporize $900 million, and put the
ﬁnal $100 million into their pockets. oila, “free money”! To be sure, a

billion dollars has been piled onto the National Debt, but that is all an unreal
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fantasy anyway, yet the hundred million is real money in the pocket. Let the
band play on!

Well, while governments and contraors are playing this game,

ﬆuﬃng money into their pockets as faﬆ as they can before the music ﬆops,

what is aually going to happen? If the National Debt is juﬆ a fantasy,
which “everyone” (the “smart money”) underﬆands will never be repaid, what
is going to happen? Can the levels of the National Debt juﬆ go soaring on
and on to ever more unreal and lofty heights?
Well, no. No; the hard truth is that it cannot. The music is ﬆill

playing on, but ever more and more you have the “smart money” managers

glued to their computer monitors, watching for the signs of the music
ﬆopping. What happens is that declines in the ﬁnancial markets can be very

sudden and very brutal. The secret is to make money in this high-ﬆakes

game as long as you can, and then, when the music ﬆops, be very sure that
you are out of dollars, and out of any bonds payable in dollars! You can own
tangible assets, like real property, but God help you if you have sunk the
money from the sale of Grandma’s farm into the bank, or paper securities! (I

am not troubled by the collapse in the real eﬆate market these days ~ editing

this article in 2008. When Asian residents discover how cheap land is in the

United States, relative to the coﬆ of land in their own countries, they will bid
up the prices of the land once again.)

Fundamentally, there are really only two ways out of this situation.
One of them is through warfare. The ultima ratio regis (“laﬆ argument of
kings”) is their cannon. When a nation is going broke, the simple and

obvious solution is to put your laﬆ remaining resources into ﬁtting out your

citizens for war. Then you can simply march into foreign lands, raping and
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pillaging, and bring home whatever you can carry oﬀ of value, juﬆ as the

marauders who sacked ancient Crete did so many years ago. This is no
longer a politically corre solution, however. In earlier days, this solution

was so common that no one expeed anything any diﬀerent. Of course your
neighbors would be marching over the border to seize your lands any time

they feel they can get away with it. This is juﬆ the law of the jungle, after
all, so what else is new?

Unfortunately, however, the law of the jungle is antithetical to any of

the tenets of modern civilization. Having recourse to wars of aggression is to

renounce any claims to civilization, and haﬆen a regression back to very
primitive morality.

There is, however, one other little possibility, which has not escaped
the notice of sharp bankers! There is, ﬁnally, a way to aually pay oﬀ that
National Debt after all!

The key, as the Chinese bankers so clearly

underﬆand, is to repay your loans with “dollars” of reduced value. Juﬆ to

give you a simple idea, suppose agents of the US government decide that the

time is ripe to shut oﬀ the music (having ﬁrﬆ sheltered all of their wealth
into real or tangible assets ~ real property, gold, diamonds, works of art,
Indian rupees, etc. [This is a joke. If the dollar collapses, “even” the Indian
rupee will fall.]). Trying to take advantage of some brief window in which

no one is expeing it, they suddenly pull the plug. When you read the
morning paper over your toaﬆ and coﬀee, you might discover that, in the

night, the US government has paid oﬀ the National Debt! What they did
was to print up big ﬆacks of billion-dollar bank notes, and paid everyone oﬀ!

Perfely legal. Now, of course, a hamburger will coﬆ half a million dollars,
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but that is no longer the concern of the federal government, which has paid
oﬀ its debt in full!

But that amusing little ﬆory is not the way it aually happens. What

they do, inﬆead, is nibble away at the value of the currency a little at a time,
“so that no one notices.” But what this means is that the fall of the dollar is

very far from over. You may depend upon it that the dollar will continue to

collapse, a little at a time, probably with a series of rapid falls, with brief
leveling oﬀ periods in between, for the foreseeable future, as the United
States gradually recedes from its position of dominance on the world’s ﬆage
to take up the more humble role of the has-been, drinking beer with the

Romans, Mongols, Spaniards, Englishmen, and Russians who have been
there before them.

This, of course, is the “optimiﬆic” scenario. The somewhat more

pessimiﬆic scenario would see escalating war on all fronts ~ Iraq, Iran,

Pakiﬆan, Korea, etc. Perhaps it is the deliberate intention of the cabal of
wealthy and powerful people, fronted by the Bush regime, to ratchet up the

levels of tension and fear in the world to the point where they can safely rule
by Martial Law, bringing the world to the brink of chaos and annihilation

until they can ﬁnd a way to re-shuﬄe the deck in their favor. If they do this,
of course, do not look to them to bail out the United States government,

which is hopelessly bankrupt and has been for many years ~ no, they will go
on lining their own pockets, bailing out of the sinking ship juﬆ as it is going
down.
Oh, no ~ the former “optimiﬆic scenario” of the gradual decline of the

United States and its god, Mammon (the Almighty Dollar), is a much more
graceful way for that vortex of negative energy to subside into irrelevance.
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So the moral of this ﬆory is “don’t be the laﬆ one to get out of dollars!”

Dump your dollars now, and avoid the rush. Perhaps it is time to ﬆart
hoarding rupees (or guns, depending on whether you are an optimiﬆ or a
pessimiﬆ).

There is a positive side to this essay. If a major change of energy can

take place, and a rapid uplifting of spiritual consciousness can spread

throughout the land, then, in the rapid movement back to Clarity, a great
prosperity may take the place of war, and (as a rising tide ﬂoats all boats)
even the United States economy and the greenback Dollar may again reﬂe
the value of prosperity.
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Reality Economics
March, 2009

I have written a previous article about what I call “reality economics”

(ide: he all of the ollar) but here it is March of 2009, and, like everyone
else in the world, I am watching the entire worldwide economic syﬆem

falling into chaos, and I am baﬄed by the methods which are proposed to

“reﬆart the economy.” Everyone seems to think that if only everyone would
ﬆart buying produs once again, then everything will be juﬆ rosy. I

remember George Bush’s simple recipe for curing an ailing economy: we
should all go shopping. Now I hear on the news that Germany has come up

with a brilliant plan to get their economy moving again: they have inﬆituted
a program of government incentives for people to buy new cars by paying
prospeive new car purchasers to junk their older cars.

Here is an opportunity for me to explain again what I am trying to

suggeﬆ by “reality economics.” While the German government wants
everyone to buy a new car to ﬆimulate their economy, and they are so
convinced that this is the solution that they are providing government money
to wreck older cars, I would propose a diametrically opposite ﬆrategy.

I would propose that, inﬆead of spending trillions of dollars trying to

pump up sagging economies, governments should a like every other

business or private party in economic trouble: ﬆop spending money! If
banks,

mortgage

companies,

insurance

companies,

or

automobile

manufauring companies are unable to operate proﬁtably, let them declare
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bankruptcy and liquidate their assets. If company A wishes to pay out multimillion dollar bonus packages to its executives, they will not be able to

compete againﬆ company B which asks all workers, from executives on

down, to accept a pay cut in the intereﬆ of remaining solvent so that they
will ﬆay in business and be able to continue paying any salaries at all. If

demand for a company’s goods are way down, close the faories until
inventories fall to levels where it will be appropriate to reopen the faories

again. Inﬆead of encouraging everyone to buy a new car, encourage

everyone to ﬁx their old one inﬆead.

If there is widespread unemployment, ﬁne; juﬆ invite all the

unemployed to live in peace on the Free Farm, planting trees or growing

fruits and vegetables. Sooner or later enterprising individuals or companies
will ﬁgure out something useful to do which someone, somewhere will pay

them for, and gradually a new economy will evolve to replace old induﬆries

which are out of date.

Take the automobile induﬆry, for example. It is not juﬆ General

Motors that is in trouble; car makers all over the world have seen their sales
drying up and blowing away. The fa is that there are juﬆ too many cars in

the world, and not enough oil to run them much longer anyway. Let these
companies go bankrupt one by one, selling oﬀ their assets until the few
companies that remain are able to survive by supplying cars to what remains

of the automobile market. Let the market determine which companies will
survive to make the next generation of cars. Or, alternatively, let those

companies whose executives are paying themselves fat salaries and bonuses
juﬆ fail in competition with leaner companies which devote their attention

to spending their resources more wisely, with a view to providing greater
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value to their cuﬆomers ~ better quality vehicles for less money than their
bloated competitors. I ﬆill believe in the free market ~ if everyone had not
panicked but simply let the losers fail and drop out of the race, then the

companies which survive would remain a part of the evolving economy, and

those which couldn’t keep up would fail, and their ﬆockholders would take
the loss.

No company is “too big to be allowed to fail,” and this includes the
United States of America. If foolish economic policies push the country into

bankruptcy, well, so be it! If the voters and taxpayers juﬆ shrug their
shoulders while the treasury is being syﬆematically looted, whom will they
blame for the decline and fall of the United States?

I remember after George Bush’s second fraudulent eleion moﬆ
Americans simply shrugged their shoulders and said, “I guess George Bush
won,” when, in fa, he had done nothing of the kind. In ﬆriking contraﬆ, it

was only a few weeks after that fraudulent eleion that there was another

fraudulent eleion, this time in Ukraine. However, in the case of Ukraine,
some hundreds of thousands of Ukraine citizens wouldn’t ﬆand for it;

inﬆead of shrugging their shoulders, they took to the ﬆreets of Kiev, loudly
denounced the fraud, and refused to go home until the government gave in
and promised new eleions (in which the other party won).

I also hear on the news that the Federal Reserve has decided to print

up another trillion dollars or so; overnight, the dollar loses much of its value
on the news. But, what can you expe? They have no more money, and no

one will buy any more Treasury Bills, so they can’t think of anything else to
do except to emulate the Zimbabwe economic miracle. Perhaps it is time to
shop for a wheelbarrow (to carry your money) before the prices go up.
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No one is going to bail out the United States government. China will

only continue to purchase treasury bills as long as they believe that it is in
their intereﬆ to do so. When they decline to renew their loans, the worldwide economic upheaval will make the present mess look like a Sunday
School picnic.

When anyone ﬁnds themselves in ﬁnancial trouble, the solution is not

to try to spend your way out of your troubles; the solution is to spend less
than you are earning, so that you can manage your debt before it reaches
levels from which it is mathematically impossible to recover. I remember the

spending of the Reagan years. The short term consequence was an
appearance of prosperity; the long term consequence was a massive

impoverishment of the country which was direly responsible for the present
ﬁnancial crisis.
So, what is the message here? Is it simply to ﬆop spending

money? No; it is more complex than that. If the government spends money

bailing out failed companies like banks, mortgage companies, insurance
companies, or any other failed or failing business, or if they pass out goodie

bags of cash money in the form of tax breaks, then we can look forward to
the collapse of the United States government in our lifetimes. But if the

government spends money for good value received, such as schools, health
care, railroads, inveﬆments in alternative energy, and massive programs of

tree planting, providing edible fruits and nuts, or other worthwhile crops, as
well as addressing the principle causes of climate change and declining
personal health (the declining levels of oxygen in the environment and

corresponding increase in levels of carbon dioxide; ide: he auſe and ure of

iſeaſe), then there is some hope that these worthwhile expenditures,
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embodying the underlying principle of “reality economics” will eventually

repay their coﬆs and even lead to an improvement in the country’s ﬁnancial
health. On the one hand, I am hopeful to see that President Obama is
trying to make a lot of very worthwhile expenditures, but, on the other hand,
I am worried to see trillions of dollars being thrown away into Black

Holes. The only hope of survival for the economies of any country in the

world is to follow the principles of reality economics and make every dollar
pay.
It may be diﬃcult to ﬆand by and watch while companies like General

Motors go bankrupt, but every good gambler has to know when to hold ’em
and when to fold ’em.
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A New World
April, 2009

There is a sense in which I have welcomed all of the upheaval in the

world today. I am a ﬆudent of philosophy, and one of the sets of symbols

and imagery that has always appealed to me moﬆ ﬆrongly is the Alchemical
Process of Change. The process of Change is absolutely fundamental to any

idea of philosophy or metaphysics. The Greeks were barking up the wrong

tree, looking for some ultimate particle (which they called “the atom”). No,
what is really fundamental, in this cosmos, is the process of Change (cf:
Heraclitus). That’s where it all happens. The present moment, ow, is the
Philosophers’ Stone, the agency of change.
The alchemy lesson is very short and simple: olve et oagula, “to break

apart, and to join together.” It is the alternation of these two direions of
energy that is responsible for the unfolding of the inﬁnite cosmos. In

praical terms, what that means is that in order for something new to come
into being, the old has to be broken down. For a long time (all my life) I
have had the idea that this world was in need of a major makeover. I
imagined myself, two millennia later looking back at these primitive times ~
from a larger perspeive, these are ﬆill the Dark Ages. From the vantage
point of some time in the year 4089, there is not all that much diﬀerence
between the tenth century and the twentieth, or twenty-ﬁrﬆ.
ow is the time for people of the earth to work out a new political and

economic arrangement, which encompasses the whole world, and is
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emphatically NOT any kind of ax mericana, nor even a ax inens, for

that matter. A lot of people seem to get really terriﬁed at any such

notion. “Surely you don’t mean a ew orld Order?” Am I with the

Illuminati, trying to promote some siniﬆer plot? Well, yes, I am. Now it is
out. (iniﬅer juﬆ means “to the left.”)

All I can say is that it is not surprising that anyone should be terriﬁed

of any such notion as a major makeover of the world! Conservatism is a very
natural concept: “if it is working, and life is going on, don’t ﬁx it!” The

problem is that it isn’t working, and life is no longer going on. Not only are

people dying like ﬂies from cancer, AIDS, and other diseases, due to the
dire cause of the insuﬃciency of oxygen in our atmosphere (itself direly
caused by the loss of the trees), but the business as usual for the human race

includes wholesale genocide in so many parts of the globe that it is no longer
news. So it is time for a whole new Contra, one which includes the entire
ﬁeld of life on the planet, to make the eﬀort to keep life alive, at leaﬆ for one

more generation; and perhaps the next generation can ﬁgure out a way to
pass on some remnant of life to the following generation.
What am I talking about here?

How about a world-wide

Conﬆitutional Convention, to work out terms for a new world? As I see it,

all of the problems of the world ﬆem from one fundamental problem: the
frauring of the ﬁeld of Life energy into a multitude of diverse energy
ﬆreams, like Don Quixote “jumping on his horse, and riding oﬀ rapidly in all

direions.” Yes, the problems of global warming, cancer, and the loss of the

trees are serious threats to life, but until the entire planet is somehow united
politically, the threats to its survival, while overwhelming, juﬆ cannot
adequately be dealt with.
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So what is the praical continuation of this idea? How about the

formation of an international World Union Company to set up an entity that

will address itself to the problem? It will not be easy, but, until the political

union of life on earth be realized, there can be little hope for much
subﬆantial progress againﬆ the enormous problems facing the survival of life
on earth.
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One World Government:
“The New World Order”
June, 2010

The subje of “One World Government” or “The New World Order”

always seems to draw the moﬆ intense reaion from many people. “Firﬆ we

have genetically modiﬁed food, and then they’re going to shove One World
Government down our throats!”

I have mentioned this topic before; I freely confess that I repeat myself

conﬆantly. (Have I mentioned, lately, the incredible folly of cutting down

the arboreal biological layer (trees) from the sphere of the earth?
Unimaginable folly, probably dreamed up by the folks who advocate burning

up your house to keep warm, or the hungry worm Ouroboros who relieves

his hunger by eating its tail, or the government policy of spending their way
out of debt.) If only people would pay attention to me the ﬁrﬆ time when I
speak or write, then I wouldn’t have to repeat myself so much.

What surprises me about this one is that my own considered opinion is

that the One World Government is the single moﬆ important next ﬆep in

the evolution of life on earth. I share this view with Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin, Albert Einﬆein, Bertrand Russell, H. G. Wells, and a great many

others, many of whom have probably been prominent members of the
Illuminati, in one or another of its incarnations, while we’re at it.
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I would probably describe my political views to be somewhere to the

left of radical, yet virtually the entirety of the Liberal Consensus seems to be
agreed that the One World Government is THE moﬆ siniﬆer manifeﬆation
of the machinations of the Illuminati Conspiracy, who are perceived to be a
cabal of wealthy, powerful, or otherwise inﬂuential persons who are
attempting to participate in the direion of the evolution of life on earth.

What?? Do you mean to tell me that there are aually people who are
attempting to inﬂuence the evolution of life on earth?? What a fearful

conspiracy!! And the wealthy and powerful, the ones whose decisions will
moﬆ radically aﬀe the ﬂow of events, are aually in collusion with others
equally or also wealthy and/or powerful, in eﬀorts to diﬆill their combined

shared consciousness of what needs to be done? Are they trying to play
God? Isn’t the aw of the ungle good enough for them?
What is God, anyway? Perhaps every element that contributes to the

(higher) evolution of life is part of whatever God is. And, surrounding that,

there is a vaﬆ ﬁeld of inertia representing the opposition to the ordering

inﬂuence of God. This energy which is evolving, which I am calling God,
aually appears to be showing positive signs of being Alive!
Is this ﬁgure of a Creative and Positive Energy reaching out into new

and unknown direions, and being surrounded by an inertia of chaos and
randomness, an entirely new idea, or what? Oh, no ~ it is aually very, very
old.

So why is everyone so afraid of this? I think the answer I hear moﬆ

often is that everyone seems to be afraid that any time anyone or any group
succeeds in obtaining power, they will invariably use it to further their own
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individual wealth and power, to the utter disregard of anyone else. If you

look at the record of juﬆ about every known government, either in the
present day, or in any of the known hiﬆorical periods for which we have
records, this accusation will be borne out with dead-on accuracy almoﬆ all of

the time! With the possible exception of occasional enlightened emperors or
kings, e.g.: Emperor Yao of ancient China, King Arthur of England (a

legend will do quite as well as hiﬆorical record ~ possibly better), Pericles of
Athens, or Frederick the Great of Prussia, juﬆ about every king or ruler sets

about colleing as much wealth as he possibly can for himself and his family
as soon as he comes into power. Moﬆ rulers attempt to accomplish this by

sleight of hand, but, more recently, rulers such as Ferdinand Marcos of the
Philippines simply load up convoys of trucks with bars of gold bullion and
trundle them right out of town.
However, this universal drive to self-aggrandizement runs into a self-

limiting faor: the higher you go in the ranks of wealth and power, the more

radically and dramatically your priority shifts from acquiring more wealth to
preſerving what you already have. This is the classic Conservative, who has

Made It, and doesn’t want anything to change which might alter his ﬆatus.
But when you come to a pivotal position at the top, there is only one way to

ensure the continuation of your own personal good fortune, and that is for
the entire ﬁeld of life energy world-wide to be operating with maximum
harmony and eﬃciency, rather than, for example, endless war.

The second moﬆ common response to the concept of a One World

Government is, “One World Government! But ~ but, that’s elitiﬅ, and
paternaliﬅic!!” ~ the Elite, of course, being that famous cabal of wealth and
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power sometimes assumed to be banded together into a group like the
Illuminati.

Let us suppose we have managed to accomplish this ﬁendish plot, and

a One World Government is now in place; but, surprisingly, they have

allowed the people of the earth to choose the person at the top, the one who
will have the greateﬆ power, and the greateﬆ responsibility, for aﬀeing the
evolution of the ﬂow of life on earth.

There are quite a number of candidates, and the rules for working out

run-oﬀ eleions are quite complicated, in order to ensure that voters are able

fully to vote their mind, knowing that if their vote is loﬆ in the early ﬆages

of voting, they will be able to vote again from the remaining candidates until
there is a ﬁnal winner. Moﬆ of these early choices may be made at the time
of the original voting. This is called “Inﬆant Run-oﬀ Eleion,” and it will
soon be routinely used all the time everywhere. Because of the importance of

the queﬆion, however, it will probably be necessary to have at leaﬆ one

secondary run-oﬀ vote, for which votes will be limited to the winners of the
ﬁrﬆ primary vote.

Here are some of the more intereﬆing Candidates:
Firﬆ, there is the elitiﬆ and paternaliﬆic candidate, a quiet little man

of remarkable intelligence and extensive learning, giving him the manners of

a university professor. He does not seem to be remarkable in any way, unless

you liﬆen to him closely. It is very easy for him to get loﬆ among the great
rabble of more noticeable Candidates:
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There is, for example, Genghis Khan (we have managed to clone

several candidates from surviving genetic material of old ﬆock . . . ), who
mentions his considerable experience as qualiﬁcation for the poﬆ.
Another fortunate success from our cloning tanks is Idi Amin, who has

graciously accepted the nomination, and has agreed to accept the position, if
eleed.

Running againﬆ these formidable candidates is George W. Bush, who
wishes to remind the voters of his membership in the Skull and Bones.
We wanted to oﬀer the candidacy of Adolf Hitler, whom we had no

trouble cloning back to full virulence; however, he declined the honor, out of

fear for his life, preferring to hide where he is rather than consider any return
to public oﬃce.

Another force to be reckoned with is the Ayatollah Khomeini, who

would like nothing better than an opportunity of extending Sharia Law to
the entirety of the human race.

There are plenty of other candidates, but these pretty well represent

the ﬁeld. We will announce the winners, from whom the candidates for the
second round of voting will be drawn, as soon as the results are in.

So, what do I think about genetically modiﬁed food? In general, I am

very much againﬆ it. I think that it is absolutely imperative to maintain a
viable population of natural, open pollinated fruits, vegetables, grains, and, in

fa, everything propagated from seed ~ not only food, but ﬁber crops, and

crops grown for any other use. Whenever seed companies try to sell a new
seed, whether it has been genetically modiﬁed or created from natural
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hybrids, they are looking for one quality of over-riding importance: the
Number One required feature of any new seed is that if anyone try to plant (I
am ﬆill enjoying the use of the subjunive mood) the secondary seed which

will be produced by the primary seed oﬀered for sale, such seed will either
fail to germinate entirely, or be of enfeebled and useless quality.

This

condition is the deal-breaker. No new seed has any chance of survival unless
it meets this paradigm requirement.

Everyone should refuse to use seed of this kind; only use heirloom seed

or seed which is open pollenated and will reproduce itself with natural seed.
It is all of these “terminator genes” which should be outlawed. I hope
everyone will refuse to use such seed ever again ~ by which I mean juﬆ about

every seed commercially available except for the few sources selling “heirloom
seeds” or the equivalent. New seed from natural hybrids can always be
welcome, but only when they are ﬆable ﬆrains.

But I ﬆop short of asserting that genetic modiﬁcation should never be

considered for any reason. While I am not convinced of the value of any

genetic modiﬁcation program with which I am familiar, I retain an open
mind about such a possibility, depending upon circumﬆances which might
not be anticipated.
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Free Market Capitalism
February, 2011

Somewhere I think I mentioned an annoyance I felt when an

American President is talking about his goals of spreading democracy, when,

of course, his goals had nothing to do with democracy. The United States
may be some kind of a democracy, but that is not what gives it its deﬁning

charaer. The American Way of Life has always been about Freedom. Not

only political freedom or religious freedom, but economic freedom. It is a

syﬆem in which everyone is free to throw up his own carnival tent and hawk
any wares he pleases. The Glory Days of the patent medicines were ﬁnally

shut down by the food and drug laws, and many other little prohibitions and
taxes are trying to rein in some other abuses, but, to a very large degree,
Americans are free to do what they want in pursuit of economic gain, with
3very little regulation.

This is Free Market Capitalism, and it isn’t necessarily a bad thing, but
it can sometimes lead to excess and abuse, and sometimes even to excessive

abuse. In the case of the military involvement of United States forces, within

the memory of the laﬆ twenty or thirty years, their purpose has had nothing

to do with democracy (this has been shown too many times to review here),
but everything to do with maintaining a ﬅatus quo which will not interfere

with the capital intereﬆs of the United States Corporations, which is to
make as much money as they can.

The problem is that the moving direive for the whole show is to

make as much money as you can. On a global scale, this is juﬆ no longer an
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acceptable option. There are some very real and pressing problems
threatening the survival of life on Earth, and the world-wide tensions and

inﬆabilities all over the globe juﬆ make the problem of planetary survival

almoﬆ impossible to cope with. When it comes to burning up the rain
foreﬆ, the proﬁt motive juﬆ won’t do, anymore.

And I don’t mean to single out the Americans ~ anyone who has

enough money to join the club, meaning that you have enough money or
power so that it matters to the Earth what you do with it ~ is automatically a
member of the same club. Go ahead; try to get as much as you can for
yourself before the music ﬆops.

The whole planet muﬆ be cultivated as the single ﬁeld of biological

energy that it is. Once this is accomplished, the problems facing our survival

can be dealt with, at leaﬆ as the ﬆart of an on-going eﬀort, within one or

two generations. But without it, the survival of human life on Earth is
seriously threatened.

Ecosyﬆems are juﬆ as fragile as economies. We have seen, hiﬆorically,

how massive panics have set oﬀ long periods of economic depression: juﬆ a
few things get out of whack, and the whole thing collapses. Life is very

similar! When an organism’s living environment is radically damaged, its

survival is threatened. We know what we, as a species, have to do. Leﬆer
Brown sums up the problems and reasonable solutions in his book, orld on

the dge. The problem is that there is no money in it. All the money and
power in the world is on the other side!
I have always laughed at people who get hyﬆerical with conspiracy

theories when they suggeﬆ that the people with money and power are
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aually running the world. Of course the people with money and power are

running the world! Oh, it gets shaken up every now and then with a
revolution, which might be bloody, as in the French Revolution, or
nonviolent, as the liberation of India from England. But, by and large, it is
fairly well eﬆablished that the people with the money and the power use that

money and power to retain the money and the power in the hands of ~
themselves, the people with the money and power. Now, is that ever a
tautology, or what?
This leaves us with two opposing camps, with quite diﬀerent

agendas. In order for life on Earth to survive, we have to convince the
people with the money and power that the survival of life on Earth is worth

their serious consideration. In fa, if political changes could be made that
would ensure the ease of addressing survival concerns (yes, that would be

some form of the dreaded One orld overnment), that should make for a
Golden Age of free trade.

The problem is that a very signiﬁcant portion of the world’s wealth is

direly related to the maintenance of a perpetual war footing. Why has no
one mentioned George Orwell lately? The perpetual war, for manipulating

the people and also to proﬁt from war induﬆries, was a central feature of
Orwell’s world in 8.

None of those huge induﬆries are going to be at all happy with a world

in which their services are no longer required. So, while some elements of

the money and the power in the world might support an initiative that would
allow life to continue on Earth, the induﬆries of Deﬆruion will oppose, to

the death of the laﬆ man on earth, anything that would reduce the amount
of warfare going on in the world.
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That sounds like a problem. I’m going to have to think about this for

a while.

We need a diﬀerent model of how to regulate this world of ours. The

jungle of sovereign ﬆates, sovereign corporations, and sovereign individuals
ﬆomping around can no longer be tolerated. (As Lily Tomlin says, “This is
he hone ompany! We are omnipotent.”)

I want to eﬆablish a seat of authority: the voice of God. I literally
want to incarnate God on Earth, as the chosen One of a special seminary of
candidates, who will be given the very beﬆ education with emphasis on

Hiﬆory and International Studies. The idea is simple enough: any reasonably
competent person could handle the tasks required of him, to arbitrate in

cases where no other satisfaory decision can be found. But we give the
Authority to the Seminary as a whole, not to any one individual. It is up to
the Seminary to nominate the One who will interpret and exercise the Will
of God as Steward of the Earth.

We have the conﬁdence that, as a school, they will know which one of

their number to choose for the ﬆewardship. It is a microcosm: a little world,

in which the solutions to the problems of the greater world can be found. (It

is simply an alchemical vessel, to those who are ﬆudents of Hermetic
philosophy.) There is even the additional consideration of the eﬀe of
world opinion: the energy from these other sources can contribute to the

channelings of energy that could result in the manifeﬆation of an incarnation
of God. Maybe the world aually works this way, and together We can
focus our energies upon our alchemical vessel and cause a manifeﬆation of an
incarnation of God to appear on Earth to lead us forward.
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The role of this person would be to maintain an overview of the whole

planet, with the responsibility of keeping it all alive and healthy. Such an
inﬆitution doesn’t have to have any legal basis at all, and a fully endowed
School of International Studies could be assembled of young people seleed
from all over the world for the purpose of creating a kind of “alchemical

vessel” from which a manifeﬆation of God were expeed to emanate. The
entire school would continue their specialized ﬆudy of world aﬀairs, and

would conﬆitute the moﬆ truﬆed sources from which the Speaker would
draw information for making his calls. Whether this inﬆitution would ever

attain a political inﬂuence is unprediable, but here is a model in which I
would place my truﬆ ahead of any other schemes of which I have heard.

But, once again, I see that I have bridged the gap ~ there is no reason
to suppose that those who are proﬁting from plundering the Earth and

laying it waﬆe will voluntarily cease and desiﬆ, with or without a court

order. So what can we do, here? I have put it in theological terms because it

amounts to nothing less. The source of authority is the power of God. If
the proje works as expeed, there may be a real expeation that an

incarnation of God may appear, and when One is anointed, perhaps the

Glory of God will fall upon Him. That’s what we need ~ we need an Avatar
of God to come again upon the Earth and guide us how to proceed with our
ﬆewardship of the Earth.

If the Seminary be given this mission, it will create a very powerful
ﬁeld of magical energy around it, and God will appear.
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A Review of eitgeiﬅ,
oving orward
February, 2011

“ou can only get a loan from a bank

if you can prove that you don’t need it.”

I have been watching eitgeiﬅ, oving orward, and it is pretty
intereﬆing ~ lots of ideas sound familiar to me from my own writings, but

there is one very critical point, which they seem to miss, and it surprises me.

The whole discussion of “access centers” where you juﬆ go in, take

what you need, and when you are done you simply return it ~ all for free,
etc., is appallingly simpliﬆic. The narrator dismisses the notion rather

quickly that if everything be freely provided, everyone will simply lie in the
sun and do nothing.

My own insight is that this whole idea is subje to severe limitations,

and even then it is suitable only for a certain segment of the population. I

envision a two-tier economic syﬆem to accommodate both sharpeners and
levelers ~ a free market economy for the upper tier (limited by what I have
called a “resource depletion tax”), and a “free farm” arrangement for the
poorer members of society (ide: ew olutions to the roblems of the reſent
ay - a lan for International roſperity and orld eace, 1992, reprinted in

he aughter of od). The problem is how to deal with poverty, because the
free market capitaliﬆ economy does not adequately provide for the social
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problems of poverty. On the other hand, the free farm approach encounters
serious obﬆacles when it is attempted to apply it to all of society: it runs
counter to the desire inherent in all of life to ﬂourish and “get ahead.”
I hardly need to detail the ﬂaws in the eitgeiﬅ (or free farm) approach

to economics: no one will want brand B; everyone will want the beﬆ of

everything, the neweﬆ, biggeﬆ, and beﬆ. No one will want anything used,
chipped, older, outmoded ~ there will be no economic incentive for seleing

anything other than the very beﬆ of everything. Why eat hamburger and
fries when you can eat lobﬆer and caviar?

No, my syﬆem allows for providing for the needs of the poor with a

free farm arrangement, but there will have to be a certain amount of
regulation in the diﬆribution of “free goods.” For one thing, I imagine two

tiers to provide a minimal, but essential degree of regulation: an upper tier of
“ﬆewards” who form the responsible core of the farm and who enjoy a
somewhat better ﬆandard of living than the “volunteers.” For example, the

better living quarters, better quality beds and so on, will be given for the use
of the ﬆewards, while the older ﬆuﬀ (or smaller rooms) will be given to the

volunteers, perhaps on a seniority basis. Anyone who wants anything more
will have to pay for it. Of course, the funny notion of “no longer observing

money” is so simpliﬆic that I hardly need to pass over that with more than a
tolerant smirk, and I have already exceeded my quota.

So, inﬆead of paying out millions of dollars every month in transfer
payments so that the idle poor can occupy a room in a ﬂophouse downtown
and spend their days smoking cigarettes and drinking coﬀee, we can simply
provide space at one of the country farms where these people can be provided

for in a humane way, yet at the leaﬆ coﬆ to the reﬆ of society. This will
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leave the cities as spaces occupied only by those who are aually involved in
produive work. When a business fails, you don’t have to resort to crime

and fraud ~ you can simply pack it in and chill out at the free farm until you
(perhaps with a diﬀerent set of partners) feel like taking on another proje
“oﬀ the farm” and “into the jungle.”

The coﬆ to society will be hugely less (free farm vs. transfer payments)

for two reasons: dire coﬆs will be far less; a hundred people can be kept in
decent comfort on the free farm, with dormitories and cafeterias, for the coﬆ
of a few welfare checks.

But, secondarily, the immense social coﬆs of

robbery, fraud, marketing of useless junk, drug addiion, proﬆitution,

murder, and other by-produs of a necessity to come up with money every

month, will be greatly reduced, since there will be no need for any of that
behavior. (It won’t be eliminated entirely, of course, because there are other
causative elements apart from ﬁnancial necessity.)

But it is an essential part of my vision that this whole free farm culture

exiﬆ side by side with a free market capitalism, so that everyone can be as

free as they want, but with another option for those who wish to get oﬀ the
tread-wheel for a while. The other half ~ those in the free market who are

motivated and on to something, will ﬁnd they can accomplish their goals in a

ﬆreamlined manner, without being bogged down by carrying all the dead
weight of loafers or drunks.

I see plenty of utopian visions like that suggeﬆed in eitgeiﬅ, but I
have never seen anyone advocate anything like a two-tier syﬆem which
combines socialiﬆ utopian theory with free market capitalism. It has always

seemed intereﬆing to me that the idea is a perfe marriage of Capitalism
and Communism, both of which have some intereﬆing and commendable
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features, but both of which are plagued with some very serious
problems. Socialiﬆ utopian visions can never work unless a creative element

is free to explode oﬀ the top, providing evolutionary vitality. The Social
Contra should provide for both Sharpeners and Levelers.

Oh, and, by the way, all the malarkey about the insidious monetary

syﬆem with its debt basis seems to be misapplied emphasis. The real lesson

there is that debt is a killer, whether it is personal debt, corporate debt, or
the national debt of a sovereign ﬆate! Once you are in debt, and muﬆ

borrow more money at ever more punishing terms in order to keep aﬂoat, it
becomes harder and harder to keep from sliding ever more deeply into
debt. In fa, you are not expeed to get out of debt; the plot is to run

people into debt so that they cannot avoid ﬁnancial collapse, during which
time the banks continue to claim their conﬁscatory 29% intereﬆ for the ﬁve
or six years it may take for foreclosure proceedings to close.

In the same way, on the other side of the intereﬆ pay window, once

you have suﬃcient wealth it is easy for that money to earn more wealth faﬆer

than you can spend it, causing a continuous rise in personal wealth. Once
you reach a certain plateau, then the inertia is all behind you to become more
and more wealthy. It is a mirror image of The Descent Into Hell whereby

your increasing debt level forces you inexorably paﬆ the line into realms

where the laws of mathematics will force you ever deeper into the hole until
you reach a point where it is impossible to recover (legally ~ of course there

will always remain the options of murder, mayhem, fraud, and theft, not to
mention proﬆitution, drugs, and gambling).

This is inherently and progressively unfair, and it leads to social

ﬆratiﬁcation with a self-perpetuating wealthy class over an endlessly
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ﬆruggling class of peons who can never get out of debt (as Alice learned
through the looking glass, “you have to run very faﬆ juﬆ to ﬆay in the same

place”), unless they are fortunate enough to hit upon some winning ﬆrategy,
or join a successful revolution (not a bad option to consider, these days). It is

unfair to blame the bankers who oﬀer loans at high intereﬆ rates: the high
rates are required to cover the signiﬁcant default rate on the shakier loans, so
that the worse your ﬁnancial ﬆatus, the more intereﬆ you have to pay to
service your debt. Banks are not really responsible for debt: they simply take

advantage of it to make money. One solution would be to outlaw the
loaning of money at intereﬆ, so that no one would be able to get into

debt. This has been tried, with usury laws forbidding the charging of more

than 10% intereﬆ, for example. This makes sense: if your credit is so bad
that no one will risk lending money to you at less than 10% intereﬆ, it

probably means that you are fundamentally bankrupt, and the circulations of
debt simply poﬆpone the inevitable collapse and give much of the proﬁts

from your collapse to the bankers inﬆead of your ﬁnal creditors. You might

as well simply bail out and go to the free farm as hang on another few years
with escalating debt levels until the inevitable collapse.
Borrowing money at intereﬆ is a very scary business, whether for a

person, corporation, or sovereign ﬆate. The risks and dangers of falling
behind and reaching a level where it is mathematically impossible to recover

are very real. The consequences can be far-reaching, whether it be the
bankruptcy of personal family ﬁnances, the bankruptcy of General Motors,
or the bankruptcy of Iceland, Ireland, Greece, or Spain, followed, like

dominoes, by all the other countries until China is left alone on the

Monopoly board as the winner ~ and then there will be another revolution
and someone else will rise to the top. I don’t think this transition has been
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adequately appreciated by the modern world: military might is no longer the
real measure of power; it has given way to economic might.

The aivities of the American government might seem to promote a

growing economy with a growing GDP, but that is juﬆ the visible bubble on

top: the underlying real ﬁnancial ﬆrength is not measured in economic

aivity, but by more fundamental measures of wealth: aual resources,
including natural resources, money (both held and owed), and infraﬆruure:
schools, roads, hospitals, water, and power ~ eitgeiﬅ got that much

right. The world is currently played like a game of Monopoly, and the
United States is not necessarily winning the game; in fa, this should be a

wake-up call, since there are ﬆill subﬆantial resources remaining in that
country, yet they are melting away very quickly under some very surprising
economic theories. (ill the real . . arnum pleaſe ﬅand up?)
Aually, the “United States” is not really one of the players on the

Monopoly board. There are numerous Players, both individual and

corporate, but “The United States” is juﬆ a ﬁional abﬆraion (in ﬁnancial
terms, a scam). It is an imaginary sink into which debt is loaded, and this is
one of the principle mechanisms of generating more wealth for the Players,

as the “U.S. Government” sinks woefully beyond that line of total

bankruptcy to a mathematical certainty, barring the fortunes of war, and/or
as of God. The country has been played like a Ponzi scheme for the laﬆ
hundred years, and Uncle Sam is wearing The Emperor’s New Clothes.

On the other hand, it might ﬆart raining manna from Heaven any day

now; I hope you have a bag ready.
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Seven Ways to Retire the U.S.
National Debt
March, 2011

Juﬆ recently I updated an article I wrote about four years ago: he all

of the ollar (reprinted in he aughter of od). The original article, written
in 2007, contained a graph of the U.S. National Debt from 1940 until 2005,

which showed a rather sobering exponential curve, suggeﬆing that there was

no way it could go but up, up, up, at an ever accelerating pace, as is the usual
case with exponential curves. The graph ended at 2005 showing a debt of
about $7 trillion. I juﬆ updated the article to include an updated graph

which carried the graph up to 2010, with the debt ﬆanding at about $14

trillion, neatly doubled over the laﬆ ﬁve years. [2018: about $22 trillion, and
counting faﬆ.]

The point of that earlier article was that the only alternative to the

collapsing value of the dollar was for the United States to embark upon a
series of wars of conqueﬆ, rape, and pillage.

However, upon further consideration, I have come up with a total of

seven ﬆrategies for retiring the U.S. National Debt:

1. Divine Intervention. This is the moﬆ optimiﬆic scenario. Let us

all pray for divine intervention to solve the economic problems of the
American government. As I speculate upon this possibility, it occurs to me

that such divine intervention would moﬆ probably come as part of a larger
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package in which more than juﬆ American problems were addressed, but, as
there are an unlimited number of ways in which such divine intervention

might take place, further speculation along these lines would be
fruitless. Rather than inﬆruing God as to how we want Him to manage

the rescue of the ﬁnancial aﬀairs of the U.S. government, it is perhaps more
becoming of us humbly to ask Him to use His beﬆ judgment in these
matters.

2. Inheritance. When an individual ﬁnds himself laboring under ever

escalating levels of debt, far beyond any ability he might have of repaying

those debts, he can always hope for the death of some wealthy relative who
might leave a fortune to him, enough for him to pay oﬀ those debts. In the
same way, perhaps the United States government might inherit that $14

trillion dollars from somewhere. Admittedly, this isn’t very likely, and
perhaps we are ﬆill beﬆ advised to pin our hopes (and our wagers) upon the

ﬁrﬆ possibility: divine intervention. However, perhaps Saudi Arabia might
decide to dissolve itself as a ﬆate, or at leaﬆ to gift all of its oil ﬁelds to the

United States government. It would not do, of course, for them to donate
the oil ﬁelds to privately owned American corporations; no, in order for this

possibility to oﬀer any relief to the American government, it muﬆ be the
U.S. government itself that would be the recipient of such a gift.

I do not have all of the numbers in hand, but perhaps such a gift might

manage to ﬂoat the United States over its current doldrums. On the other
hand, such a gift might simply open the ﬂoodgates for massive new

spending, which, if they are no more sensible than what we have seen over
the laﬆ twenty or thirty years, might not even solve any problems at all. In
fa, much like the ﬆories of someone who inherits $20 million and then,
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through a series of bad decisions, rapidly runs through all of the money,
ending up with massive debts far in excess of whatever debts he may have

ﬆarted with, this hypothetical gift of the Saudi oil ﬁelds might juﬆ make the
American problems even worse. But, at leaﬆ potentially, we muﬆ allow that
such a windfall could be the means of rescuing the rapidly deteriorating
ﬁnancial prospes of the United States.

3. A third possibility is that the American government discover some
new source of wealth ~ perhaps gold mines located on federal lands. Once
again, it would be useless for any of this to be discovered or owned by private

individuals or corporations; in order for it to do the U.S. government any
good, it muﬆ be a discovery on lands owned direly by the federal
government. However, gold mines probably wouldn’t work. If enough gold

were discovered (in the Grand Canyon National Park, for example) to pay
oﬀ the National Debt, the value of gold would collapse. If twice as much

gold were to be found, to oﬀset the collapsing value of the gold, that value

would simply fall even faﬆer ~ there may not be any quantity of gold that
might make much diﬀerence, due to the inexorable law of diminishing
returns.
However, there are other possibilities: perhaps some amazing new

element were to be found that reﬆores hair on bald heads, rejuvenates the

sexual potency of aging men, reﬆores beauty to aging women, and reﬆores

all funioning of the body to perfe radiant health indeﬁnitely, allowing for
theoretically inﬁnite longevity (in the absence of any fatal accident). Some
such discovery, as long as it were the sole monopoly of the U.S. government,
might go very far towards reversing the slide to ﬁnancial ruin.
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4. Wars of Conqueﬆ. To say that there is subﬆantial hiﬆorical

precedent for this method of reﬆoring ﬁnancial health to a failing ﬆate were
to massively underﬆate the case. However, let us hope, for the sake of future

generations yet unborn, that the United States will not decide to go down
this road. Let us all fervently hope that one of the other choices will prevail.

5. Revolution/Repudiation of the Debt. Now this is a more

promising possibility! Perhaps the American people, waking up to the fa
that the wealth of the nation has been syﬆematically looted by a handful of

wealthy families over the paﬆ 235 years, ﬁnally decide not to take it
anymore, and rise up and overthrow the corrupt regime, putting some new

government in its place (after all, Thomas Jeﬀerson suggeﬆed that a new
revolution were required every twenty-seven years: every generation muﬆ

arrange political aﬀairs according to current realities). Then the new
government might blandly assert that the debts of the previous government

were not theirs, and they disown any obligation to repay same. Of course,

the present government might simply declare bankruptcy and likewise simply
renounce all exiﬆing debt, hoping simply to carry on with business as usual,

but, in praical terms, it is unlikely for such a declaration to go down very

smoothly without a radical change of government from the ground up (i.e.,
from the People). This option, while perhaps able to accomplish its primary
objeive, is fraught with additional diﬃculties; however, the poﬆrepudiation problems are beyond the scope of the present article.

6. Inﬂation/Collapse of the Value of the Dollar. This was the

projeed outcome of my previous article on the fall of the dollar: that the

only really likely alternative to bankruptcy, ﬁnancial chaos, and/or war is for
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the value of the currency to be gradually eroded so that ﬁxed dollar amounts
are repaid with dollars which are worth subﬆantially less.

7. A Tax on Wealth. Finally, among this catalog of unlikely

alternatives, some of which might even appear to be frivolous suggeﬆions,

here is one more realiﬆic (though highly improbable) option which could,
theoretically, oﬀer a real way out of the ﬁnancial problems of the United
States: put a tax where the money is! After all, it is largely due to the

unconscionable looting of the ﬁnancial resources of the country by the very
wealthy that have caused the present desperate ﬆate of aﬀairs, so it only

makes sense that those American citizens and Corporations regiﬆered in the
United States with huge piles of wealth ﬆuﬀed in their mattresses should be

the ones to pay up the bills of the country they have so sorely treated while
the reﬆ of the country’s citizens have either been sleeping or been paid oﬀ.
In case you haven’t ﬁgured it out yet, this option is the one that

inspires me to revisit the ﬁnancial problems of the dollar. The option may

not be politically very popular among those with the wealth and the power in

the country, but the other 98% of the population do ﬆill retain a theoretical
legal right to ena such a tax. It may be possible, for example, to mount a

popular campaign to achieve this goal of taxing the rich. Politicians might
be eleed on a platform of promising to vote for such an idea, and Congress
might pass the necessary legislation to accomplish it. However, to avoid the

rapid sheltering of funds, this would have to happen very quickly. Perhaps it
might even be necessary to assess the tax rate retroaively to 2010. Large
teams of special auditors would have to be employed to determine

appropriate assessments. Criminal penalties (i.e. indeﬁnite incarceration
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until and unless the tax were paid) would probably have to be imposed. We
might even want to re-introduce the guillotine.

Yes; the sharp ones among you will have noticed that these are not all

uniquely diﬀerent proposals. In fa, the present suggeﬆion (of taxing the

rich) is quite decidedly revolutionary. The fall of the Baﬆille in 1789 might

meet its parallel in the fall of The House of J. P. Morgan Chase, for
example. Additionally, the formidable political obﬆacles to such a course of
aion might require divine intervention after all. Thus, when making any
wagers as to the probable outcome of the current ﬁnancial ancien regime, be
sure to draft the terms of your wagers very carefully to avoid disputes.
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The Hierarchy of Importance
June, 2011

The Hierarchy of Importance suggeﬆs an idea which comes very close
to an illumination of the concept of God. It is of universal application: it is
always invoked, in addition to anything else going on. When one searches
philosophy for an answer to the queﬆions of life, the funion of the reply is

to indicate that it is really the answer to the queﬆion, “What should I do,
now?” That is really the answer behind every queﬆion; so what should I do,
now?
Like everything else, the answer will unfold along the lines of that

hierarchy of importance. What is of the moﬆ fundamental importance? I

ﬆart with an underﬆanding of our world as a single integrated ﬁeld of life
energy exiﬆing within the edges of chaos. What is important to underﬆand

is that it is a single organism, and that it is alive, and conscious. Perhaps it is
linked with other patches of life energy in the universe, but, in any case, it is

moﬆ useful to focus our attention upon the life we know of, here: aia, a
personiﬁcation of the living aspe of all of life on our planet Earth (God, to
us).

Our hierarchy of importance ﬆarts with the survival and growth of this
organism, which is us, after all. The major observation is that this ﬁeld of

life energy is under enormous, seemingly insurmountable, levels of ﬆress; the

planet has been visibly dying for several hundred years, and the pace of
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disintegration of the life force has picked up lately as the earth falls further
and further behind, biologically.

Next in importance comes the consciousness that the biological

condition of the earth needs to be turned around immediately, “at war-time

speed,” as Leﬆer Brown says in his important book, orld on the dge. In
fa, that book is an excellent place to begin learning about all of the

problems facing the survival of life on earth, and some of the suggeﬆed ways
of addressing those issues.
That book doesn’t really consider the political issues, but there are very

deﬁnitely political obﬆacles to the rapid and eﬃcient management of the
earth’s resources back to a suﬆainable, and regenerative, level. So this next

idea is the One orld overnment, as the political evolution moﬆ
immediately essential for the regeneration of the earth to be undertaken.

This is always the moﬆ politically charged proposal, but the only alternative
to some form of One orld overnment, is a ungle of overeign tates,
which is the political format which we are currently enjoying. At leaﬆ, I

suppose we are enjoying it. In the intereﬆs of a tight edit, I here omit a
whole tirade upon the abuses borne by our Mother Earth by some of her
Sovereign Maﬆers, lately.

Moving right along, once we have a One World Government and a

Single Currency, we will also want a ﬆandard and universal land tax,

colleed and adminiﬆered by the ﬆate, but no other taxation, other than
some sort of “resource depletion tax” which will be used to modify
inappropriate aivity for the earth.
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Next in importance is to eﬆablish free farms for the indigent, world-

wide. Everywhere in the world there should be places where anyone can go
to live for free, with food to eat. This is by far the easieﬆ way to deal with
the problem of hungry people: juﬆ feed them!

At this point in the argument, it is time to address major issues in land

use management in order to evolve ways of living on the earth which will

tend to increase the life energy, order, and eﬃciency of life, rather than
continuing the parade of its decline and death. It will come as a surprise to

no one that I put the reﬆoration of the Trees as ﬁrﬆ in importance under
this heading!

But, not only do we need to plant more trees, we need to manage all of

the biological cycles in the moﬆ eﬃcient way, following the course
recommended by nature. We will want to create healthy soil for reﬆoring

the earth to fertility, and an important example of what needs to be done is
for all of the colleion of residential organic waﬆe (the toilet, plus kitchen

scraps and yard waﬆe) to be processed and returned to the soil in as short a

loop as possible (whenever possible, all recycling should be done on the spot,
in ſitu). All organic waﬆe, from all sources, muﬆ be returned to the soil, or
otherwise recycled into use. I have never believed that the entire whirlwind

of waﬆe processing is simply to throw it away. s bove, o elow: as it is

in my garden, so it may be on the Earth: if I conﬆantly recycle all organic
waﬆe back to my compoﬆ piles, aive with worms, then I very quickly
accumulate an abundance of rich soil which may be used to increase the
coverage of my cultivation. But if the soil be depleted and dry, with ﬂooding
and soil erosion in other seasons, then the land will rapidly decline back to
the desert.
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The next in importance would be to eﬆablish a eat of uthority

behind the One World Government.

My own idea is a Seminary of

Candidates, a School of International Studies, which would colleively hold
the eat of uthority (hrone, or athedra), and which would endow one of

their number as their Spokesperson, who would personally sign their
decisions as their agent and advocate.

From here I see a great many lesser matters of process which seem to
be ﬂawed, and in need of correion of error. One of the moﬆ important

ideas is the underﬆanding of personal health in the same light as the health
of Mother Earth, or aia. In order to ensure the survival of life on earth, we
want to encourage all of the natural life processes to continue, and minimize

interference from the forces of chaos. In the case of the soil of our earth, it is
essential to cultivate Her as an organic, living being, rich with life, and not

clouded with chemical interference whose long term consequences are
generally the opposite of the early experience (juﬆ exaly the same pattern as
any other drug).

And we should treat our own body with the same reverence and
respe, trying to underﬆand how to maximize the integration of our life
forces in accordance with the natural process, avoiding the use of synthetic

chemicals. As our lands will become fertile again, our bodies will likewise
become healthy and fertile again, and life can go on.
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A New Currency, A New Bank,
and a New World
September, 2011

Money is funny ﬆuﬀ. I think of it as one of the universal abﬆraions

like “time” and “energy” or “power.” They all mean the same thing; they are
juﬆ diﬀerent ways of looking at it.

Now that the world’s ﬁnancial ﬆruure has fallen apart, no one quite

knows what to do. What do you do when a sovereign ﬆate goes broke, like
Greece or the United States? And what is the role of Banks and
Bankers? Who owns the money, anyway?

I have been under the opinion that the entire world needs a makeover

in every sense. Like a great many others, I have realized that there can be no
growth or movement forward in any signiﬁcant way until the political unity
of the entire world be settled.

That, in a nutshell, is the deﬁning problem of our time. Whether or

not human life, or any life at all, manages to survive the next hundred years

will depend upon the way the people of the earth come to deal with this
present crisis.

But that it is all One Ball of Wax is the ﬁrﬆ lesson; there is no point

trying to patch up one hole here and ﬆop another leak over there ~ the

political problems facing the union of the planet are inextricably related to
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the economic problem, or the way in which the universal abﬆraion of
Money will be applied to facilitate trade and prosperity.

This is such a huge problem and the objeions againﬆ all of the

solutions are legion, but I simply present it as self-evident that the planet we
live on muﬆ evolve towards a political unity, or there is no hope for the

survival of life. I spend no time debating the point; I juﬆ wish to lay out a
vision of a way in which a new arrangement could work.

The entire jungle of currencies in the world and the complex web of

ﬁnancial entanglements linking them represent, in the moﬆ primary fashion,

a description of the moving power of a living syﬆem. It is much like a
schematic diagram of an elerically powered syﬆem. “Follow the Money.”

I have considered the problem of the Source of Authority, and I have
come to my own, perhaps surprising, idea of veﬆing that authority in a
School, whose members would ﬁnally sele the one to exercise the ﬁnal
authority. I have written about these ideas quite a bit for many years, but the
funion of this position has always confused and frightened people. It

always seems to make them think that I want to endow some new Emperor
with inﬁnite power to lord it over the reﬆ of us; when, in fa, of course, it is
entirely the reverse: the whole necessity of a ﬁnal Judge is to relieve us of the
conﬆant eﬀorts, at every turn, of every man to get the moﬆ for himself (and

the same goes for quite a few women, too). All the ﬁnal judge would do
would be to try to regulate the syﬆem as judiciously as possible to avoid all
such excess and abuse.
But there is another very important aspe of this new world

government: Money. One of the main roles of the Government would be to
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regulate the economy so that it funions with maximum eﬃciency,
completely avoiding all such problems as are now overwhelming our current

crop of world bankers, with their sovereign defaults upsetting a whole house
of cards.

So, we ﬆart by issuing a new currency, which would replace all others

currently in use. We call it the mammon, and we eﬆablish its value

somewhere in the familiar range of the dollar, pound, franc, or euro. The
Seat of Government would have the privilege and responsibility of printing

and diﬆributing this currency in such supply as would moﬆ eﬀeively

encourage eﬃciency in the market-place. That same Seat of Government

would also levy a tax, based upon the ownership of land, and this tax would
be paid in mammon. So this Seat of Government would aually be a

World Bank, which would regulate the syﬆem of ﬁnancial transaions
worldwide.

The ﬁrﬆ ﬆep would be to calculate the value of the initial account each

person (or corporation) would ﬆart out with. It would be the responsibility
of this Bank and Government to determine and regulate these values.

That is the easy part. The harder part would be to liquidate the

ﬁnancial aﬀairs of current governments. Essentially, each Sovereign State
would be ﬁnancially liquidated, and its value (or its debt) would be shared

among the citizens of that ﬆate. This will not be easy! Next, as a
consequence of that laﬆ eﬀort, some people, from indebted countries like the
United States, may end up with serious levels of debt. This is simply
ineﬃcient mathematically; it makes more sense to juﬆ give everyone else

more money so that the pooreﬆ people end up with nothing, which is a great
deal better than being in debt. If everyone’s account were simultaneously
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raised by the amount of the largeﬆ debt, nothing would be changed in terms
of the relationships between the accounts; we would simply have raised the
line, so that we do not have to deal with negative accounts mathematically.
Yes, this Universal Account would also amount to a Universal

Number! Everyone’s worﬆ fears would be realized: yes, there would be a
New World Order, with a New Currency, a New Bank, a New Court, and a

new King, and everyone will have a Number. Is this a vision of sheep lined
up for slaughter, or is it a vision of the Golden Age, in which everyone lives
happily ever after? Gone will be the rampaging bandits from the face of the
earth, looting and pillaging as they go. In place would be a very simple
syﬆem.

Anyone on earth who lacks the wherewithal to provide food, shelter, or
health care could simply check into one of the Free Farms set up for this
purpose, and their basic needs would be met. Everyone else would be free to

work at any other occupation that they expe will provide them a better
lifeﬆyle than available at the Farm.

The Government could simply print up all the money it needs for this
or any other purpose, since there will probably be a continuing need for more

money going into circulation. Taxation on land would be the other

alternative to printing money, depending upon the relative merits of each
choice. There is no reason at all why there should be any problem with the

Government simply printing up all of the money it needs to spend. Any
time there ends up being too much money in circulation, the Government
would simply reel it back in through taxation. In this way, a happy balance
could be maintained, and life goes on.
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A careful inveﬆigation into the consequences of such a syﬆem will

reveal that it would be very, very eﬃcient. For example, in the present
syﬆem of taxation, a very large percentage of the total tax received is spent in

preparing and calculating taxes, producing and diﬆributing tax forms,
auditing rogue corporations, colleing the tax, and hiring tax lawyers who

attempt to minimize the tax owed by their clients. Under the syﬆem I
envision, all taxes would simply be levied on the ownership of land. Once

this were set up, the entire colleion of taxes, world-wide, could be

accomplished in a moment, in which everyone’s calculated tax would simply
be dedued from their account automatically, by computer programs. Of

course, setting up and updating property values world-wide would be of
central importance.

In the absence of wars or natural disaﬆers, there is no reason why there

could not be a continuing and rapidly increasing level of prosperity for
everyone.
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A Congress of the Wealthy
and Powerful
(onclave at the rotto)
December, 2011

It is the worﬆ fear of every conspiracy theoriﬆ: some Grand onclave at

the rotto of all of the world’s Wiseﬆ, Wealthieﬆ, and/or moﬆ Powerful

people, come to an emergency Congress to assess the ﬆate of the world, and
the moﬆ immediate threats to the survival of life on the earth.

The dominance of the earth and its resources by the wealthy and

powerful is not the only issue at ﬆake: the biological survival of the thin
envelope of life on earth, our tender biosphere, is seriously at risk. It is an

essential and immediate necessity to address these problems. If we a faﬆ, it

may yet be possible for life to continue to exiﬆ on the fragile ecosphere and
biosphere of our little planet.

But the problems extant on the world ﬆage, if ranked by importance,

look pretty bleak: not only is our fragile biosphere being rapidly degraded by
unbelievably foolish and short sighted aivities, but world-wide ﬁnancial
inﬆitutions, currencies, and balances of debt are out of control and spinning
oﬀ into Chaos, with potentially dire consequences.

Underpinning all of this there is a very wild “Law of the Jungle”

pervading throughout the earth, taking very frequently some very, very
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frightening direions. One loose cannon is enough to do signiﬁcant damage

to the Ship of State. But if the earth were covered with loose cannons ~ it is

hardly necessary to mention any names! It is a much shorter liﬆ to come up
with areas of the globe not under the dominance of one or more loose
cannons!

The time has come to take the wraps oﬀ of what everyone has been

warned is coming: ne orld overnment. It is now time for those of wealth
and power to convene a major Congress to determine how to implement the
plan.

No one needs to be alarmed! Those of wealth and power will realize

the importance of certain issues vital to the survival of life, so an orderly

arrangement of those issues is the only sensible way to manage them,
avoiding excess at all times.
Issues at ﬆake will be the origin of the Authority for the executive

responsibility, an agenda for the reﬆoration of the biological health of the
planet (plant trees!), the eﬆablishment of a new central bank for a universal
world currency, the provision of a world-wide network of free farms for the
housing, feeding, and care of the indigent, and such other issues as may be

necessary of inclusion to an important new vision for the world, such as the
imposition of a universal land tax to replace all of the whirlwind and

confusion of taxes everywhere else, under and with which our world is mired
and burdened.

The Number One Responsibility of the One World Government will

be to prote and cultivate the Earth’s biosphere as a garden, encouraging
healthy survival and growth of the phenomenon of Life, world-
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wide. Perhaps next in importance will be the maintenance of the World
Bank underpinning the new currency, for handling the matters of trade and

ﬁnance. Since the “house” of the World Bank will be the One World
Government itself, it can simply issue money as needed. A simple, universal

land tax world-wide will replace all other inﬆruments of taxation. (- with the

exception of resource depletion taxes, which will have to be imposed upon an
otherwise free market). Next will probably be the eﬆablishment of non-

proﬁt induﬆries covering all essential aspes of civilization: food
diﬆribution, health care, transportation, and so on. Of course, the

participation of anyone else or any other private company would be fully
encouraged on a free market basis.

And that’s about it: the limits of the new One World Government. Its
issues are few, but important. Otherwise, it will also keep the Peace. This is

a thankless job, and there will be endless disputes and proteﬆs, but any

resolution of problems is better than a resort to arms, and all parties will
beneﬁt from a negotiated solution, even a “wrong” one.

Only a Congress of the Wealthy and Powerful will be able to bring
about these changes. We cannot wait any longer before seriously addressing

these issues. It is indeed a monumental task: it is nothing less than a
complete makeover of the biological, political, ﬁnancial, and social ﬆruures

of the earth, but the survival of life on earth is at ﬆake, and we have no other
alternative but to take it on.
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The Falling Dollar, Continued
December, 2011

I am not a politician, so I claim the privilege of changing my opinions

whenever I wish. For the life of me, I cannot underﬆand why it is held as

such an essential virtue for a politician to retain an absolutely ﬁxed and
rigidly consiﬆent view of everything. If there be no possibility for any
evolutionary growth or change, then God help us all. I have far more respe

for a politician who is able to follow an evolutionary path in the trend of his
ideas and policies than for a politician who is ﬆuck in the conﬆipated cement

of immutable dogma, built up brick by brick from his earlieﬆ public
droppings.
I have been worried about the fate of the United States government

and its people for a long time now. Of course, I have necessarily extended

my concern to the entire human race, and the entire biosphere of the planet,
commonly personiﬁed as aia, a conscious, living being. However, the
United States is the biggeﬆ elephant in the room, and it appears to be

ﬆomping around beyond all control or reason, spinning oﬀ madly into chaos

while the reﬆ of the world watches, helplessly. Well, there is plenty of
ﬆomping around into chaos on all sides, but the American government is by

far the largeﬆ and moﬆ powerful loose cannon on the deck of the world
ship, and consequently is liable to do the moﬆ damage.
The heart of the problem is that the American government is so far

beyond bankrupt that it is virtually a mathematical certainty for it to fail
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economically. Aually, of course, it has already “failed” long ago. It is like

the original Carlo Ponzi, whose “Ponzi scheme” was utterly bankrupt for
many years before the U.S. government was ﬁnally able to force it down.

The problem was that Ponzi was paying his high intereﬆ rates from the new
funds which were conﬆantly being subscribed! Since he kept on faithfully

paying out those rates, people continued to re-inveﬆ and his empire was
going on and on. Of course, mathematically this was untenable, and the
longer it continued the greater the ﬁnal devaﬆation when it ﬁnally imploded.
My ﬁrﬆ article on the subje took it as underﬆood that the only

reasonable expeation was not for the government simply to declare

bankruptcy, but, once no one else would take the risk of loaning it any more

money, it would be forced simply to print up more and more dollars, driving
the value of the dollar inexorably down and down.

My second article took another look at the problem and concluded

that there was another option ~ that the United States tax the rich, whose

looting of the treasury over the paﬆ 350 years has reduced the country to its

present ﬆate of penury. This is politically untenable, of course, so it is not
really much of a possibility.
But I have changed my opinion of what is to be done. In my laﬆ

article on the subje, I detailed even ays to etire the U.. ational
ebt, introducing the option of taxing the rich. But I have reconsidered that

approach in favor of a new option that I seem to have overlooked, probably
because this new option is about as laughably impossible as taxing the rich.

What if the U.S. government should ﬆop spending so much money? I will

go out for coﬀee now, while everyone subsides into uncontrollable hilarity for

the next twenty minutes. (“Does a bear shit in the woods?” they used to ask.)
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It is not that it is even so impossible ~ I have already detailed a

program of draﬆically curtailing spending ~ it is juﬆ that the nature of the

beaﬆ is so rooted in endless, proﬂigate spending that it is juﬆ unimaginable
that there might be any way to curb the voracious appetite of this monﬆer.

Still, if I am going to make any recommendations, I might as well, juﬆ

for the record, suggeﬆ that the government quit spending so much money.
Juﬆ to recap how to do this: no more wars, ﬁrﬆ of all. Free Farms inﬆead of
transfer payments. Simplify the tax code to consiﬆ of juﬆ a land tax plus a
resource depletion tax.

Eliminate about 90% of all federal jobs and

bureaucracies, including the Department of “Defense” (Orwell-speak). Put
an end to the War on Drugs and other viimless crimes. Scrap endless
regulation and “busy work.” Oh, and pay oﬀ that debt as faﬆ as possible.

There aren’t enough jobs to go around anymore, but that should be

good news ~ anyone put out of work by these policies could juﬆ go ﬁshing,

or retire to the Free Farm, and leave the reﬆ of the economy to those who
have something worthwhile to do.

Oh, yes ~ I really should address the objeion that working people
don’t like the idea of supporting the poor. Why should someone spend a
portion of his hard earned money to feed hungry people who don’t have
money of their own?

Well, in the spirit of Jonathan Swift’s odeﬅ ropoſal, I might

suggeﬆ a simple and elegant alternative solution: every year, perhaps on
January 1ﬆ, July 4th, or some other seleed date, the pooreﬆ 10% of the

world’s population should be painlessly euthanized. This would not only go
very far toward treating the problem of over-population, but what a ﬆimulus
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to economic aivity! Suddenly, all of those loafers who thought they were

simply going to be fed humanely will be galvanized into aion, and the race
will be on.
As every year’s losers are put out of their misery, the economy will ﬆart

tightening up really quickly, freed up of all of that drag on the wheels of
commerce.
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Manipulated Markets
December, 2011

As we face the imminent collapse of the global ﬁnancial syﬆem, credit

markets, and currencies ~ not only the dollar and the euro; the whole
concept of ﬁat currencies is being met with increasing skepticism ~ one
thing is puzzling me: the collapse of the property markets.
Many people have been prediing economic chaos on a scale never

before seen on earth, probably dwarﬁng the Great Depression of the 30s. As

we face this possibility or probability, everyone wants to know how it will
aﬀe them, and how they can beﬆ manage their aﬀairs to cushion the blow
when it comes.
For the suer rich, the problem is to ﬁnd some safe assets to hold which

will retain value after currencies become worthless. For everyone else, the

problems are far more fundamental and primitive: what is the beﬆ way to
ensure that you will have food to eat and a place to live?

For the rich, the solutions are precious few: gold and silver, perhaps,

although these are not good long-term inveﬆments. Yes, a canny inveﬆment

in precious metals (or even common metals, or other basic commodities)
made at a carefully calculated moment has the potential to achieve a very

satisfying return, but, long-term, the expense and hassle of holding gold or
silver bogs down any realiﬆic expeation of long-term growth.
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It seems to me that the only obvious choice is land ~ the land of the

earth is the ultimate source of value and wealth, and has been since the
earlieﬆ times. But for ordinary people, too, ownership of land appears to be

the safeﬆ inveﬆment in uncertain times. Even a very small piece of land

could support a few fruit and nut trees. One English Walnut tree will
provide major suﬆenance for a family forever. These tree crops should be

supplemented with kitchen gardens of organically grown vegetables and
berries. If your land has a natural source of water (and a mountain spring is
more reliable than groundwater), you would be in a fair way to becoming

suﬆainably independent. Add a solar power set-up and a good assortment of
tools, and you should be able to survive nearly any upheaval.

So in the face of the natural value of land, particularly in times of
trouble, the free-fall of the property market makes no sense to me at all. All

I can think of is that the property markets are being deliberately manipulated
so that “the smart money” can choose their moment and buy up all that land

for pennies on the dollar, and then sit back while everything else collapses in
value.

Here we have everyone in debt to the banks so they desperately try to

sell oﬀ their land to pay their debts.

The banks are already acquiring

property rapidly through foreclosures; if someone were able to pay oﬀ their

loan in cash, the bankers could then purchase other diﬆressed property
through the property markets. In any case, when the crash comes, do not be

surprised if it is the banks, the bankers, and other cuﬆodians of “the smart
money” who end up owning all the land.
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Other than land, I really can’t think of much else that would retain any

value, with the possible exception of munitions faories, but I don’t go
there.
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The Problem of Europe
Auguﬆ, 2012

Today I read about the Problem of Europe as a queﬆion of creeping

Federalism.

Apparently Margret Thatcher anticipated the problem by

saying that the only way the euro could work was by a form of increased
Federalism, which she declared she totally rejeed as unthinkable.
The economic problems of the euro are prediable enough when you

try to have a single currency but multiple nations.

The poverty and

bankruptcy of Greece pale into insigniﬁcance when compared with the

bankruptcy of the United States of America, yet the USA has one critical
advantage over Greece: it can print up more dollars any time it wants (and,
oh, does it want ~ and don’t expe that thirﬆ to be slaked any time soon),

but Greece cannot print up more euros (unless no one notices as they slip
some in ~ there’s an idea).

It is easy to see the inevitability of the whole process, which has been
going on for hundreds and thousands of years. Gradually, however long it

takes, Europe will ﬁnally coalesce into a single entity, with a single

currency. However, the same process will simply continue until, however
long it takes, the whole world will ﬁnally become a single political entity,

with a single government, a single currency, a single bank, and even a single
language (probably English).
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This may take anywhere from two or three hundred years to several

millennia to work itself out into some sort of ﬆable arrangement, but the
world may not laﬆ that long. The biological survival of the Earth as a living

organism, is a serious and open queﬆion. As Leﬆer Brown (orld on the
dge) and many others have concluded, it should be possible for the human

race to intervene in time to save the Earth from dying out, but it is greatly
complicated by the political chaos currently being enjoyed by the planet. Or
not being enjoyed, as it may happen.
So why not simply faﬆ-forward and get it done with right away, so

that we can then proceed “at wartime speed,” and with the very higheﬆ

priority, to the process of reversing all of the many virulent processes killing
oﬀ our world? Simple and obvious examples are the proliferation of toxic

chemicals for the soil, and pharmaceutical drugs for human bodies. These

muﬆ be replaced with organic processes and cycles if there is to be any hope
for the survival of life on earth.

If all of Europe were united into a common land, with a single

government and a single currency (but it is very hard to imagine a single

language), that would probably provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts to all of Europe,

including the wealthier parts which would eventually end up funding the

elevation of the poorer parts. But the advantages gained would greatly
outweigh these coﬆs, which is why those wealthier nations and/or people
will eventually pay the coﬆ and unite Europe.

But all of that will only shift the argument and the problem to a larger

theater: the World Stage. It is the Whole World that needs a single

currency, a single bank, a single government, and a single language, not juﬆ
Europe! Why do we waﬆe our time in this way? The problem is urgent;
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why don’t we proceed immediately to a “Congress of the Wealthy and

Powerful” to set up some protocol for advancing the argument? The sooner
we accomplish those four Changes, the sooner we can all move on to the

next and supremely important item on the Agenda: the survival of life on
earth.
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Money, Power, Politics, & God
April, 2013

It is clear to everyone that there is something terribly wrong with our

world today, but no one seems to know juﬆ exaly what the problem is, or

what to do about it. The ﬁnancial markets seem to be central to it all, and,
in fa, it boils down to Money as the root and center of the problem, which

will come as a big surprise to everyone.

Hiﬆorically, the hiﬆory of civilization has mainly been a non-ﬆop

game of King of the Mountain, based on the simple principle that superior
force will win the point. That game is ﬆill going on, and it isn’t going to go
away any time soon, but there is an aspe of Power that has become more

and more important lately. The consequences of physical war at today’s level
of capability of deﬆruion would mean the end of life on earth, or at leaﬆ

the end of human life. There may be breeds of inses that will be able to
adapt and survive, but the human race is ﬁnished, about the time that the
planet is totally worn out, anyway. No, in today’s world, Money is the

dominant expression of Power, and it is intimately conneed to all other
problems; it juﬆ depends upon the point of view.

When you underﬆand the meanings of the Colors of the Aura, you

will begin to see them easily (ide: etragrammaton and he olors of the
ura). On this scale, the Planet Earth, aia, is ﬆruggling at the limits of

survival, way down at the Reds and Violets. Only Black is lower down, as
the absence of all life.
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I think there may have been a time, perhaps not much more than 500

years ago, when the Earth was a green and healthy planet, very much a going

concern, glowing bright Yellow and Green, with some very bright ﬂashes of
White Light. And now look at it! It is barely alive at all, and ﬆruggling on a

daily basis for survival. There are plenty of human beings who have been

there, let alone planets.

It is true that the Modern Age has seen some incredible developments:
the whole Computer and Internet Age has sprung up from nowhere,
eﬆablishing a very certain line in the hiﬆory of the evolution of the human

race. Yet, at the same time, the biological side of the piure has been bleak

to unsuﬆainable. The Earth is dying; and this is a problem the human race
will juﬆ have to solve, because if the planet no longer supports life, nothing
else is worth very much.
But, even though some observers try to demonﬆrate praical ways in

which the ravages of this decline might be abated, it almoﬆ seems to have
been given up as a loﬆ cause, and everyone simply grabs what they can as
they prepare to jump ship. But it is like the sinking of the Titanic, where
there really wasn’t anywhere the passengers could safely go, so they died.
This biological problem with the planet is not the only threat to the

survival of the human race: at the same time there is monumental confusion

about the role of money and banking, and the world is embroiled in endless

political skirmishes as people ﬆruggle for survival or dominance in one place
or another. All three of these problems come together, and they have to be
solved all at once and together, and from the beginning, ex cathedra.
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The solution to Political chaos is perfely obvious: of course there

muﬆ be one world government; that goes without saying. Visionaries like
Teilhard de Chardin, Bertrand Russell, H. G. Wells, and Einﬆein have
known it all the time. It is obvious and inescapable.

But it is the Money problem that I want to address direly here.

“Money” is a universal abﬆraion, like Time, and Power. You cannot say,

“We have agreed not to observe Time anymore; for us, time no longer
exiﬆs.” Nor can you say, “We have all agreed not to observe Power anymore,
and we have all turned in our guns.” Neither can you do away with the
concept of Money.

You cannot reje Money without rejeing

Mathematics, which, as everyone knows these days, is the basis of the Origin

of the Cosmos, or God (Pythagorean school).

It was simple enough to ﬁgure out the solution to the problem of

Power: there muﬆ be a single, one world government. But the solution to

the enigmas of Money are far more complex, and many attempts have been
made to explain how it all works.

But, since we decide to begin at the top, ex cathedra, the present
hiﬆorical chaos of ﬁnancial entanglements is all wrong in so many

ways! Moﬆ people have begun to realize by now that the entire “banking
induﬆry” is a fraud, designed to perpetuate the wealth of the owners above

everyone else. There is no reason why “money” has to imply any debt to
anyone, certainly not the banks, which are the beneﬁciaries of the whole
program. So, of course, we muﬆ ﬆart with a tabula raſa, so that we might be

uncluttered with hiﬆorical baggage. The ﬁrﬆ conclusion is that there muﬆ
only be one Currency.

That’s not an exclusive demand: no other

money! The point is that there muﬆ be One ﬁnal medium of Exchange,
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againﬆ which anything else may be measured (the annual tax on property,
for example). This Original Central Bank will be in the care of a very

carefully seleed Truﬆee. My own idea is to entruﬆ the responsibility of
seleion to a Seminary of ﬆudents drawn from all over the world at an early

age to form a School of International Studies, which would self-sele one of
themselves to represent them as the Truﬆee. But other seleion methods
might be suggeﬆed.

Since Money is a universal abﬆraion, an examination into the

workings of ﬁnancial transaions will provide a very complete piure of

moﬆ energy in the syﬆem. The Human Race, and all of aia, is currently

enjoying the hiﬆorical inheritance of Money/Power, playing itself out on the

ﬆage of the world. A jungle of private banks and corporations is like a jungle
of sovereign ﬆates, or a jungle of wild animals, or a jungle of hungry men.

There muﬆ be One World, aia; One Currency of Exchange; and One

Primary Bank, under the direion of a Truﬆee of the World who has been
very carefully chosen.

The operation of money becomes very simple: the Truﬆee of the
World would maintain a Currency for the settlement of transaions; and

they would set rates of exchange at their discretion. The One Bank would

create the Currency at will, and regulate its growth and supply by a tax on
property and other wealth, whenever the money supply exceeded levels
determined to be optimum. The Truﬆee would be the Direor of this
Bank.
Since the World Bank would have unlimited funds, it would simply

spend the money in ways that would seem to maximize the eﬀeiveness or

necessity of what it needs to do. For example, my idea of providing free
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farms where anyone can go and simply eat and sleep for free, could be
maintained at no coﬆ whatsoever: to a very large extent, the ﬆate will want

to put plenty of Money out into the world, and this is an excellent way to do
it! Of course, spending money to feed hungry people, or building hospitals

and schools and roads, will always be useful. Now, all aion decisions are

based on the proﬁt motive, which is a very big miﬆake. At the level of global

survival, it is an entirely unacceptable process. Yes, a gradual increase of the
supply of money can go on forever, but when it exceeds its optimal
expansion, it is possible to reel it back in through a universal property tax.

(No other taxes would need to be applied, other than a “resource depletion
tax” which would be levied speciﬁcally to regulate consumption, not to
reduce the money supply.)

[update: “property” might be underﬆood to

include other forms of wealth.]
I think that the important place to begin is to assemble a Seminary of

Candidates, carefully seleed from all over the world, for expressions of
potential excellence. I would like to ﬁnd a benefaor who would cover the

expenses of founding such an inﬆitution.

An International School of

International Studies, in which every candidate is accepted at full scholarship
for life, would certainly create a very powerful ferment.

This is an Alchemical Vessel, and the ferment that would result could

very well be considerable, and could produce the energies required for the

accomplishment of the Great Work of Alchemy, and an Incarnation of God
on Earth, Who will own the Bank, and spend the Money.
Finally, whence comes the ﬁnal authority for this Truﬆee? Of course,

it can only come from God. There seem to be very few people left on our
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planet, as it is worn down to a sorry frazzle, who know how to get ﬆrength
from God anymore.

I am presupposing that the ﬁnal seleion of the Seminary of the

World as Truﬆee will not only produce someone who will be extremely
competent and will fulﬁll the expeations people will have, but who will also

become the channel for a very huge jolt of energy, which will seem to be a
manifeﬆation of God, heophany. Aually, the energy behind this is God,
and this is a deliberate exercise of classical magic.
The world needs a new Avatar. None of the others have really satisﬁed

all requirements, although some of them have enjoyed an extended vogue, at
times. The concept of the ivine ight of ings comes from the obvious

idea that the power of a King can only come from God. There is no other
way this can work.
All we have to do is set it in motion by seleing a Seminary of

Candidates for Truﬆee of the World. The school itself will set up its own
energy and momentum, and participate in the unfolding of the inﬁnite
cosmos.

When the Truﬆee has been seleed, it will be up to Him or Her to

achieve the recognition and acceptance required to ride to a position of

closure, when everything is settled to the point where the Truﬆee is regarded
more and more widely as the central authority and ﬁnal bank for the
settlement of transaions worldwide.

Money means Credit, and the

intention is to settle that in one place, to eﬆablish a solid base upon which
the foundations for the future evolutions of the human race can be
eﬆablished.
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The Interim of Transition may provide unimaginable obﬆacles. But if

it succeeds, then World Peace would be achieved, and a new Golden Age
will supervene.
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A Modeﬆ Proposal to Achieve Peace
in the Middle Eaﬆ
Oober, 2014
I write this in Oober of 2014, and any prospe of peace in the

Middle Eaﬆ appears to be way beyond unlikely. The tensions between
Sunni and Shia Moslems appear to be as great as the antipathy of all
Moslems to the Weﬆern world or to Israel.
As I speculate upon philosophical themes as well as the obﬆacles to the

survival of life on earth, I have come to the conclusion, shared by a great
many philosophers, scholars, and visionaries of every possible kind, that the

only hope for the survival of life on earth is an immediate and unprecedented
evolutionary leap in global consciousness ~ and this really has to happen
virtually overnight.

The moﬆ immediate and pressing problems are

ecological ~ the loss of the Trees, the burning oﬀ of millions of years’ worth

of fossil fuels in a few generations, the deﬆruion and growing necrosis of
our Oceans, the erosion of our slender resource of topsoil and the attendant

cycles of severe drought and deﬆruive ﬂooding (all of which are direly

caused by the loss of the Trees, which I have called the greateﬆ miﬆake the
human race has made in its relatively brief rampage of deﬆruion upon our
dear planet), the increasingly evident problems of global warming and

climate change, the toxic devaﬆation of the planet’s farmland as well as our
own human bodies by the incredibly ﬆupid and myopic reliance upon

pharmaceutical drugs and chemical interference with the organic patterns

which have suﬆained the growth of human life for the many thousands of
years prior to the modern era ~ I could go on and on, but I am not the only
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one beating this drum, and these issues have been raised repeatedly, although
seemingly falling upon deaf ears (because it’s money that makes the world go
round, not love ~ I hate to break the news).
It’s not that no one knows what to do about these problems ~ I have

detailed a whole program of planetary reﬆoration in a whole series of

previous articles, and Leﬆer Brown (lan : orld on the dge) has oﬀered

many excellent ideas of how the planetary slide into deﬆruion and death

can be slowed and possibly even reversed ~ but the problems confronting us
are not primarily technological, but political and economic. I have even

addressed those issues, and have come up with radical solutions which may
easily be found among my writings, and need not be repeated here.

I

certainly do not and would not suggeﬆ that my solutions might be easily or

quickly implemented, but the problems are so pressing that we muﬆ make
some eﬀorts, and do so immediately.

However, my proposals for new

patterns and inﬆitutions for social and economic organization, which might

be made to work among the peoples of relatively ﬆable environments, run
into serious problems when faced with the rampant chaos on the ground in
the Middle Eaﬆ. It really seems to be that an essential prerequisite to any

new evolutionary growth is the radical elevation of consciousness worldwide.
There is a necessary and inevitable sequence about this program of social,
political, and economic inﬆitutions worldwide, and then, ﬁnally, we might be

in a position to address the urgent program of ecological regeneration which
we muﬆ tackle immediately if there is to be any hope for the survival of life
on earth. Whew! Now what? I love the apocryphal image of Don Quixote

“jumping on his horse and riding oﬀ rapidly in all direions,” but on my
laﬆ careful reading of the text, I failed to locate that passage, and I don’t
remember where I heard of it.
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Well, not to worry ~ I have a solution, as usual. Firﬆ, let us consider

the present “conventional” approach.

I think the U.S. government has

racked up expenses well in excess of a trillion dollars (or multiple trillions) in
ﬁghting the “war againﬆ terror” in Iraq, Afghaniﬆan, and now Syria. And

yet, by all eﬆimates, the world is rapidly plunging ever more deeply into
chaos, and everyone is considerably less safe than they were in the year 2000.

So here is my proposal ~ give me juﬆ 1% of that budget, a mere $10
billion, and I will undertake to resolve all of the problems and conﬂis of the
Middle Eaﬆ within, say, ten years’ time. The lions will lie down with the

lambs, and everyone will beat their swords into plowshares and their spears
into pruning hooks. Everyone will return happily to their farms, making

love with their wives (and/or signiﬁcant others), and a new Golden Age will
supervene over that hiﬆorically troubled land. Aually, I expe my coﬆs to
be well within one billion dollars, or even considerably less than that, but I
will be happy to retain the remaining $9 billion as my fee.

By now I am sure it is clear to almoﬆ everyone how I propose to

accomplish this miracle, especially to all those who realize that I am an

original hippie from the 60s ~ of course it is obvious and very simple ~ we

simply manufaure a few billion trips of LSD and diﬆribute them for free

all over the world. LSD, as everyone knows, has zero physical toxicity, zero
addiive potential, and a high correlation with spiritual epiphany.
Sometimes I have heard of people having some bad times “with LSD,” but,

upon further inquiry, it always turns out that the person experiencing bad
eﬀes was also using some combinations of very highly toxic drugs ~
methamphetamines, cocaine, heroin, alcohol, sugar, etc. Those who only use
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LSD, with perhaps some preparation of cannabis, rarely experience any
negative eﬀes, and never are those eﬀes physically expressed.

Of course, in order for this plan to work, it is essential that it be carried

out in the Weﬆ as well as the Middle Eaﬆ, as the need for spiritual renewal

is juﬆ as pressing in the Weﬆ as it is anywhere else in the world. When you
take a hefty dose of LSD (usually 300-500 mcg, depending upon body

weight and other faors), “you see God and you love everyone.” And these
two experiences describe exaly the same thing ~ being in the presence of

God means the same thing as feeling an unlimited oceanic love for all of life
~ that is the spiritual epiphany.

Aually, I should clarify that the experience does not apply to the

inexperienced or casual user (or someone with a low level of spiritual

consciousness), and certainly not with any user who combines other drugs

with the LSD experience (with the exception of moderate cannabis use,

which is harmless, and anything else in very careful moderation). With moﬆ

drugs, the “high” is followed by a depression which falls well below the

original baseline. Each subsequent indulgence brings the experience to a less
lofty high, leading ultimately to a place where the “high” is far lower than the
original baseline, and the lows are the very depths of Hell. In contraﬆ to this

familiar pattern, the high of LSD is followed by a very gentle decline, but
ending with a mild euphoria somewhat above the ﬆarting baseline. The

physical aspes of subsequent LSD ingeﬆion are dose dependent (somewhat
modiﬁed by “set and setting”), but the spiritual high gets higher with every

use, while the end ﬆate is increasingly higher, so that an occasional user
might end up with an advanced spiritual consciousness as his ordinary,

baseline experience. This pattern of experience has been observed numerous
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times, especially when the tripper’s consciousness has not been negatively

aﬀeed by other drugs (including excessive sugar or alcohol) or other
unrelated negative experiences.
I might charaerize the LSD experience as a hyper ﬆimulation of the

sensory ﬆimuli along with an increased consciousness of the potential for
novelty. It is this laﬆ charaeriﬆic that makes LSD so frightening to the

conservative maﬆers of repressive regimes. The laﬆ thing anyone in political
power wants is for anyone to discover and explore the potential for novelty!

Oh, no! It is no surprise that the CIA would want to control the opium crop

in Afghaniﬆan so that they could reﬁne it into heroin and bring it to the
young black men of the inner cities of New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago.

They want the addi to bow his head, shuﬄe along, and think only about
getting another ﬁx. Can you imagine the chaos that might ensue if these
oppressed minorities might open their eyes to the syﬆematic oppression,

leading (usually and deliberately) to incarceration, and inﬆead began to

consider ways of overturning the process? Such a conscious awareness could
easily lead to a veritable revolution. Oh, no ~ keep them sedated with
opiates, and then pick them oﬀ one by one and pack them oﬀ to jail.
But novelty might rear its ugly or beautiful head in a great many other

ways ~ after a few sessions of LSD, a man might quit his job, leave his

family (or bring them with him), and go oﬀ to an ashram in India in search
of enlightenment. Or, he might simply quit his job selling life insurance so
that he can play his alto saxophone in a jazz band. There are no limits to the
potential of novelty to the expanded consciousness.

But it is only through Change that anything can get better! Now we

are faced with a world that is coming apart at the seams in every way ~
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ecologically, politically, economically, and socially. What this world needs

(and, boy did it ever need it yeﬆerday!) is a greatly augmented consciousness
of the potential for change! Whether you like my own solutions to the

problems of the world, or whether you prefer to follow another agenda, one

thing is clear ~ a lot of things have got to change, and change very, very

quickly if there is to be any hope for the survival of life on earth. Bring on
the LSD! May the sun shine forever, and may you ﬆay forever young.

The reason this program may take about ten years is that the rise in

consciousness is neither inﬆantaneous nor permanent ~ it takes a series of
trips before the aspirant gradually perceives the interconneedness and unity

of all being, and begins to feel an oceanic love for all of life ~ plants and
animals, rivers, oceans, trees, fragrant roses, and people ~ and, in a ﬁnal
epiphany, sees God in all Her Glory. Some will reach this point sooner than

others (and many, of course, never reach it at all), but once a critical mass has

been reached, the elevation of consciousness will become general and
universal. At this point, many of the ecological changes will come about
naturally as natural organic patterns of life will replace artiﬁcial and

deﬆruive ones, such as chemical fertilizers and pharmaceutical drugs.
Political and economic changes will easily and quickly follow, trees will be

planted everywhere (reﬆore Paradise: dig up a parking lot), and aia may

once again grow green and fertile, providing abundant food for everyone, and
life on earth may continue.
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A One World Total Make-Over
being a re-ﬆatement of my plan to save the world
2016

Well, at leaﬆ I’m not the only one. I wonder why this world is in such

a terrible mess when so many people are crying out about all the problems.
But crying out is not enough; pointing out all the problems does not advance
the argument very much at all. In order for any change to happen, someone
has to do something.

I have always found myself thinking about the largeﬆ and moﬆ serious

problems of the world. Whenever any problem appears, I always want to go

to the root of the problem ~ the ultimate root ~ because it has always
seemed to me to be so much energy waﬆed if you do not address the moﬆ
important and fundamental issues ﬁrﬆ.

It is perfely clear that the single moﬆ important issue, from the point

of view of the survival of life on earth, is the ongoing collapse of our very

fragile eco-syﬆem in the biosphere of our little wandering planet. (lant
more rees!)

But before any of those issues can be adequately addressed on a planetwide basis, it is necessary to forge a political union of the whole earth. Yes,
of course ~ One orld overnment, and  ew orld Order. It is not

surprising that everyone is so terriﬁed of this, because the obﬆacles to such a

cataclysmic and potentially explosive change in the fundamental ﬆability of
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the earth are so enormous that no one can think of any way to proceed. But
the problems of the world are not going to be solved with baling wire,

Scotch tape, black thread, or mirrors, let alone chewing gum, and any eﬀorts

in those direions are totally useless while our planet is dying all around us.
What this planet needs is a total make-over from the top.

Unless we

shoulder the responsibility ourselves, the only hope for the earth is deus ex

machina ~ literally. Otherwise, there is no future for this little world at all.
Our world is rapidly falling apart on all sides, driven by the biological
processes of our dying planet, and exacerbated by the ensuing and

compounding ecological, social, political, and economic collapse all around
us.

In fa, the only possible solution to this problem muﬆ be theological.
It was not for nothing that the old kings used to claim to rule by divine right,

since it is clear that the only source of authority muﬆ come from God. But
that, of course, is the crux of the whole problem ~ who will convey and
certify the Word of God to Man?

How could any of the diverse nations in the world agree to give up
their sovereignty to any other entity? And yet, a solution to the problem has
to be found ~ and I found one over forty years ago that I ﬆill think is the

beﬆ and only possible solution (if you have a better idea, put it forward;

don’t wait). And that is to create a Seminary of children seleed at a young

age from all over the world to form a chool of International tudies that
would be fully endowed to cover all the expenses of the ﬆudents, the

teachers, and all additional ﬆaﬀ. It would be dedicated to an on-going in-

depth ﬆudy of the world’s problems, region by region. In addition to the
beﬆ possible regular teachers, there would be an on-going program of
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diﬀerent specialiﬆs making special presentations to the ﬆudents. Then, at

some future time (perhaps thirty years later), the seminary would meet
together and choose one of their number to represent them as the inﬆrument

to interpret and execute the Will of God on Earth. He or she would then
appoint members of a new seminary to ensure a ﬆable continuity.

This idea of the seminary is like an alchemical vessel, and the intent

and purpose is literally to conjure an Incarnation and Avatar of God. If this

sounds like an exercise in Classical Magic, you are entirely corre; that is

juﬆ exaly what it is. But it is not Black Magic ~ it is not the furtherance of
our own will that is sought, but a vehicle through which, once again, God’s
Voice may be heard on our Planet, in Her time of need.

You might think that all of that is a tall order, and quite enough for
one day’s work, but that is only the one single moﬆ pressing problem of our

day; there are others.

For example, after the Source of Authority be

eﬆablished and a World Government be inﬆituted under the direion of
this new Avatar, who will speak with God’s Voice (this plan was ﬁrﬆ
suggeﬆed at the eﬆablishment of the hurch of the iving ree [quod ide:

www.tree.org], and this Avatar of God was called “The Advocate for the
Tree”) ~after all of this has been arranged, it is time to address the third

moﬆ pressing problem (after the Source of Authority, and the Biological
Reﬆoration of our planet) ~ Economics, the basis and nature of Money.

At present, the jungle of Money is juﬆ as serious and wild a problem as
the political chaos on the ground. This prevailing economic jungle is a hold-

over from the days of feudalism (money being simply a liquid form of

property), with sources of capital concentrating in fewer and fewer hands all
the time, while the reﬆ of the world is dying of poverty, ﬆarvation, and war.
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The solution here for a brand new make-over of the world ﬁnancial

syﬆem is comparable to the political solution, and, in fa, becomes the
primary arm of implementation for its policies.

Firﬆ of all, inﬆead of money being underﬆood from the point of view

of debt, I think it should be underﬆood as credit. The World Government,

under the authority of the dvocate for the ree (or whatever he might be

called) would create and issue credit as needed, denominated in a new
currency. These days, moﬆ ﬁnancial transaions are done by computer, but
there would also be some issuance of paper currency, as needed.

To ﬆart with, other currencies would be honored for a determined

value in the new currency. Other currencies, however, would be deliberately

devalued over time to expedite the economic transfer to the new world
currency. The value would be easily maintained and adjuﬆed by means of a
universal tax on property, which would be taken annually and which would

have to be paid in the new currency. All other taxes would be eliminated,

except for those that come under the heading of “Resource Depletion
Taxes.” Otherwise, there would be an entirely free market, with no business

taxes or income taxes, with everyone free to pursue their own road to
ﬁnancial independence and security.

For those who run out of money or resources, a network of Free Farms

would be set up for the housing and feeding of the indigent. Schools would

be free, and hospitals and health care would be largely subsidized. Inner city
transit trains and buses would run for free. Anything which needed to be

done anywhere in the world would simply be paid for by the State. I can also
imagine that the State would run non-proﬁt food ﬆores, clothing ﬆores, and

hardware ﬆores. Anyone would be free, of course, to set up any competing
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markets, probably by providing specialty items not found in the government
ﬆores.

The rate of the universal property tax would be determined by the

optimum amount of the money supply. The intereﬆing thing about this
economic syﬆem is that the government would simply create whatever

money it needs. Then, when taxes are colleed, they would be automatically
removed from the property owners’ accounts with the World Bank. Where
would the “money” go? It would simply be annihilated, roughly balancing

out the funds created by the government conﬆantly as it goes about its

business, addressing problems and needs as they occur in the world. Private
inveﬆment banks would be perfely legal, but the World Bank would pay

no intereﬆ and charge no fees ~ and it would certainly not “bail out” any
failing banks!
Some people may think that this is juﬆ a form of Communism, and it

is true that it incorporates many features of that political and economic
philosophy, but where it diﬀers is in the complete freedom of everyone to
participate in the free market in any way he or she wishes ~ moﬆ of the

really important and innovative produs and services would always be

provided by the private seor, and there would always be new opportunities
unfolding as our world evolves.

Moﬆ Americans take it as an article of faith that Democracy, as

enshrined in the Conﬆitution, is the beﬆ form of government ever devised.

Many people are willing to admit that there are some ﬂaws in the syﬆem,
but the inevitable conclusion is that “In spite of its ﬂaws, American
Democracy is ﬆill better than any known alternative.”
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Well, the U.S. Conﬆitution was a produ of its times, and was

admirably suited to the needs of the ﬂedgling ﬆate. However, as Thomas

Jeﬀerson himself so insightfully recognized, the longer any government
persiﬆs, the more it will be taken over by an Eﬆablishment of wealth and
power that cares more (~ a lot more; try “exclusively cares”) about the
preservation and enhancement of its own wealth and power than about any
other concerns of the country or its “little people.”

by.

This has become more and more dramatically evident as the years roll

Democracy might have been a good idea, but we don’t live in a

Democracy anymore, except in name. The Syﬆem that has evolved in the
U.S.A. is a “Capitaliﬆ Plutocracy.” And now, as I write in January of 2017,

we have a Capitaliﬆ Plutocrat as our President-ele who seems to be

intending to make America great again for the 1%, while the reﬆ of us run
very faﬆ trying to ﬆay in the same place, and our world slips ever more
deeply into necrosis. The trees are gone; the topsoil is gone; the animals and

honeybees are dying oﬀ; the oceans are dying; the polar ice caps are melting.

(I underﬆand you can pick up prime ocean-front property in Bangla Desh
for a song and a dance.) The death of our planet and the survival of life on
earth juﬆ don’t seem to rate as very high priorities to the ones holding the
ownership of the planet in their portfolios.

So, I venture to suggeﬆ that the political chaos in the world is not

limited to the Middle Eaﬆ, but is a syﬆemic problem the whole world over,
including our own little corner of it. Our Conﬆitution has outlived its

usefulness, and our syﬆem has become corrupted juﬆ as Thomas Jeﬀerson

predied that it would be. It is not only time for a new political inﬆitution
in this country, but the citizens of the world cannot aﬀord to wait any longer
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before a whole new Contra be worked out that encompass a vision for the
entire planet, and entruﬆ the executive authority of the planet to a carefully

considered inﬆitution that will safeguard the health of the planet and the
rights and welfare of its citizens, for the beneﬁt of future generations.

Yes, there are plenty of problems yet remaining, but nothing much can

be done about them until these three big ones are accomplished.

Oh ~ how are these little improvements going to be introduced to the
world, you ask? I never said it was going to be easy, yet there is a way ~ the
keyﬆone of the arch is this hypothetical Seminary. Well, that can be ﬆarted

immediately, as soon as funding become available to endow the inﬆitution
with operating funds. Then the world will have thirty years or so to get used
to the idea. During those years, all exiﬆing problems will probably be
getting a lot worse (declining ﬆate of the world’s eco-syﬆem as the dying

planet causes continuing climate change, political chaos, economic chaos,
over-population, demographic changes, etc.), so that this new Avatar of God

may be recognized and welcomed for what he or she would be ~ a laﬆ

chance to heal the planet, evolving into a sane, safe, and ﬆable world, where
all of our children might have one more chance to ﬆay alive.
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The Noosphere
March, 2017

I am juﬆ reading over he henomenon of an by Pierre Teilhard de

Chardin, one of the moﬆ signiﬁcant books in the hiﬆory of philosophy. His

thesis is that the evolution of the universe is the evolution of Life, and that
the evolution of Life leads inevitably to the evolution of Consciousness.
He sees this evolution on an inevitable trajeory towards an increasing

of consciousness towards some unknowable future ﬆate which he calls the
Omega oint. He leaves it there, not hazarding a speculation as to the nature
of such a point, but he underﬆands it as a transformational point by which

ontogenesis, biogenesis, and noogenesis make a major breakthrough to a
whole new plateau, as profound as the initial transformation into Life from

the chance agglomerations of matter, or the transformation into the level of

reﬂeive thought and consciousness from the inﬆinive level of lower
animals.

Today’s meditation is a speculation as to the nature of that

evolutionary advance which will lead life and consciousness into these new
levels of experience.

I suggeﬆ that this transformational point which we are in the process

of crossing is the transition from individual consciousness to planetary-wide

bio-consciousness. Aually, Teilhard de Chardin suggeﬆed as much, but he

clearly anticipates that there will be much about this new experience that is
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beyond speculation. This evolutionary leap may take a great many years to

be fully accomplished, but I expe that we will see more and more people
sharing a planetary-wide consciousness as the years go by. Together we will

form a whole new plateau in the expression of Life leading to monumental
changes in every aspe of our exiﬆence.

I have always felt that I were “tuning in” messages from the planetary-

wide “aia consciousness,” not only in terms of philosophical ideas, but also
in terms of planetary evolution. Now, some of my ideas may seem way
beyond radical (ide, e.g.,  One orld otal akeover), but eventually the

ideas may be seen as being in line with what the desperate ﬆate of our world
requires.
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Economic Theory
May, 2017

I am reading the very diﬆurbing book ~ he hock orine by Naomi

Klein, which is a scathing indiment of Milton Friedman’s Free Market
theories.

I compare the economic implications with my own economic

recommendations as outlined in my writings (ide, e.g.,  One orld otal
akeover, 2016).

The fundamental problem of economics (as in politics, as clearly

underﬆood by Thomas Jeﬀerson) is that, regardleſs of the economic or political

ſyﬅem, the longer the game goes on, the more the wealth and power become
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands. This isn’t any new revelation ~ Jesus

Chriﬆ put it quite succinly: o thoſe who have, more all be given; from them
who have not, it all be taken away even the little that they have.

As long as this universal truth be clearly underﬆood, there is no

diﬃculty underﬆanding political or economic evolutions, nor is it diﬃcult to

see what needs to be done to ameliorate the unfortunate consequences of
that truth.

Milton Friedman’s religiously fundamentaliﬆ belief in the sanity of

free markets is not hard to underﬆand, as long as you are prepared to accept

a ruthless and unreconﬆrued Darwiniﬆ approach to civilization and life
itself. Free markets, without any pesky regulation or controls, will certainly
ﬆimulate surging market economies.

This “surging market economy,”
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however, is only enjoyed by 20%, or 10%, or 1% of the total population; the

remainder of the population (the “little people”) is of no consequence or
intereﬆ to the market leaders and winners.
Where this theory breaks down, of course, is with the same limits

encountered by any other invasive peﬆilence ~ its very success is its undoing:

when the hoﬆ is deﬆroyed, the growth feeding on it will also die.

My own economic suggeﬆions seem to me to follow juﬆ the right line
~ allowing an unfettered free market in order to enjoy the eﬃciencies
inherent in the free market, but tempered with extensive support for the

other 80%, 90%, or 99% of the population. Thus, I have called for the
implementation of Free Farms providing free housing, food, education, and

health care for the indigent, along with a complete program of support for
everyone else ~ free inner city trains and buses, subsidized food ﬆores and
health care, etc.

Of course, the excesses of the free market would also be direly

limited with my proposed Resource Depletion Tax, whose levels would be

adjuﬆed as necessary to promote market modiﬁcations. For example, facing
the potentially cataﬆrophic consequences of Climate Change, we would
rapidly ratchet up a carbon tax that would make coal ﬁred power plants

totally unproﬁtable, and gasoline a very expensive fuel for automobiles. Air

travel would likewise be so expensive that only the wealthieﬆ persons would
use it, and then only for the moﬆ essential transportation needs (importing

Maine lobﬆer, for example . . . ). The tax for cutting down a tree would be
so high that foreﬆ produs would become prohibitively expensive, forcing

the development of alternative produs. Wind, solar, and geothermal power
would very quickly replace 20th Century reliance on fossil fuels.
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But with all of this support for the poorer members of society, the

wealthy class could be free to develop whatever produs and services they
could manage to sell to each other or anyone else, on a free market basis,
without excessive business taxation or other interference in their aivities
(beyond the resource depletion tax).

None of this will happen automatically, nor does it make any sense to

hire a fox to guard the hen house (e.g., Donald Trump) ~every garden needs

a Gardener to maintain the healthieﬆ balance of life in the garden or the
world, and our suggeﬆion of setting up an independent inﬆitution (e.g., he

eminary of he hurch of the iving ree) to produce a source of regulatory
authority ﬆill sounds good to me. It seems to me that the holders of wealth

and power in the world ought to welcome such an independent authority,
recognizing that without it there would be no reﬆraint to prevent the
deﬆruion of the hoﬆ ~ in this case, our dear Mother Earth.
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Guns or Money?
July, 2016
The Chinese ﬁgured out long ago that it isn’t about guns anymore; it’s

about money. The Americans don’t seem to have ﬁgured that out yet. Even
bin Laden famously underﬆood perfely well what he was doing ~ the

intent was to bankrupt Uncle Sam, and it’s been working beautifully. The
Americans gleefully ratchet up their debt into aﬆronomical trillions waging

war all over the world, while the Chinese bankers have been quietly picking
up the paper.

Nothing is made in the United States anymore except

weapons, meaning that its induﬆries ﬂourish in times of international
tension and war; everything else is made in China.

Change happens very gradually at two points, and changes very
suddenly at the other two points. The ﬁrﬆ Change is a sudden one as
something New burﬆs into being. The second Change, however, happens

very gradually ~ as the original, expansive energy begins to wane, the reversal
turning back down happens very slowly.

The third Change is another

sudden one, in which death supervenes. The fourth Change, completing the
cycle, is very gradual, as the prima materia begins to draw together the energy

to form a new life again.

So, if we apply this description of the process of life and death to the

economic and political life of the planet, at what ﬆage is the United States,
or the Earth as a whole, on that cycle of life and death? Well, the United

States is clearly in decline. There can be no doubt about it ~ neither its

political nor its economic syﬆems are up to the challenges of the present day.
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As to the queﬆion of the political process, Donald Trump is the reduio ad
abſurdum to that one. But its economic syﬆem is equally inadequate. Free
market capitalism is out of control, and muﬆ be reﬆrained. There muﬆ be
an independent government eﬆablishment that is not beholden to any

special intereﬆs at all. This would be my idea of a seminary of ﬆudents
seleed from all over the country (or the world) to hold the Sovereign

Authority in truﬆ. If they are given the beﬆ possible education, they will
surely sele the beﬆ one of their number to exercise the sovereign authority.

My idea of making the sovereign authority identical with the Bank is

praically a matter of deﬁnition, as the power to create money at will is a
virtually unlimited power.

I see three ﬆages in the implementation of this plan. Firﬆ, there is the
eﬆablishment of the Seminary. This can be done without any political
importance at all ~ it is simply a matter of funding. As soon as adequate

funding be available, a seminary can be conﬆituted and launched, and its
ﬆudents can begin to receive the beﬆ possible education, completely
liberated from any of the ordinary pressures of life. Specialiﬆs in all ﬁelds
will make specially prepared presentations to the class, so they will beneﬁt

from the beﬆ available sources of information. Their curriculum will be

overseen by a team of scholars in all ﬁelds who will make sure that all of the
moﬆ important information be included in their ﬆudies.

The next ﬆage of the process would begin when someplace on the
earth, some sovereign ﬆate, decides to veﬆ a new currency in the inﬆitution

of the Seminary and the person of the Advocate. For example, Greece may

continue its endless and long drawn out bankruptcy, continuing to pile up
impossible loans and obligations to the IMF, the European Central Bank,
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and others; or it might simply declare bankruptcy, repudiate all debt, and
inﬆitute a new currency, created at will on demand by the Seminary’s
Advocate, agreeing as well to pay all property taxes back to the State as
represented by the Bank of the new currency.

If the enterprise be a failure, of course there will be nothing more

heard of this funny idea, but if it survives and ﬂourishes, other countries may

want to opt in, at which point the citizens and companies will exchange their
current money into the new currency, again agreeing to pay their property
taxes to the new bank.

This third ﬆage of evolution and growth can continue for as long as

necessary, leading to one or another of several possible end games ~ the new

State might swell to world ﬆatus relatively unchecked, or there might be one
or several signiﬁcant hold-outs opposing the world union. Well, in that case,
it would simply become an economic conteﬆ between the sovereign nations.

How can you have an economic conteﬆ againﬆ a country that prints up
money at will? But that is no problem ~ obviously, the more money there is,

the less it is worth, so the economic conteﬆ would remain real. Then, either
the hold-out countries gradually enter the union, or they manage to ﬆay

viable independently. If that is the case, there is no reason why independent
States couldn’t continue to exiﬆ indeﬁnitely. In fa, it is almoﬆ inevitable

that an opposition will always be present, and this is probably a good thing.
Or, at leaﬆ, it will be a manifeﬆation of the Tao, so we might as well accept
it.
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A Run on Uncle Sam?
Auguﬆ, 2017

I am reading a lot of Noam Chomsky these days, after reading a lot of

Bertrand Russell, and there is no way to escape the fa that the United
ﬆates has become more and more of a rogue ﬆate, at leaﬆ throughout my
own lifetime, but if we look back at the genocide of the Native Americans,

followed by the heavy reliance upon slave labor, it is hard to imagine a time

when it wasn’t an embarrassment to be an American. When I traveled
internationally during the poﬆ-Vietnam war years, I had to pretend I were
Canadian to be socially accepted anywhere.

These days, when there are riots over the pulling down of ﬆatues of

Robert E. Lee and other ﬁgures of the Civil War, it is well to remember, as
some commentators have mentioned, that George Washington and Thomas
Jeﬀerson were not only slave owners, but, by all accounts, ﬆern if not cruel
maﬆers, and clearly raciﬆ. One apologiﬆ says that, yes, they were slave

owners and raciﬆ, but they founded this great country. Excuse me ~ which
“great country” are we talking about?

Genocide and slavery have been

followed by an almoﬆ conﬆant parade of wars in perpetuation, not of
“Democracy” (Heaven forbid) but of Free Market Capitalism.

An

international poll has found that the perception is nearly universal that the
United States is the greateﬆ threat to world peace ~ by far ~ followed by

Pakiﬆan, at a diﬆant second place. A ranking of countries on the basis of

social juﬆice placed the United States in twenty-seventh place out of thirtyone, right above Greece, Chile, Mexico, and Turkey.
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If anyone is intereﬆed in further hiﬆories of how the United States has

deliberately subverted democratically eleed governments in order to inﬆall

puppet diators “friendly to American business intereﬆs,” there are plenty of
sources for that information.

Well, let us all spend a few minutes wringing our hands in grief, but

then let us consider what is to be done about the elephant in the room. (I

was going to say, “what is to be done about the clown in the room,” but the
problem goes way beyond Donald Trump.)
Many people have already ﬁgured it out, notably Osama bin Laden,

and the leadership of China. What they have ﬁgured out is that military

ﬆrength is no longer an accurate measure of ultimate power. Power, these
days, is measured in money. In other articles, I think I have discussed the
idea of “money” as a universal abﬆraion which can be used to underﬆand,

explain, and treat social, political, or environmental problems. So here, for
inﬆance, we have the United States as a rogue ﬆate rampaging around the

world as a gang of outlaw cowboys, led by “Donnie the Kid.” But the United
States is also a ﬁnancial corporation, and the key to the problem is that the
United States is ultimately insolvent.
So the way to ﬆop Uncle Sam in his tracks is to call in the loans.

Simply decline to renew the Notes when they come due, and ﬆop accepting

Uncle Sam’s funny paper. If inveﬆors refuse to extend any more credit to the
United States corporation, then rates will sky-rocket until someone is willing

to inveﬆ in the failing ﬆate. (Cash out your dollars too, by the way.) And
those who do try to proﬁt by inveﬆing in “the full faith and credit of the

United States government,” will moﬆ likely lose their money, unless they get
out before the ﬁnal crash.
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That’s right ~ ow about a un on Uncle am? The truth is that

Uncle Sam is hopelessly insolvent and can’t possibly withﬆand such a run.

Carlo Ponzi survived for a surprisingly long time when there was a run on

his bank, but since his bank was fundamentally way beyond unsound (very
much like the U.S. government), his “bank” collapsed in the end.

Now what? What does the Poﬆ-Apocalyptic world look like, and

where do we go from here? Well, I have spelled it all out in my article “A
One-World Total Makeover.” One hint is to buy land. Don’t be caught

holding money when the music ﬆops.

The Soviet Union was able to collapse without descending into the

chaos of nuclear war; let us hope that the leaders of the bankrupt USA will

have the grace to do the same, allowing the people of the earth to evolve a
new political and economic ﬆruure to carry the world along, as this new
millennium unfolds into the future.
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A Solution to the Fiasco
of North Korea
September, 2017

I suggeﬆ to Kim Jong-un that he should issue a personal challenge to

President Donald Trump to a duel: chess boards at three paces, perhaps a

single game of chess, the terms of which should be that if Kim Jong-un wins,
then the United States takes its toys and goes home: lifts all sanions, brings

its troops home from the Paciﬁc Region, and allows the North Koreans to
arrange their own aﬀairs; but if Donald Trump wins the game, then Kim

Jong-un will ﬆep down, and allow Uncle Sam to set up any puppet
government of its choosing in his place.
No matter who wins, it would be a great relief to have this settled. All

international disputes, in these days of nuclear weapons, should be submitted
to the ordeal by chessboard. My ﬁrﬆ thought was that each country might

designate a champion, and the date for the match set six months ahead, but
that were to miss the point: the challenge from Korea is a personal
confrontation between the parties, and can only be decided by the principles,
not the seconds.

There are many other ways in which this international itching point

between equally unﬆable belligerents might play out, but some of those
might be less benign than the ordeal by chessboard.
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Geopolitics
Oober, 2017

Of course the world is a mess, and I have been proposing my solutions

for these problems for many years ~ the eﬆablishment of an international
Seminary for the education of a special class of seleed ﬆudents who would
sele one of their number (after a lifetime of ﬆudying global issues with the

beﬆ teachers it is possible to ﬁnd) to make any ﬁnal decisions at the apex of
the pyramid of authority.

But then I have been going beyond the general argument to consider

speciﬁc world problems. The centerpiece of my current thinking is to set up

my map of world energy patterns at www.earthﬂame.org as a ﬆarting point to

see the pattern of a huge region around the Middle Eaﬆ where the loweﬆ
level of consciousness, the Red-Violet energies, is raging moﬆ ﬁercely.

Well, today I took a look at the map in my world atlas that showed the

diﬆribution of religions around the world. They were moﬆly contiguous
regions (in many cases following the lines of language diﬆribution as shown
on another map).

I guess it shouldn’t have come as such a revelation to me that my two

maps so perfely coincided. The map showing the dominant coverage of
Islam juﬆ about neatly surrounded this area of maximum global trouble. It is

not considered politically corre to make any general value ﬆatements about
any religious belief or praice. “Of course we are not ‘at war with Islam’ ~
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the extremiﬆs and terroriﬆs and jihadiﬆs certainly do not represent Islam,
which is a religion of peace and submission to Allah.”

And yet the

circumﬆantial evidence begins to pile up. Islamic scholars might persuade
you that Islam were as peaceful as Buddhism, or at leaﬆ as peaceful as

current expressions of Chriﬆianity (diﬆancing ourselves from regrettable
crimes committed in the name of Jesus Chriﬆ in earlier days), but all of the
aion on the ground appears to present a diﬀerent piure.

In a much earlier article on religion, I concluded that both Islam and

Judaism had fundamental problems, as expressions of relatively primitive

underﬆanding of the nature of religious belief. Hinduism and Buddhism
seemed much more elevated, spiritually.

Chriﬆianity, too, shows a

remarkably advanced underﬆanding of the main point of religion, although
the literature of Chriﬆianity is very thin in explaining how to obtain “Chriﬆ
Consciousness.”

So here is my lateﬆ solution to the wars in the Middle Eaﬆ ~ if all the

Jews were to become Chriﬆian (embracing the gospel of love, and admitting
that there is One God over all of us, and there is no “special relationship”

with the tribe of Abraham), and all the Moslems were to become Buddhiﬆ,
seeking peace within, then all problems on the planet would melt away like
laﬆ year’s snow, and all the warring parties could go back to their gardens,
their wives (and/or signiﬁcant others), and their children.
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Korean Re-Uniﬁcation
November, 2017

Whenever I consider a problem and search for solutions, I always want

to go to the root of the problem, not wherever the problem appears to

obtrude itself, like a neurotic tumor. In the case of North Korea, it seems
apparent, even obvious, that the fundamental issue, which muﬆ be addressed
before any other measures can have any realiﬆic eﬀe, is the Korean Divide.

Firﬆ, Korea muﬆ be re-united as a single nation; then it may begin the slow
process of re-integration into the world community.

So here is my suggeﬆed solution ~ both North and South Korea can
agree to set up a Uniﬁcation School somewhere along the borders of their
countries. Each side would sele perhaps eight ﬆudents, four boys and four

girls, at about the age of ten years, but not taken from any notable families.

These sixteen ﬆudents would be provided with the beﬆ education possible,
at ﬆate expense. Each side would be allowed to provide half the curriculum.

These ﬆudents would then be prepared for a time, perhaps when the
youngeﬆ reaches the age of thirty, when these ﬆudents would sele one of

their number to head a government over the whole of Korea, setting up such
political and economic and social arrangements as they see ﬁt, and

nominating their choices of personnel to supervise the various adminiﬆrative
funions. By the time this transfer of power were eﬀeed (over the span of

about twenty years), both sides would have become prepared for the change,
and it should happen smoothly, as the advantages of uniﬁcation would
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greatly outweigh any considerations about how the seleed Guardian of a
new Korea might interpret his or her mandate.

The Old School
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Six Regions of the World
on the Way to World Union
November, 2017

I think a lot about geo-politics. I have ﬁgured out how to eﬆablish a

source of Authority, coming from God, by eﬆablishing a Seminary of
Candidates who would, upon reaching their majority, choose one of their
number to take responsibility from the top (as, for example, the “Advocate

for the Tree” of the hurch of the iving ree). This is a very old idea of
mine.

But suppose that happens, and we set up our new Bank and Currency,
and set out to reﬆore the earth to a ﬂourishing organic garden of life once
again, ﬆarting with the immediate planting of millions and billions of trees.

But the earth is a big place, with many languages, races, and religions. Of
course, there muﬆ be one universal language world-wide, and English is the
obvious choice. But the advancement and teaching of the English language
should ﬆill be greatly accelerated so that the very next generation, worldwide, will be already largely ﬂuent in English. “Something is loﬆ, and
something is gained.”

But I haven’t yet gotten to today’s idea ~ I want to extend the

seminary idea to at leaﬆ the next level down. I ﬆart by dividing the world up
into signiﬁcant regions, such as:
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ommon ongue

1.) Eaﬆ Asia to India

(Chinese/English)

2.) Islam from Pakiﬆan to Turkey

(Arabic)

3.) Europe

(English)

4.) Africa

(English)

5.) South America up to Mexico

(Spanish)

6.) USA and Canada

(English)

Each region would have a regional Bank oﬃce that would diﬆribute
funds for that region, and a Governor, chosen by the regional seminary, who
would execute direion by the authority delegated from the Advocate.

A congress of representatives from every part of each region would

meet and deliberate current aﬀairs. These might be democratically eleed
from each local region, at a level where democracy can be moﬆ eﬀeive.

The regions I have indicated above by common language show three

regions where English is not dominant ~ areas of Chinese, Arabic, and

Spanish speaking people. The language people speak is a critical diﬆinion

between people. As I look over my six regions, I see moﬆ of them on an
easy transition to English, with the Spanish region and the French a
generation later to adopt English. No one need abandon his own language

~ everyone will speak at leaﬆ two languages, his own native language and
English. The region of China and India will have no trouble adopting
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English ~ the Chinese want to dominate the world, and they will
underﬆand that that means learning English.

Africa has always been a basket case, but with a regional Governor,

things might settle down.

So that leaves Arabia and the Middle Eaﬆ with no intereﬆ in learning

English or giving up Islam. I am ﬆruck by an idea I have been having lately

with my earthﬂame.org idea ~ that when all the colors have been mapped out
on the globe, with a few exceptions, moﬆ of the loweﬆ scores (well into the

Red and Violet) all seem to cluﬆer around this same regional area. Even
North Korea is likely to subside without violence, as long as cool heads
prevail and allow a Mexican Stand-oﬀ.

So, not to be alarmiﬆ, but I see no laﬆing and insoluble political
problems other than the endless hotbed of the Middle Eaﬆ, with Israel right

there in the middle, and endless conﬂi all around. I thought my earlier
idea was a great one, if only tongue-in-cheek ~ that all the Jews should
convert to Chriﬆianity, and all the Moslems should convert to Buddhism ~
what a neat solution!

I think there is a vortex of negative energy, like a magnetic ﬁeld, with

its negative pole in the Middle Eaﬆ. Then I ﬁgured that if it had the same
physics as a magnetic ﬁeld, the opposite pole would be in the vacant middle
of the South Paciﬁc Ocean.

Well, here is a big surprise ~ I am prediing that the Middle Eaﬆ will
continue to be the moﬆ troublesome and volatile region of the planet for the
foreseeable future. What to do about it? Is it possible that a produ of the
Arabian Seminary could keep the peace in his (or her, but not likely) region?
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I don’t know if it will work, but I think the division of the planet into those
six regions, with a Governor eleed by each Seminary, is the moﬆ

progressive solution yet proposed. Juﬆ as the Spanish region and France will

be a generation or two later adopting English, it will probably take about
four or ﬁve generations for Arabia to settle down and accept the English
language.

Another possibility is that Arabia will always remain in opposition to
the reﬆ of the world. That seems like a real possibility. They may even
never come to accept the authority of the Advocate, but remain totally in
opposition. Metaphysically, this outcome may be necessary and inevitable.
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The Apple of Discord
December, 2017

The Apple of Discord, from Homeric myth (“to the faireﬅ” ~ Helen of

Troy), is the same as the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and

Evil. “In the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall
be as gods, knowing good and evil.” (Genesis 3:5)
There are many ways to express the original ideas of yang and yin,

olve et oagula, expand and contra, etc., but an intereﬆing one, from the
point of view of social philosophy, is the diﬆinion between Sharpeners and
Levelers. The hiﬆory of social and economic movement can be seen very

clearly as the progressive interplay between sharpeners and levelers. When it
comes to politics, Left and Right don’t really explain it ~ are you a
Sharpener or a Leveler? For example, one problem of the Jews is that they

have always been considered excessive sharpeners. Fascism, as it seems to be
used lately, is juﬆ extreme sharpening. I was liﬆening to a talk on fascism

recently, and the speaker mentioned the line, “equality is a myth.” Are we all
equal, or what?

But that’s the whole essence of the problem. The leveler says, “we are

all equal to anyone else on the planet.” The sharpener says, “Behold, I will
separate the sheep from the goats (~ knowing good and evil).”

Alternative to the view that we are all equal, is the view that, on the

contrary, there is a great amount of variance which may be observed on many
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levels of value among people of the world. This was widely taken for granted

a century ago and earlier, but by now social, economic, and demographic
changes have created a whole new world. So, the world is changing; that

much is clear. But is this a good thing or not? And where is it going to go
from here?

Any program for the reversal of the imminent death of moﬆ life on the

planet will have to include planting trees, and limiting or reducing the
number of people on the planet. The earth has exceeded its carrying capacity
many years ago, and is now raging out of control due to the devaﬆating loss
of the trees, and the corresponding growth of people.

The biological health of our planet can be measured by the growth of

the trees. When our foreﬆs and trees were at their fulleﬆ extent, our planet

was at its greateﬆ health, biologically, and it has been declining in health
ever since. And now our planet is dying because so many of the trees are

gone. ~and the topsoil is gone; and the small animals are gone; and the
human race is on the way out. Not only muﬆ we reﬆore tree cover to the

earth, and do so very quickly, but the whole planet muﬆ be cultivated as a
garden. Our lives muﬆ be in tune with the garden all the time, and in every
way. All food sold muﬆ be organically grown; chemical fertilizers muﬆ give
way to organically derived processes, etc.

It will take a long time to repair the biological health of the planet ~

perhaps a couple of centuries at leaﬆ to recover, even if a huge tree-planting

eﬀort were immediately under way. It is a lot easier and faﬆer to deﬆroy a
foreﬆ (or a planet) than it is to grow it back.
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So, how can there be any process by which it may be decided, and by

whom, how the next generation of people on the planet can be limited?

Who will be allowed to have children, and how many? Any attempt to apply

an idea to this task will be met with overwhelming obﬆacles. So, ﬁnally, it

can only proceed according to that universal abﬆraion, Money, as the

vehicle of regulation. That means juﬆ what it sounds like it means ~ that if

you have the ﬁnancial resources to raise children, you will be able to do so.

Those who do not have such resources will refrain from having children, if
having children would be a ﬁnancial burden.

This is a policy and a trend that will work its way out very gradually

over the years (as it has already been going on for many years now), and
there is, of course, a very obvious Darwinism about this.

But that is where the ﬆate comes in, to limit and regulate the

sharpeners, and provide leveling solutions for everyone else. In December of

2017, the Trump Reality Show trundles along, hurtling the country and the
world who knows where? The sharpeners are way out of control here.

And yet, it is conﬆernating for me to follow the career of Hun Sen of
Cambodia, who is on his way to becoming perpetual despot and tyrant. If I
go back to my serene and idyllic beach in Cambodia, it will be under a

regime as bogus as anything the Moron-in-Chief can throw at us over here.
As I look around the world, almoﬆ every regime is totally corrupt, but the

problem with the Donald is that he presides over a country with enough
power to deﬆroy the world. Good luck, poor little planet.
The world needs an international leveler to take out such loose

cannons as Donald Trump, Netanyahu, Erdogan, Hun Sen, Duterte, etc.
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The situation of the earth is getting more desperate with each passing

day, no thanks to the climate change deniers or war mongers. We are
literally living through the death throes of the planet, as it is unable to cope
ﬁrﬆ with the devaﬆating loss of the trees, and then with the onslaught of all
those people and their increasingly dangerous toys. The fabric of life is

breaking down in so many parts of the world, as our planet hurtles out of
control. If there is to be any hope at all of reversing this slide into chaos and

oblivion, the whole earth, with its trees, plants, animals, and people, muﬆ be
cultivated as a single garden, and there muﬆ be one Gardener, who derives
his authority from God, who will survey the whole earth and its living
syﬆems for the good of all.
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Requiem for a Loﬆ Planet
April, 2018

It is so fruﬆrating for me to sit here in my cabin in the mountains

liﬆening to the news every day, detailing the ongoing collapse and death of

the earth. All the same ideas keep going through my head, but I’ve said it all
before ~ many times over. On the physical level, the greateﬆ problem is the

loss of the Trees of our poor planet earth. On the social and political level,
the greateﬆ problem is the absence of any coherent source of
authority. What we need is a political union of the entire earth, followed by

an immediate and massive program of tree planting. But it will take
hundreds of years of planting trees to reﬆore essential tree cover to the
planet, and there are juﬆ too many people on the earth for there to be any

room to plant the trees that are needed. People have replaced trees on our
planet, to the great sorrow of the earth (She is alive, and feels the pain). The

human race is like a parasite on the earth which is rapidly deﬆroying the
hoﬆ. Some observers have eﬆimated that the laﬆ chance to slow and reverse
this slide unto death was passed about sixty years ago, and that by now the

collapse of our ecosyﬆem is irreversible. So, eat, drink, and be merry, for
tomorrow we die.

Perhaps it is already too late, but isn’t it better to make some eﬀort
anyway? Perhaps an intensive program of change may yet add an extra ten

years onto the short time we have left before all life on earth ﬁnally crumbles
into duﬆ. But, inﬆead of a concerted world-wide eﬀort to slow down the
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deﬆruion of the earth, we see escalating political chaos which threatens to
deﬆroy the earth even sooner, through the aion of “ﬁre and fury.” The
world may ﬁnally end not with a whimper, but with a bang, after all.
It is too late and useless to plan for some world-wide revolution that

might make a change. I ﬁgure that the only hope is for the holders of wealth

and power to get together to implement a new vision for the earth. I have
expressed my views about how this can be done many times, and I am not

going to revisit any of that here. So then there is nothing to say, except to
express my fruﬆration and sorrow that such a beautiful earth, the only
known planet manifeﬆing such an explosively rich diversity of life, muﬆ be
loﬆ to the folly of the human race.

I remember that some ﬁfty years ago there was a forlorn hope that
perhaps some remnant of the human race might leave the earth in spaceships

to eﬆablish life on some other planet. Perhaps a modern day Ark could

contain seeds and at leaﬆ a few animals together with a seleion of the
human race, and head oﬀ into the wild black yonder in hopes of ﬁnding
another hospitable hoﬆ where that remnant of life could try to reeﬆablish

itself. I seem to remember that the unappreciated visionary, Timothy Leary,

was one of the principle advocates of such an exodus as the laﬆ hope of that

ﬁeld of life energy we have come to underﬆand as aia. (urn on, tune in,

drop out, and then do ſomething ew ~ my interpretation of Leary’s famous
slogan.)

But such a desperate gamble would seem to have an extremely low

probability of success. Perhaps, after all, the beﬆ remaining hope for life on

earth is ﬆill to try to salvage something from the wreckage of our planet so
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that some sort of life might continue to live on this earth, even if the chance
that the human race might form a part of that life seems vanishingly slim.

The threat of a nuclear Winter (without any hope of a Spring any time

soon) is the greateﬆ threat to life, but there are other threats almoﬆ as severe
~ the increasing spread of toxic chemical waﬆe that is ﬆill being diﬆributed

over the planet by the likes of such criminals as the direors of the
Monsanto corporation ~ arguably more heinous criminals than Hitler ever

was, to say nothing of the rapacious villainy of the bankﬆers, whose
depredations are almoﬆ harmless in comparison with those who are

rendering the entire earth uninhabitable and toxic to life. The increasing

spread of the sickness of cancer is the prime symptom of the declining health
and vitality of the earth. This is widely underﬆood, yet no one seems to have

any idea of what is to be done about it. Of course, I’ve laid it all out, but no

one ever liﬆens to me. Donald Trump is not the problem ~ he is juﬆ a

symptom of the problem ~ that the United States has followed the course
exaly predied by Thomas Jeﬀerson at the founding of that country. “The

longer any syﬆem of government goes on, the more the wealth and power
will be concentrated in fewer and fewer hands,” Jeﬀerson declared, and that
is exaly what has been happening, as is glaringly evident to anyone who

takes oﬀ their emerald glasses long enough to see what is really happening in
the land of Oz. Thomas Jeﬀerson also juﬆ as clearly expressed the only
solution ~ that a new revolution is necessary every twenty-seven years (the
“re-set button”).
But I am repeating themes I ﬁrﬆ expressed forty years ago, and I am

trying not to juﬆ repeat the same old tunes. But what else is there to do?
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Lock the emerald glasses onto our heads and eat, drink, and be merry, for
tomorrow we die.
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Weapons of War
April, 2018

I don’t even remember where, or when, or how often I have remarked

on the very troubling fa that nothing is made in the USA anymore;
everything is made in China ~ with one very troubling exception:

weapons. Today, on the news, Donald Trump is being called the world’s
preeminent weapons salesman, as he gloats over his record of promoting the

sale of American made weapons all over the globe. The problem with that is
that the American economy ﬂourishes in dire proportion to the prevalence

of war and rumors of war worldwide. In the event of a period of relative
peace on earth, the American economy would plummet disaﬆrously, while
the reﬆ of the world, led by China, would enjoy a period of increasing

prosperity. The implications of this conderatum are inescapable. When this

situation is added to the hiﬆorical perspeive that the laﬆ manifeﬆations of

an aging and dying empire are typically a resort to military adventurism, it is
clearly time to book seats on Timothy Leary’s rocket ship into outer space in
search of new paﬆures for the survivors of the human race ﬂeeing from
Armageddon (see previous article, equiem for a oﬅ lanet).

There is nowhere to go to be safe from the fallout patterns after a

Nuclear Winter. Perhaps you might consider the Southern Hemisphere, far
away from the major land masses of Auﬆralia, Africa, and South America,

and settle upon some South Sea island as your beﬆ hope. Unfortunately, the

eﬀes of global warming will mean that those islands will all soon be under
water. But, perhaps, with the advance of global warming, by the time that
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the laﬆ South Sea islands are sinking into the sea, a warming Antarica may

become relatively habitable. I suggeﬆ that the smart money will quickly get
enough settlements eﬆablished there to declare the continent to be a
sovereign nation, with vaﬆ tras of land doled out to the early settlers as

speculations for a future land rush. I remember a funny cartoon about a real
eﬆate agent showing “Lakeside Condominia” to prospeive buyers: “Oh, I

guess the lake isn’t in yet.” I know the joke is ruined by my insiﬆence on the
Latin plural, but I juﬆ can’t help it. (Thank you, laical igh chool.)
Anyway, you heard it here ﬁrﬆ ~ if there are any human survivors on

this planet, the descendants of the early coloniﬆs on Antarica will be living
high on the hog. Perhaps we should set up some gambling casinos and

regulated brothels to jump-ﬆart tourism. However, moﬆ projeions only
give such “safe havens” an extra year or two before the inexorable tide of
death supervenes everywhere, in the event of a nuclear cataﬆrophe.

Sorry if I seem to be descending into cynical pessimism these days (I

used to be an optimiﬆ, expeing the human race to pull itself out of the

spiraling descent into chaos at the laﬆ minute), but it’s hard to see any bright
spots. I am reminded of the computer simulated war games ~ no matter
what ﬅart-up aumptions are programmed into the computer, every single

simulation always ends up with the annihilation of all life on earth. No
wonder there’s an “opioid crisis” ~ whatever you do, ﬆay away from the

psychedelics ~ ﬆick to the opioids or that ﬆandard of despair, alcohol. Ease
the pain of the end of life on earth with a bottle of absinthe, and go out
happy.
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Endgame, USA
Oober, 2018

The United States of America is getting scarier by the minute. Donald

Trump is so far beyond belief of what any American President should be

that we are oﬀ into uncharted territory. The country is almoﬆ isolated in the
world, left with the likes of Saudi Arabia and Israel among its dwindling

circle of friends in the world. Throw in a few more, like Duterte in the
Philippines and Erdogan in Turkey, and you have a gang of peers all
wallowing in similar troughs of spiritual darkness, all of whom underﬆand
each other perfely well.

But the times, they are a-changing. It may be for the better, or it may

be for the worse, but changing it is, and it will probably get worse before it
gets better. I hear people talk all the time about the inevitable ﬁnancial

collapse that everyone seems to be expeing, but the collapse has aually
been here for a while, and is noticeably accelerating.

All of the “smart money” has realized for some time that the entire

“United States Government” is a Ponzi Scheme gone out of control. The

U.S. Government is a corporation without any assets, with a debt in excess
of $20 trillion, and with an annual operating loss of over a trillion dollars. I

wouldn’t loan it any money, no matter how much intereﬆ they oﬀer to pay,
even if they denominate the loan in Chinese Yuan. As for speculating in
Dollars, that is a cat on a hot ﬆove.
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The widening of the gap between the rich and the poor, along with the

impending bankruptcy of the USA, suggeﬆ that the United States is playing

out its endgame. The wealthy 1% (or fewer, depending on how you count)
own all of the property, all of the money, and all of the corporations. The
poor have nothing; they have no income; and the country that promised
them Social Security no longer has the money to pay; so sorry.

Do you think that the wealthy corporations and individuals who own
all of the assets in this country are going to chip in and assume responsibility
for the nation’s debts? If you believe they will, you are one of those born

every minute. (ow is the time for every good man to come to the aid of his

country. Anyone? Even a good woman? Transgender? How about a

thieving and conniving rascal? Anyone? You, Henry Kissinger, are you
going to leave your wealth to the government?) Oh, no ~ if the government

falls, that is simply a great opportunity to repudiate the debt. Everyone is

ﬆill going to need to buy your produ, even if your “produ” is simply an
import agency from China.

Besides, there will always be opportunities all over the world for the
savvy inveﬆor to make his fortune. China will build faories in this country
to take advantage of the cheap labor over here, and then they will sell all
their produs back to the workers, who will always be in debt to the
Company Store, barely able to keep up their rent payments to their ’lords.

But, in the meantime, the dollar will collapse as the United States
government continues desperately trying to print and spend its way out of
debt. This will all happen very quickly. It will be all over before anyone
notices. Loss of conﬁdence happens very suddenly, and once it occurs, it is
all over. It will happen in the night, while you sleep.
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All of this so far has been the optimiﬆic scenario.

But, if some

troubling trends continue, it could get very much worse than this. There

should be an immediate embargo on all sales of American made weapons
beyond its borders. Of course, that would be the laﬆ nail in the coﬃn for
the American economy, since weapons sales are about all this country has left

for foreign trade. But the United States is complicit in the atrocities of
Yemen and Paleﬆine as long as they continue to supply Saudi Arabia and
Israel with arms.
The laﬆ argument of kings is their cannon (ultima ratio regis), and wars

of conqueﬆ, rape, and pillage are famous pathways to the end of the road for

aging empires. I fervently hope that the United States will ﬆand down
gracefully, and allow itself to be liquidated in bankruptcy proceedings rather
than spiraling down into the continuing ﬁre, confusion, and chaos of endless
war.

One reason I want to set up my map of world consciousness

(earthﬂame.org) is to highlight the problem that there is a great variation in
the average or prevailing consciousness worldwide. I consider the depressing
eﬀe of endless war raging across much of the Middle Eaﬆ and surrounding
areas ~ Syria, Paleﬆine, Iraq, Afghaniﬆan, Yemen. The prevailing low level

of spiritual consciousness makes it very hard for anyone living there to
experience a level of consciousness much above the prevailing level. And
now that that whole region is a smoking war zone with refugees by the

millions trying to get out of there to some sweeter land where life is good, we

see the problem that immigrants and refugees are less and less welcome in
some of these literally greener paﬆures. The fa is that all of these refugees
and immigrants are inexorably lowering the level of spiritual consciousness as
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they ﬂood over into neighboring lands. They may not all be “rapiﬆs and

murderers,” but they carry the scars and the laﬆing spiritual damage from
their long experience in a spiritual waﬆeland.
So what is the solution, here?

Perhaps it makes more sense for

everyone to make a ﬆand where they are ~ to try to forge a political reality
more conducive to leading the human spirit upwards. The problem is how

to bring down a corrupt regime from within, when it is held in the grip of
war lords and proﬁteers. But this is why there can be so little hope for life on
earth until there be some relief from the top, allowing the people beneath

them gradually to lift their lives out of the chaos, darkness, and disease of
endless war.

As to what happens next, we need to get there quickly.
I know I’ve said all this before, but I can’t get rid of a problem until it

is resolved. I sure wish the human race would ﬁgure it out quickly, so I
could go back to cultivating my fragrant roses in peace.
Go ahead and plant some Trees.
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Advocate for the Tree
February, 2019
The biological life of planet Earth is primarily represented by the

Trees, not people. From the point of view of the Trees, people are juﬆ a
kind of noxious vermin running around, deﬆroying the earth, even direly
cutting down moﬆ of the trees ﬆill remaining after centuries of deﬆruion.

People have a lot of energy, but they don’t contribute in any positive way to
the living plant layer of terreﬆrial life, which is primarily composed of Trees.

It is a fundamental idea that the vermin muﬆ not deﬆroy the hoﬆ. All

of the Climate Change that people are juﬆ ﬁnally beginning to notice is
being caused by the ongoing deﬆruion of the arboreal foundation of life on
earth. It has been building up for centuries, but ﬁnally it has reached a

tipping point, and the Earth is dying oﬀ and crumbling apart by drought and
ﬂoods, polluted by chemicals, and eroded of topsoil.

Has this been going on for too long for there to be any hope of turning

it around? How quickly can the human race plant three hundred trillion
trees? (That’s 300,000,000,000,000 trees.) Inﬆead of people ﬁghting wars

trying to kill each other oﬀ, everyone should be out desperately planting
trees, hoping that the planet can make a comeback in time to survive.
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The End of the World
As We Know It
April, 2019

Unless you have not been paying attention at all, you are probably

noticing that the science seems to be getting more and more conclusive that

our planet is in the throes of a major shift in its climate, which will aﬀe all
of its ﬂora and fauna (that would include us over here, among the fauna).
Whenever some symptom of the warming planet is mentioned, it seems to

be happening six times faﬆer and be six times worse than was previously
imagined. It is easy enough to see what will happen ~ this world and its

people, having thoroughly despoiled and ruined the planet, will juﬆ watch

helplessly as life gets harder and harder for the dwindling number of
survivors, as the planet dries out and life dies oﬀ.

But what if somehow the world were to get it together on some

program under which they could make a coordinated eﬀort to reﬆore fertility

to the surviving biosphere? What would such a world look like? It would
have to include a massive planting of trees, of course, but many other aspes

of life would never be the same. The huge burn-oﬀ of fossil fuels of the laﬆ

century, all the while denuding the planet of Her essential tree cover, has left
the planet depleted and helpless in the face of this relentless assault.

The transition to all eleric vehicles can’t happen soon enough, and

bicycles will make a big come-back as the moﬆ eﬃcient means of
transportation ever devised. As to air travel, both human passengers as well
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as cargo will have to make other arrangements. (If you want some Maine
lobﬆer, you will have to get on your bicycle and pedal to Maine for it.)

One of the other arrangements might be super-eﬃcient sailboats that

would incorporate huge arrays of solar panels to provide eleric power for all
of the boat’s syﬆems and also power screw propellers for additional

propulsion. The solar propellers might be more powerful during the heat of
the day when the wind may be calm, but then the sails might power the
ships during the night. In addition to sails, wind turbines might also be
inﬆalled. Some turbines might generate eleric power, and some of them
might drive screw propellers by dire mechanical transmission of energy.

Obviously, all shipping will become very expensive, adding greatly to

the coﬆ of anything imported from any diﬆance. This will have a big impa

on food produion and diﬆribution, eating habits, and lifeﬆyle changes.
There would probably be far more family farms everywhere, producing food
in tu, avoiding all of the coﬆs of transport. Local farmers’ markets would

probably provide the limits of moﬆ people’s access to food, and imported
food and other goods would always be very expensive.

Moﬆ people’s

ordinary locomotion would probably be conﬁned to the limit of what they

could comfortably do on their bicycle. People like Marco Polo would be
rare, or they would do it on bicycle.

The problem with eleric cars and eleric trucks and eleric busses

and trains is that it ﬆarts adding up to a lot of energy. “A few billion

gigawatts of energy here, a few billion there, and pretty soon we’re talking

about real money.” And this increased demand for elerical energy, of
course, is all happening at the same time that nuclear power plants and coal-

ﬁred power plants are all being shut down, and the remaining “fossil fuels”
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will become much too expensive to burn up as fuel. Two of the moﬆ
obvious consequences of all of this will be a large hike in the coﬆ of eleric

power, and a surge of intereﬆ in the development of both solar and wind
resources, along with any other technology that oﬀers.

One idea I had was to mitigate the eﬀes of a warming planet on

tropical ﬆorms by mining the energy of the ﬆorms. I envisage enormous

armadas of monﬆrous wind machines, perhaps permanently mounted in the
paths of the prevailing winds. If these turbines were automatically geared to

maximize the produion of eleric power during a ﬆorm, they could

literally undermine moﬆ of the energy out of those ﬆorms, turning them

from lions into kittens as they hit our climate defenses in the Gulf of Mexico

or eaﬆ of Vietnam and the Philippines, all of which, incidentally, would
contribute an enormous amount of power to the energy grid.
Yes, it’s the end of the world as we know it, but perhaps life can go on,

in one way or another. In many ways the new energy realities will make
improvements to life. The essential reﬆoration of the family farm, where

food is grown on every property, will be a great improvement in the quality
of life over those endless tras of land and houses where there is little or no

edible vegetation for mile after endless mile. It’s not a joke to say that the
whole planet has to be cultivated as a garden ~ the problems of soil erosion,
the topsoil, the diﬀusion of toxic waﬆe ~ all of these issues muﬆ be

addressed immediately if there is to be any hope of rescuing this thin and
fragile biosphere from the rapidly declining vitality caused by the folly and
negligence of the human race.

It is also obvious that there will have to be fewer people on the planet.

I don’t know what the limit of population might be before the ﬆress on the
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planet be too great to endure, but I am sure we are way over that limit. The

ﬁnancial coﬆs of bringing another life onto the planet will have to be
addressed, perhaps with a simple “baby tax.” The amount of the tax could be
adjuﬆed until the birth rate ﬆabilize.

But the whole political and economic ﬆruure of the world is in

chaos, and all of that will have to be sorted out before much meaningful
progress can be made to reﬆore what’s left of the biosphere to fertility.
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The Sky is Falling
July, 2019

Will there be any survivors to write the hiﬆory of the Earth and its

ﬂora, fauna, and people? People have been shouting that the sky is falling
for a great many years now, and yet life seems to be going on. The Second

World War was over before I was born, so it was always juﬆ Hiﬆory to me; I

had no sense of its reality or relevance. Vietnam was a wake-up call for me,
but then my ﬆudies of Hiﬆory taught me that war is juﬆ the normal and

natural ﬆate of the human race, as the planet goes on being ravaged with the

turmoil of endless war, including unimaginable human rights abuses (not
that any of that is new; a book detailing the moﬆ horriﬁc as of cruelty in
the hiﬆory of the world would run to a great many volumes ~ I hope no one
wants to read such a book; the elebrated rimes series by Alexander Dumas

is bad enough). But the accelerating collapse of our ecosyﬆem and our
biosphere has ﬁnally begun to cause a few people, here and there, to sit up
and take notice.
Many people have concluded that this cruelty and propensity for war

juﬆ represents the natural ﬆate of human nature. For moﬆ of the world’s
hiﬆory, war has been the deﬁning occupation for a man. It has always

seemed ironical to me that the only occupation suitable for a “gentleman”
was warfare. War was always noble and glorious, but to engage in Trade or
some Profession were to abandon your position in society.
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No, warfare is not the natural ﬆate of a human being; it is juﬆ one of

eight possible ﬆates of spiritual consciousness; there are ﬆates both higher
and lower, better and worse. Below War (Orange aura) there are the as of

violence, fraud, deceit, and aggression (Red aura), which are never done by a
gentleman, who engages only in “honeﬆ war.” The counterpart to this, of
course, is the oppression, rape, and pillage suﬀered by the viims of such
attack (Purple aura). Below that is death (Black).

So in a world where the soldiers of war are the good guys, killing each

other in fair ﬁght, while the less principled are raping, killing, and pillaging

whenever they hope to get away with it, it is clear that the message of
Buddha oﬀered a very great advance in spiritual consciousness, describing a

wonderful vision of peace and serenity that few people in this life ever get to
experience. It is useless to discuss any levels of consciousness above this, as
people can have no conception of what is above and beyond their own
experience.

One of the themes of my underﬆanding of philosophy is that center of

perfeion where all good things converge. As you go up higher and higher

in spiritual consciousness, and you get closer to that point, everything in your
life gets better and better ~ your health will improve, your personal aﬀairs

will prosper, and you will ﬁnd more and more peace and love and joy in your
life. But when it goes the other way, all bad things seem to happen at once,

too. Increasing sickness pervades the land, which no longer supports life the
way it used to. Both land and people are assaulted with toxic drugs and
chemicals of every description. The ecological collapse of our biosphere is
related to all of the current social, economic, and political woes of the planet.

In fa, it is clear to me that it is preciſely this collapſe of our bioſphere that is the
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underlying cauſe of all the other problems plaguing the human race at the preſent

time. The living aura of our planet has been in the range of the Red and
Purple for a long time now, and it is sinking rapidly toward Black (otherwise
known as the “ﬂat-line”).

As the fertility of our planet plunges down under tons of micro-plaﬆic

waﬆe, and reels under the conﬆant plundering and exploitation which have
been going on for millennia, the planet has been falling colleively into ever
increasing poverty.

During times of poverty, of course, everyone closes

ranks, and life gets harder and harder for everyone. The more that the total

wealth and value of the planet declines, the more that the remaining wealth

(and the accompanying power) becomes concentrated in fewer and fewer
hands. This is an inevitable natural law.

This is it. We are experiencing the decline and death of our planet,

and we can expe increasing climate change cataﬆrophes, accelerating

widening of the gap between rich and poor, increasing war and threats of
war and rumors of war all over the globe, increasing migrations of displaced
persons, poor and hungry, increasing social, health, and criminal problems ~

and, on the other hand, increasing resiﬆance (“circling the wagons”) from

the conservative core of those holding what remains of the wealth of the
planet. The irony, of course, is that the more extremely the wealth and

power is ﬁnally concentrated into fewer and fewer hands, the less any of it is

worth, because they can’t take it with them, and we’re all going to die,
because the vitality of the earth is exhauﬆed.
That is why it is the holders of wealth and power who should be at the

forefront of the Revolution (and not the other way around, like the French

Revolution, which is the prevailing paradigm for revolution), because they
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are the only ones who have any chance of saving the earth. If they want to

“prote their inveﬆment” they muﬆ inﬆitute radical change immediately in
order to make a laﬆ ﬆand trying to reverse our planet’s very obvious slide
unto death.

So, how do we accomplish all of this? I thought you’d never ask.
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When You Gonna Wake Up?
Auguﬆ, 2019

The news continues to get worse and worse world-wide. All problems

are getting worse, and the planet Earth is rapidly spinning out of control in a

downward spiral towards chaos. There are too many people on the planet,
and not enough trees. World-wide, almoﬆ every country in the world is
fundamentally a for-proﬁt corporation, and there is no one, in any position

of power, who has any intereﬆ in the biological survival of the planet, or
aia.

The world is evolving much too slowly to accommodate the escalating
crises. It is easy enough to look into the future ~ slowly and ponderously,
the planet moves closer to the ﬁnally inevitable consolidation of authority

into a single political entity, whether fairly or wisely conﬆituted, or whether
it be yet another gang of thieves exploiting the planet for their personal
beneﬁt.

But this, along with a single language and a single bank and

currency are pre-conditions (necessary but not suﬀicient) for making any
meaningful eﬀort to ameliorate the rapidly escalating world problems.

Some people seem to be surprised that I look to the holders of wealth

and power to intervene. But what are the choices? An old-time Revolution
from the ground up, on a world-wide scale? Impossible and useless. The
problem with juﬆ sitting back to wait for the world to evolve at its own pace

is that it might easily take another thousand years or more for the people of

the planet to reach the point of a single government, and we don’t have that
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kind of time. All the evidence seems to suggeﬆ (daily more resoundingly)
that unimaginable changes will have to take place virtually immediately, or
life on the planet will spiral down to levels from which it will be impossible
to recover. Some people are already using the present tense.

When a train is plunging downhill towards perdition, the train ﬁrﬆ has

to come to a complete ﬆop, and its descending inertia overcome, before the

engines can be thrown into reverse for that long uphill climb back up to level
ground. An image of Daﬀy Duck ﬆanding in front of the descending train,
holding up his hands in a “Stop” command comes to mind (representing
current eﬀorts). We have all seen how that cartoon ends!

I can’t believe that no one is even trying to do anything. Is mine the

only proposal for a way forward from here? Let’s get it together! We don’t

have much time. It may be that the deadline for a radical change of direion
on so many fronts was passed about forty years ago (deforeﬆation, ocean

necrosis, topsoil erosion, toxic dispersal, etc.) but we have to think positively
with determination to make the eﬀort, or die.

So is this the end? Is the deﬆrution of the Hoﬆ the inevitable
consequence of life on earth? Are the obﬆacles to be overcome juﬆ too great
for the human race to deal with in time? Sometimes I feel, to match the

Daﬀy Duck image, that I am hollering my messages down into a very deep
well. And then there are the images of the band playing on as the Titanic
sinks slowly into the sea, or the frogs in the warm water falling asleep as the

water slowly heats up to boiling. Dylan sings, “When you gonna wake up,
and ﬆrengthen the things that remain?”
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The Garden of Eden
September, 2019

Here I am, thinking about the ultimate nature of reality, as usual, and I

review my metaphysics to see if it adequately covers the essential myﬆery of
why there is any universe here at all inﬆead of juﬆ nothing, and how did it
“create itself” ex nihilo? My candidate is the Tao ~ as Lao Tzu says in his

Tao Te Ching: rom ao there comes One; from One there come wo; from wo
there comes hree; and from hree there come all things.

So what is this Tao, whence it all appeared? The concept of Tao is

based on the principle of enantiodromia, reversal in extremis ~ whenever

anything reaches any extreme or limit, it turns around and goes the other

way. They call the going out yang, and the going in yin. Thus yang and yin
follow each other in turn. The Hermetic alchemiﬆs call this process Solve et
Coagula. Heraclitus expressed a similar idea: in order for anything to exiﬆ,
its opposite also has to exiﬆ.

But whence comes this Tao? It has to be considered the ultimate

nature of reality, which is inevitable, a priori, like mathematics. Perhaps that
doesn’t sound altogether satisfaory; perhaps we want something more

deﬁnitive, like deus fecit. Well, those are the alternatives. But if the Tao be
accepted as fundamental, then we can deduce the entirety of the unfolding
cosmos ~ almoﬆ. There are two other things we need for our cosmos to pop

into being spontaneously. One of them is random error, which can occur
anywhere, anytime, giving rise to the limitless potential of the cosmos to go
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in any direion at any time. Moﬆ of the time, events follow the expeed

inertia inherent in the situation, but not always; at any link in the chain of
causality there can be any point of error or discontinuity, and events can be
merrily careening oﬀ on any new course. This is one of the laws of physics

that I juﬆ discovered. Murphy only had the Special Theory; I give you the

General Theory. (Murphy: anything that can go wrong will go wrong. Me:
anything can go wrong.)

But there is also the third essential precondition to poﬆulate a universe

~ teleology ~ purpose or design. The evidence seems to be that things do not
happen entirely by chance.

There seems to be some intelligent design

seleing from the innumerable possibilities of the unfolding of the inﬁnite
cosmos to form the sequence of what aually happens. In the case of our
own planet, that would be aia, trying to ﬆay alive over here.

But, as a Goddess, aia is far from omnipotent. In fa, all of her

marvelous design features, all the cycles of organic process that work together
to suﬆain the living organism, have been thwarted and nulliﬁed by the

exploding, out of control errors of humanity, especially over the laﬆ couple of
centuries. Now moﬆ of the tree cover on the planet is long gone or severely
compromised, and the remaining scattered remnants of organic life are
seriously hampered in their eﬀorts at survival due to the increasing toxicity of
our land environment and the necrosis of our oceans.

We need a whole new regime, with new priorities, to work with aia
inﬆead of againﬅ her. aia has been plundered for her riches, and now she

is worn out and dying. The whole earth needs to be cultivated as a garden!
If we want to live happily ever after in the Garden of Eden, we have to clean

her up, reﬆore her, replant her, and take care of her. Once the planet is
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covered with trees and gardens again, our climate will ﬆabilize, the topsoil
will come back, and the cycle of ﬂoods and drought can be replaced with a

permaculture garden. It is possible to reverse ecological collapse; I have
heard that live ﬁsh have been spotted in the Thames again!

Whenever I think about philosophy or metaphysics or theology, I

always end up thinking about planting more trees, and quickly.
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A Plan to Save the Earth
September, 2019

The Climate Change crisis begins a rising crescendo as a kind of panic

sets in. The problem is that people of the earth are ﬁnally waking up to the
reality of the geological time frame.

It is ﬁnally becoming clear that

fundamental changes are going to have to come very quickly, and the world

juﬆ isn’t ready. Fortunately, I have the whole plan mapped out, but the
problem is that even if massive changes happen, way beyond any Green New
Deal, and all of the fossil fuels are left ﬆrily in the ground, all oil wells
capped, mines closed, all air travel and fuel burning cars banned, etc., it will

ﬆill probably take two or three hundred years slowly to turn this climate
change around.

There muﬆ be two primary pillars of any climate policy ~ the ﬁrﬆ is to

curtail totally all carbon emissions, methane, and other greenhouse gasses.
That is certainly a major task, and one that has caught the attention of moﬆ

climate aiviﬆs. But we not only have to end all burning of fossil fuels

everywhere to reduce our future carbon emissions towards zero, but we also
have to remove much of the carbon that is already in the atmosphere.

That means we have to plant Trees by the millions, by the billions, by

the trillions. If we plant 300 trillion trees in the next thirty years, perhaps 3
trillion of them will survive, and that could be enough to save the earth. In

the USA, as in moﬆ of the reﬆ of the world, all of the Money is behind a
full-scale plundering of the earth’s resources, and the less there is left, the
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faﬆer they scramble to get it before it’s gone. Big Money is pulling all of

that coal, gas, oil, and fracked tar out of the ground for liquidation as faﬆ as
they can turn it over, along with pulling down the laﬆ of the Trees that are

ﬆill left ﬆanding, chipping them up for paper pulp. (An image I have used
before is melting down medieval ﬆained glass windows to make jelly jars ~
hey, if you can get the windows for free, why not? Free money.)

Since the entire power ﬆruure of the country is based on corporate
hegemony, there is no political opening for change anywhere in the syﬆem.
Capitalism is on a head-on collision course with the fragile ecology of our

planet and biosphere. It has to go; it is that simple. There muﬆ be a higher
authority than the power of Money which will oversee the biological

regeneration of our planet. Anyone unfamiliar with my solutions along these
lines will easily be able to ﬁnd them among my writings.
I underﬆand that implementing my plans for a New World Order (I

deliberately use that term, provocatively, because it is necessary, scary though
it be) would entail the moﬆ sweeping global changes ever seen on this

planet, but that is aually the scale of what has to happen in order to avert
the worﬆ of the impending cataﬆrophes that are being predied daily (and
currently occurring; juﬆ ask anyone from the Marshall Islands or the
Bahamas or Puerto Rico). The world is literally on ﬁre; it is burning up
while we watch, from Brazil to Indonesia.

No, it is not going to be easy, and it’s going to require a long term
commitment. If we can deploy massive armies of tree planters (beat your

ſwords into ovels) trying to reﬆore the earth to fertility and health, it may
ﬆill take, perhaps, two or three hundred years or more for all of our changes
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to have any eﬀe. A good rule of thumb is that it takes a lot longer to
reﬆore a foreﬆ than it does to cut it down.

Now I want to get down to speciﬁc cases. I have recently been reading

reen evolution, an article reprinted from the Beijing Review (No. 32,

Auguﬆ 8, 2019), detailing the ecological reﬆoration of a town in China,
Yan’an, that had suﬀered subﬆantial tree loss with resulting soil erosion,
frequent sand ﬆorms, increasing aridity of the land, and a subﬆantial loss of

food produivity. Severe drought thus alternated with ﬂood rains, causing

soil erosion, with the run-oﬀ carrying such high levels of nutrients through
the rivers to the sea as to create growing dead zones at the mouths of the
rivers.

But after twenty years of dedicated work replanting the vulnerable
slopes with tree cover, the land is coming back to fertility and health. The

sandﬆorms are now rare, and the soil washed into the Yellow River has

decreased to 31 million tons from 258 million tons. All of this has been
direed and implemented by the Chinese government, which pays subsidies
to the farmers for planting trees. Over the paﬆ twenty years, the villagers
dug 20 billion pits to plant trees.
So that’s an example of what has to be done everywhere, world-wide,

but what do I see as I look over so much of the world which is being
increasingly devaﬆated by climate change? Well, for example, I have heard

that one of the major ultimate causes of the migrant crisis in Central
America is the ﬆeady decline in ecological health of the land caused by the
loss of the trees, with all of the resulting changes to the climate and
landscape that so often accompanies deforeﬆation.

Caught between

droughts and ﬂoods, with the land overall turning more and more into arid
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desert, the people there can no longer survive by farming the land, hence
migrations of people looking for another way to ﬆay alive.

So what is Donald Trump’s famous solution to that problem? We’ll

juﬆ build a $5 billion dollar wall to keep those migrants from swamping our
lifeboat.

But what if the United States were to try another approach ~ suppose

the USA were to pay the local people to plant trees? Not haphazardly
(“good enough for the government,” as they say, derisively), but carefully

direed by foreﬆ scientiﬆs who would know juﬆ where and how the trees
should be planted moﬆ urgently, and how to tend them until they become
eﬆablished.

This wouldn’t be any inﬆant ﬁx, either ~ even if a full-scale tree
planting enterprise were carried out throughout all of Central America and

Mexico, it could ﬆill take 50 to 80 years or more for the fertility of the land

to reach a level where human beings could again live, thrive, and prosper,
obviating the need for the mass exodus of migrants. Every part of this earth
should be ﬆudied by foreﬆ and climate scientiﬆs with recommendations for
ecological regeneration, ordered in sequence levels of urgent priority.
But, as I have said before, it is hard to address the urgent task of saving

the world while the Capitaliﬆ economy is ﬁghting tooth and nail to continue

the plundering of the earth for as long as possible. Someone has to ﬆop the
rape of the Amazon rainforeﬆ immediately.

The fundamental political

ﬆruure of the entire earth will have to be re-organized according to a new
plan, either mine or something else.
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A Solution for Brexit
Oober, 2019

The divorce of the United Kingdom from the European Union has

come down, once again, to the problem of Ireland ~ what to do about the

border between Ireland and Northern Ireland?

Well, this is an excellent opportunity to solve that whole problem in its

entirety, once and for all. The obvious solution is for the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to reﬆore the sovereignty of Northern

Ireland back to the Irish. The United Kingdom could re-invent itself as

Great Britain, once again ~ England, Scotland, and Wales ~ a much better
title for the country, anyway. If they oﬀered to do that, I am sure the

government of Ireland would be happy to make profuse promises to honor

the rights of everyone, including any English residents living in the North of
Ireland.

Now is a good time for that obvious reﬆoration of political harmony,
and Brexit is a face-saving way of getting it done now. With no more
problems about a border inside Ireland, Brexit negotiations could proceed

apace. If the English could walk away from India, surely they can ﬁnally
walk away from Ireland.
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 roblem rom ell ~ Samantha Power
February, 2020

 roblem rom ell by Samantha Power is a ﬆunning and very

impressive achievement, detailing the rise of genocide in the Twentieth
Century, from the slaughter of the Armenians by the Turks in 1915, to the
Holocauﬆ of the Jews (and others) in Germany, the Khmer Rouge in

Cambodia, the gassing of the Kurds in Iraq, the Serbian genocides in Bosnia
and Kosovo, and the Hutu slaughter of the Tutsi in Rwanda. However, as I

read the book, I kept wondering, Is e ewi? ow is it that e has nothing
to ſay about the “inal olution” of the “aleﬅinian roblem” by the tate of

Iſrael? To be sure, the horriﬁc slaughter of 800,000 Tutsis in 100 days is

immediately arreﬆing, but the patient and relentless grinding down of the

Paleﬆinian people over the laﬆ 75 years has utterly demoralized and ruined
the viability of the Paleﬆinians as a people ~ it is absolutely a clear case of
genocide, albeit done so slowly and relentlessly that “no one notices.” They

are hemmed in on all sides; blockaded by sea; ﬆarved and crushed
economically; their houses and infraﬆruure are routinely deﬆroyed; they

are divided and conquered; and their land is ﬆeadily and relentlessly

diminished by ever increasing settlements encroaching upon their occupied
land. Whenever they try to ﬁght back, 300 Paleﬆinians are killed for every

Israeli killed, and all of this is juﬆiﬁed as a defense againﬆ “Paleﬆinian
terroriﬆs.” The only solution oﬀered to the Paleﬆinians is to lay down and

die, so who can blame them when they try to bring down as many Israelis
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with them as they die, as they are remorselessly crushed under the heel of the
occupying Israelis?

The Israelis claim Biblical hiﬆory as their juﬆiﬁcation for seizing the

land which they have not occupied for 2700 years.

They claim that,

according to the Bible, the land was given to them by God over 3000 years
ago as a permanent homeland for the descendants of Abraham. But Hiﬆory

repeats itself. The problem with God’s gift to the Hebrews was the small
matter that the land was already occupied by other tribes. Remember when

the walls of Jericho came tumbling down? The Hebrew people assaulted the
land and drove out the prior residents, conﬁdent in their righteousness since
the Promised Land was given to them by God.

I am reminded of the hilarious scenes described by Benvenuto Cellini
in his utobiography when the King of France gave him a magniﬁcent palace

in consideration of his great works of art. However, the “gift” was in the
form of a fancy scroll signed by the King in which Title to the eﬆate was

conferred upon Cellini; it was up to Cellini to take possession, as there were
other residents living there, who were not about to vacate without more
compelling arguments. Cellini had to scheme for weeks, secretly inﬆalling

confederates in the house as servants so that, one ﬁne day, when moﬆ of the
residents of the place were absent, they were able to rise up and seize control.

As Samantha Power details so exhauﬆively, there has never been much

enthusiasm for opposing genocide, neither in the United States nor
anywhere else, as all of the above mentioned cases of genocide were
accomplished while the reﬆ of the world blithely went about their more
pressing aﬀairs.
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Well, I have never had much faith in Democracy. In one of my

earlieﬆ books, okes (The Evanescent Press, 1975) I wrote, “The Majority is

always wrong.” Perhaps that’s not always true; that’s what makes it a joke.
But in the case of the genocide of the State of Israel againﬆ the Paleﬆinian
people, a clear problem is the very inﬂuential Jewish lobby in the United
States.

Every politician falls over backward to defend Israel from any

criticism because of the very large number of Jewish voters. Any criticism of

Israel is political suicide in this country. However, I am not running for
oﬃce, so I juﬆ speak my mind.

Finally, I want to disassociate my views on the State of Israel from the

charge of anti-Semitism. As a child, I remember my mother saying, “I am

prejudiced about the Jews ~ I like them.” The Jews have hiﬆorically been
outﬆanding in many ﬁelds of aivity, from art and science to music and
literature.

I am encouraged that Bernie Sanders, himself a Jew, is able to

ﬆand up and criticize the State of Israel. It muﬆ be the Jewish people

themselves who muﬆ come around to a rejeion of the unconscionable

policies of the State of Israel with regard to the people of the land they have
unlawfully occupied since 1947.
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The Root of the Problem
March, 2020
It is clear that the world is falling apart on all sides, and from every

point of view. Whenever I have looked at this problem in the paﬆ, I have

always come down to exhortations to plant more trees by the millions, by the

billions, and by the trillions. So much of the decline in overall biological
health of the planet can be attributed to the loss of the trees. But that only
represents half of the problem. The other half of the problem is that there
are too many people. Since time immemorial, trees have been cut down to

make way for more people. But now it is time for the population of the
earth to reduce to make way for more trees.

There are too many people on the planet. All of the symptoms of

endless warfare, global warming, climate change, migrations of people, fear,
and panic, are all exacerbated by the rising numbers of people, overwhelming

the capacity of the earth to cope. I have mentioned this before as one
problem among many, but lately it has been looking to me like the root of
the problem, the other side of the coin of the loss of the trees. The conﬆant

press of people all over the globe create ongoing tensions and conﬂi
everywhere. So, what is the optimum number of people to live on the

planet? That is an easy queﬆion ~ the answer is clearly zero. We have to

rephrase the queﬆion, and ask, “What is the largeﬆ number of people the
planet could accommodate without crashing its biological limits?” I have
heard eﬆimates ranging from half a billion to about

depending, of course, on variations of ecological arrangement.

three billion,
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So that would mean that, at the same time we want to plant 300

trillion trees, we want to drop the birth rate to about a third of present levels,
in order to reﬆore a suﬆainable balance of trees to people.

This is a

politically charged issue, which muﬆ be direly addressed ~ how can this

reduion of population be voluntarily achieved? It seems to me that no

other mechanism can be devised other than ﬁnancial incentives and

disincentives by which people will voluntarily reduce their fecundity. To say
that we need more children in order to support and grow the economy were

to reveal the present syﬆem to be exaly a Ponzi scheme. It is necessary to
eﬆablish a ﬆable and suﬆainable ecology in order to ensure a ﬆable ﬁnancial
economy for the reduced levels of population.

Moﬆ people probably believe that any woman, and any man, for that
matter, has a “natural right” to produce children, as of the very essence of life

itself. But if the planet has exceeded, and by an untenable margin, the levels

of human population it can tolerate biologically, then this basic
underﬆanding has to be reconsidered. There is a coﬆ associated with every

additional human being on the planet, and this coﬆ muﬆ be paid by the new
person’s parents or sponsors.
It may be observed that if the reduion in the population were to be

controlled by the expense of having children (with or without a “baby tax”),

it will moﬆly be the poor who will refrain from having children. But that

would amount to a reversal of the current trend, in which the largeﬆ growth
in population is coming from the pooreﬆ people.
But what else is money for, and in what other way can it have any

meaning, but to ensure our survival and that of our children?
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Cataﬆrophe Fatigue
April, 2020

Do we need any more canaries in the coal mine to tell us that life on

this planet is breaking down? What aﬆonishes me the moﬆ is that no one

seems to have any plan at all. All of the changes that anyone is calling for
are juﬆ ineﬀeive band-aids while the patient is massively hemorrhaging in
extremis.
We need syﬆemic change because the problems are syﬆemic. Why is

it that countries like China and South Korea are able to manage the severity
of the

COVID-19

outbreak, while the United States is caught totally ﬂat-

footed and helpless? The reason is that in the Land of the Free it is every

man for himself (aa “every person for her/him/other-self”). The United

States is a country of Free Enterprise, in which everyone seeks to increase
one’s personal wealth through some enterprise. So everything that happens
in this country happens in pursuance of a proﬁt motive, and it never occurs
to anyone to consider the common good or anything else.

The evidence is in ~ the proﬁt motive of Capitalism does not work
eﬀeively to promote the biological health of the planet, including the trees,
other plants, animals, and people. This is not a new idea. One reason why
so many people are drawn to the extremities of war, rebellion, revolution, or

the promises of communism is that there is widespread underﬆanding that
the present Eﬆablishment of Money and Power is only concerned with
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preserving and increasing its wealth and its power, and is not concerned at all
about anything else.

That has got to go.
That sounds like a call to revolution. Thomas Jeﬀerson ﬁgured out

that we need a revolution every twenty-seven years to clear out the

accumulated deadwood. But seizing the wealth of the Few and dividing it
up among the Many has never worked out well. After a reshuﬄe, it may
only be that the Few consiﬆ of a diﬀerent four hundred families than

formerly, in the ancien régime. You throw out the rascals, and a new set of
rascals come in.

But my solution (of entruﬆing the sovereign authority to a special

school who will themselves choose their spokesperson to hold the Chair at
the apex of the pyramid of authority) is not only a political one ~ it is also,
and fundamentally, an economic one.

I am proposing a whole new underﬆanding of the meaning and

purpose of “money,” where it comes from, and where it goes. In my view,
the principle funion of the Advocate for the Tree (or whomever is seleed
by the special seminary) will be to dire the ﬂow of money as needed to
advance the health and prosperity of the planet, its trees, and its animals,

including people. Money would thus conﬆantly be created as it ﬂows out
from the Advocate through the Bank to fund everything of value and

importance ~ schools, hospitals, education, health, research ~ and oﬀering
employment to anyone who wants to work planting trees.

The Bank

wouldn’t be the inﬆitution to which (and to whom) you owe money ~ the
Bank would be the place where money comes from.
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Free Farms would be funded immediately, everywhere in the world.

So much of the world’s problems comes down to poverty and basic hunger.
Nearly half the population of the earth live within sight of the edge of
ﬆarvation. For over forty years I have been saying that the cheapeﬆ way to

deal with the problem of hungry people is to feed them. So, all over the

earth, wherever there are hungry people, we should set up free farms, where
anyone can go and live for free. Money would go out from the Bank to pay

farmers for their food, and any other expenses of the free farm. Trains and
buses should all be maintained, fully funded, as a free public service.

And where does it go? Juﬆ as Thomas Jeﬀerson underﬆood so long

ago, with the paage of time, there is an inevitable tendency for the wealth and

the power to be accumulated in ever fewer hands. So, for any economiﬆ in the
house, all you have to do to keep the currency viable and to retain a ﬆable
value is to draw oﬀ from the top as much as you need in taxation of the rich

(property tax plus resource depletion tax) to maintain the money supply

within an optimum range. Taxes will be something only rich people pay.
So, you might call this a Trickle-Up economic proposal and theory. The
government provides massive services to the general public, from the Free

Farms, where all meals and housing are free for anyone, to non-proﬁt food
ﬆores, free public transit, free education, free health care ~ and then the

Market is out there to hoover up all of that money and trickle it up to their
bosses at the top.

So, the central Bank, which is the source of money for everything,

authorized by the Advocate or other truﬆee, simply scoops it oﬀ the top in
taxation as faﬆ as it spreads new money out to the level of the general public,
thus providing a conﬆant leveling inﬂuence upon the Jeﬀerson Eﬀe.
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So, getting down to cases, let us compare health care in the United

States, where it is not only a for-proﬁt induﬆry, but one which is so
successful that Americans pay more for health care than anywhere else in the
world (with only medium to poor health result). Here and now, dealing

with a public health emergency, the Syﬆem, juﬆ breaks down, because the
problems don’t ﬁt their paradigm.

So, under the beneﬁcial guidance of our Advocate for the Tree at the
Bank, what might happen during a pandemic outbreak? Firﬆ, the advice for

everyone would be to quit work and go home, avoiding any personal conta,

until the extent of the pandemic can be assessed and managed. Essential
aivities, like food diﬆribution, would be voluntary, and come with generous

hazard pay. Immediate orders go out for all teﬆing equipment, PPEs or
whatever are needed, paying double price or more for emergency and urgent
basis. Then, for the entire duration of this prophylaic lockdown, everyone

would simply be given funding as needed by the Bank to cover exiﬆing

needs. All of this would be automatic, going through your account at the

Bank. Two or three months of lockdown should be enough to limit the
outbreak, as they did in China. Then everyone slowly begins to resume life
again, although it will never be like it was before, ever again.

No, from now until life ﬁnally dies out on the planet, our prospes for

survival will be ever more grim. That is why it is surprising to me that no

one seems to have any kind of plan. Everyone juﬆ seems to accept the end
of life, as in, “Well, what can you do?”
eed the hungry people, and plant trees.
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Entmoot
April, 2020

Oa: Is there any recourse? Is this plague of humanity going to

deﬆroy this ﬁne planet of ours? For so long they were relatively harmless,
living oﬀ the land, eating enough of the other animals to keep them under
control, and eventually planting annual crops to augment their diet. But

then they began propagating at an alarming rate, overgrowing their land,
ﬁghting one another with ever more deadly weapons, and then they began
the Great Annihilation, during which they began the suﬆained slaughter of
us trees, enlarging their own areas of occupation as our own acreage began to

diminish, ﬆeadily and relentlessly, for all these years, with no end in sight.

Even as the desert encroaches, every laﬆ ﬆand of trees is under threat. This
has continued unabated since the people came out of their trees and began to
live and work in towns, doing all kinds of monkey mischief.

This

Annihilation has accelerated recently, as people have ﬁgured out how to
deﬆroy trees by the millions of acres every year.
edar: They don’t seem to realize that they are ruining the planet.

They don’t recognize any of the signs.

Life has been dying oﬀ at an

accelerating rate for many years now ~ how can they be so ﬆupid? Is there
any way these people can be ﬆopped? What are their weaknesses?

ig: Our greateﬆ hope has been that they will kill each other oﬀ, but

their weapons have become so deadly to life that if they use those weapons
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the world as we know it will be biologically devaﬆated, and none of us will
ever recover our former health, if we survive at all.

alnut: Isn’t there some other way we can eliminate the threat posed

by these people? Inﬆead of deﬆroying them entirely, perhaps we could work
out some peace agreement with them, by which they would limit the range
of people on our planet. If we could keep all people on special reservations,

so that the reﬆ of the planet may be unspoiled by them, perhaps the ecology
of the planet could recover.
emloc: The problem with that is that it wouldn’t work unless the

reservations were very few and very small. In order for any peace to work,
the race of humans would have to agree voluntarily to reduce their numbers

to a much smaller population; and that is contrary to their nature, which is to
survive, thrive, and increase. Indeed, all of Nature works on that plan, but
these human people have taken it to a dangerous extreme.

aple: I think the only long term solution is to ﬁnd a predator for

the human race, to keep them under control. As long as they have no

eﬀeive predators, they will juﬆ increase themselves into chaos, deﬆruion,
and oblivion, and take all the reﬆ of us down with them when they go!

inkgo: That has been tried. None of the big animals has had any

chance againﬆ the people, but the small animals have had a better chance.

Numerous plagues over the years have tried their hand at diminishing the
human race, and a few have had pretty good runs, but the people always
seem to win in the end. They aually track it down and contain it, until
none is left alive.
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Olive: That isn’t entirely true ~ there are quite a few that are ﬆill out

there. They have learned how to change and adapt to diﬀerent controls so

they always manage to keep alive in pockets, ready to burﬆ out again into
virulence at any opportunity.
herry:

But few of them are very eﬀeive ~ they juﬆ nibble at

mankind’s heels. Our friends, the mosquitoes, the rats, and the bats, are

doing their part, faithfully keeping those little beaﬆs in circulation endlessly.
But what we need is something harder to control, something more
contagious, and harder to treat.

each: I think we need to use every ally we’ve got. Harry them from

all sides, to keep their numbers down. Perhaps, all together, we can wear
them down.

anana: How about some way of making them infertile? That’s the

main problem, after all. If there weren’t so many of them, we might be able
to tolerate them. I think that none of your “little beaﬆs” are going to have

much eﬀe on the human population unless they can ﬁnd a way to impa
their fertility. Otherwise, no matter how much damage they inﬂi, a whole
new generation of people will juﬆ come right back, like cockroaches.
pruce: That’s funny, Banana! You ought to know how they will do it.

Once people lose their fertility, they will juﬆ ﬁgure out a way to propagate
people in vitro, or something.

azelnut: Perhaps there’s another way. What if, somehow, people
could learn the error of their ways? Perhaps they might be made to realize

their folly, and could voluntarily make some of the changes that will relieve

the ﬆress on all the reﬆ of the biological life on the planet. I know we
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usually think of people as monumentally ﬆupid, but sometimes they seem to
be pretty clever at ﬁguring things out. Maybe they will change their ways.

equoia (wining at the olive trees): I hope you are prepared to wait!

Judging from paﬆ experience, it may take anywhere from two to six
millennia before they ﬁgure it out. I don’t think the planet has that long,
frankly. If we don’t do something pretty quickly, then the collapse of life

here will become irreversible. It will be useless if people ﬁnally ﬁgure it out
after it is too late to save the planet.
eech: And so, once again, we are reduced to our laﬆ hope ~ the deus

ex machina.

ango: If only the Gardener would come back! This world has

never been the same since the Gardener left. She would know how to deal
with the people problem.
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Response to Two Objeions to Free Farms
April, 2020

My proposals for the total makeover of the planet may seem to ﬆrike

some people as pretty radical. To be sure, my solutions suggeﬆ alternative

social, economic, and political arrangements that are entirely new, and this
ﬆrains the limits of tolerance for Novelty. I know that I have long ago

exceeded my quota of novelty, and yet novelty continues to intereﬆ me.
adical literally means going to the root of a problem to make changes.
That’s what I want to do.

My moﬆ radical idea is not the concept of a Seminary of candidates,
enrolled from early youth to form a very special school which will hold the

sovereignty of the earth in truﬆ, and will sele one of their number to
exercise the authority, as coming from God, or Gaia, to dire the unfolding

evolution of the planet. No; while a bit rare, it is not without precedent ~
the original inspiration was the Dalai Lama of Tibet, simply expanding the

single seleion into a small school to safeguard againﬆ abuse or failure of the

idea. A closer analogy is a hive of bees. A small number of ordinary worker
bees are seleed to form a special school, raised on an extra rich

environment of “royal jelly” so that they grow into queens. Then, one of that
school of queens ﬁnally takes on the role for life. That matches my idea very
closely.
No; the truly radical idea is the new concept of the utility and meaning

of “money.” In my contemplative moods, I have thought of “money” as a
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sort of universal abﬆraion, like “time” ~ it is simply a way of making

measurement. Any syﬆem can be beﬆ underﬆood by the movement of
money, in the same way that an elerical appliance can be underﬆood by

following the trail of eleric current. One of the applications of this idea is
that almoﬆ any “problem” can be addressed moﬆ eﬀeively by a judicious
application of the principles of money. A case in point is my “resource
depletion tax.”

Rather than come up with all kinds of complicated

legislation proteing trees and other resources in one way or another, a

simple tax can be employed to accomplish the environmental objeives in an
eﬃcient and targeted manner.

Another example is the criminal juﬆice syﬆem. Inﬆead of locking

people up in jails at great public expense, oﬀenses can be payable in cash, and

judgments might be made in terms of percentages of net worth, rather than
set amounts (or, for poorer people, a high set amount can be charged againﬆ

their permanent account at the Bank). For major crimes, total conﬁscation
of all property might ensue (with additional charges possibly added to the

oﬀender’s account, keeping them eﬀeively conﬁned to the free farms, like
house arreﬆ, since, without a credit account at the Bank, your identity card

wont authorize any transaion anywhere). So there would be no need for
jails. Ne’er-do-wells might often wash up on the shores of the free farms,

but if they are simply allowed a place to live in peace, they may not need to

develop other problems. One of the arguments in favor of the free farm is

that it prevents the whole hoﬆ of gremlins that are caused by the need for
money.

The social coﬆs to society from the root cause of poverty ~

everything from theft and murder to fraud, proﬆitution, drugs, and gambling

~ are huge annual expenses. The free farms may not make all of that go
away, but it will greatly reduce the need for any of it.
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In fa, a lot of the problems world-wide could be solved by

implementing these free farms everywhere. Suppose you go to Syria and say

that you want to set up free farms immediately where everyone is welcome to
come and live in peace, with free food forever. The only condition is that all
warring parties give up their disputes, and forget about it (“leave your guns at

the door”). Everyone juﬆ retires, and goes oﬀ to live in peace at the free
farms springing up everywhere.

People might literally be using their

weapons as agricultural implements, as they live the good life on the farm,
being housed and fed by their gracious hoﬆs.

Suppose there were a broker at the high ﬆakes table auioning oﬀ the

coﬆ of war. If you could buy that debt at a futures price, and then you feed
all of those hungry people, you could cash in your war bonds at enormous
proﬁt. Oﬀer that deal in Yemen, for example ~ end of ﬆory (quod erat

demonﬅrandum). Give me ﬁve years of a war budget in advance for Yemen,
and then I would juﬆ feed everyone, and keep the money. That’s a deal I

think anyone in Yemen would take on the spot. It’s cheap, I tell you ~ juﬆ
feed them. It’s no diﬀerent in Chicago.

But my radical spin on the power of money is to consider “money” not

juﬆ to be a medium of exchange, and certainly not some manifeﬆation of
debt. (I really have to laugh at the joyous enthusiasm of bankers who are
eager to explain to you how money can be underﬆood as being all based on

debt! The Bankers of the world have their thumbs on the scale, laughing all
the way to the Bank.) I consider that the moﬆ useful concept of money is
that it is an expression of the manifeﬆation of God. Speciﬁcally, when the
Bank issues funds for any purpose ~ buying food for the Free Farms, paying

the people planting trees all over the planet, cultivating the earth as a garden
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~ those are funds which may be used to pay the property tax, which will be

colleed annually by the Bank from all owners of property. This annual
taxation on the owners of property will maintain a demand for the currency,
ﬆabilizing its value.

This puts the State into the position of having unlimited funding for

any purpose whatsoever! Funding, in other words, would no longer be an
issue, since it would be created by ﬁat by the dvocate for the ree through
the Bank. There is no “coﬆ” at all associated with any of the projes of the
State ~ the free farms, the roads and bridges, education, transport, health

care ~ in every case, the Bank simply issues payment for whatever needs to
be done. This money can circulate, and, through the “Thomas Jeﬀerson

Eﬀe” (by which wealth and power always tend to accumulate upwards), it
ends up in the hands of the wealthy and powerful, whose property and other
wealth will be taxed as needed to balance the money supply (in balance with

the funds created by ﬁat, the taxed amounts would be simply erased). What

all of this means is that the wealthieﬆ few at the top will be the ones who

will ultimately pay for the planting of billions of trees, free education, free
health care, free infraﬆruure and transport, and the free farms, where the

poorer members of society will always be sure of a place to live in peace for
free.

Let me address direly those very holders of wealth and power: I

don’t want to conﬁscate your wealth, or put an end to free enterprise. All I
want you to do is to shoulder the burden, and pay the tax! Not only will the
coﬆ of all of this be slight to you with your billions, but the extended peace

and ﬆability of society will greatly ﬆimulate trade and all economic aivity.
A brave new world like something I am suggeﬆing will herald in a new
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Golden Age, with a burﬆ of prosperity and creative evolution on every hand.
These times will represent great opportunities for prescient capitaliﬆs to
devise new ways to hoover up all of this money the Bank is putting out. (I

think somewhere I mentioned the image of the huge armored trucks leaving

every day from the provinces to Manila, carrying the day’s take from the
lottery, in the Philippines ~ the ﬆark reality impressed me profoundly at the
time. Why do so many people line up to pay the “ﬆupid tax”?)

And, as for you third-generation billionaires who are juﬆ trying to

hold on to what you have, as long as your business ventures are not liable to

the clutches of the resource depletion tax (which may be broadly interpreted
to deal with new issues as they come up, and in some inﬆances may seem to
be quite conﬁscatory), “you will be free to carry on with your business as
usual.” ahem
I can’t help being long-winded; I have long-winded ideas, after all. I

am juﬆ ﬁnally coming around to the topics of the present essay, the

objeions to the Free Farms. One objeion is that if anyone can juﬆ go and
live for free at the Farm, no one would do any work, and everyone would juﬆ

lie in the sun all day. But the objeion is a non-ſequitur. Life on the Free

Farm might be a good choice for a great many people, but there will always

be plenty of others who will want to rise above the herd, and live at a higher
level of comfort. In fa, here comes a major digression into the social

diﬆinions between Sharpeners and Levelers (cf. two articles from ore
aughter ~  eview of Zeitgeiﬆ, and The pple of iſcord).
In broad diﬆinion, Sharpeners live in a world in which they try to

maximize advantages for themselves.

They make diﬆinions, and they

make judgments of value. Levelers, by contraﬆ, are more into living together
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in harmony as one (literally, “one love”).

These categories apply to

metaphysics as per Sharpeners representing the Yang direion of energy
outward, away from the center, and Levelers representing the Yin direion

of energy inwards, towards the center. We have seen movements in hiﬆory
which may be seen clearly in terms of the inﬂuence of sharpeners or levelers.

We have seen the recent swings of extreme yang energy, and some pretty

extreme sharpening, brought suddenly to its knees, as everyone ﬆops what
they were doing, and goes in again to the center, to their own life and home.

For the present, the huge whirlwind of yang sharpener energy has all

ﬆopped, and the air and water is cleaner for it, and no one wants to consume
any more oil (I was there, in May, 2020).

And so it may turn out that a large part of the world’s people will
simply choose to live happily at peace, tending the garden on the free farm.

If half the world’s people want to lie in the sun or make music or make love
(but we will have to get to the issue of babies), that is great ~ how much

more gentle on the earth that would be than the present scramble for money.

No one should have to sell chewing gum or batteries on subway cars ~ juﬆ
retire, and go live on the free farm. There is enough food capacity on the
planet to feed everyone.

Here is a very simple idea of free farm ﬆruure ~ there are only two

classes of people ~ the Stewards, and the Volunteers. The Stewards are the

responsible core who take care of the land, and the Volunteers are juﬆ that,
and will work under the direion of the Stewards. Work will be entirely
voluntary. There are plenty of totally helpless people in the world who juﬆ
can’t cope with it enough to take any responsibility at all, and the simple

solution is to juﬆ let them lie in the sun and sleep it oﬀ. There should be
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enough volunteer help to maintain the physical environment of the farm as a

well cultivated garden. There should aually be little additional coﬆ that
might be needed to maintain the farms. There is so much available “free
merchandise” in the world, that there is no real coﬆ associated with sending

it all to the free farms ~ used clothing and donated merchandise of all kinds

~ manufaurers’ outdated merchandise, etc. Even food should be plentiful

enough, if the State simply pays generously to organic farmers for their
produce, and diﬆributes it through the non-proﬁt food ﬆores (which could

even sell some food below coﬆ, avoiding the ﬂuuations of market swings)
and the free farms, some of which might be net-food producing. The Free
Farms would pay no tax.

But, on the other side of the tracks, there will always be plenty of
Sharpeners in the world. In general, the poorer the people, the more densely
they are housed. At the farms, a bed will be found for everyone, but they

will juﬆ be dormitories, even for the Stewards, unless the eventual prosperity
of some of the farms allows them to develop more personal space. Healthy

and nutritious food will be available for everyone, but if you want the Maine
lobﬆer, or the January ﬆrawberries, à la arie ntoinette, you’re on your
own.

Some people will not want to eat with others in general, either

cafeteria ﬆyle or more gracious dining, but will want to maintain their own
place where they can oﬀer greater comfort for their gueﬆs. The whole yang

world of Sharpeners will always be with us, juﬆ like the Poor (but not all
Levelers are necessarily poor), and they will always be part of some of the
moﬆ intereﬆing aspes of evolutionary civilization. In contraﬆ, from the

sharpeners’ point of view, “Here are all of these ﬆoned-out free-farmers

doing nothing but playing music and making love all day,” at leaﬆ when they
are not working in the garden. Travelers all over the world would always
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ﬁnd a welcome to ﬆay for free at any of the free farms. It sounds like fun.

I’m ready for the ﬂowers, the tinkling bells, the guitars or violins, or that
Baroque oboe.
Life will be very much diﬀerent in the two diﬀerent worlds ~ a world

of Sharpeners, and a world of Levelers. The Sharpeners would be moﬆly in
the cities, while the Levelers would feel more at home in the country. Of

course, there will be plenty of cross-overs. Perhaps a tired, burnt-out, or
bored sharpener wants to juﬆ give it all up and live a simple life in the
garden. And perhaps, after some time at the Free Farm, someone will want

to try his hand sharpening again, and there will always be employment
oﬃces at every farm, oﬀering wage jobs to anyone who wants to work.

But there is a second argument too. Sometimes the Sharpeners don’t
like the idea of supporting all the Levelers. They work hard, sharpening all
day, while the free-farmers juﬆ loaf around, doing little or nothing

(diﬆinguished from more induﬆrious commercial farmers, whose property

would be taxed). But it shouldn’t really coﬆ all that much to feed the hungry

~ once a farm would reach a certain maturity, it would probably be close to
self-supporting. In fulﬁllment of the Leveling philosophy, the net proﬁt or
loss of the Farm should end up being pretty close to zero.
But it even goes beyond that.

In a world which has clearly way

surpassed its allowable limit of human beings (and falling desperately low in
the biological health of the surviving plants, animals, and people), there is

the issue of how to deal with the birth rate. Taking the idea of money as a

universal abﬆraion, I can suggeﬆ that putting a simple “resource depletion

tax” on babies could adjuﬆ the birth rate as needed, with the amount of the

tax varying as needed to maintain the birth rate within the targeted range (a
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gradual reduion of numbers from 7 billion down to 2 or 3 billion, or
whatever seems suﬆainable).

One of the consequences of this baby tax is that it would be something

you need money for, in order to pay the tax. So that means that moﬆ free
farmers, unless they have their own resources, will not be able to pay that tax,
or will not be willing to go to work to earn the coﬆ of the tax. Meals and

lodging, used clothing, and access to tools and merchandise could all be free,
at negligible coﬆ to the reﬆ of society, but the baby ticket would have to be
extra. Perhaps it will be a major incentive to sharpeners who want to have

children and provide for them, so they will want to earn enough money to do
that in comfort.

Using money in this way as a universal abﬆraion to address
problems, the problems will eﬀortlessly diminish towards zero, or balance, as

the planet ﬆabilizes at the higheﬆ level of human habitation that the planet
can support.

And if the whole planet be syﬆematically cultivated as a

garden, as the prime direive of the head of the Bank, the whole earth

should see its biological environment gradually evolve into something more
suﬆainable, something much more green. Think bicycles and family farms.
If enough trees be planted soon enough, the climate should eventually
ﬆabilize, and life can go on.

Literally every square and cubic meter of the planet should be mapped

in a database which includes recommended land use evolution, maximizing

the cultivation of the moﬆ valuable trees that any region and its water

syﬆems can support, along with secondary vegetation, animals, and people.
The biological health of the land itself, the planet Earth, aia, will always
have to be of primary importance for the dvocate for the ree, as head of the
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Bank. Priorities will be given to land use improvements that will have the

moﬆ important beneﬁcial eﬀes, or mitigate the more harmful eﬀes of
biological degradation, like soil erosion or oceanic necrosis. As always, apart
from feeding hungry people, it all comes down to planting more trees as faﬆ
as we can. Our survival depends upon it.

To me, this looks like turning darkness into light. I don’t think there

has ever been a time in human hiﬆory that looked as dark as the present day,

with climate change, international economic and political inﬆability
(euphemism for chaos), and a raging maniac in the White House all
converging at the same time as this pesky virus. And yet, it could all be
turned around in a moment.

Well, perhaps this may aually take a few hundred years or so to turn
around ~ only a geological moment ~ but all the more reason to get ﬆarted
immediately, while we ﬆill have a choice about how the reﬆ of it unfolds.
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Ashes, Ashes, We All Fall Down
May, 2020

Oh, these are crazy times, and we haven’t seen anything yet. It is

becoming evident that the looming world-wide economic cataﬆrophe will
surely dwarf the current public health crisis in severity and long laﬆing
negative consequences. But what else can we do? No one wants to die.
I remember in earlier days I had taken the position that endless deﬁcits

and ever lengthening debt will inevitably undermine economic ﬆability,
leading eventually to insolvency and bankruptcy, whether we are talking

about personal debt, corporate debt, or government debt. Now it is the
fashion for governments to shovel out money in buckets to all comers as

“ﬁscal ﬆimulus,” and the chorus of economiﬆs are loudly exclaiming that,
yes, yes, governments can juﬆ create money by the trillions of dollars without
fear of inﬂation or the boogeyman, so pump it up and keep those checks
coming.

There seems to be abundant evidence, or at leaﬆ a general consensus,

that such a ﬁscal policy can aually reﬆore produivity and prosperity to a
lagging economy. Perhaps my earlier criticism of such proﬂigate spending
needs to be reconsidered.

But the discussion seems to present the matter in overly simple terms
~ “Is massive government spending, in times of economic crisis like the

present corona virus, an eﬀeive and useful tool ~ or not?” But that entirely
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misses the crux of the whole problem ~ how the money is spent! I return to
my ideas about “reality economics” to seek clarity on this matter. So long as

this massive government spending is all going down the toilet ~ or worse,
much worse ~ it will only lead inexorably to continued economic decline.

The biggeﬆ white elephant in the room is endless foreign wars. The

U.S. government has spent aﬆronomical trillions of dollars ﬁghting wars all

over the planet, blithely tossing the bills onto the back of the National Debt.

All of this military aivity has only increased the widespread opprobrium

which moﬆ of the world feels towards the capitaliﬆ adventurers and their
wars. The formula for success is very simple ~ the more American capitaliﬆs
can ratchet up the levels of international tension on every front, the more

business accrues to American arms manufaurers (which are about the only
produs Americans make any more, apart from airplanes, white elephants
with wings).

However, this is a very shaky hand to play, as it keeps American

taxpayers shoveling more and more money into the maw of the Pentagon for

their war games, which not only risk economic upheaval and ruin, but they
risk escalations of conﬂis all over the earth that threaten the survival of life.
No, if we want to have the massive spending of government money to

have positive beneﬁts for the economy, as well as for the quality of life of its

citizens, their expenditures muﬆ ﬆop promoting international conﬂi, and

they muﬆ also ﬆop passing out goodie bags of money to their fellow wealthy
plutocrats who already have moﬆ of it, anyway, but don’t want to ﬆop until
they have it all.
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No, all of this massive government spending and “ﬁscal ﬆimulus” muﬆ

be carefully direed into valuable projes that will enhance the prospes for
the survival of life, inﬆead of inhibiting them. To me that means, of course,
planting trees everywhere. There is no excuse for anything less than 100%
employment of every healthy and able-bodied man and woman who wants to
work. Of course, the entire Green New Deal can be fully funded, to the
enormous beneﬁt of everyone, ﬆimulating the economy as well as enhancing

the quality of life and the prospes of survival. There are no limits to the

numbers of workers who could be proﬁtably employed planting trees all over
the planet. And ﬆill, every available shoulder to the wheel may yet not be
enough to ﬆave oﬀ the extinion of the human race.

So, go ahead, my dear government ~ go ahead and spend those
trillions of dollars. Juﬆ be sure you spend that money on projes that will
bring favorable consequences, inﬆead of waﬆing it on projes that bring us
ever closer to the brink of disaﬆer, collapse, and death.

Sometimes capitalism and big induﬆry seem to keep things humming

along pretty well, so no one dares to obje too much about the syﬆem, even
though the side eﬀes of the deﬆruion of our human habitat are pretty
severe. It is true, of course, that this “pretty well” business only really applies

to those on the top of the pile. However, the lower down you are in the
wealth pyramid, the less your opinion (or your life) matters. I hate to break
the news, but Black lives don’t really matter much, which isn’t news to the
Black community. (I am being ironical here, in case explanation is needed.)
But it is during such an alternative reality as the present public health

crisis that the utter failure of free market capitalism to control unfolding

events in the world eﬀeively becomes blindingly apparent. What is needed
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now is the total opposite of what we have. We need the whole earth to be
cultivated as a garden, and we need it now.

The people of the earth can no longer tolerate having our world run by

the Sharpeners. We muﬆ set up a world-wide government to prote the

entire earth and its biosphere. The Sharpeners and their Corporations muﬆ

be reﬆrained from their rampage. Not only muﬆ their wealth be taxed to
fund the cultivation of the earth and the feeding of its people, but a vigilant

application of resource depletion tax muﬆ inexorably wind down their
ongoing deﬆruion of the earth as soon as possible.

During a public health crisis like the present, no one should have to

worry about having to work to feed their family and (or) pay their rent.

Everyone should simply ﬆay at home, while the government makes sure
everyone has access to food, while they are trying to contain the virus and

ﬁnd vaccines and treatment. Food diﬆribution and other essential services

have to be maintained, and volunteers who perform those services muﬆ earn
generous hazard pay. Even a reﬆoration of the “new normal” (less human

conta than ever before) will only happen once all outbreaks are contained
and there are both vaccines and treatments available.
None of these mitigation measures for spread of the virus should be

mandated by law and enforced at the point of a gun. [update, uly 2020: I

gueſs if Americans are too ﬅupid to wear a maſ in public, then perhaps it ould be
legally mandated.] It is the responsibility of public health departments to

provide information as accurate and up-to-date as possible. If everyone

underﬆands the scale of the problem and wants to survive, one will want to
curtail as much conta with other people as possible, at leaﬆ during the
hotteﬆ part of the pandemic. There will be very few persons seeking social
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conta in places of entertainment (or worship). The few who do turn out
for any public gathering will probably maintain as much diﬆance as possible,

so that the “new normal” will be nothing like the “old normal,” and probably
far less contagious, if not as much fun. Virus outbreaks will rise and fall
along the way of the world ﬁnding its way along the edge between ﬁre and
ice (a pretty literal metaphor).

Everything I have written in response to climate change is all juﬆ as
appropriate for mitigating pandemic outbreaks. The true causes of this virus

spreading so quickly out of control can be easily identiﬁed ~ the airplane and
the automobile. If moﬆ people remained in residence on their family or
community farm, growing moﬆ of their food, limiting their typical mobility

to a day’s bicycle ride, any outbreak of epidemic anywhere in the world
would be easily and quickly contained.
I am not advocating that we return to 1885 ~ what I am suggeﬆing is

a careful review of all the changes that have been happening since then. I

want to retain all of the real improvements which have been made, such as
laptop computers and unprecedented world-wide inﬆant communication.

But I want to reje those innovations which turn out to be hazardous to the
survival of life. Certainly ﬂying around the world in airplanes is great fun,
but when we consider the coﬆ to the earth, we muﬆ lay them down.

The bicycle has been greatly improved since 1885, so let us keep the

bicycle (and a few other useful things) with us as we go back to grandfather’s
farm.
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Albert Fitch Bellows: The Village Elms (Sunday Morning in New England), 1878.
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Take Away Their Guns
June, 2020
The solution juﬆ hit me ~ take away their guns! I share the growing

disguﬆ at the egregious use of excessive force by the police departments, and

I applaud the decision to “abolish the police department,” as some local
communities seem to have done.

But, while that may be a satisfying

ventilation of anger, it isn’t really going to be an eﬀeive solution to the

problem. In one way or another, problems are going to arise, drunks will get
into ﬁghts, men will beat up their wives, and con artiﬆs will ﬂeece the

gullible. This isn’t going to ﬆop, and there’s no way to suggeﬆ that we can

do without some organized intervention.

But what about taking away their guns? As a ﬁrﬆ ﬆep, I think that

would, at a ﬆroke, end the assassinations and murders of Black people, and

everyone else ~ at leaﬆ by ﬁrearms. Plenty of recent murders have been
eﬀeed without shooting the viims, so taking away all police guns would
not totally ﬆop police violence and brutality, but I suggeﬆ that it is an
excellent place to begin. Of course, there will always be some special forces

who will continue to carry guns; I underﬆand that, as a realiﬆ, but the
everyday cop on the beat should go about his duties without anything more

lethal than a club or ﬆick, similar to what the London police bobbies relied

upon (many years ago, but within my memory), not carrying ﬁrearms at all.
In fa, that was what gave me the idea of “taking away their guns.”
The train of thought began from the guns ~ for better or for worse,

the Conﬆitution pretty well guarantees the right of citizens to bear arms, so
any eﬀorts to reﬆri the prevalence of guns run into a subﬆantial brick wall.
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But taking the guns out of the hands of the police may be the beﬆ foot

forward in the campaign to reﬆri the use of guns from everyone else. The

pressure againﬆ guns, in deﬁance of the Conﬆitution, muﬆ inevitably be a

very slow grind. There are plenty of reﬆriions and limits and waiting
periods and regiﬆrations that can be applied on the one hand, and signiﬁcant
penalties for improper use of ﬁrearms on the other.

But, if the guns can be taken out of the hands of the police, forcing
them to rely upon human solutions to problems rather than blunt force, it
could pave the way for an underﬆanding of society in which guns do not play
a part. Police may say that they would be afraid of their lives if they go into

a brawl without carrying a gun. But they should be afraid! If they are afraid
of their lives, they are more likely to deal with a problem in an appropriate
and even handed way.

Again, remembering the earlier example of the

London police, where there were very ﬆri penalties for killing a policemen,
the force worked very eﬀeively to curtail criminal elements. When the
police begin carrying arms, the criminal classes carry arms as well, and

incidents of violence and murder go up. Of course, the police are not
voluntarily going to give up their guns, but I think it can be a far more
eﬀeive expression of public outrage for local municipalities to pass

legislation denying policemen the right to bear arms! Suppose the police in
Detroit, or anywhere else, have to go on their rounds of intervention without
carrying ﬁrearms at all? We will see how they like it.

At the ﬁrﬆ sign of inappropriate use of force by the police, juﬆ take

away their guns, and let them walk around naked for a while, juﬆ for an
adjuﬆment of consciousness (a gun is a famous phallic image). I think it
would be a hundred times more eﬀeive than simply voting to abolish the
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police departments. Where the police departments are abolished, the outof-work police can juﬆ sit back, smugly, and wait for the people to come
back to them, cap in hand.

But if the police are forced to continue

performing their funions without carrying guns, it will teach them a lesson
they will never forget.
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Fiat Currency
July, 2020

I have been reading over my earlier essays, preparing a new colleion

(One lanet akeover), and I seem to discover an apparent contradiion.

On the one hand, I ridicule the career of the Almighty Dollar, as the
American government fearlessly prints up more money by the trillions of

dollars, leading to a National Debt somewhere in the neighborhood of $26

trillion dollars, and, in these days of the Pandemic, growing at a rate of
multiple trillions per year, while, on the other hand, I seem to be advocating
the moﬆ extreme version of ﬁat money ever proposed.

But there is a very big diﬀerence in the way I envision Big Money

playing out, and the way the Big Banks want it to continue. Under the

present syﬆem, the Bankers are the ﬁnal maﬆers of the universe, and all
money comes and goes through them.

Whenever money is currently

“created,” it is a machination of the Banks in which all the money is based on

debt, held by the Banks. So, the more money pumped up into the syﬆem,
the more it is all owed to the Banks, which juﬆ get richer and richer as
everyone else wallows in poverty and confusion, not really underﬆanding the

swindle, a kind of carnival shell game, in which the Banks always win. And,
anytime the Banks don’t win, the American government is so paralyzed with

fear that they “bail out the banks” to the tune of as many trillion dollars as it
takes to keep the monﬆer from devouring them. They are hooked on the
swindle, and don’t know how to get the monkeys oﬀ their backs. All of this

money shared by the Banks and the 1% comes from the debt piled onto the
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account of a piece of ﬁion invented for the purpose: The United States of
America, whose taxpayers will be the ultimate losers when the Crash comes.

Under my syﬆem, however, the banks would have nothing to do with

this process at all. The Government Bank would simply create money by ﬁat
unabashedly, and owe nothing to anyone from the process. The money

would be simply created to pay for all government projes ~ the planting of
trillions of trees, the funding of the Free Farms, paying farmers for the food

they grow (which they supply to the free farms as well as diﬆribute through
non-proﬁt food ﬆores), funding inner city transit, health care, education,

infraﬆruure, and anything else deemed to be appropriate for the general
welfare. All they have to do to keep the game legit is to tax enough of this

money back from the wealthy, up to whom moﬆ of this money gravitates by
a sort of natural law, so that the supply of money in circulation maintains the
value of the currency at its targeted value. (The taxed money would be
simply annihilated, whence it came.)

I juﬆ consider how much better this syﬆem would be to deal with the

problems of the New World of the Pandemic ~ the government could
simply diﬆribute money to replace whatever is loﬆ from the absence of

economic aivity. As I underﬆand it, the Banks (of course) and the Big

Tech ﬁrms are raking in money in unprecedented amounts these days, so
there will ﬆill be plenty of money which could be taxed to balance the books.

What is missing from my vision is the role of private banks at the
center of all this money creation, like spiders at the centers of their web. To

paraphrase Dylan, “Flies, when you gonna wake up?” Or, “We don’t need
no ﬆinking spiders!”
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Sex Metaphysics
ext: John XIII: 34-35
July 2020

The analogy of sex to the myﬆeries of philosophy, metaphysics, and

theology is not accidental. There is something about ife that is about as
fundamental as it gets.

The myﬆeries of philosophy have been matched with the numbers of

mathematics ever since Pythagoras pointed out the correspondence. So, for
example, the Firﬆ and Original Myﬆery is associated with the Number One.

Sexually, it corresponds with Solitude or Death, depending upon your frame
of reference. I have otherwhere described this ﬆate as typical of the Prieﬆ,
the Magician, or the Madman.

The Number Two, the second of the primary myﬆeries of philosophy,

corresponds with the pair bond, which has altogether diﬀerent physical and
metaphysical properties from Solitude.

This primary pair bond is the

foundation of all of life. The inﬁnite pervasiveness of the properties of yang
and yin, ſolve et coagula, are the basis of everything we know in the universe.

The Number Three, the third of the primary myﬆeries of nature,

philosophy, and metaphysics is the number of magic, error, and change – the
gateway to the inﬁnite potential of the cosmos. Sexually, the number Three

is a triangle, intentional or otherwise, and the consequences are magniﬁed
exponentially. Three is the number of change, but this potential for change
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is the key underpinning the myﬆery of the phenomenon of being – ontology:
how is it that there is any universe here at all, inﬆead of juﬆ nothing?

In terms of the sexual relations between people in some triangular

relationship, the potential for change can go rapidly or slowly towards

ongoing manifeﬆation. As the changes go more slowly, the ﬆatus tends to
move from a binary polarity into a more complex ﬁeld of energy. As the
changes go more quickly, the ﬆatus moves rapidly through accelerating

change toward a tipping point of explosion into chaos, or back to the
ﬆability of the binary pair bond.

From the point of view of social dynamics, the moﬆ important

diﬆinion is between solitude and bondage. Even though persons related in
triangular bonds are vaﬆly diﬀerent, socially, from the more common pair

bonds, the gulf between anyone bonded in any way and those who are alone
is orders of magnitude greater than any bonding variations. Solitude is home
to a very unique ﬆate of consciousness, but it is not for everyone, and, for the
moﬆ part, it is beﬆ and moﬆ eﬀeively experienced in moderation.

After all of this preamble, here is the thesis – that there are far too
many people in this world who are alone! Solitude is at the root of a large
part of the suﬀering and violence in the world today. I think that it is the

single moﬆ important social issue, world-wide. In other words, for all of the
endless manifeﬆations of social problem, in almoﬆ every case the problems
may be more quickly and eﬀeively ameliorated by evolutions away from

solitude than by any other approach. This can even be applied to problems
on a global scale. Wherever in the world there are intense social problems,

there is it moﬆ important to facilitate the matching up of single persons into
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pair bonds. At this level of sex metaphysics, of course, the same patterns will
be seen regardless of the genders or ages of the bonded pairs.

As we have elsewhere detailed, there are seven diﬀerent patterns of the

pair bond, comprising the range of consciousness described by the Hermetic
alchemiﬆs as the evolution from Lead to Gold, so, for the amelioration of
social problems, we look for pair bonding in the upper half of the aura

sperum (ide: he olors of the ura, and he etaphycs of ex).

As to the elevation of ﬆatus from the pair bond to the triangle, that

depends upon the advisability of encouraging or retarding the potential for

change, bearing in mind that a ﬆate of rapid change can either go up or
down; it can get better, or it can get worse.

From a geo-political or geo-social point of view, it appears that the
current rapid ﬆate of change is riding us very hurriedly to Hell – towards

death, deﬆruion, and chaos. So the moﬆ urgent thing to do, while we are

planting 300 trillion trees, is to promote the pair bonding of single people as
high up in the aura sperum as possible.
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Money
July, 2020

It’s always about the ierarchy of Importance (q.v.). This planet is

raging out of control with many absolutely fundamental errors, so that the
trajeory of this fragile biosphere is visibly crashing into chaos.

The

immediate problem is the biological collapse on every hand ~ the loss of the
trees, the loss of the topsoil, marine necrosis, layers of toxic pollution
everywhere, raging consumption of fossil fuels, and continuing deforeﬆation

when the only hope is the moﬆ accelerated replanting possible ~ the whole

planet is literally burning up, while Nero ﬁddles. Donald Trump is certainly

a basket case, but he is juﬆ one of many raging idiots on this planet who
have no idea of what is going on. Everything and everyone is rushing on by
inertia, and, as everyone knows, that force is very hard to ﬆop. Whether it is
a long ﬆanding addiion to crack cocaine, or the addiion to running the
planet as a war game for proﬁt, winner take all, the inertia againﬆ any

change in direion, or even the rate of change, gets harder and harder the
further you get into the drug.
So the immediate problem at hand is the collapse of the biological

integrity of our planet. Is this a technological problem, or what? Oh, no ~
there are plenty of people who could tell you what needs to be done, and,

while the answers range around a number of approaches to the problem, any
of these programs for solution would be a whole lot better than juﬆ to follow

the present inertia. Overcoming the inertia, then, is what has to happen
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before we can turn this planet around. So how do we do this? The roots of
the problems are not technological, they are political and economic.

I know this keeps going around in circles, but we can’t advance the

argument very much at all until we can ﬁnally sort out the political problem

on the planet and achieve some sort of political unity. We juﬆ have to do it.
There is no excuse for such chaos on the earth at this date. A thousand years

ago we didn’t expe any better, but by now we really have to deal with this,
or go down to defeat as a failed species.
I have long seen the problem as a queﬆion of the source of authority,

and I have always thought my solution was praically uniquely eﬀeive for

providing an inﬆitution that could reliably produce an eﬀeive truﬆee for
the planet. The argument that the authority would come from God is not

oﬀered frivolously ~ any ﬆudent of energy dynamics, from whatever school,

will clearly underﬆand what I am trying to do here. “God” is an abﬆra
idea whose meanings and process will be progressively illuminated and
revealed as the ﬆudents of the Seminary pursue their ﬆudies. Anyone who

has no idea what “God” means, or who suggeﬆs, naïvely, that there isn’t a
God, and neither is there Time, Gravity, Money, or the Sandman, may
simply watch the progress of the Seminary, and learn all about it.

But that’s not today’s idea ~ that was all juﬆ by way of review.

Moving right along, today’s idea is that, suppose we have our Advocate, or

Avatar of God, inﬆalled on his or her athedra ~ now what does one do?
How does one exercise one’s mandate to corre errors as one sees them? I
speculate about the aﬆonishing folly expressed daily all around us, reading

the News. During all of this time, with multiplying crises raining down
upon us, everyone seems to be rushing around perpetuating the moﬆ
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egregious follies imaginable, and there is no mechanism to corre any of

this. So, where to begin? I could even suggeﬆ dozens of places where I
might suggeﬆ a political intervention, but I won’t even go there, not on this
trip ~ the idea is that by making use of that Universal Abﬆraion, Money,
then the Steward, Advocate, or Avatar of God could work out all the

problems on the globe, without addressing, direly, any other political
problem.

Money is the Problem, so obviously money is the solution.

The

problem is that oney determines the ﬆruure of the economic and

political syﬆem in place on the ground, everywhere on the planet.

Absolutely everything happens in pursuance of the proﬁt motive. And we

see where that has led us! This is not to deny that the proﬁt motive has a
very useful funion in society, but it should not be the overall ﬆruure of
the living syﬆem itself. Juﬆ think of what sweeping changes could be made

simply by direing the ﬂow of money! The basic program is simple ~
money would be put out everywhere to encourage everything useful. We
could hire all available workers to plant trees; we could pay every farmer for

the food they produce wherever the market price isn’t enough for the farmers

to prosper; we could set up free farms where anyone can live for free who
doesn’t have any better alternative; and then we could tax money oﬀ the top

from whichever players are gathering up the moﬆ of it. That means that
everything would be free for almoﬆ everyone on the planet. Everything
useful would simply be funded ~ education, health care, public transit, etc.

Private enterprise would be free to funion on its own, subje, of course, to
the resource depletion or pollution tax.
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When I have said earlier that the only tax needed would be a simple

property tax, I now want to expand my interpretation of that to mean all
property, including assets of any kind, not juﬆ real eﬆate. Taxes could begin
above a million dollars of personal wealth, and they could progressively

increase up the scale. However, even billionaires would hardly feel the pinch

~ taxes below the ﬁrﬆ few billion might be moderate enough, but then
would begin to rise pretty sharply up there somewhere, so fanciful
agglomerations of wealth would get taxed pretty heavily. But why should

they care? Anyone taxed in those æthereal elevations would already enjoy

pretty remarkable advantages in this world, so they will cheerfully pay their
tax, and pray that nothing changes. The other one will get them in the end,
anyway.

Everything else would sort itself out. Sure, drive your roadﬆer around

the town all you please to impress your girlfriend (or your boyfriend). At

$10,000 for a gallon of gas, there are ﬆill plenty of people in the world who
could aﬀord to do that. The elericity to run an eleric vehicle around is
going to be a lot cheaper, but ﬆill pretty hefty, until renewable sources of

elerical generation can begin to meet the demand. As for hiring a private

airplane to take you across the world for $80 million a trip ~ well, some

people have important aﬀairs on hand, and they need to travel quickly. The
reﬆ of us will take bicycles.

And once we get under way setting up free farms everywhere, ﬆarting
where they are the moﬆ needed, then everyone in Yemen, or Syria, or

Chicago, or Portland will simply leave their guns at the door and juﬆ eat and
sleep in peace until their consciousness very gradually begins to recover, and
begins to rise once again. And if we guarantee to give every able-bodied
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man or woman a job planting trees, with very high salaries for professional
guidance and direion, we will sort out this climate crisis pretty rapidly ~

maybe even within a few centuries. Once we are on the right road, it may
turn out that we will manage to survive, after all.
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A Renaissance of Democracy
Auguﬆ, 2020
I juﬆ don’t underﬆand. There is only one Way Out in this dilemma,

and Confucius had it all ﬁgured out long ago ~ he ay Out is ia the oor.

But the long term problem is that the political syﬆem in the United

States is heavily bogged down with baggage that has been accumulating and

feﬆering these laﬆ 300 years. Both political parties are a sham circus put on
for the entertainment of the masses, ‘οι πολλοι. It is the same entrenched

Money and Power that is in control of both expressions of the Business Party

~ there is only One Party here, though they don’t want you to ﬁgure that
out. It’s a shell game. They pretend they are giving you choices, but the
game has been rigged from the beginning.
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I muﬆ have mentioned the solution to this problem half a dozen times

in my writings by now, yet no one seems to have taken any note. It is

“Ranked Voting,” or “Inﬆant Run-oﬀ Eleion,” in which each voter may
vote for up to ﬁve choices, in a ranked order of sequence. I think somewhere
I enthused that it could lead to a whole Renaissance of Democracy, opening

up a Pandora’s Box of third parties, which would be exhilarating! I am not
mixing my metaphors here ~ I underﬆand that Pandora’s Box will cause
massive disruption to the ﬅatus quo. But Business as Usual needs to be

subﬆantially shaken up. In the present context, if you have ﬁve votes, you

can vote for four other better candidates before saving your laﬆ one for Joe
Biden, without losing any votes, after all, and Biden will ﬆill win the

Presidency over Trump (who will be ridden out of town on a rail, tarred and
feathered), but a whole lot of other voices will be heard, indicating some
surprising new ground gradually unfolding.

It is juﬆ so much waﬆed energy worrying about any other social

proteﬆ or aiviﬆ agenda until we can ﬁnally break up the conﬆipation of
both major political parties, and get some of that shit moving out.

And then make way for something new! It is the only hope for the

human race to pull it out of the ﬁre in time ~ or at leaﬆ for that experiment

in Democracy called the United States. The United States isn’t the only
country falling apart these days, but, because of its weight, it can do the moﬆ
damage, thrashing around.
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A Larger Perspeive of Racial Strife
September, 2020

I am old enough to remember the March on Washington of 1963.

Not only has racial ﬆrife been going on relentlessly all of my own lifetime,
and all over the world, not juﬆ in the United States, but these have been “the
good days,” representing a huge advance over the days when slaves were
considered personal property to be bought or sold.

This problem is of monﬆrous proportions, and I have no solutions to

oﬀer here ~ what I want to do is to clarify the problem. As I see it, race is

juﬆ one part of the whole equation, and I want to look at the problem from a
larger perspeive. Basically, there is a hierarch of Privilege, Wealth, and
Power, but it is not at all so simple as Black and White.

Juﬆ running out an idea here, I look at ﬁve qualities, all of which are

juﬆ as important in the equation as “the color of one’s skin.” Each quality
runs along a continuum, so I can juﬆ liﬆ them as ~
1. Healthy

~

Sick

2. Rich

~

Poor

3. Young

~

Old

4. Beautiful

~

Ugly

5. Intelligent

~

Stupid
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If we allow a maximum of twenty points for each of these qualities, we

end up with a range of 0 ~ 100 points. Now, if we graph the hierarchy of
Privilege, Wealth, and Power using these numbers, the result will not at all
be a simple color divide. Lots of other qualities could be added to the list ~
Educated ~ Empty; Talented ~ Helpless; Us ~ Them (which is particularly
insidious), if we wanted to extend the concept further.

Aually, I do have a solution to this problem. For about ﬁfty years
now I have had the idea that the beﬆ way to deal with hungry people is to
feed them. I propose that a syﬆem of free farms should be publicly funded

where anyone could live, eat, and sleep for free.

them.

That wouldn’t solve all of the problems, but it would solve moﬆ of
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Evolutionary Leap Now
September, 2020

The rate at which the world is going out of control is accelerating. I

have long observed that moﬆ people juﬆ don’t seem to have any conception
of the possibility of Change. Everything has always been this way, and it’s

never going to change. When change does happen, it seems to take a very
long time for people to adjuﬆ to the new reality, which won’t change, ever
again. Suddenly the planet is hitting that point of an exponential curve

where the slope ﬆarts heading up towards the vertical. What this means is
that we no longer have the time, anymore, for orderly and ponderous

planetary and human evolutions. What might ordinarily take one or two

millennia sedately to evolve into a suﬆainable world now has to happen
overnight. “Overnight” in this case means half a dozen years at the moﬆ.

There are overlapping causes of our planetary collapse. There is the

conﬂuence of deforeﬆation, overpopulation, climate change, economic and

political chaos, and, ﬁnally, the pandemic, all of which has produced a nexus
point of cataﬆrophic change from which devaﬆating disaﬆer is almoﬆ
unavoidable.

For a while now I have been imagining the levels of consciousness in

terms of the corresponding aura color, and I have had the idea of creating a
web site (aiaura.com) that would map the consciousness of the world in

this way by color. It would be pretty intereﬆing to see a map of the world
laid out according to the aura colors indicating the ﬆate of consciousness
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pervading each local region, but it really becomes dynamic when you might
be able to see these aura color representations as they change over time. If

hiﬆorical levels of consciousness were eventually entered into the database,

you could set up various videos showing the evolution of consciousness over
time, for the whole planet or for any smaller part. (reative and vionary
programmers needed; alſo inveﬅment capital.)

I won’t review the whole idea here, but anyone may consult the olors
of the ura for a discussion of the application of the aura colors to ﬆates of
consciousness (corresponding to the planets and metals of aﬆrology and

alchemy of traditional ancient philosophy, along with the primary trigrams
of the I Ching). So if there were a map of the earth showing the eaﬆern

seaboard of the United States on November 11, 2001, one might see a
predominantly Orange aura over moﬆ of the coaﬆal region, and then
suddenly there is a large splash of dark Red with a Black center right over
New York City.

The Dark Red is accompanied by the corresponding

Purple, in waves (iolent ttack ~ ppreion of the iim).

In the same way, and even more dramatically, the entire year of 2020
would show a plunge of consciousness world-wide. The co-incidence of the

eﬀes of climate change (e.g., the California ﬁres, which are ﬆill raging out
of control) along with this pandemic and the resulting collapse of social,

economic, and political ﬆability, has created plunging levels of consciousness
reminiscent of Oober, 1929 in the ﬆock market.

This crash in

consciousness is direly responsible for all of the social unreﬆ, proteﬆs
everywhere from Hong Kong to Portland, escalating cold war rhetoric, and
hot war eruption all over the planet. It’s only going to get worse from now
on, not better.
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There is no particular agenda that can address this situation. Sure, we

need a Green New Deal, and aually we need reforms signiﬁcantly more

radical than that, but the underlying issue here is the woefully low levels of
human consciousness, which is now way down in the lower reaches of the

Red and Purple almoﬆ everywhere on the planet, causing endless negative
spirals downward into chaos and death (Black). So, along with speciﬁc plans

to ameliorate the collapse of our biosphere, such as planting trillions of trees,
we also have to address the consequences of the appalling levels of
consciousness prevalent world-wide. It is all of a piece. The collapse of the

biosphere of the planet drags everything down at once. If we want to see

levels of consciousness way up in the Blue again, not to mention the higher
regions of Yellow, Green, and White, we need to reﬆore the entire planet to
fertility again ﬁrﬆ. Where the land is healthy, the plants, animals, and
people will be healthy. nd where not, not.

In order to turn this planetary collapse around, there is so much that

has to change within that same “overnight” framework. Firﬆ of all, the

entire planet muﬆ be united into a single organic economic and political
whole. That is so obvious and fundamental that it hardly needs to be

discussed, yet it ﬆill causes hoﬆile reaion on almoﬆ every hand. But the
problem of climate change is a political one. As long as the wealthy and

powerful elite of the planet own all of the land, all of the money, all of the

resources, and the economic and political control of the planet for the
perpetuation of their own supremacy of wealth and power, there can be no

hope whatsoever for the survival of life on earth. People have persiﬆently

tried to revolt againﬆ overlords with more or less success, but it is very much

harder to revolt againﬆ the economic control, which is juﬆ another aspe of
the same ball of wax. Whether you are political diator of the land or
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whether you simply own all the money amounts to about the same thing, as
Ferdinand Marcos of the Philippines will be happy to explain to you.

Somehow, we muﬆ take away the direion of the earth’s resources

from the cabal of the wealthy and powerful. Once this is done, there is a
huge program of remediation ahead of us before we can reﬆore the land of
the earth to fertility (more trees, fewer people, etc.).

A new world

government could immediately arrange to set up free farms for the feeding

and housing of the indigent. Next they could oﬀer full employment to

anyone willing and able to work by planting trees or doing anything else of
value to the program of planetary survival. Then they fully fund education

and health care. This would all be funded with a tax skimmed oﬀ the top of
the moﬆ wealthy.

But in order to get to that point where the problems, immense as they

are, can at leaﬆ begin to be addressed, we muﬆ ﬁrﬆ eﬀe the transition to a

single world-wide living organism that can supervise the renovation of the
earth (the dvocate for the ree of the hurch of the iving ree might be

considered a prieﬆ of Gaia). If it seems to be beyond impossible to imagine
shepherding all of the various people of the earth, all of the diﬀerent
languages, races, religions, cuﬆoms, and world-views, into a one-size-ﬁts-all
New Solution, that is entirely the problem that muﬆ somehow be addressed.

But we have to do something. Not to do something, or uneſs as ſual, is

to doom the earth and its ﬂora, fauna, and even people to the extinion of
life as we know it.
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I keep waiting for someone else to suggeﬆ some path to a solution. I

have suggeﬆed a whole program, but I will be very intereﬆed to examine any
other possibilities out there to save the planet.

How are we going to

condense two thousand years of evolution into the next four or ﬁve years?

This is the scope of the problem that so far only a few visionaries like Greta
Thunberg seem to have grasped.

Let me dispose of an alternative possibility that I do not favor. ax

Orbis errarum at the point of a gun is not going to cut it. There has to be a

voluntary solution. That narrows it down quite a bit! Also, economic
reﬆruuring is indispensable. In fa, wrenching the Power away from the
Wealthy is the central issue of the whole problem.

It can only be

accomplished, not by any rediﬆribution of the wealth, but by redeﬁning the
basis and meaning of money in the ﬁrﬆ place. Money muﬆ be created and

spent as direed by the ﬆewards of the planet, as I have elsewhere described
in more detail (ide: iat urrency, oney).
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Oh, well, here we are on the decks of the Titanic, and the band is juﬆ

ﬆriking up again, so pass the absinthe.
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One World Government
October, 2020

I look back at a very early publication of mine, he orld nion

ompany, printed in San Francisco in 1980, including a reprint of heophany,

complete with the original color plates. An early presentation of what would
become he hurch of the iving ree, it laid out a whole program of planetary

renovation. If we had ﬆarted it back then, things might not be as bad as

they are now. Will we wait another 40 years? If you think it’s bad now, in
another 40 years the shit is really going to be hitting the fan.

One of the ﬆarting premises, referencing Einﬆein, Teilhard de
Chardin, Bertrand Russell, and H.G. Wells, was that nothing further could

be expeed, in the way of planetary evolution, until and unless the whole

world were politically uniﬁed. The Jungle of Warring States model is juﬆ no
longer adequate to deal with the current problems on the earth. Everything

I was describing 40 years ago has gotten a whole lot worse. Inﬆead of
beginning a massive program of tree planting, countries like Brazil continue
to burn oﬀ their foreﬆs, so they can get a season or two of rape and pillage

before moving on to new foreﬆs to clear. Climate change, the burning of
the earth, ﬂoods, famines, tropical ﬆorms, even the pandemic, are all
prediable consequences of a planet long gone out of control.

Once again it is becoming inescapably evident that there is no hope at

all, given the present political ﬆate of the planet. The only hope for the
survival of life on this planet is to get the whole thing under view at once,
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with a plan for the whole earth. Everything is breaking down – social and

political unreﬆ has been intensifying all over the globe over the laﬆ few
decades. This pandemic is juﬆ the icing on the cake, one ﬁnal ﬆraw on the
camel’s back, one bright red cherry on top of the sundae of life, as a dying

planet clings to survival as long as possible. (Sorry to mix my metaphors –
two of those are, of course, ironical.)

Everyone fears the One World Government, but I fear the United
States of America even more. This planet is not safe as long as there are
rogue nations like the United States rampaging around, wreaking

deﬆruion. I think people are worried about the idea of a One World
Government because they envision some dyﬆopian hegemon ﬁnally
conquering all, whose leaders live in luxury while the common people are
enslaved in misery.

Could you imagine the likes of Donald Trump or

Vladimir Putin ruling the world? Pass the absinthe again!

But it doesn’t have to be this way. I have put together a whole vision

of how the planet can be reﬆored to biological health again, but what really
troubles me is that I don’t see, anywhere, anyone else coming up with any
plan for survival, at all.

If anyone is aware of any other plan for the survival of life on earth,

please bring it to my attention.
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Pearls Before Swine
November, 2020

“But in the end it wasn't enough to mollify fears of an ascendant left

hell bent on entrenching itself in power and enaing inﬆitutional reforms

that would enable it to lead a moral, political, and cultural revolution.” Damon Linker, he eek

Fears?? Fears that sleepy Joe Biden is a Trojan Horse for Bernie

Sanders and Creeping Socialism? For Heaven’s sake – the only possible

chance this world has of surviving the next ten or twenty years is for an

ascendant left hell bent on entrenching itself in power and enaing
inﬆitutional reforms that would enable it to lead a moral, political, and

cultural revolution. Nothing short of that will be of any use at all. The
times are a-changing, and if you can’t lend a hand, please get out of the way.

And by the way, for many years I have been harping on the Ranked

Choice Voting issue as representing the only possible salvation for

Democracy as a political inﬆitution. And then I see that it is aually
currently in use in Maine, and was even on the ballot in Massachusetts! But

they voted it down! There it was, presented to them on a silver platter as the

solution for conﬆipated politics by entrenched and conﬆipated old men –
Ranked Choice Voting, and suddenly every voice can be heard! But they
simply trampled it under their feet, pearls before swine.
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“Oh, good! I’m ſo glad we oted down that ommuniﬅ plot called anked

oting! Oh, no; we certainly don’t want any more hoice going on in our eleoral
politics! verything is juﬅ ﬁne the way it is.”
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This is the ncien egime
December, 2020

What does it mean that the Stock Market goes roaring on in the midﬆ

of a horrible pandemic and a cataﬆrophic economic collapse going on all

around us? It means that the divergence between the wealthy few at the top
and the impoverished many on the bottom has never been so great since the
ncien egime which preceded the Revolution in France.

This is one of the hallmarks of the end of a State’s political run, along

with increasing military involvement as the solution to problems. People are
beginning to notice this (underﬅatement alert), but no one seems to have any

clue about what to do about it, or what to do next. I was reading one of the
liberal columniﬆs who was saying that all we can do is to oppose the

eﬆablishment in any way we can, trying to bring it down, in hopes that
something better will follow.

Oh, yes; the present eﬆablishment has to come down, all right. The de
fao basis of authority and power anywhere in the world is Capital, Money,
and it is deﬆroying our world. But it seems to me that it is a good idea to
have some alternative in mind to propose before you advocate for
demolition.

The root of the problem is that the ﬆruggle for money continues to
play out it’s merry game using capital in the same way that the jungle of
warring sovereign ﬆates has hiﬆorically used military might. The wars of
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Power and Money continue to rage all over the planet, pummeling it into
duﬆ under the heel of so much violent commotion. Yes, the Maﬆers of the

Universe keep increasing their advantage at the tables of the ﬆock market,

while soldiers continue to die inﬂiing mayhem and devaﬆation all over the
earth, and many people are going hungry.

The Global political landscape is bleak. All over the planet there are

insane pockets of depravity, with sovereign ﬆates ruled over by severely

psychotic despots, like the recently dethroned basket case in that sorry

United States of America. We would need a pretty big basket to hold all of
the lunatics running around in charge of national governments.

Among the problems facing the world, the moﬆ critical one is the

collapse of our biosphere as the planet dries out, burns up, and blows away
while we speak or write. The current pandemic is merely a diﬆraion taking

our attention away from the truly exiﬆential crisis that faces us over our
changing climate ~ dying oceans, toxic sludge replacing loﬆ topsoil,

deforeﬆation of our planet, increasing ﬆorms and ﬁres all the time, until

Man, after deﬆroying the habitat for everyone else on the planet, ﬁnds
himself facing a rapidly degrading habitat of his own. These problems are

juﬆ too serious to let everything coaﬆ along by inertia, leaving the Wealth
and the Power to go on raping what’s left of the planet, oblivious to the
consequences of their depredations.

Jair Bolsonaro of Brazil should be shot at dawn, along with the
direors of Monsanto and other malefaors, or at leaﬆ they should all be

tarred and feathered and run out of town on rails, the way they are doing to

Bolsonaro’s northern counterpart. A Change has got to come, and it can’t
happen soon enough ~ how about Tuesday ?
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x athedra ~ All deforeﬆation muﬆ cease forthwith.

A massive

program of tree planting muﬆ be implemented immediately, world-wide.

All usage of fossil fuels muﬆ be so very heavily taxed so that bicycles will
become the primary vehicle of locomotion, and airplanes and rockets to the

moon muﬆ be entirely phased out. We muﬆ have an immediate network of
free farms for the indigent where anyone can live for free, anywhere in the
world.

There is a lot more that needs to be done, but those are some of the

main headings.

I have written elsewhere of how all of this can be

implemented, so I do not repeat it here.
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Agenda
March, 2021

The genda follows the hierarchy of importance, whether the point of

view is that of an individual, family, business, community, ﬆate, nation, or
planet. In every case, the ﬁrﬆ point is always ſurvival. From there it unfolds

according to the particular situation. But the agenda of any microcosm is
impaed by the agenda of surrounding microcosms. So, inevitably, the
point of view muﬆ rise higher in scope until the largeﬆ ﬁeld of vision be

prospeed. That would be the point of view of our little Planet. There may

come a day when alien invasions from other galaxies may require a larger
frame of reference, but, for now, I look at the prospes of biological survival
of the planet Earth.

It seems to me that there are so many ways in which the conditions on

Earth need to be radically altered and improved. In order to make some
order out of the current chaos, we use the hierarchy of importance to arrange

our agenda. The moﬆ pressing problem, superseding even the biological
renovation and reﬆoration of the planet itself, is all of the ongoing damage
and deﬆruion caused by that noxious vermin, the human race. Something

muﬆ be done to mitigate the rapacious damage caused by this peﬆilential
species. In the laﬆ century, the capacity of this species to deﬆroy the Earth

has greatly advanced, not only through deﬆruive commercial praices
raping and ravishing the Earth, but even the development of pure armature –

devices whose whole purpose is large scale deﬆruion on ever increasing
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scale. We might even speak about the explosion of armament development
in the laﬆ century, to use a term which graphically represents the problem.

So the moﬆ important item on our genda is to circumscribe the

rampage of these terrifying creatures who are deﬆroying the biological
viability of our planet as we speak. This is not going to be easy, but the

planet has run out of time. We are no longer talking about trends which will
eventually compromise our planet’s integrity at some future date – we are
now in the throes of the biological collapse of our planet, and urgent ﬆeps
muﬆ be taken immediately to halt this accelerating collapse.

Before we can propose some new international inﬆitution for

supervising and regulating the aivity of residents of the Earth, we muﬆ ﬁrﬆ

agree on a program of planetary management which will moﬆ quickly and
eﬀeively curb the depredations of human aivity.

The three moﬆ

important projes are, in order, the reﬆoration of Tree cover on the planet,

the eﬆablishment and maintenance of Free Farms all over the planet where

anyone can eat, sleep, and live for free, and a total overhaul of the economic
basis responsible for regulating both money and power.

As to the planting of trees, this is the moﬆ urgent and essential task in

defense of our mother Earth. Anyone who is looking for work should be

immediately and generously employed in planting trees, under the direion

of the moﬆ knowledgeable tree scientiﬆs, who will map every square meter
of our planet according to exiﬆing vegetation and tree cover, the potential of

improved vegetation and tree cover, and the diﬀerence in value between
them, so that aion can be prioritized to the reﬆoration of regions where the

moﬆ important and eﬀeive advantages may be made to ameliorate the
problems of erosion, desertiﬁcation, and climate change.
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Next, the time has come to end world hunger once and for all by

ﬁnally setting up a network of Free Farms all over the Earth, where the poor
and hungry may be given food to eat and a place to live for free. This would,

at a ﬆroke, solve so many social problems in the moﬆ eﬀeive way. So
much theft, deceit, murder, and war is caused by the needs of personal
survival all over the Earth. The inﬆitution of Free Farms would eliminate so

many of the causes of social problems and internecine ﬆrife, and do so at
negligible coﬆ. This will not even be hard to do, and an enormous dark
cloud over the human race and the Earth may begin ﬁnally to dissipate.

Next, the reinvention of the meaning and role of money will allow for

a rapid movement towards economic equilibrium everywhere. The essential

idea is that the government should provide services beneﬁtting the masses of
the people, especially the pooreﬆ, while being paid for by a tax on the
wealthy.

I consider the problem of economic ﬆimulus by government

spending. It is pretty widely underﬆood that government spending, indeed,

spending by anyone, anywhere, will ﬆimulate the economy, but some people
don’t seem to consider the form in which such ﬆimulus spending takes place.

In the short term, any kind of spending will achieve an economic ﬆimulus.
It may hardly seem to matter, in the short term, whether the spending is
planting

trees,

supporting

health

and

education,

improving

civic

infraﬆruure, or military spending – weapons, bombs, and the outﬁtting of
armies of soldiers marching oﬀ to war. However, the longer term prosperity
depends very much upon the value received for the money expended.

Whenever spending money is put to good uses, it will enhance the overall
prosperity of the planet; where money is used, on the other hand, for the
negative consequences of deﬆruion and war, it will drive the planet into
poverty, exacerbating tensions which will lead to more war, and the
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continuing cycle of ongoing deﬆruion leading rapidly to chaos and the
biological death of the planet.

Spend money wisely and well, expanding tree cover and ﬁnancing the

rapid development of alternative renewable resources, for example, and pay
for it with a tax on the wealthy. By following this agenda, the world may

literally and ﬁguratively cool down, and life may go on.
quod erat demonﬅrandum.
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Solution to the Queﬆion of Deﬁcit Financing
April, 2021

Money is such an absolutely fundamental concept that a proper

underﬆanding of how it works is essential. I hear a lot of commotion about
President Biden’s recent spending initiatives ~ a few trillion here, a few
trillion there ~ and a lot of people are wondering how that’s going to work.

Is it a meaningless queﬆion to ask, “how are we going to pay for that?”
Well, here is the way money works, in a nutshell, so pay attention ~

To ask queﬆions about deﬁcit ﬁnancing in a vacuum is useless, because

the moﬆ important faor is left out of the equation. Every piece of money
spending can have an expeed return faor, which would include all of the

very long term consequences as well as the more obvious short term ones.
The more positive beneﬁts, the higher the return faor.

Spending on

reforeﬆation, renewable energy, schools, healthcare, and the like come to

mind as having very high return faors, while spending money for bombs
which are intended to kill people and deﬆroy the ﬆruure and cohesion of
civilization, along with the whole program of soldiers and airplanes to escort

the bombs, will calculate out to very high negative numbers in the expeed
return faor.

There it is. That’s it. The more money spent on projes with a
positive return value, the better ~ go ahead and pile on those trillions, Joe!
Any spending proje can be rated by this expeed return faor. As long as
any State, Nation, or Individual ſpends his money with high expeed return
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faors, the economy will be healthy long-term, barring problems of short
term ﬂuuation.

So, juﬆ to be clear, if you’re trying to ﬁnance a war by deﬁcit spending,

it is probably not going to work out, but if all of your spending is direed
towards projes with a high expeed return faor, then your future looks
rosy.

Almoﬆ all of Biden’s spending proposals pass the teﬆ.
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The Failure of Democracy
May, 2021

The political organization of our country is an ineﬃcient mess. In fa,

the political process seems to be slowly juﬆ grinding to a halt, as more and
more of our world juﬆ gets further beyond our control. The problem, at

leaﬆ in the version of democracy that currently governs our country over

here, is that there is no real authority, anywhere. All of the careful “checks

and balances” are designed, of course, to prevent the abuse of power, but that
power itself is so spread out into confusion that the syﬆem ﬆagnates badly.

The whole government of our country is a horse trading convention, in
which power brokers buy and sell their way to their own beﬆ advantage.

Political ﬁgures are beholden to their conﬆituents (a euphemism for their
ﬁnancial backers), whose motives are almoﬆ exclusively about ﬁnancial
advantage for themselves. It is so hard for anything to get done of any

importance when everyone is juﬆ focused on his own beﬆ ﬁnancial
advantage. No one has any attention to the intereﬆ of the country, its
residents, or its planet. There is no political incentive anywhere for any

objeive point of view about such frivolous matters as the survival of life on

earth. The humans will be among the laﬆ to go ~ other species are dying oﬀ
faﬆ. Perhaps there will yet be some species of rats, birds, bugs, and worms

that will outlaﬆ the human race for a while, but if sentient life ever grows
back again, it will surely be very much diﬀerent than this time around.
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But other enterprises going on in the world surprise me. I can easily

underﬆand why the Israelis want to get rid of the Paleﬆinians. There is
nothing at all surprising about that ~ it is the oldeﬆ ﬆory in the book ~ they
want the land, but other people are living on it, so the other people have to

go. (And, as I have previously mentioned, there were other people living on

the land when “God gave it to Abraham.”) But what I want to know is how
and why people ignore the Israeli genocide of the Paleﬆinians?

Who

defends them? It would be kind of embarrassing for the United States to be

critical of Israel about this problem of theirs, since that is juﬆ exaly what
they did with the local indigenous inhabitants of North America. (Who
gave it that name, anyway?

Perhaps they should have asked the local

residents what the name of their continent was.) I keep wondering when the

Israelis are going to try the old ploy of giving free blankets to the
Paleﬆinians, infeed with the smallpox virus.

So perhaps it is a matter of no one wanting to throw the ﬁrﬆ ﬆone,

since squashing your opponent is about the only thing every beaﬆ on the
planet can relate to. The game of King of the Mountain has only one simple

rule ~ the ﬆrongeﬆ party wins, and the Devil take the hindmoﬆ. But do we
really want to live in such a world?

This aw of the ungle describes the World as a Whole, and it also

describes the United States government, but it doesn’t necessarily describe

the political inﬆitutions of every other country. The countries of the world
sort themselves out into two main camps ~ those which are controlled by a

tyrant of some sort, some dominant political ﬁgure who dires all aivity,
whether for good or ill (moﬆly ill, as it happens, but you knew that), or they

are governed by some sort of working syﬆem, like a modern parliamentary
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democracy.

The United States is neither modern, parliamentary, nor a

democracy, of course ~ it is a ﬆrange beaﬆ that is turning into a monﬆer in
its old age. A parliamentary democracy would be a big improvement on the
current mess in the United States. The age of the Conﬆitution is really
showing.

Take the matter of American support for the Israeli genocide of the

Paleﬆinians. Today we read that Israel receives “foreign aid” to the tune of
an annual $3.8 billion. Almoﬆ the whole of that, however, is in the form of

credit tokens for American arms manufaurers. So, essentially, what this
means is that the United States government is giving, free and clear, all the
bombs and weapons that the Israelis are using to bomb and diﬆress the

Paleﬆinians to the point where their civilization totally collapses, like what
happened to the native “Americans” over in our neck of the woods.
So what else is new? Are the Turks going to wag any ﬁngers at the

Israelis, after their own genocide of 1.5 million Armenians back in 1920,

who endured their own rail of ears? This is juﬆ what people do, after all.
Hitler juﬆ crossed a line, being way too blatant about it. I keep getting this
idea about a Huge Cloud of Negative Karma descending on the planet back

then, and leaving indelible imprints everywhere it ﬆruck. You know how the

man who gets yelled at by his boss at work goes home and yells at his wife?
And then the wife yells at their older son; and the older son yells at his little

brother; and the little brother goes out and kicks his dog, and the dog chases
the cat and the cat chases the mouse and the mouse eats the cheese, which is
great ﬆuﬀ until the trap closes. We need some more experience of Positive
Karma, like the Summer of Love in 1967.
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So the only way I can process the Israeli determination to resort to the

inal olution in the case of the Paleﬆinians is that there is some way in
which this horrible cloud of negative Karma is erupting like a cancer or a
neurosis, which is ultimately caused by their own hiﬆorical trauma. The
only way to break the chain is for a Messiah to come to the Jewish people
who will lead them to the Love of God, and they will embrace their long loﬆ

Paleﬆinian brothers and spend the foreseeable future rebuilding what they
have spent the laﬆ century deﬆroying.
And, back in the United States of America, Congress can simply

decide to terminate the $3.8 billion annual ﬁnancial gift to the Israelis (don’t
worry; it won’t be the ﬁrﬆ time that an agreement has not been honored ~ it

happens all the time). Then they might award a similar $3.8 billion annual
aid to the Paleﬆinians, and ask the Israelis to cover it.
everyone would be happy.

And that way

But this only works, of course, in the event of the Advent of the

Messiah. In the meantime, ﬆanding on one foot is to be preferred over
holding your breath.

But I juﬆ got carried away ~ I wanted to compare the horse-trading

gridlock confusion of the Yankees with the Chinese in their Smoke-Free

Rooms, deciding how to play their hand in the unfolding Game of Thrones
on the world’s ﬆage. Once they have decided what they want to do, then

they can exaly do it, in a super-eﬃcient manner. A focused leadership of
the One or the Few inﬆead of the Many. The Rule of the Many is like a

Monﬆer without a Head. Perhaps the Oligarch is the happieﬆ alternative,
the Middle Way.
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In this country, absolutely everything happens in consequence of its

free market value. But certain things juﬆ cannot be regulated on the basis of
ﬁnancial intereﬆ, and health care and the survival of life on earth are juﬆ two
of them. The Health Care Induﬆry in the United States is all wrong, run, as
it is, as a business for proﬁt. There is, in fa, no health care syﬆem in the

United States, at all. When the pandemic hit, no one had any idea of what

to do. Everything is left to the promoters of the drug companies.

So the whole point at which to apply the lever of change is to shift the

Source of Authority from Financial Intereﬆ to Earth Stewardship. And, no,

I don’t envision any pax inensis any more than I imagine a pax mericana.

The Chinese are very clever, but they ﬆill have much to learn from the reﬆ

of the world. Perhaps the Chinese are simply living out their own clouds of
negative Karma ~ and what are they doing with the Uighurs? Is that the

same old ﬆory, I suppose? So the Chinese, too, need a Messiah. Another

Confucius, or, better yet, another Lao Tzu. If only someone would explain
the Way of Heaven to the current generation of the rulers of China!
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The End is Near
June, 2021

he current drought “is on track to become the worﬅ that we’ve ſeen in at leaﬅ 1,200

years,” said athleen ohnſon, a paleoclimatologiﬅ at the Univerty of alifornia, Irvine.

Well, go ahead and wring your hands in despair. The deﬆruion of

our Earth should have been addressed sixty years ago, or two hundred years
ago. Even now, when the walls are caving in all around us, moﬆ people of

the earth juﬆ ﬆupidly plod along, worrying more about the arrangement of

ﬂowers on the coﬃn than the survival of life on earth. The world is not only
hotter and drier; it is burning up. Who is going to aﬀe surprise when the
coming ﬁre season again ravages the Southweﬆ?

As I have said in earlier articles, all of the unreﬆ and commotion

currently raging on the earth can be traced to the declining levels of vitality

remaining to our sorry and dying planet. And ﬆill the band plays on as the
Titanic sinks. Oh, it is a badly overworked image of the vacuousness of the

response to cataﬆrophe, but it ﬆates the case rather ﬆarkly ~ we are going

down, and not only does no one know what to do, but moﬆ people juﬆ
shrug it oﬀ as inevitable.

But what visionaries ﬁnd moﬆ fruﬆrating is that there aually are
possible, or at leaﬆ reasonable, approaches towards the amelioration of the

worﬆ of the calamities facing us. The problem is that what is needed is a
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more radical transformation of every aspe of life on earth than has ever
been attempted or considered before. And we are not talking about the

gradual evolution of life on the planet over the next one or two thousand

years ~ we are talking about the implementation of a radical program that
should begin by next Tuesday, if we can wait that long.

I am not juﬆ talking about everyone ignoring my own proposed

solutions to the problems ~ to my dismay and unbelief, I ﬁnd no one,
anywhere, suggeﬆing any possible direions towards any other possible

solutions! “C’mon, man!” At the very leaﬆ, let us set up some international
commission to consider the problem and come up with some possible plans

to address the problems going forward. Planting a billion trees here and

there is ﬁne, but they are drops in the ocean ~ we need trillions of trees
planted ~ every year from now on, for as long as life might persiﬆ.
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Droughts and Floods
July, 2021

Here I am in California, very worried about the extreme drought, the

scorched earth, and the raging wildﬁres ~ and this is before the main “Fire

Season” has really begun! And yet, while we are baking under this preview

of Hell, worried about our springs drying up, our plants parched, our earth
cracking up, with barely enough water for laundry or showers ~ and then we

read about the cataﬆrophic ﬂoods in Europe, and we wonder what’s going
on in the world.

And yet, there is no myﬆery about it. For as long as I can remember, I

have underﬆood that the only hope for the survival of life on earth is to plant
more trees! It’s not juﬆ about the carbon ﬆorage ~ trees retain water during

the rainy seasons and gradually give it back through springs during the dry
seasons. With the trees gone, the rains come with increasingly devaﬆating

force, causing cataﬆrophic ﬂooding and soil erosion, and then when the dry
seasons come there is no water to relieve the parched earth. The whole earth

is a single ecological syﬆem ~ the ﬂoods in Europe and the droughts in

California are all related, and both problems could be ameliorated (over the
course of perhaps the next thousand years ~ an ecosyﬆem can be deﬆroyed

in a decade or two, but it might take a millennium to reﬆore that ecosyﬆem
back to health) by planting trees by the millions, by the billions, and by the
trillions.
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And nothing else will do much good. So go out and plant some Trees,

or ﬆart preparing to meet thy God.
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Afghaniﬆan Solution
August, 2021

“Know when to hold ’em, when to fold ’em, and when to walk away.”

The war in Afghaniﬆan has been the moﬆ egregious folly from the very
ﬆart. As I think I said somewhere earlier, “Ask the British or the Russians

what they think of ﬁghting a war in Afghaniﬆan!” The primary point is that
neither the British, the Russians, nor the Americans have any business

whatsoever meddling in Afghaniﬆan! No matter what you think of their
society, their politics, or their treatment of women, the intrusion of the
Yankee Finger juﬆ mucks up the mud without accomplishing anything
worthwhile, whatsoever. Sure, wouldn’t it be nice if Afghaniﬆan were run
by choirs of angels inﬆead of the Taliban? Well, for that matter, choirs of

angels would certainly do a better job of governing this country than the
United States Congress! In fa, the dysfunion of the entire United States
political eﬆablishment shrieks the case that it is time to re-evaluate the
whole syﬆem, but that’s another issue, which I have already addressed
previously, and more than once.

However, as a praical matter, the intrusion of the Yankee Finger into

the aﬀairs of Afghaniﬆan have only exacerbated the problem (“hen the
ankee inger gets involved, it ****s up”). Oh, I said that the whole adventure
has had no positive beneﬁts whatsoever, but that depends on your point of

view and the deﬁnition of “beneﬁt.” I think some of the editorial news
commentators have ﬁnally begun to express the fairly obvious fa that there

have been some “winners” in the whole conﬂi ~ American arms
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manufaurers! I have mentioned that before, too, and it is an obscene and

very frightening obituary for Democracy. As long as the mainﬆay of the
American economy, arms manufaurers, make piles of money from wars

and rumors of war all over the world, you may conﬁdently predi that such
wars will continue until Hell freezes over.

But I return to my primary point about the wargame adventures ~ they

are counter-produive! We are beginning to see the return of partisan
conﬂi in Afghaniﬆan with the suicide bombers at the Kabul airport. Here

we have ISIS-K s. the Taliban. As long as the Yankees have a single boot
on the ground, everyone in Afghaniﬆan unites around the common enemy.

But once those damned Yankees ﬁnally get the Hell out of there, then
business as usual will once again supervene ~ the endless conﬂi of one

faion againﬆ another, with tribal warlords and jihadiﬆs battling themselves

into the duﬆ. All the Americans have to do is ﬅep ade, and the problems in

Afghaniﬆan will take care of themselves! What a simple idea! What an
eﬀeive idea! What an incredibly cheaper idea (sorry, ye American arms
manufaurers)!

So all we have to do is ﬆiﬂe the war and weapons lobby ~ let the

American arms manufaurers beat their swords into plowshares, or re-tool

their faories to manufaure bicycles, or something equally useful, and give
the reﬆ of the world a break.
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I Need an Editor
Oober, 2021

I wish I had the energy to re-write all of my scattered writings. Over

the years I have written up brief articles on one or other of the two main

themes that have occupied moﬆ of my attention. I had the idea that, taken
altogether, they comprise a considerable treatment of those two topics. I
thought that if someone were to read over the entire assemblage they would

see how all the parts ﬁt together into a whole and lucid presentation of those

two topics.

On the one hand, there was the abﬆra metaphysics and theology that
held my attention since my very earlieﬆ years, and, on the other hand, there

has been a colleion of ideas relating to the sorry ﬆate of the Earth and what

to do about making essential changes so that life my not only survive on this

planet, but that it might even ﬂourish and grow. Both of these themes were

interwoven somewhat randomly as I set them down, with no order or
sequence about them. When I prepared two books for publication, with a

third in preparation (he aughter of od, 2009: ISBN: 978-0-945303-24-4,

ore aughter, 2018: ISBN: 978-0-945303-25-1, and till aughing, in

preparation), I simply ﬆrung together those essays like beads on a ﬆring,
assuming that the attentive reader might make sense of them all. I followed

a sense of urgency that I muﬆ, at the very leaﬆ, express all the ideas in

writing so that some future editors might go over it all and prepare a more
orderly presentation of the ideas such that they might express the essential
ideas with greater clarity than my own writing has yet managed to do.
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What really needs to be done is to take the entire body of work and re-

write the whole thing into two entirely new presentations in which the ideas
might follow a logical progression, making points syﬆematically, leading to a
clear vision of what I have been trying to say. Two such books would be

required, one for each of the topics of my intereﬆ. At leaﬆ I have ﬁnally

managed to separate the essays into two colleions, which I make available
on the website as free e-books (eleed rticles: etaphysics and heology,

1989-2019 (www.tree.org/Seleed Articles.pdf, and One lanet akeover,
2020 (www.tree.org/One Planet Makeover.pdf).

These colleions oﬀer

some improvement over the random assemblage of the original writing, but
there is ﬆill much work to be done. I underﬆand that preparing a serious
book is a major undertaking, not to be tossed oﬀ cavalierly as I have done,
leaving it up to the dedicated reader to make sense of it all.

I don’t know which of my two topics is in more urgent need of

revision, but both projes represent an enormous piece of work, and I juﬆ
do not have the energy to devote the attention which such an eﬀort would
require. I feel like the philosopher Wittgenﬆein, who wrote his raatus

ogico-hiloſophicus, which no one could underﬆand, leaving it to future

editors to explain the import of his writings.

In my etragrammaton, 2009, I have put together what I have called

the eys to the rcana, comprising moﬆly a serious of piures, but I need a

syﬆematic explication of the ideas behind those Keys. This is a tall order, as
the ideas are famously hard to pin down in words. I have tried to take up
Lao Tzu’s challenge: e who ſpeas does not now; he who nows does not ſpea.
In many places, and only partially, I have tried lifting the veil with some
feeling of success, but I cannot yet say that the whole heory of verything is
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entirely tied up with a ribbon and a bow. The ﬁnal (or Original) Myﬆery I

cannot manage to reduce to words, even though I have tried very hard, and I
muﬆ ﬁnally admit, with Lao Tzu, that it is, indeed, ineﬀable. he hand
pointing to the moon is not the moon.

So I need an editor. Preferably I would like to ﬁnd a collaborator

within my own lifetime, so that I might perhaps assiﬆ with the eﬀort.

Sometimes I feel that I could really do it all myself, if only I were forty years
younger and had a ten year’s paid sabbatical in which to accomplish the
work. Otherwise I muﬆ leave it to some nebulous or hypothetical future

editor who might be able to piece together the whole vision from what I
have left behind, or not.

But the proje is so urgent ~ here we are on the brink of cataclysmic
calamity as the earth slides into chaos, darkness, and death, and yet the
airheads in positions of power juﬆ ﬁddle while Rome burns. It takes an

aware and visionary child like Greta Thunberg to realize the overwhelming
importance of what is happening to our world, and why, and the scale and

urgency of the necessary response. lah, blah, blah juﬆ won’t cut it anymore.
The fundamental problem, as I am sure I have explained in my recent
writings, is that absolutely everything that happens in the world happens in

accordance with someone’s proﬁt motive. We muﬆ re-align this world on

some basis other than the Proﬁt Motive, the Law of the Jungle, and King of
the Mountain. That is an enormous task ! It means nothing less than a total
world-wide revolution. I believe that it may be possible to manage this

revolution amicably, if only the various players would underﬆand what is at

ﬆake.
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It is a very sad fa that visionaries who recognize urgent problems are

faced with intransigent ﬆumbling blocks whose idiocy threatens the very

basis of life itself (I don’t need to mention any names, here . . . ). The whole
idea of “Conservative” is entirely inappropriate for the current ﬆate of the

world. Trying to hold on to a paﬆ which is rapidly fading into diﬆant

memory as our planet descends into chaos is such a drag on any hope of
progress. Somehow, persons in power muﬆ realize that, willy-nilly, we muﬅ

embark upon a whole new basis of civilization, world-wide, or die. Of

course this is very frightening to moﬆ people who simply want to live their
lives the way they are used to.

Somehow, all these people who are

obﬆruing the way forward muﬆ be made to underﬆand that some very

radical changes muﬆ be happening in the very near future, and, as Dylan
says, our old road is rapidly agin’. leaſe get out of the new one if you can't lend
your hand, for the times they are a-changin’.

And the metaphysics and theology are juﬆ as important as the plans

for re-organizing the planet. Education is the key ! If only everyone could
learn everything I have been trying to teach about Hermetic philosophy and

the Colors of the Aura, then perhaps there could be a rapid acceleration of

consciousness expansion world-wide, followed by serious concerted aion,
while there is ﬆill time (assuming that we might have any time left at all to
reverse this slide into chaos before we hit irreversible tipping points).

And, speaking of Consciousness Expansion, I have suggeﬆed before
that a great place to begin would be to make subﬆantial doses of LSD

(perhaps 250 mcg) freely available to everyone on the planet ~ men, women,

and especially children. It could greatly accelerate the process, and bring the

laggards up to speed quickly. It is not too much to say that the expansion of
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consciousness is the sine qua non before anything further of any subﬆance can
happen.

I do not even shrink from the emphasis on Theology. If anyone

doesn’t yet underﬆand the importance, nature, and meaning of God, such
revelation would greatly contribute to the more rapid assimilation of the

program. God is not eus ex achina ~ God works through His people ~

the people of the planet ~ those who are on His side and underﬆand that
their participation is required. Those who love God, the planet, its plants,

animals, and people, muﬆ underﬆand what is required and do their part to
bring about the clarity of consciousness without which nothing of any
consequence can happen faﬆ enough to be of much good to those of us who
are ﬆill alive on this dying planet, to say nothing of generations yet unborn.
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Money, Sex, and Power
November, 2021

Nothing new here ~ I’ve said it all before.
Money, like Sex, is an illuﬆration of the Primary Myﬆery of

Philosophy and Life. Power is another one, but I think Money is the more
primary, more abﬆra theophany.

To fully underﬆand the meaning of

Money, Sex, or Power is to see God. I remember my early Statement on the

founding of the hurch of the iving ree, in which I was thinking of some

Authority to hold the Power in the world, veﬆed, perhaps, in the Advocate
of the Seminary of the hurch of the iving ree. But my lateﬆ thinking has

shifted to Money as the focus of attention. Money is the éminence griſe

underlying Power. Forget military expressions of Power ~ it’s all about the

Money. Whoever has the Money, has the Power. The Chinese seem to
have ﬁgured this out; perhaps the Americans haven’t.

I imagine a whole new deﬁnition, meaning, and syﬆem of this
universal abﬆraion we call Money.

The present day expressions of

monetary philosophy are diﬆinly Medieval. The whole syﬆem of private
banks and all money based on debt is a very primitive way of managing the
energy of money.

I want to deﬁne the political Authority (veﬆed for

example in the Advocate of the Seminary of the hurch of the iving ree) as
the source of Money.

What that would mean is that my hypothetical

Advocate would create Money ad libitum, and use it to pay for all expenses,
in pursuance of whatever policies the Advocate or Steward wishes to
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promote. For example, schools, hospitals, roads, bridges, parks, free farms,
and local transit would all be direly underwritten in funding from the
Advocate, as managed through the Bank. In addition, a large army of tree
planters would be put to work planting trees, under the direion of

professionals in land use and foreﬆry, according to priorities of importance.
Anyone who is otherwise unemployed could always be hired to plant trees.
The Bank, basically a huge computer syﬆem, would put out all of this money

for all of these projes, along with any other aivities that they wish to
promote.

With the climate change emergency which is currently threatening our

world, there should be no queﬆion of raising money to pay for the coﬆs of
ameliorating the eﬀes of climate change. An Advocate who creates Money
as needed could simply do whatever needs to be done, and issue the Money
to pay for it. What makes the “money” have any value is that it muﬆ be used

to pay for rent and taxes, and as much rent and taxes will be taken from the

people as needed to maintain the value of the Money within its targeted
range.

In my original presentation of ideas relating to all of this, to oﬀset

money expended I was counting juﬆ about entirely on a universal property

tax as the simpleﬆ and moﬆ fundamental source and basis of wealth, the

land of the earth, and the easieﬆ to adminiﬆer, worldwide. In addition to

this, I imagined a syﬆem of taxes or ﬁnes relating to any resource depletion
or ecological degradation (e.g., carbon tax). As I have explained previously,
all “money” received from taxes and ﬁnes in this way would be simply
extinguished, as it would only serve to regulate the value of the money

disbursed. I imagine that everyone would have an account at the Bank, with
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some universal identiﬁer, hexa-decimal number for every individual on Earth
(oh, yes ~ here is that terrifying meme that everyone muﬆ have a number).
Certainly any land owner who would have to pay rent would have to have an

account at the Bank, as would anyone receiving funds from the Bank for any
reason. Inﬆead of a multitude of banks and bankcards and endless numbers,

everyone could simply have a single number and a single account card and

I.D., perhaps with a biometric identiﬁer to be sure that the cardholder is the
authorized holder of the account.
This account could be used for all purchases from anywhere, to pay

ﬁnes and taxes, and also to receive funds from the Bank or from any other

person. Whenever you buy anything from any merchant, they would have a

card reading machine through which you could transfer funds direly,
cuﬆomer to vendor. You could also use any of these machines to access your

account, send or receive money to or from anyone, see balances, charges, etc.
All money would transfer at once, like a debit card, direly from cuﬆomer to
vendor, or from employer to worker.

Suddenly a whole whirlwind of

ﬁnancial transaions through private banks would all become unnecessary,
as all transaions would happen immediately.

All of this assumes, of course, that you have a positive balance on your

account. But what if you default? Well, if you run out of money, of course

the Bank would allow some grace period carrying a negative balance before
ﬆopping the card. But, ﬁnally, there muﬆ come a point at which the Bank

ﬆops authorizing payment for charges, at which point the holder of the card
and the account can either live with friends or relatives, with their support,

or else go to live on one of the Free Farms, where everyone is welcome to
live for free, all paid for by the Church.
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There would be a lot less criminal behavior, since it would no longer

be necessary. Who wouldn’t rather juﬆ go to the Free Farm than commit

criminal or violent as to get food or money or a place to sleep at night?
And for moﬆ of those charged with criminal behavior, they could simply live

at a special Free Farm designed for that purpose, like Free Farms dedicated
to single parents or other special groups.

Anyone requiring greater

conﬆraint than that would either be social failures or insane (pretty much the
same thing), and would be treated compassionately as such. But a safe and

free reﬆing place of laﬆ resort muﬆ be made available to everyone on the

planet who is ﬆill alive. This ultimate cushion would relieve a lot of the

ﬆress and social problems plaguing people all over the world. Juﬆ the relief
of food insecurity would obviate the need for moﬆ wars.

The Bank could make automatic deposits to the accounts of persons

with special needs ~ the elderly, the sick or injured, mothers, even children
up to a certain age could receive a regular ﬆipend. But then, as soon as you
leave school, the ﬆipend would cease, and you muﬆ earn your keep until you
are old or inﬁrm.

Employers would always look to the Free Farms to ﬁnd people looking

for a place to get back into the world again, so the Free Farms wouldn’t juﬆ
be modern debtor’s prisons, with no way out. If someone goes bankrupt,

they probably need more than a loan ~ they need to make some wholly new

arrangements about their life. Going to a Free Farm and living in close
social conditions of dormitories and cafeterias would provide people with an
opportunity to form new social conneions and new direions.

In terms of Power and Control, if the Bank were able to dispense

money as needed, they would be more omnipotent than Lily Tomlin and he
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hone ompany [okay ~ my jokes date me ~ ask your grandparents]. And

so, inﬆead of relying upon maintaining some big arsenal of weapons and
bombs to maintain social order, the power to dire Money in any direion,

would exercise control over juﬆ about every important aspe of life. There
will be very little need for police forces, and none at all for armies and
warfare. It’s another example that the pen is mightier than the sword.

The amount of money that muﬆ be taken from the money supply
every year to maintain the value of the currency doesn’t all need to come
from rent, or from taxes on property. A tax on total wealth could replace
current taxes on income; i.e., the meaning of property would be expanded to

include all sources of wealth, so it is total wealth that would be taxed, not
juﬆ income or real eﬆate.

[Metaphycal coﬀee brea: It is the nature of Money that it rises up in a

pyramid formation, with the value diﬆributed according to the principle that
it funnels ever upwards to the Few wealthy at the top and the Many poor at
the bottom. ver ſee this pattern before, anywhere? It is misleading to say that

this is a piure of God ~ Heraclitus knew what he was saying when he said
that nothing could be deﬁned without its opposite. So you might say that

this pattern of Money illuﬆrates not only God, but God and the Devil. In
order to know God, you muﬆ know Error.]

So, if you look at the world from the perspeive of the hurch of the

iving ree, you could easily take all of the funds needed to balance the
equity books exclusively from the ranks of the moﬆ wealthy. The moﬆ

wealthy are the ones who can moﬆ easily pay these taxes, and they should be

willing to ~ after all, anyone billed for taxation at that very rariﬁed altitude

of wealth muﬆ be among the wealthieﬆ people on the planet (and wealth
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equals power and privilege), and should pay the tax graciously.

The

traditional tax on real eﬆate would serve to spread out the remaining tax

among the less wealthy. The poor receive services and pay nothing. The
middle classes pay nothing except a tax on property. The wealthy class pays
moﬆ of the tax burden required to oﬀset all expenditure of the Church.

Everything discussed so far, as in the overview of the hurch of the

iving ree, omits entirely all of the commercial aivity otherwise going on,

which is none of the Church’s business. There are commercial projes

going on all the time, all over the world, and, with the exception of the fees
and ﬁnes relating to damaging our environment, the Church would have no

intereﬆ in any interference with the free management of anyone’s

commercial projes, or other aﬀairs. That is, the Government would only
exiﬆ to provide services, leaving everyone perfely free to live their lives as

they wish.

My whole plan to re-organize the social, economic, and political

arrangements of the Earth is, of course, fundamentally authoritarian, which
is as widely considered as unqueﬆionably bad as free market democracy is

considered unqueﬆionably good. Well, free market democracy and other
incarnations of the Law of the Jungle has been ravaging our world for

millennia, and one candidate for the fundamental problem underlying

civilization is the absence of any ﬁnal source of authority, leaving the Earth
exposed to the ravages of that famous law of the jungle. The solution to this
problem is to underﬆand that the problem is not “authority” itself, but the

source of that authority. In theological terms, the chaos on our planet which

has been increasingly ravaging our fragile earth these paﬆ few centuries is a
consequences of the loss of the presence and inﬂuence of God. What I want
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to do is to eﬆablish an inﬆitution that will encourage the manifeﬆation of an

avatar of God on Earth. Authority muﬆ come from God, and there muﬆ be
some inﬆitution that could veﬆ this authority in a spokesperson

(“Advocate”) who would incarnate the word of God for the beneﬁt of the

planet.

A Seminary of ﬆudents representing an alchemical vessel would be

sure to produce the desired Avatar of God ~ it is a dire expression of
classical magic, which any ﬆudent of magic or Hermetic philosophy should

underﬆand. If such a Seminary were to be eﬆablished, I would expe that,

after about twenty years, the incarnation of an Avatar of God would be
immediately obvious to everyone, and the world would be transformed on a

dime as soon as God returns to the Earth. Kingdom of God? Return of the
King? Garden of Eden? We muﬆ return to the Garden. Plant those Trees!
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All of the moﬆ common causes of human misery could be

transcended, such as hunger, poverty, and ill health. No one would have to
lie or ﬆeal or assault anyone ~ if you run out of luck and/or money, juﬆ go to

the Free Farm and retire for a while, until something else comes along.
Health is the greateﬆ good, of course, and the leaﬆ we can do is to make
health services free.

Moﬆ of the money required to pay for all of the expenditures of the
Bank could probably come from a tax on a small group of the wealthieﬆ

persons on the planet, since the operation of private commercial enterprises

consumes such a large part of the world’s energy. If moﬆ of the funds

needed to oﬀset expenses could come from the extremely wealthy, then lower

rates could apply to the tax on property, reducing the burden of taxes for the
less wealthy.
From an abﬆraed view, I could imagine a whole new world going

forward with natural trees and gardens as the basis of the health of the

Earth. We might see the rapidly diminishing use of fossil fuels, a transition
to eleric vehicles, and the rapid evolution toward the suﬆainable and

greener sources of power like solar and wind. I want to see ocean going

sailboats inﬆead of airplanes. I am sure that new technological designs
utilizing both wind power and solar energy could produce very faﬆ and
eﬃcient boats to replace the use of airplanes. Bicycles muﬆ replace the
motorcar for moﬆ uses, and fresh food muﬆ be grown locally.

And we can see our poor ravaged and denuded Mother Earth ﬁnally

growing a new suit of clothes. All of the Trees which have been loﬆ on our
planet muﬆ be re-grown, and the whole planet muﬆ be cultivated as a
garden.
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And life could go on, merrily. Within one or two thousand years we

might be able to repair much of the damage caused by the laﬆ few
generations of humanity. Our planet, drying out, burning up, and blowing

away, might be nourished back to health and vitality by supporting living

syﬆems inﬆead of rape and pillage. Inﬆead of the pattern of alternating

droughts and ﬂoods, we muﬆ have healthy foreﬆs of Trees to maintain the
ecology of our planet, and to provide us with food.

Nuts. nd this all be to you for food. It’s a better way than to eat the

ﬂesh of animals.
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Two Economic Fallacies
November, 2021

Other people are beginning to notice that the world as a whole, and

the United States in particular, is falling apart. I see it in abﬆra terms as

the whole world engulfed by a descent into chaos. The colors of the Aura
are darkening from Orange into the ever darker colors of Red and Purple,
forming the image of a whirlpool spiraling down into Black. The prognoses
for the future of patterns of energy expressing this pattern are not good.

This is what the visionaries have been warning us about for many

years, but the Future is ﬁnally here. Now the only hope for survival is radical
change back to the higher energy of Orange, on the way up to the Blue and

Green in the diﬆant future. Otherwise, it juﬆ gets worse and worse, falling

apart as it goes down. Inertia is againﬆ us, so we muﬆ seize the reins of this
runaway horse and guide it back to the path before it falls oﬀ the cliﬀ.
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So, during these very trying times, it is too bad to see the decision

making process hinging on two very bad economic fallacies. The ﬁrﬆ one is
moﬆ regrettable. It is the inevitable axiom that “the sitting President takes

the fall” during hard times. Such has been the case throughout ten thousand
years of hiﬆory, but it is based on a primary misunderﬆanding. The problem
is that whenever an adminiﬆration expresses a Policy of any kind, whether

ﬁnancial or anything else, it will usually take about twenty to thirty years
before the eﬀes of that aion will be evident. Thus, sitting Presidents

suﬀer for their predecessors’ miﬆakes, going back many years, yet any beneﬁt
from better policies will not be seen for another generation.

But the second common fallacy about economics has to do with the

eﬀes of inﬂation and debt. I thought I clariﬁed this whole issue some time
ago (olution to the ueﬅion of eﬁcit inancing), but some people haven’t

noticed. This is particularly insidious right now as President Biden is trying

to get some important spending initiatives going on in the face of a
headwind of inﬂation.

Everyone seems to think that with Inﬂation

becoming more of a problem, then massive spending is going to juﬆ drive us

all over the edge. But it doesn’t work that way at all. Spending money

generates prosperity, as long as the money is spent in “high expeed return
faor projes,” to use the terminology of the previous article. Spending

money that juﬆ promotes useless waﬆe is juﬆ ﬂushing that money down the
toilet. The more money is waﬆed inﬆead of being spent wisely, the more
the economy collapses and inﬂation supervenes.
So all the wrong queﬆions are being asked in Congress these days.

Inﬆead of asking what something will coﬆ, ask what will that proje

produce in return? The faﬆer money is spent on good projes, the faﬆer an
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economy will prosper. So, ﬆaggering around, afraid to spend any money, is
not the answer here. There is so much that needs to be done, so let’s do it.

United States Congress
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Tree Planting Jubilee
November, 2021

No one seems to be getting it yet – high gas prices are the only way it’s

going to go forward. That’s what Climate Change is all about. Shutting

down fossil fuels isn’t going to be easy – the obvious consequence is that the
price of oil will be going up, pricing itself out of use. It will be moﬆ heavily
taxed, so that, like coal, it will juﬆ ﬆop being used.

At a certain point in the explosion of the human race in population

and technology, the deleterious eﬀes of its presence on the earth exceeded

the capacity of the earth to absorb it, leaving severe eﬀes on its biological
balance and climate. Human life on earth will have to voluntarily release the
earth from its grip, and allow it to grow back to life. It is People who are

responsible for diﬆurbing the biological balance of the planet. Either the
human population of the earth will have to be very greatly reduced, or they
will have to change their ways. They have to pull back in a great many ways,

and help the earth to grow back. The long hiﬆorical slide of cutting down
Trees to make way for more People, has got to reverse – it is people who will
have to give way for the trees. If they want to remain on this planet, along
with the Trees, they will have to work on their part of a symbiotic

arrangement. If people would take care of planting and maintaining Trees
wherever the earth is insuﬃciently covered, then those Trees will repay that
eﬀort a great many times over. The Trees will take care of our planet, if we
take care of our Trees.
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It is not very comforting to hear that “the rate of deforeﬆation is

slowing down” when what we need is a world-wide ree lanting ubilee. In
the midﬆ of this planetary crisis, I cannot underﬆand how people in Brazil

are allowed to juﬆ burn and pillage the laﬆ holdout of Trees on the planet.
Wrong, wrong, wrong. We are living in the arden of den. And this is

what we have done with it. If the planet be seriously cultivated as a garden

worldwide, it should grow back to health within a millennium, give or take a
few centuries.
So when I read about how everyone is up in arms about the rising price

of gas to feed our reﬆless feet, I can only think that right here is the nexus of
the issue. It is appallingly waﬆeful for people to burn oﬀ millions of years’
worth of accumulated organic process residue as fuel to run their cars around,

and to ﬂy around the earth in airplanes. One or two generations witness this
consumption of the planet’s biological heritage, and then it is over, and the
value of the remaining organic carbon residue on the planet will be far too

valuable to be burned oﬀ as fuel. The laﬆ couple of centuries have sacked

the organic heritage of our planet, and left it in ruins. It remains to be seen
whether or not future generations will be able to keep the ﬂame of life alive
on this planet. We are very much poorer without the Trees, and soon we
may not even have much of the oil left over from their memory.

The transition to eleric vehicles will happen as faﬆ as the transition

away from incandescent light bulbs.

Cars running on the internal

combuﬆion of gasoline will soon join the etirement uſeum along with
vinyl phonograph records and other curiosities. So, get used to it – the price

of gas, the price of meat, the price of a ten minute joyride into space – it’s all
going to go up. And the elericity to run all those eleric cars and trucks
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and busses is going to become very expensive for the foreseeable future, until

they are able to roll out enough windmills and solar farms to keep up with
the demand.
The beﬆ solution for personal locomotion is to ride a bicycle.

I had an idea of imagining a coﬆ value for everything, much as they

calculate carbon coﬆs. Cement is wonderful ﬆuﬀ, but it turns out to have a
very high carbon coﬆ. If you could come up with a calculus for the total coﬆ

of anything, bicycles would come in with one of the higheﬆ negative coﬆ
numbers. Firﬆ of all, the coﬆ to produce a bicycle compared with the

number of miles you can cover with it, and the value of its use, is negligible.
But when the value of the health beneﬁts shows up largely on the other side

of the ledger, it turns out that it coﬆs a whole lot less than nothing to keep
and ride a bicycle. Compared with this, the total coﬆ per mile for an

automobile, counting it’s conﬆruion coﬆ, operating and maintenance coﬆs,
consumption of gas and oil, and faoring in its environmental coﬆ, would be
ﬆratospherically higher.
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I have already suggeﬆed to Elon Musk that he inveﬆ in the

development of hybrid-eleric sailboats, powered by any conﬁguration of

solar, wind turbine, battery, sailcloth, or dancing Indians, depending on the
weather. As soon as airplanes are grounded, our eleric wind-up boats may

inherit the market for trans-oceanic travel. But I guess he gets too many
such suggeﬆions to take much notice.
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Babies for Sale
December, 2021

One of my moﬆ radical ideas a long time ago was the notion that it

should be permissible to sell unwanted babies. There should be some limits
~ babies might only be sold, for example, before the age of six months. Of

course the market would be carefully regulated, and all purchasers would
have all of the obligations as well as all of the rights of natural parents. This
has always seemed to me to be a better way of dealing with an unwanted

pregnancy than having an abortion. Abortions might ﬆill be legal, since

moﬆ parents might prefer to carry their child to term and then sell it than to
have an abortion (depending on the expeed price of their baby). Why
should any child have to grow up in a family where one is not wanted?

I can’t really think of any objeions to this idea, so I don’t know how

to refute them. It seems to me that it would provide a great relief for many

families and women who really don’t want another child, yet would ﬆop
short of having an abortion. If they could simply sell the unwanted oﬀspring
to persons who wanted one, it would solve moﬆ of the problems around

abortion. Some women whose babies might be expeed to fetch a high
price might deliberately conceive children juﬆ to receive the income.

Far more radical would be the idea of allowing parents to sell a child of
any age up to the age of majority. The threat value alone would be worth a
lot. “You’d better behave, or we’ll sell you to the Gypsies!” Perhaps any

child over the age of six years or more might have to approve of any sale.
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The speculation is that any child whose parents decided to sell one would
moﬆ probably be much better oﬀ with the new parents.

What would happen if the baby market were to bid up the prices of

some available babies? Something of the sort would seem to be inevitable,
and the market would ﬁnd its levels. I have never underﬆood the objeions
to this idea. It seems to solve a problem.
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In Honor of Jesus Chriﬆ
December, 2021

In honor of Jesus Chriﬆ, I want to review the eight layers of

consciousness, represented by the series of planets and metals of aﬆrology
and alchemy, the trigrams of the I Ching, and the colors of the aura. The

familiar queﬆ of the alchemiﬆ was to transmute lead into gold, as
represented by the following sequence of colors.

On the bottom is Black, solitude or death, depending on your frame of

reference. Nothing to see here. Then, from the view of the bottom of the

whirlpool into Black, we see the ﬆruggle for life between the anger and
violence of Red and the oppression or defeat of Purple. For a large part of

the human race, this is the horizon of consciousness ~ dog eat dog, and rat

eat rat, as people ﬆrive to get ahead of others by theft, deceit, or violence. At
a higher level than that, there is Orange, conﬂi or engagement, which may
be anything from war to market ﬆruggle, or any work involving close

interaion. At a far remove from all of that, above the fray, there is the
peace and reﬆ of Blue, where everything is in harmony with Tao. This is the
obje of Buddhism.

As the horizon of consciousness rises, it includes the earlier layers, but

each layer is only aware of those at that level or below. Levels higher than
the ideals of Buddhism are hard to ﬁnd, but there are two more levels above
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the Blue, not counting the union, White, at the top ~ Yellow and Green,
love and grace. Yellow expresses the radiance of positive energy as love, and
Green expresses the blessings of the grace of God.
The moﬆ important lesson to be learned from this alchemical sequence

of the transmutation of lead into gold is that everything gets better as the
level of the consciousness rises. If everyone would underﬆand this, everyone

would want to raise their consciousness as high as possible. Jesus Chriﬆ is
the moﬆ famous advocate of this level of consciousness, and this is the
foundation of his message. The theology of the Chriﬆian Church has been

developed by later scholars, but his foundational message coincides exaly

with the secret tradition of alchemy which ﬆudies the transmutation of lead
into gold.

 new commandment I give unto you, that ye love one another;
as I have loved you, that ye alſo love one another.

y this all all men know that ye are my diſciples if ye have love one to another.
John XIII, 34-35
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Legitimate Political Discourse
February, 2022

What are the limits of legitimate political discourse? No, I’m not

talking about the insurreion in Washington on January 6th (no need to flog

that dead horse any further ~ it’s beginning to ﬆink), I’m talking about the
Canadian truckers’ proteﬆ in Ottawa.
For perspeive on my take on it, here is a ﬆory from fifty years ago in

Providence, Rhode Island, home of Brown University, The Rhode Island

School of Design, and Classical High School. The Rhode Island School of

Design is visible from one of the major freeways, and it sports a large sign
reading, in big letters, “The Rhode Island School of Design.” Well, one fine
day, commuters crossing that freeway noticed that the sign had been
changed. By the removal of a few of the letters, the sign now read, “The

Rhode Island School of sin.” My High School Hiﬆory teacher at Classical

told us about it, laughing at how clever it was. Of course, the school quickly
reﬆored the sign to its normal ﬆate, but then, a week or so later, it had again

been changed back to the “The Rhode Island School of sin.” But this time,
the same Hiﬆory teacher was unﬆinting in her condemnation of the ﬆunt as

wanton vandalism with no redeeming merit whatsoever. The firﬆ time it
was funny ~ the second time it was juﬆ gross vandalism.

The lesson for the Canadian truckers’ ﬆrike is clear ~ opposition and

proteﬆ are very highly valued features of a free society, putting it in marked
contraﬆ with places like China (Hong Kong) and Russia. You don’t find me
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waving too many American flags (which hasn’t made much moral progress

since the days of slavery, with its endless wars all over the globe), but this is
one point at which I have to applaud the hiﬆory and tradition of free speech.

Yes ! Speak your mind ~ make your proteﬆ ~ march around with your signs
and banners ~ occupy Wall Street ~ clog the ﬆreets of Ottawa with trucks

for a day or two ~ and then pack it in and go home. Disrupting the normal

life of two countries for weeks on end not only exceeds the limits of
legitimate political discourse, but it also begins to backfire, alienating people

who may have applauded the proteﬆ in the beginning. It’s time to go home.

By the way, I’m indifferent to the issue at ﬆake ~ at my age, I get the

vaccine and wear a mask, mandate or no mandate.
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Self Determination ~ Ukraine and Elsewhere
February, 2022

Human beings are such pig-headed fools. Here we are in a world on

the brink of collapse from de-foreﬆation, climate change, marine necrosis,

and a raging pandemic, and inﬆead of taking serious aion to combat these
problems, the world is ready to go to war over school-yard squabbles. The

situation in Ukraine is described as the moﬆ serious confrontation since the

second world war, a conﬂi that could easily spiral out of control to deﬆroy

all life on earth, as if the threats to the survival of life on earth were not grave
enough without people exploding more bombs to hurry it along.

In February 1990, U.S. Secretary of State James Baker and Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev discussed NATO’s future role.

Baker told

Gorbachev that “there would be no extension of NATO’s jurisdiion for
forces of NATO one inch to the eaﬆ” and agreed with Gorbachev’s

ﬆatement that “Any extension of the zone of NATO is unacceptable.” But
since when has the United States honored its agreements or treaties? Juﬆ

ask the Native Americans who have seen a long string of treaties disregarded
as soon as the immediate necessity which caused them to sign the treaties
had subsided.

(Juﬆ donate free blankets to the Indians, loaded with

smallpox virus ~ that will ﬁx their wagon!) So the United States and their

Weﬆern allies have pushed ever closer to the Russian border, and now they

talk about signing on Ukraine as part of NATO. Juﬆ suppose Mexico were
to make an agreement with Russia so that Russia could set up military

inﬆallations and bomb silos all along the Rio Grande. ~ I don’t think so.
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Leave Ukraine as a buﬀer between Weﬆern Europe and Russia ~ this is not
an unreasonable suggeﬆion, and the Weﬆern powers are foolish to reje it
out of hand.
So, all you angry blowhards, juﬆ ﬆop all your puﬃng and blowing, sit

down, shut up, and liﬆen to me ~ I will solve this Ukraine problem for you

in short order. The solution is to rely on the simple expedient of SelfDetermination. As I underﬆand it, the regions at the eaﬆern end of Ukraine

are inhabited by a majority, at leaﬆ, of ethnic Russians who would prefer to

be part of Russia than Ukraine. So what is the sense of launching an all-out
war, which could easily escalate into World War III, juﬆ to maintain the

“territorial integrity” of a land whose borders do not reﬂe the current
political realities on the ground? There is nothing sacred about hiﬆorical
borders, which originated, in moﬆ cases, as the result of military conqueﬆ, if
not marriage or horse-trading by sovereign monarchs.

Simply set up

referenda in all local regions of eaﬆern Ukraine, and use the results to draw a

line in the sand, to the eaﬆ of which the land would be returned to Russia,
and weﬆ of which would remain as part of Ukraine. So simple. I submit
that this solution would be the moﬆ reasonable of all possible outcomes to
this quagmire.

There are plenty of other places in the world where the exiﬆing

borders are inappropriate for current political realities. I would suggeﬆ that

an independent ﬆate of Kurdiﬆan should be carved out of parts of Turkey,
Iran, Iraq, and Syria, the exa borders to be determined according to the
results of referenda in all aﬀeed regions. Furthermore, over in China’s
neck of the woods, all nations on the planet should recognize Taiwan

forthwith as an independent sovereign ﬆate ~ there is no reason why Taiwan
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should be dominated or controlled by China. The same applies to Hong

Kong. While it may mean arreﬆ and imprisonment for any resident of
Hong Kong to suggeﬆ it, a referendum in the city would almoﬆ certainly

ﬁnd that the vaﬆ majority of residents would prefer Hong Kong to be an
independent and sovereign City-State than to be a vassal of Chinese war
lords in Beijing. A referendum in Tibet would probably have a similar
outcome, unless so many Chinese settlers have moved in as to skew the
results.
I have already discussed the unconscionable atrocities committed by

the Israelis againﬆ the Paleﬆinians, so I do not need to revisit that problem
here. This is juﬆ a beginning. There are plenty of regions of the globe

which could beneﬁt from a reconsideration of national borders according to
the self determination of the aﬀeed residents.
[Update: The day after poﬆing this article, Russia begins with its

launch of a major war. All of the suﬀering and bloodshed to come could

have been avoided with a diplomatic solution along the lines suggeﬆed
above. Putin was given no other alternative but to proceed with war. Had a

reasonable resolution been oﬀered in a timely fashion, as suggeﬆed, these

horrible consequences, which are juﬆ beginning, could have been avoided.]
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“Why Do We Need a World if Russia’s Not In It?”
February, 2022

This is not necessarily an empty threat. As I see it, Russia is totally

isolated and economically devaﬆated, with more economic collapse coming

quickly. When a wild boar (or Russian Bear) is cornered, he will turn to his
pursuers and attack, regardless of his chances of survival. If Russia is facing

an exiﬆential crisis, it may juﬆ decide to bring the reﬆ of the world down

with it. Yes, of course this is madness, but Russia’s attack on Ukraine can
hardly be viewed in any other light. Can you imagine any possible way this

present crisis might resolve in a way that would leave Russia in a better place
than before it ﬆarted down this path of madness? Even a total “vi~ory”
would leave Russia under the weight of the whole world’s opprobrium. Even

China would not support Moscow in this, in spite of China’s desire to rub

Weﬆern faces in the dirt. Russia can bask in the glory of enjoying support
from Belarus and Chechnya, and that about sums it up.

I am reminded of an old ﬆory about the Middle Eaﬆ, which seems

sort of relevant here. It seems there was a scorpion who wanted to cross the
Jordan river, so he asked a turtle if he could cross over on the turtle’s back.

The turtle replied in alarm that the scorpion might ﬆing him. “Oh, no,” the

scorpion replied, “Why would I do that? If I ﬆung you, we would both
drown.” So the turtle decided that made sense and agreed to allow the
scorpion to ride across on his back. Half way across, the scorpion ﬆung the

turtle. As they were both going down, the turtle cried, “Why did you do
that? Now we are both going to drown!” “Well, replied the scorpion, “this
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is the Middle Eaﬆ.” The analogy isn’t really all that close, but it is close

enough for discomfort.

As I suggeﬆed in my laﬆ article, responsible diplomacy might have

prevented things from reaching this ﬆage of madness, and now, again,

responsible diplomacy may yet be in time to save the world from total

deﬆru~ion. So what can I suggeﬆ now? Well, it seems to me that Russia is
by now a certiﬁable basket case regardless of what happens next. The Weﬆ
could easily oﬀer the same terms as previously suggeﬆed (Ukraine neutrality,
partition of Eaﬆern Ukraine) without losing a thing. If the Russian Bear can

be persuaded to back oﬀ and go back to its lair to lick its wounds, there is
nothing to fear from the rump Russia. Putin would be forced to resign in

disgrace; Russia would continue to implode; an internal revolution could
even see the end of the Russian federation altogether. But forcing Russia
into total annihilation risks the very real possibility that it may juﬆ bring the

reﬆ of the world down with it, as it sinks below the Jordan river, bearing the

turtle (which bears the world on its back, as per ancient myth, juﬆ to suﬆain
the weak analogy) down along with it.

I ﬁnish with one more old cliché ~ “Here lies the body of Michael

O’Day, who died maintaining his Right Of Way. He was right ~ dead
right, but he’s juﬆ as dead as if he’d been wrong.”

As the President of Ukraine said recently, “This may be the laﬆ time

you see me alive.”
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Reﬆore the Tsar !
February, 2022

Vladimir Putin has so thoroughly disgraced Russia that there is no

continuation from here whatsoever, short of an entirely new regime in

Moscow ~ or, better yet, in Saint Petersburg, in honor of Peter the Great, of
glorious memory. A close analogy to what I am trying to suggeﬆ is the

reconﬆruion of Europe after the defeat of Napoleon in 1814.
Representatives of all the European ﬆates met at the Congress of Vienna to
sweep up after Napoleon’s rampage.

Due to the brilliant management

of Talleyrand, France, the defeated nation, came out without much
subﬆantial loss, apart from Napoleon’s recent conqueﬆs. All the blame was
laid onto the shoulders of Napoleon, and the other European powers felt no
need to punish the people of France unduly (vide: he ives of alleyrand, by

Crane Brinton). In the same way, if Vladimir Putin were packed oﬀ to the

Gulags in disgrace, and an entirely new regime were put in place, Russia
could, perhaps, rise from the ashes of Putin’s madness and ﬁnd a place at the
table once again.

The new regime needs to be entirely new (or suﬃciently old), to get

the taﬆe of Putin out of our mouths. How about a reﬆoration of the Tsar?
Perhaps the Russian people could choose to elevate the Grand Duchess
Maria Vladimirovna as Empress of all the Russias. She might repudiate all

the nonsense coming out of Russia ever since 1917, and begin the process of
ﬆarting a whole new (old) identity for Russia. Russia might be welcomed

once again to the family of Europe, sanions might be lifted, and life might
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gradually return to normal, with everyone living happily ever after ~ or at
leaﬆ living, which is a ﬆep up from current prospes.

The Congress of Vienna
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World War III
March, 2022

Make no miﬆake ~ World War III has already begun. Ten years from

now, if there are any people ﬆill alive on the planet, they will wring their
hands in anguish, wishing that someone had seen it coming in time to shift
the march of events away from the unimaginable Armageddon that ﬁnally

overwhelms our planet. And if there are those who rejoice at the end of the
world, expeing that now Jesus will come back in clouds of Glory,
shepherding His Ele to their Heavenly reward ~ well, perhaps that hope

will mitigate their pain as the Aura of the planet sinks down into the Black.

In my laﬆ three essays on this horrible war in Ukraine, I think I have

had the right idea all along. Reasonable diplomacy from the ﬆart could have
ﬆopped this whole mess in its tracks.

A few guarded analyﬆs have

mentioned the glaring fa that the United States really provoked Putin into

this war by the inexorable Eaﬆern march of NATO, in violation of clear
promises to the contrary. Putin’s objeions were ﬆonewalled, and he was

backed into a corner from which he was given no other option but to
proceed with his threats. None of this exonerates Putin from his egregious

as of madness and war crimes, but underﬆanding the background makes it

possible to see that, from Putin’s point of view, “he had no other choice.”
Nor has he any way of backing down from here without losing face. (“Ha,
ha. My miﬆake. So sorry. Ha, ha. My bad.” I wonder if there’s any truth
to the rumor that there is a movie coming out about Putin’s war, ﬆaring Peewee Herman as Vladimir Putin?)
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Unfortunately, the brief window of possibility that this war could have

been easily ﬆopped has passed. By now, after large parts of Ukraine have

been reduced to rubble, including reckless bombing of civilians and hospitals,
there is juﬆ no ﬆomach for allowing Putin to march back to Moscow in
triumph, bearing away the spoils of viory, laughing in his sleeve. No ~

reasonable solutions that would have (or should have or could have) satisﬁed
all parties at the outset are juﬆ no longer on the table. Now the bleak reality

is that Putin has no other option but to “win” this war at all coﬆs, even if he

has to escalate to bombing civilians and hospitals, further escalate to
chemical or biological warfare, or go to the “Final Solution” of the nuclear
option.

But these are ﬆill early days. If we want life on earth to survive, we
muﬆ take aion now to guide the evolution of this war into an endgame

that allows life on earth to continue, and it isn’t going to be easy. As I see it,
and as I ﬆated in my laﬆ article eﬅore the ſar !, the only hope for derailing

Putin’s war is regime change. That is not necessarily an impossible objeive.

Russia has been very rapidly descending into ﬁnancial, ethical, and social
chaos.

The sanions are hitting hard, leading some commentators to

suggeﬆ that a default of Russia’s ﬁnancial obligations could be imminent.

The ruthless and bloodthirﬆy invasion of Ukraine has caused Russia’s world
ﬆanding to plummet to the depths, and the people of Russia, in spite of
authoritarian pressure taken direly from the pages of George Orwell’s

1984, have realized the appalling atrocity of Putin’s “special military

operation” and are proteﬆing in large numbers, risking arreﬆ and
imprisonment for their heroic refusal to remain silent.
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What all of this means is that Putin cannot long suﬆain his

monﬆrously unpopular war (nor can he long suﬆain the pretense that it isn’t
really a war at all).

In order to force Putin’s nightmare to crumble,

maximum pressure muﬆ be maintained at every point, without letup. If

Americans are unhappy about the current price of gasoline (I juﬆ paid over
$6 a gallon to ﬁll my tank here in California, and that’s already out of date,

yeﬆerday’s news), let them ride bicycles, as I have been advocating for years
[hycian, heal thyſelf ~ yes, touché ~ but I live in the mountains up a very
ﬆeep road, thirty miles from the neareﬆ town].

Closer to the fray, in

Europe, the eﬀes are more severe ~ if the Europeans heat their homes with

gas or oil, let them turn oﬀ their furnaces and huddle with their loved ones,
wrapped up in blankets, waiting for the end of this war. This IS war, after
all ~ would you rather see nuclear bombs dropping from the sky? And,

hardeﬆ hit of all, of course, are the Ukrainians themselves, enduring

unimaginable horror as their beloved country is syﬆematically deﬆroyed. In
parts of Mariupol they have no other option but to eat dirt and drink duﬆ,

while trying to explain to their children what is happening, and why. They
keep asking for a No Fly Zone in the skies above Ukraine, but that, of
course, means that they are asking for the United States and Russia to

engage in a dire military conﬂi, which would certainly escalate, ﬁrﬆ to
“taical nuclear weapons,” and ﬁnally to the haymaker, the quietus, as they
sing a requiem æternam for the dying planet.

For the moment, at leaﬆ, cooler heads prevail (and, as at leaﬆ one

commentator remarked, “Thank God Donald Trump is not our President

now!”). No, the solution to this war is not more ﬁrepower, but economic
warfare. Russia should be prevented from selling one drop of oil or a cubic
centimeter of gas, no matter how ﬆark the suﬀering at the dry end of the
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pipeline. Juﬆ remember that if no oil or gas is ﬂowing down the pipe from
Russia to Europe or the reﬆ of the world, neither is any money ﬂowing back

on that parallel pipeline that carries dollars and euros back to Russia. Keep

the thumbscrews tightened to maximum pressure until ﬁnally Putin blinks.
That’s the way the Kremlin crumbles.
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The Aura of a Dying Planet
March, 2022

It has been clear to me for some time that all the horrible news

bombarding our planet (even literally) is all related.

In my ﬆudies of

Hermetic philosophy and the nature of human consciousness and the colors
of the aura, I have observed that as consciousness rises, and the aura colors

become brighter, all things improve ~ one’s personal, social, and business

aﬀairs will all prosper; one’s health will improve; one will be happier and live
longer. It even aﬀes our physical bodies ~ people with high and rising

auras experience an eﬀe of “reverse aging” as they aually become more
attraive physically. Of course, the converse is also true ~ when one’s

consciousness is in decline, things begin to fall apart; the aura becomes
darker; everything begins to get increasingly worse ~ one’s personal life will

encounter ongoing problems; one’s business aﬀairs will suﬀer losses; one’s

health will decline; and the person’s aging process will begin to accelerate as
one sinks into the grave.
All of these notions are very direly applicable to the aura of our

planet, which has been declining in overall vitality for generations, even
centuries, with accelerating cataﬆrophes haﬆening the descent of our
planetary aura into the Black. It may not seem obvious at ﬁrﬆ that Putin’s
war invading and pulverizing Ukraine, the deﬆruion of the Amazon

rainforeﬆ, the “worﬆ drought in 1200 years” causing more and more

devaﬆating wildﬁres in the weﬆern part of the U.S., the pandemic raging out
of control, the loss of the Trees, the death of the oceans, and the
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deteriorating political problems all over the planet are all conneed events,
but they are all inevitable consequences ~ and continuing causes ~ of a
planetary aura which is rapidly descending into the Black. (For a review of
the theories underlying these ideas, see he urvival of ife on arth, he
olors of the ura, volutionary eap ow, and In onor of eſus hriﬅ.

I am thinking again of the potential importance of such a dramatic

visual representation of this piure of the decline of our planetary aura as the

proposed website GaiaAura.com, in which the whole planet of the earth
could be mapped according to the prevailing (and changing) colors of the
aura.

I remarked in volutionary eap ow about how the events of

September 11, 2001 would show up on the map as a dramatic plunge of he
Aura downwards.

Now, with the current horror of Putin’s invasion of

Ukraine (I lay the blame on Vladimir Putin rather than Russia ~ the Russian

people are simply led along by the insane diator, who allows no other

narrative than his own, as in the notorious 8, by George Orwell,

published in , although “the ink is ﬆill wet on the printed pages” as if it
were juﬆ published yeﬆerday) the Map would again show a precipitous
plunge of the aura around Ukraine, with eﬀes continuing throughout the

world, with only slightly lessening eﬀes as the diﬆance from the epicenter
increases.

Such a website would be a huge proje, not only its initial

conﬆruion, but also its ongoing maintenance in response to events of the
earth. I think that moﬆ people are juﬆ bewildered and numbed by the
ongoing rush of dyﬆopian manifeﬆations assailing our planet, and they juﬆ
don’t know how to comprehend it or cope with it. A website and Map that

would portray these eﬀes visually would provide the all-important overview
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that would help people to see the conneions between the apparently
disparate events going on. And all of this, of course, is intended as the
precursor to initiating some massive eﬀorts to ﬆop this train rushing

downhill at accelerating speeds, and to begin some coordination of a plan to
reverse some of this cataﬆrophic collapse of our planet and its fragile
biosphere.

I do not have the resources or the skills to accomplish such an
important proje on my own, so I am calling out for some help with this,
before it is too late.

“Before it is too late”? I was juﬆ reading an article today that lamented

that the biological collapse of the Brazilian rainforeﬆ may be already paﬆ the

point of irreversible damage, juﬆ like the melting ice caps. Is it already too
late to save this planet of ours? I don’t know, but, juﬆ as the people of
Ukraine continue their resiﬆance no matter how overwhelming the odds

againﬆ them are, so, too, we muﬆ make immediate eﬀorts to halt the

collapse of our planet’s ecosyﬆem with faith and hope, whether it seems to
be too late to save anything or not. If you can help, please ﬆep forward.
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Gender Liberation
March, 2022

It’s pretty fruﬆrating for me. Here I am, solving all of the problems of

the world, and yet no one is liﬆening to me ! Take the issue of gender
liberation ~ all queﬆions of transgender issues ﬆem from one fundamental

problem ~ the attitude that everyone muﬆ be either “male” or “female.” I
settled this whole issue seven years ago (elix olydayl eander, 2015).
The attitude that every peg has to ﬁt into either a square hole or a round

hole, even if you have to chip away at that peg to make it ﬁt, seems to me to
violate the whole spirit of liberation. I want to celebrate individual diversity,

the right of everyone to manifeﬆ themselves in any way they wish, without
regard to any preconceived notions of the way things have to be.

Things don’t have to be black or white, one way or the other. When I

was young and I proteﬆed againﬆ eating meat, my mother said, “All right ~

if you want to be a vegetarian, you have to be a complete vegetarian ~ never
eating any meat at all.” But that wasn’t me ~ I didn’t like eating red meat all

the time, with every meal, but once in a while I might want to eat a piece of
chicken or ﬁsh, and I have always loved cheese.

And then there were those who claimed that “bisexual” was juﬆ a

euphemism for “gay.” As if you had to be either “ﬆraight” or “gay” ~ no in-

between waﬄing allowed ! In the same way, I think a whole continuum
should be recognized between “male” and “female.” If your little boy doesn’t

feel like a boy, and he would rather play with dolls and bake bread than play
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war games with the boys, he doesn’t have to turn himself into a girl in all

ways ~ he can express his gender choices in whatever way feels good to
him/her/one.
I can underﬆand the objeion to someone with a boy’s body saying

he’s really a girl and he wants to play on the girls’ sports team. Perhaps we

should recognize a whole middle ground for in-between genders. A person
with a boy’s body who considers himself a girl might play on the same team
with tough, butch girls who like to pee ﬆanding up. But please don’t force
children (or adults) into having to make a choice between only two
alternatives. The world is full of diversity, and two gender choices are juﬆ

not enough.

Then there is the foolish alphabet soup of naming LGBTQNBO
(~ non-binary, and other). I suggeﬆ that a single title should suﬃce to cover
all non-ﬆandard-paradigm gender choices.

“Queer” covers the whole

territory. “Queer” means “diﬀerent,” something other than the ﬆandard

binary paradigm. That already includes everyone who does not or cannot
identify as being on one side or the other of the binary fence. Celebrate
diversity. I am queer and proud.
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Putin’s Folly
April. 2022

Poor Vladimir Putin. He wanted to Make Russia Great Again, but he

only succeeded in trashing what was left of poor old Russia. Russia is now

more thoroughly devaﬆated than Ukraine. All Putin can do now is to drop
more bombs, killing more people and continuing the reduion of Ukraine to
rubble, but he can’t win any battles, and there is no hope of ever retaining

any of Ukraine’s territory for very long, let alone of returning the rodigal
on back to the fold of Mother Russia. Russia’s ﬆanding in the world is

totally deﬆroyed; its economy is ruined; its military prowess is humiliated; it
is isolated and ridiculed. It is ﬆill feared the way one fears a mad dog, but it
has loﬆ all respe. Poor Vladimir Putin is like a little boy throwing a
tantrum, breaking his toys in anger and fruﬆration.

So what next for poor old bedraggled Russia? There is not likely to be

much chance for any meaningful negotiation ~ no one is going to want

Putin to take away any face-saving vior’s spoils. He will juﬆ continue to
thrash around in his anger and madness until ﬁnally there is either a Palace

Coup or someone mercifully puts him out of his misery. But this has to
happen from within Russia. There can be no queﬆion of any external force,

like NATO or the USA, working for regime change. No one is going to
send in any hit squad to take out the villain; it muﬆ come from within
Russia, by Russians, for Russians. I hope it happens soon, because there can
be no forward movement until Putin be ﬁnally assassinated or packed oﬀ to
the Gulag (or the International Criminal Court in the Hague).
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Then what?

It can only be after Putin has ﬁnally left the ﬆage,

pondering the grim treatment he will receive at the hands of future

hiﬆorians, that anyone in Europe or the reﬆ of the world can begin to move
forward again. For Putin’s sake, I wish him a swift and merciful death,
rather than the prolonged agony of sinking into the mire of trial and

condemnation. But then what happens? In an earlier article (eore the

ſar!), I suggeﬆed a parliamentary democracy under the titular head of a
reﬆoration of the Tsar, but that, while being an immeasurable advance over

the reign of primitive barbarity currently despoiling the Russian people,
could ﬆill be considerably improved by implementing a very old idea of
mine, which I have usually proposed as an inﬆitution designed to oversee the
government of the whole world (vide: ew olutions, 1992), but the same

principle could juﬆ as easily (in fa, quite a bit more easily) be applied to any
smaller political entity, such as Russia.

So, after Putin’s ﬁnal and ignominious exit from the ﬆage, in the ruins

of what was once Russia, some visionary patriots could set up a Seminary

consiﬆing of a seleion of about thirty or forty of the beﬆ and brighteﬆ
Russians from the ages of about six to ten, and provide them with the beﬆ

education they can manage. Then, after about thirty years or so, they could
themselves choose one of their number to hold the position of Head of State
for a parliamentary democracy. In this case, the head of ﬆate would not be

simply a ﬁgurehead, as any reﬆored Tsar would have to be ~ he or she could
provide the primary direion for the ﬆate, as it slowly reinvents itself. A
Prime Miniﬆer could occupy the role originally envisioned for such a poﬆ, as

executive management implementing the policies indicated by the new head
of ﬆate (who may as well hold the title of Tsar, juﬆ for hiﬆorical continuity).
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Perhaps, in one or two hundred years, some of these ideas of mine may

yet be taken seriously, on the oﬀ-chance that life on earth should laﬆ that
long. In the meantime, go ahead and come up with a better solution.
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Another Way to End the Ukraine War
April, 2022

For over 800 years, Russia has had an image problem. Russia has

always seemed, at leaﬆ to the more reﬁned residents of weﬆern Europe, to

be a land of uncivilized and primitive barbarians. Russia conﬆantly tries to
overcome this image and present itself as a modern, civilized country, whose
inhabitants are juﬆ like everyone else, but it has been a hard sell. And now,

with Putin’s rampage in Ukraine, raping and pillaging, Russia’s image has
juﬆ been set back about three hundred years. Polite people juﬆ don’t a this

way in the modern era. Not that Russia is alone with this regrettable image
problem ~ there are some regions of Africa and the Middle Eaﬆ that appear

to us, in the more civilized regions of the world, to be juﬆ as primitive and
barbaric as Russia. And there are places near Russia, like Chechnya, where

gay men are rounded up and shot (so the government can claim that there
are no gay people living there), that are as hard to underﬆand as Russia itself.

Primitive and uncivilized regions like this are really hard for the reﬆ of

us to underﬆand. Putin’s invasion and war againﬆ the people of Ukraine

seems totally senseless and baﬄing. Sixteen hundred years ago, roving gangs
of warriors used to go around raping and pillaging, like Attila the Hun,

Putin’s precursor, and this was ﬆill going in the twelfth century, but there is
no place for such rude behavior in modern times. We are at a loss trying to
ﬁgure out how to deal with the problem.
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Noam Chomsky has suggeﬆed that there are only two ways this war

can end. Either Ukraine and Russia will ﬁght doggedly on to the death,

until one side or the other is obliterated (and it won’t be Russia), or there

muﬆ be a negotiated settlement. I have the greateﬆ respe for Noam

Chomsky ~ I have read many of his books, and I almoﬆ always agree with

his point of view. He cuts through the malarkey and speaks truth to power

and anyone else who happens to be liﬆening. There are very few voices in
the world up to the level of Noam Chomsky. And yet, in the present
inﬆance, I think he has overlooked a couple of other possible endgames to
this war.

Let us begin by looking at the two endgame scenarios mentioned by

Chomsky ~ as Zelensky desperately cries out for more ﬁre power, heavier
munitions, and war planes, it seems clear that there can be no favorable end
to an ever worsening quagmire of death and deﬆruion. Large parts of

Ukraine have already been reduced to rubble; many thousands of soldiers and

civilians have been killed, their bodies either dumped in shallow graves or
perhaps burned in an eﬀort to conceal the extent of the mayhem; untold

numbers of women and children have been abdued and taken into Russia,
much like the ﬆories of Gypsies ﬆealing children to augment their numbers,

and ﬆill the war goes on, with no end in sight. But let us take a look at the
alternative ~ some sort of negotiated settlement.

The problem with

attempting to work out a negotiated settlement is that Putin has already

made it clear that he intends to devour the whole of southern and eaﬆern

Ukraine, perhaps using those conqueﬆs as a ﬆaging ground for further
incursions into Moldova, so what sort of negotiated settlement did Chomsky

have in mind? Unfortunately, anything that Putin’s Russia might accept
would look very close to appeasement ~ a very unpalatable resolution of this
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war. Appeasement of the Russian Bear would be like communities allowing

a monﬆer or a dragon to devour a few children from time to time so that the
reﬆ of the community could go on living ~ not very palatable at all; no.

There may have been a time, before Putin’s invasion, where some negotiated
settlement might have prevented this war in the ﬁrﬆ place, but that ship has
sailed, regrettably, as an ounce of prevention could have been worth many
megatons of cure (if you feel a chill, the allusion is intentional).

But there are two other possible avenues to ending this war, which I

want to suggeﬆ now. One of them I have already mentioned before ~

regime change (vide: eﬅore the ſar ! and utin’s olly. That really seems to

me to represent the only really hopeful ending to this horrible war.

But it is a fourth possible road to ending this war that I want to discuss
as today’s idea.

The real root of the problem is the primitive level of

consciousness prevailing in Russia. Loading up the truck with more and

more powerful munitions isn’t really going to ameliorate this problem at all.
I suggeﬆ a program aimed direly at raising consciousness in Russia.

I call on LSD chemiﬆs world-wide to provide at leaﬆ ﬁfty million trips
worth of LSD to Russia for free or low coﬆ diﬆribution. Perhaps it may be

overly optimiﬆic to expe President Joe Biden to invoke the Defense

Produion A to mandate and ﬁnance the produion of suﬃcient LSD to
supply this need, but I think there are plenty of wealthy philanthropiﬆs who
would gladly put up the required funds to get this proje oﬀ the ground

(high oﬀ the ground). Of course it will be the young people, as always, who

will lead this new psychedelic revolution in Russia. With wave after wave of
Peace and Love vibes washing over the land from one end of Russia to the

other, the Russian people will rise up in short order to bring down the Putin
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regime and usher in a whole new and higher consciousness. They will beat
their swords into plowshares, and the Bear will lie down with the Lamb in
peace and love.
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Abortion
May, 2022

All the Liberals are up in arms about the pending betrayal of the

Supreme Court, but it is not up to the Supreme Court to rule on this issue.
Queﬆions about the value or morality of abortion, and even the queﬆion of
whether or not a majority of the American people want access to abortion are

juﬆ not relevant to the Supreme Court. The Judiciary is an altogether
diﬀerent arena from Legislation. As I underﬆand the issue, the Conﬆitution

has nothing to say about any queﬆion of abortion, therefore it is simply not
up to the Judiciary to rule on this issue. The problem thus becomes very

simple ~ if a majority of the American people wish to have access to
abortion, then it is up to Congress to address the queﬆion and pass
appropriate laws. Is this so diﬃcult? I underﬆand that Congress is run by

petulant schoolboys these days who really haven’t any intereﬆ in what is
good for the country ~ they only want to serve their own intereﬆs, and the

entire Republican party juﬆ votes reﬂexively againﬆ any legislation proposed
by the Democratic adminiﬆration (at great waﬆe of the tax-payers’ money ~
how about abolishing the Senate altogether?), but, on the present queﬆion,

with a large majority of the American people in favor of legal access to
abortion, perhaps some Republicans might prefer to consider their chances

of re-eleion rather than mindlessly rubber ﬆamping the decrees of the
Republican Party. Even without abolishing the ﬁlibuﬆer, it ought to be
possible to line up at leaﬆ 60 votes in favor of a legal abortion measure.
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If they absolutely can’t do it, then perhaps it is time for a

Conﬆitutional Convention to come up with a syﬆem of government that
might be more responsive to the will of the people. The simpleﬆ ﬁx would

be simply to abolish the Senate entirely, as mentioned above ~ the Senators
are juﬆ drones living like parasites oﬀ the body politic who serve no useful
funion whatsoever ~ aﬅe ’em.
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The Price of Gas
May, 2022

As the price of gas continues to rise out of control, everyone is up in

arms. President Biden is willing to sanion more oil and gas leasing on

federal lands in an eﬀort to address the problem. Elsewhere in the world,
coal ﬁred power plants are continuing in operation and new ones are being
built in an eﬀort to oﬀset the rising coﬆs of fossil fuels.

Wrong, wrong, wrong. The price of gas has to go up ! High gas prices

are very good news. Skyrocketing prices for wood produs of all kinds are
very good news. This is the face of resiﬆance to climate change. This world
is suﬀocating (literally) under clouds of greenhouse gases largely caused by

out of control use of the private automobile.

The joke is that in Los

Angeles, people drive their car in order to cross the ﬆreet. If this world is
going to recover from the onrushing climate change cataﬆrophe, we are juﬆ

going to have to get used to conﬆantly rising fuel coﬆs. Commuters will
have to car-pool, take the train, ride a bicycle, or, better yet, move closer to

where they work (so they can more easily ride their bicycle to work). And all

of this ﬂying around the world to attend some frivolous social event has got
to ﬆop. The moﬆ eﬀeive and obvious way to change people’s habits is by
direly aﬀeing the coﬆs of excess fuel consumption.

High gas prices ? Inﬆead of auioning oﬀ more gas and oil leases on

federal lands, the government should add another $12 per gallon tax at the

pump for gasoline (OK, ﬆarting with an extra $2, and increasing annually
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until we reach the targeted result of dramatically reducing reliance upon
gasoline fueled transport).

Welcome to the new world in which we are all trying to ﬆay alive in

the face of rampaging climate cataﬆrophe. Get used to it.

By the way, I don’t begrudge the billions of Elon Musk, Jeﬀ Bezos, or

Bill Gates. Bill Gates blazed the trail for the moﬆ incredible advance in
technology since the printing press; Jeﬀ Bezos set up a very nifty online

marketplace, in which they do a lot of things right; and Elon Musk was right

up front with the essential new direion for the automobile (but cash out of
Space-X before the crash). But, as they requeﬆed themselves at the Davos

Summit, tax them very heavily – they won’t mind at all. As long as a wealth
tax be applied equitably, all the mega-wealthy will ﬆill have plenty of money

for their toys, and if that means a ﬆupid big yacht, I hope it gives them

pleasure. As for me, I would have more fun in an 18’ sloop-rigged sailboat.

Aually, now that I think about it, if I had the funds, I might go a little bit
bigger.
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The Chain of Love
June, 2022

There is a secret to love and sex and pleasure, and I wish more people

would underﬆand it. The secret is that the moﬆ pleasure is felt by the

person giving the love (Yellow, Tui, on the wheel of eight diﬀerent metals,
or levels of consciousness, of Hermetic Alchemy). Receiving love (Green,

un) is a very diﬀerent kind of a pleasure, a receptive pleasure, in contraﬆ
with the expansive pleasure associated with giving love.

So many people do not know this, and lead very unsatisfaory sex lives

and personal lives trying to ﬁnd love, by which they think they mean ﬁnding
people to love them. The lesson is that if someone wants to discover all of

the hidden delights and pleasures of sex, about which they have heard so
many exciting rumors, all one needs to do is to ﬁnd ſomebody to love, as the
eﬀerſon irplane advised us back in 1967, so long ago. I heard them

singing it live in a small club in Boﬆon before anyone knew who they were.
Juﬆ imagine what a diﬀerent world this might be (writing on 24 une, 2022)

if Vladimir Putin had learned this lesson, or ﬁgured it out, at an early age. If

only someone could give him 500 mcg of LSD, even now, it might yet turn
things around.

Unfortunately, Putin has a long climb ahead of him,

operating, as he does, way down among the Red and Purple of Attack and
Oppression, far below those of us who enjoy a more elevated consciousness.
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Plenty of people have been trying to give this secret away long before

the Jeﬀerson Airplane, ﬆarting with Jesus Chriﬆ, who, of course, was ahead
of his time (old hippies will underﬆand that the pun is intended).

Trying to ﬁgure out a way of promoting this idea, I came up with the

hain of ove. To simplify a complex problem, when people meet, the
intereﬆ is not necessarily balanced or equal. Often one person may have an

intereﬆ in drawing closer (boy chaſes girl) while the other person draws back
(girl runs away). This is a major cause of shyness ~ one may be afraid that
the other person will not reciprocate the intereﬆ. So the concept of the
hain of ove is not to reciprocate, but to pay it forward. One ﬁnds someone

else to whom one wishes to express love, and explains that, inﬆead of
reciprocation, the person is invited to pay it forward, expressing new love to
someone else of their choice.
You don’t have to pass it on juﬆ once ~ anytime you wish to express

unconditional love for someone on these terms, you can ﬆart a whole new

chain of love. How to express the love ? Of course that would depend upon
the persons involved, but a nice dinner followed by a full body massage
would be an easy way to ﬆart. Your paramour would probably feel very good,

and will be motivated to pass on the chain of love. Please don’t break the
chain.
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Democracy in Crisis
July 2022

An NPR/Ipsos poll released in January revealed that the overwhelming

majority of Americans believe that U.S. democracy is “in crisis and at risk of
failing.”

America’s problem is a very old and classic problem. It is similar to the

dilemma of a person who is married or otherwise united to or with someone
who is unsuitable for one’s present needs. One has to decide whether to

ﬆick with the one you’ve got or plunge headlong into the myﬆerious and
unknown waters of the Open Sea in search of another, and hopefully more

suitable, partner. Sometimes there is another choice nearby, clutching at

one’s elbow, and sometimes one is alone and living life as a solitary ﬁsh in
the sea.

The partner with whom we have been married here in America is that

article of Holy Writ, the onﬅitution. It is getting old by now, and needs a

bath, and seems to be carrying on in some confusion, quite unlike the

conﬁdence of youth. Congress has been experiencing its senior moment for
decades now. But do we love her, after all, or do we send her oﬀ down the
road, and change her in for a younger model ? Boy, do I play a hard game

for the Devil’s Advocate ! There is that image of the shameless old man who
tosses the woman out into the ﬆreet who’s been living with him for so long,
to trade her in for a younger woman. You want to say, “No, no ~ you don’t
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want to throw her out ! Keep the old girl you know; you never know what
you might end up with if you take on someone new.”

And yet here I am advocating that it is time to lay that document,

reverently, to reﬆ. On the whole, that conﬆituting document was a brilliant
achievement. It served as the backbone of the country from its inception,

and, for all of its increasingly glaring faults, it aually provided a matrix out
of which this country has been able to survive and prosper. But now it is juﬆ

breaking down. Now that Democracy is not the only problem, dwarfed, as it

is, by the more serious problems of the nuclear annihilation of all life on
earth, the escalating climate cataﬆrophe, exploding pandemics, jungle
warfare, capitaliﬆ aggression, the death of the oceans, and the loss of the

Trees, there is juﬆ no time left to tolerate the follies and squabbles of the
capitaliﬆ class as they plunder the earth in her ﬁnal moments going down.
Let’s face it ~ the Conﬆitution is the founding document of a

corporation for the proﬁt of its members. Its members, mind you, not the
Corporation itself. “The Corporation” is juﬆ the legal entity they dreamed

up to hold the losses achieved in favor of the wealthy few. That twenty odd
trillion dollars of the National Debt represents the pillaging of the wealthy
class who have pocketed that amount, leaving the Nation to hold the losses.
All of the power in the country is represented by Money (“One Dollar, One
Vote”).

While that policy works very well in the marketplace, it fails utterly
when forced to serve as the ﬁnal authority for regulating the aﬀairs of our
planet. The ﬁnal authority for anything that happens on this planet goes to
the person who pays the moﬆ money. Who pays the piper, calls the tune.
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So that’s all wrong, then. Our poor Conﬆitution is juﬆ not up to

dealing with the problems of the present day ! The survival of ~ not only
human life, but all life on the planet ~ depends upon some planetary

evolution away from Money and Power ruling the world, in favor of some

syﬆem eﬆablished for the survival of the hoﬆ planet. Money and Power are
deﬆroying this planet as faﬆ as anyone is trying desperately to save it. The
egregious carnage going on in Ukraine is so dumbfoundingly ﬆupid as to
beggar belief.

The laﬆ thing we need is all of those bombs reducing

everything to rubble while everyone ramps up the extraion of fossil fuels,
accelerating the downward whirlpool of life dying out.

I have already explained the causes of inﬂation ~ it is really the whole

queﬆion of prosperity or poverty (vide: wo conomic allacies). As long as

money is spent with a high Return Faor Probability, then it is a good
inveﬆment and will increase the overall prosperity. And when money is
spent with low Return Faor Probability (like, in the high negative

numbers) then you are on your way to losing Grandma’s farm. The obvious
example of Negative Return Faor Probability is war, as Putin is learning to

his coﬆ. Both sides lose during warfare. All the amount of capital value that
is

vaporized

into

annihilation

during

warfare

goes

impoverishment of the people (and the wealth of the few).

toward

the

So it is not spending money that is causing inﬂation; it is the waﬆe of

money and resources in non-produive direions, such as war. All of that
loss is being felt as inﬂation, high gas prices, and, in general, increasing
overall poverty, all the way around. In order to cancel out the negative

eﬀes of negative expenditures, double that amount of high positive return
faor expenditures needs to be made to balance it out. When the positive
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expenditures outbalance the negative expenditures, the entity moves in the
direion of increasing prosperity.

When the negative expenditures

outbalance positive expenditures, then that entity slides down into poverty,
usually experienced as an increasing polarization between the haves and the
have nots.

So for every trillion dollars spent on war and the military, two trillion

dollars needs to be spent on planting trees, building schools and hospitals,
and services to the people. When people say, “Oh, we are spending so much
money on war and the military that we really can’t aﬀord to spend money on

anything else,” that means they want the whole of the spending to be on
negative projes, and nothing for making the world a better place. That’s

the recipe for continuing to plunge into that downward whirlpool into
annihilation that I have been describing.
So, to escape the bad eﬀes of all of this negative spending, the

solution is to spend a whole lot more in the positive direion, otherwise
there juﬆ isn’t any hope. And as long as it is the people with the moﬆ

wealth in the world determining how the money should be spent (the
aﬅers of ankind, according to Adam Smith), it is a certainty that the
end is near.
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I have been saying this for thirty years or more. It is all there in my

colleed writings, (One lanet akeover). The essence of the idea is to
create an inﬆitution to hold the ﬁnal authority to replace the plutocrats and

oligarchs who have been pillaging the earth up until now. In other words,

the idea is to eﬀe the transition from the ungle to the arden, overseen by

the Gardener. The Gardener would be chosen by the eminary of the hurch
of the iving ree, or some other orld Inﬅitute of orld tudies, whose
mandate were to take care of the Earth in Truﬆ.

I’ve used this piure before, but I like it.
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End the War Now
July 2022

This war in Ukraine is juﬆ the lateﬆ bleeding ulcer on this planet of

ours. Yes, even the Russian invasion of Ukraine, juﬆ as much as Climate
Change, the Pandemic, and the Plague of Frogs, are all caused by the
collapsing levels of planetary consciousness in a devaﬆating feedback loop

that bodes not well for survival. The threat to the survival of life on earth is

so great that the moﬆ desperate temporary measures have to be implemented
immediately.
required.

In order to save the patient, immediate intervention is

This conﬂi in Ukraine is so ﬆupid, but there will be no way to ﬆop it

without the intervention of a Higher Power, and there isn’t any in evidence

at present, at leaﬆ not on Earth. When two schoolboys ﬁght, either one or

the other is defeated, and, if you are Achilles, you hitch his body to your
chariot by his heels, and ride around and around the plain of battle, with
your foe’s body bouncing in the duﬆ for all to see from both sides of the
conﬂi, in order to inﬂi maximum humiliation on the defeater warrior.
(Homer’s Iliad is really pretty funny, a laugh a minute.)

So, absent the Higher Power, the only thing to do is to withdraw from

the conﬂi on whatever terms are demanded. This will probably mean
formal recognition of the independence of Crimea and the eaﬆern Donbas

provinces (or their integration into Mother Russia), as well as the ﬆipulated
neutrality of Ukraine, with no more talk of joining Europe.
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But it will be a Pyrrhic viory. Russia may end up “owning” some

more heares of land, but it will have to maintain them by employing a
conﬆant garrison of troops to oppose an ongoing insurgency, at great
expense. The whole adventure will have cemented the reﬆ of Europe into
the ﬆrongeﬆ bonds it has ever had in opposition to Russia. What price

viory? The sanions will be maintained, and the Russian economy will
ﬆruggle along, falling deeper into poverty juﬆ like the reﬆ of the world, as
the declining planetary aura drags everyone down. The cumulative coﬆ of

raging ﬁres, tropical ﬆorms, mass shootings, melting ice caps, pandemics,
and war will gradually drag down the overall prosperity everywhere, with

accelerating dolorous eﬀe. Russia will have gained nothing by its tantrums,
except to be pushed down even further. This is such an explosive situation

that it almoﬆ seems inevitable that it will ﬁnally go up in smoke, as
Armageddon ﬁnally brings us to the End Times, and we get to discover what

those end times really are. And when we die we will underﬆand what we
mean by eternal life.

No, if there is to be any hope of survival, we have to ﬆop the warfare
going on before we can begin to address the reﬆ of the problems raining

down upon those of us who are ﬆill surviving in these laﬆ days of the human
race on earth. The only long term hope of turning this collapse around is to
raise the planetary consciousness as quickly as possible. What a tall order!

The idea of my proposed website (aiaura.com) dramatically showcasing
the declining Aura of the planet in dying color, is to make the reality of the
situation ﬆarkly clear to everyone. All of the areas of greateﬆ problem on

the planet will ﬆand out vividly by the color of the prevailing aura. But
underﬆanding the problem is only the bareﬆ beginning – to aually initiate

a process of raising the Aura, it will take either another incarnation or Avatar
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of God, or else a great many millions of trips of LSD diﬆributed all over the
earth. Or perhaps both at once.
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The One World Government Problem
July 2022

This “One World Government” business seems to be about the most

red hot other of ll onspiracy heories of them all, enough to instigate a
barroom brawl wherever it is mentioned.

I have never understood it.

Reading in history about the slow and steady progress towards uniﬁcation in
all of the various princely states of Europe, it is possible to see a long view of
what is going on. It was not so long ago that all of Italy, for example, was
just a jungle of sovereign states and powers, endlessly warring and conspiring
with each other. This process has been going on for centuries, millennia,

and it has a long way to go. The inevitable teleology is pretty obvious ~
sooner or later, the entire human race must be drawn together into a single

fold, as a matter of survival and growth. In every case, uniﬁed countries
show greatly improved cooperation among the various peoples enfolded
under their banner.

It is not as though I haven’t noticed it yet, or mentioned it ~ apart

from my call to plant Trees everywhere, by the millions, billions, and
trillions, this One World Government problem has been my most insistent
voice.

I have just looked over the October 2020 article, One orld

overnment, and it’s all there, clear as a bell. Here, and previously, I have

celebrated some of the world’s greatest visionaries ~ Einstein, Teilhard de

Chardin, Bertrand Russell, and H.G. Wells, all of whom have stressed the
obvious and urgent necessity of completing this unity of the world, before

any further progress can be made on any front. That means this has to
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happen ﬁrﬅ, before you need expect much progress on war, death, taxes, or
climate change.

But what I can’t understand is why is this not clear to everyone? It takes

a child like Greta Thunberg to stand up and shout, “The Emperor is wearing

No Clothes! ~ and why hasn’t anyone else noticed?!” Our “Leaders” are

doing nothing; and that’s the best of them; the worst ones, like Vladimir
Putin, Donald Trump, or Jair Bolsonaro are waving ﬂags and selling hot
dogs, while applauding and rejoicing in the destruction of our planet. Our

world is desperately out of control on every hand, and getting worse on every

level; and every time we hear about it getting worse, we are told that it is six
times worse than it was thought to be before. And yet, the rampaging

aﬅers of the orld go on partying and pillaging as fast as they can, while

the rest of the population just look on, dazed, like the zombies they are, `οι

πολλοι.

What I ﬁnd most astonishing is that no one else seems to be bothered

about what’s going on, at least not bothered enough to suggest any way at all
of dealing with the problem.

It is not a matter of some world-wide

conference of the various states and powers (read: wealth) of the world in

which there are numbers of suggested Programs of how to progress forward,
all of which are hotly contested, as no agreement can be made on which
course to pursue. No. There is nothing at all. No one has a clue. Yawn.

The only choice on the Ballot is usineſs as ſual. Anyone who advocates
anything diﬀerent is considered a radical or a deviant (as, of course, they are).

Not that anyone’s taking a vote. It seems to be taken for granted that
nothing can be done. Just keep the popcorn coming, and watch the show:
he ecline and all of lanet arth.
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I have been calling for a onvocation of the ealthy and owerful (the

aﬅers of the orld), as the only ones who have the power to make
something happen.

But now I think that perhaps what is needed is a

onvocation of the ionaries. So now I call to all Visionaries of the world ~
let us meet in onclave at the rotto, and try to work out a plan of action.

Yes, I have a great many ideas of my own, but if anyone has some better
ideas to propose, I want to hear all about them.
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All Syﬆems in the Red Zone
July, 2022

The collapse of the world as we know it shows the failure of exiﬆing

inﬆitutions. We desperately need to get something new going on, and
yeﬅerday (i.e., laﬆ century). They tell me that the frog in the hot water ﬆory
is a fake ~ any frog worth his salt will have enough sense to jump out once
the water begins to get too hot. So it is juﬆ human beings who are unable to

adapt faﬆ enough to changing conditions in time to save themselves and
their potential progeny from deﬆruion.

The impression that made me take up my digital pen this morning was
a vision of the earth burﬆing to the point of explosion with increasing
tensions all over the world. I have noticed before that when a syﬆem (a

single organic entity, like a person, or more complex, like a planet) becomes

overloaded with tension, there will be some point of release. On a human
scale, if a person has some nervous tension erupting in some organic
symptom, it does no good to treat the symptom. If you ﬆop some nervous
eruption at some point on your body, the tension will juﬆ burﬆ forth
somewhere else, like whack-a-mole.

The itch, irritation, or ulcer is

biologically or physically necessary to disperse the accumulating tension,

which is a real physical energy ﬁeld. The only way really to address the
problem is to resolve the underlying source of the tension. If you can reſolve

the ongoing conﬂi with your wife, then the neurotic manifeﬅations will ſubde.
In other words, a good orgasm is so much better than a nuclear bomb (to
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mix my metaphor from a person to a planet ~ I hope you can follow the
logic, changing horses in midﬆream).

On a planetary scale, I have noticed that the world has been conﬆantly

at war, somewhere on the planet, for the laﬆ few hundred years, at leaﬆ. I

have had the impression that these wars serve exaly the same funion as

the neurotic eruption on a person’s body ~ the planet juﬆ needs a pressure
release valve to dissipate the accumulating tension. I have also noticed that
when one conﬂi is ﬁnally reﬆrained, or conﬆrained to moderate rumbling

inﬆead of hot war, then a major conﬂi will erupt somewhere else on the

planet to compensate, so that the excess tension of the planet can have some
point at which it can be released.

About ﬁve years ago I suggeﬆed a resolution of the ongoing tension
with North Korea by holding a chess match between Kim Jong-un and
Donald Trump ( olution to the iaſco of orth orea). Now I suggeﬆ a

match between Volodymyr Zelensky and Vladimir Putin. If Zelensky wins,

Putin takes his toys and goes home. If Putin wins, Ukraine gives up the

Donbas and Crimea and agrees to Ukraine neutrality and abandonment of
NATO aspirations. No matter who wins, Ukraine, Russia, Europe, and the

world will be a whole lot better oﬀ than they are at present. Perhaps we can
make the match a beﬆ of seven, in order to maximize the eﬃciency of
releasing accumulated tension. No proxies allowed; principals only.

But, of course, a new locus of tension would quickly materialize
somewhere else on the planet, so this would be a very temporary solution.

For a real and laﬆing solution to this problem of international tension, there

muﬆ be an international solution, such as I have been recommending for the

laﬆ forty or ﬁfty years. The argument againﬆ my plan is that it is juﬆ too
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enormous a design to have any prospe of realization. But my answer is that

the central feature, the eﬆablishment of a new source of planetary authority,
can be ﬆarted immediately ~ the eﬆablishment of an international Seminary,
a school of international ﬆudies, to provide the environment for an Avatar of

God to incarnate. This Seminary can be eﬆablished immediately as a school
without any political authority at all ~ it will be up to this Seminary and

their eleed Advocate to evolve into a position of increasing authority in the

world. All we need is the funding for a suﬃcient endowment to eﬆablish the
Seminary, and then let the evolution of the plan proceed from there on its
own momentum.
subscribed.

This can be done immediately, as soon as funds be

he hurch of the iving ree provides a ready-made

organizational ﬆruure.

I have been advocating this plan for so long that a single link or two is

useless ~ refer to one of my two colleions of seleed writings
~ One lanet akeover, 2022.

I have been living on this planet long enough to have witnessed the

ongoing collapse of the biological integrity of our sorry planet. Will it
continue the slide into the Black, or will some energy arise to promote the
survival of life? Stay tuned, do something, or pass the absinthe.
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eus erditus
Auguﬆ, 2022

I always keep looking for the root causes of problems. It is useless to

keep ﬆretching new band-aids over feﬆering wounds, when what we really
need is something much more fundamental. I look at the political problems

facing the United States, and the Reﬆ of the World, too, and I compare it

with the escalating Climate Cataﬆrophe our planet is experiencing, along
with the Pandemics, and the Fires that are literally burning our planet up,

and I try to think, “What is the Root cause of all of this mayhem? What is
really causing this?”

My ﬆandard answer, for the laﬆ fifty years or so, has been that the

wanton deﬆruion of our planetary heritage of Trees is the biggeﬆ problem

underlying everything else. Now they are telling us that planting trees is not
even suﬃcient anymore. No, it is not uﬃcient, but it is eceary. This

planet is too far gone to be reﬆored to vitality merely by re-planting the
Trees that we have deﬆroyed. But it is the underlying pre-condition before

anything else can really begin to help. It’s not juﬆ about carbon. There is a

whole organic biosphere that needs to be reﬆored, and packing compressed
carbon dioxide into barrels buried in the ground (at aﬆronomical expense
gleefully financed through the Banks) is not the solution. A much better

solution is to reﬆore all of that carbon to the planet as Trees that have always
been the foundation of its health and vitality.
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But I have realized that this problem cannot even be addressed in

today’s world, as long as the planet continues as a lawless raging jungle,

activated solely by financial considerations. I have said before that Money is

the same as Power, in the same way that Matter may be converted into
Energy ~ they are two names for two expressions of the same underlying

concept. And, juﬆ to emphasize again the main point, that is no way to run
a railroad, let alone a Planet. That whole cloud of psychic energy which we
call Money (or Power) is what runs this planet, and has been causing its
inevitable collapse, which is now upon us.

So, before we can address the physical dying of our planet, we have to

address the raging conﬂagration of Power Points (e.g., Donald Trump,

Vladimir Putin, Xi Jinping, Google, Amazon) all ﬆruggling for dominance,
which is the cause of the planet’s disease. Yes, of course this is the same old
theme, because there really isn’t any other hope unless we figure it out ~ that

reliance upon ﬁnancial gain and profit is not ſuitable as the motivating force
driving all aivity on the planet.

But today’s idea is to see the problem from a yet more fundamental
view ~ always trying to get to the ultimate Root of the Problem. And I find
that all knowledge of God seems to have been loﬆ to the present generation.

eus ortuus, eus bſconditus, aut eus erditus. Is God Dead? Or is
He only in Hiding? Or has He been Loﬆ?

Since my father was a Methodiﬆ miniﬆer, I encountered the problem
of God at a very early age, but couldn’t underﬆand it. Since then, I have
made it a major ﬆudy, and long ago I began to figure it all out. Now it all

seems so simple and obvious. Whether you believe in God or not, at leaﬆ it

is clear what it means. od is to the World as a ardener is to his arden. Did
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the Gardener die? Has he turned from his garden and hidden himself away?
Or has the Garden loﬆ its Gardener?

All this talk about the Gardener makes me sound very conservative,

certainly paternaliﬆic (although, of course, the Gardener we are looking for

might be either male or female, or even something in-between).
Authoritarian is the word, I guess. Yes, certainly ~ it is all about the ource

of uthority ! That is the fundamental problem of the world, and the one
which muﬆ be addressed firﬆ of all, before the other problems can be sorted

out. You need a King to keep the Nobles in check. The King, whose power
comes from God, allies with the People, in the same way that the whole Free
Farm economy and all the free services of health, education, food, and

transport are all to support the People, while the Nobles are taxed by the
King to pay for it all. But the King cannot be juﬆ the moﬆ powerful bandit
of the lot ~ He muﬆ be on a higher level, in which the King is really

identified as God. It is no coincidence that this pattern is exaly the pattern

of human society from its infancy. So, yes, we long for the Return of the

God-King, as in all the beﬆ fairy tales, and, leﬆ you misunderﬆand, we are
certainly not talking about the Donald ! What a comical joke for people who

somehow yearn for the eturn of the ing to see someone like Donald

Trump as the possible Messiah they have been looking for. My viewpoint
rises quite a bit higher on the Conservative scale than that ! No, we need to
recreate a new King as an Avatar of God in a dedicated Alchemical Vessel.

A lot of people are very fearful of the implications of all of this, but it

is certainly clear to me and to a great many other visionaries that our little
garden would be a whole lot better oﬀ if the Gardener would come back.

Please, if we have loﬆ our Gardener, let us cultivate a new one. If we gather
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a Seminary of healthy young people from all over the world, and give them

the beﬆ encouragement we can in every way, then surely an Avatar of God
will come into Being among them. That’s how magic works.
And if you can figure that out, you will not only underﬆand Magic,

but you will also underﬆand God.
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We Are Living a Dyﬆopian Novel
September, 2022

The collapse of all interconneed biological syﬆems has been

accelerating exponentially. We have suddenly reached the point where the

end is now clearly in view. We are not the ﬁrﬆ generation to believe that the
present inhabitants of the world are living in the laﬆ days. I have juﬆ been
reading Boccaccio’s Decameron, which ﬆarts out by setting the scene of the

Black Death in the city of Florence in 1348. Death was so omnipresent that

many people loﬆ all reason, and abandoned all reﬆraint, morals, property,
and precaution. It was a descent into Chaos, literally the Black Death.

irabile diu, there were aually some survivors of the human race

to soldier on, putting new human beings on their God-forsaken planet, who

somehow managed to go on living to suﬀer another day. And now it is upon
us again. Every day’s news brings more evidence of the Laﬆ Days. Amidﬆ

escalating pandemics and climate change, we have the Russians launching a
war of aggression againﬆ Ukraine; we have melting Aric ice sheets raising

sea level by another ten inches; we have 1000 year droughts and ﬂoods; we

have our poor planet literally burning up with out-of-control foreﬆ ﬁres; we

have monsoon ﬂoods in Pakiﬆan credibly nominated as one of the worﬆ

natural disaﬆers of all time; we have raving lunatics being eleed President
of the United States, and we have almoﬆ half the country supporting the

guy; we watch dumbfounded as the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant melts down
in slow motion, ready to rain down deﬆruion over the whole of the
conteﬆed area; we have maniacs like Bolsonaro in Brazil rampaging
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deﬆruion upon the laﬆ remnants of the Brazilian Rainforeﬆ ~ all we need
now is another Nero playing his ﬁddle, or Gabriel blowing his Horn.

So what else is new? Are we all suﬀering from cataﬆrophe fatigue?

Are we waiting for Aliens from outer space to land on our planet, or a new

Messiah who will lead us all back to the Garden of Eden? Or is it time to
crack open another bottle of absinthe and go down laughing, like the
desperate revelers of Boccaccio’s ecameron? It looks like the human race
has colleively given up the ﬆruggle and we are all “sleep-walking towards

the deﬆruion of our planet,” as warned by António Guterres.

The root of the problem is that our planet is and always has been ruled

by Money, Power, and Greed. There is no hope of survival short of a

planetary-wide total syﬆem change, to put the direion of planetary survival
in the hands of new Stewards who will consider the Earth Firﬆ, not America

Firﬆ, not the Russian, German, or Hebrew Motherland or Fatherland Firﬆ,

nor the Faithful of Allah, nor any other parochial intereﬆ. Let us put the

Earth and her Trees Firﬆ, that the survivors of these times, in case there are
any, may have some chance of ﬁnding shelter on an otherwise desolate
planet.
hom the gods would deﬅroy, they ﬁrﬅ make mad.
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The Only Way Out
September, 2022

It isn’t easy trying to live a simple life in retirement, tending my

fragrant roses and my walnut trees while the world all around me is hurtling

to deﬆruion at an accelerating pace. Everyone is wringing their hands in
despair, but no one seems to have any idea about how to solve this crisis. I
guess I really don’t have to repeat the litany of the collapse of everything we
have taken for granted for the laﬆ 60,000 years ~ even if you don’t read any

newspapers, print or digital, the collapse is all around us ~ global warming

causing ﬁre, ﬂood, famine, war, and peﬆilence. Juﬆ when you thought we
were getting a handle on COVID-19, then we have monkeypox, and now
polio is trying to make a come-back. What’s next, the bubonic plague (the
Black Death, erſinia peﬅis) ? If you are looking for something to read to
your children at bedtime, try he lague, by Albert Camus (this is what’s

known as black humor). “e knew what thoſe jubilant crowds did not know
but could have learned from books: that the plague bacillus never dies or diſappears

for good; that it can lie dormant for years and years in furniture and linen-cheﬅs;

that it bides its time in bedrooms, cellars, trunks, and bookelves; and that perhaps
the day would come when, for the bane and the enlightening of men it would rouſe
up its rats again and send them forth to die in a happy city.”

But readers of my rants know all of that ~ the queﬆion is, what do we

do about it ? Well, anyone who has noticed any of my writings over the paﬆ

ﬁfty years or so will know also that I have laid out a program of juﬆ how to
deal with the problem. Of course, plenty of people have indicated many
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ways in which individual problems might be addressed, but it is so
discouraging trying to plant trees while evil criminals like Jair Bolsonaro are

gleefully raping the dying Brazilin rainforeﬆ at the same time, or trying to
ride your bicycle while the oil companies are extraing and fracking oil at a
breakneck speed, plunging the earth into darkness as faﬆ as they can ﬁll their

pockets with gold. Paltry criminals like Adolf Hitler and Vladimir Putin

pale into insigniﬁcance with their few millions of people killed, while the real
enemies of the human race are making the entire planet uninhabitable for
everyone.

So it is not that no one knows how to deal with the several

simultaneous and compounding crises facing us ~ the underlying problems

are political, not technological. Does anyone remember the heroic eﬀorts of
Rachel Corrie, who put her life on the line ﬆanding up to the Israeli
bulldozer rolling over the Paleﬆinian lands back in 2003 ? The bulldozer
juﬆ kept on rolling, leaving Rachel Corrie’s body in the duﬆ.

Moﬆ

individuals, no matter how outraged they are by the events in the world, are
helpless in the face of the overwhelming inertia dragging down our world.

And so, once again, I come to an idea I have also expressed a number

of times before ~ that it is up to the persons of wealth and power in this
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world to ﬆep forward and lead the way to a new world. For some reason,

many people seem to recoil from this idea ~ aren’t those the people who are
moﬆ responsible for rushing this world to perdition ? Well, in the ﬁrﬆ

place, not everyone who has accumulated great wealth has done so by rape
and pillage. While it is true that the moﬆ common road to wealth is over

the backs of suﬀering humanity, there have been a very few, here and there,

who have aually produced something of suﬃciently signiﬁcant value as to
have earned their place in the sun. I won’t mention any names, but some of
them have even eﬆablished signiﬁcant philanthropies with the design of
returning a great part of their wealth back to the people of this sorry world.

But, in the second place, even if great criminals have accumulated

wealth by rape and pillage, but then, on their deathbed, and fearful of the

vengeance of an angry god (this would not be the God of the Chriﬆians, in
spite of the many people who consider themselves Chriﬆian who believe that
~ perhaps they have been reading too much of the Old Teﬆament), they

decide to employ some part of their gains for the betterment of the world, I
would not disdain to accept their blood money. If Genghis Khan wants to
set up hospitals to treat his wounded viims, he is welcome to put his name
on the door.

As to how they might use their wealth and/or power to eﬀe some

positive change, I do not need to diate the terms. Of course, I have my

own agenda, but if they have some other idea, let them pursue it. For
ﬆarters, I recommend, as I have before, convening a convocation of the
wealthy and powerful, who might pool their resources to follow any
reasonable plan.
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Rachel Corrie, 10 IV 1979 ~ 16 III 2003, in pace requieſcat
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Charles ex
September, 2022

Queen Elizabeth II was extremely popular with almoﬆ everyone. Her

social ta was legendary, and she maintained a regal presence above the fray
of politics that endeared her to a great many people all over the world. He
son Charles, on the other hand, has quite another ﬆyle. While Elizabeth
was secure and content with her role as a ﬁgurehead, the nation’s lovable
grandmother, Charles has long been quite passionate about a great many

political issues. His primary focus has always been on issues related to
climate and the environment. “King Charles’ intereﬆs have ranged from

tropical foreﬆs to the ocean depths, from suﬆainable farming praices to

water security. They began long before such concerns became mainﬆream.”
~ Juﬆin Rowlatt, Climate editor, BBC.

Way to go, Charlie ! I guess I can underﬆand that, on the surface,

Charles is not as lovable as his impeccable mother, but I believe that it is
possible for a monarchy to have relevance, even in the twenty-ﬁrﬆ century.

According to recent tradition, the monarch muﬆ remain ﬆrily aloof from

any political issues, but I believe there is room for a re-interpretation of that
tradition. To be sure, it would not be advisable for the monarch to take a
ﬆand on speciﬁc political issues of the day, but when it comes to the Big

Piure, I believe that the monarch has not only the right, but the duty to
oﬀer leadership. The issues of climate change and our fragile environment

are perhaps the moﬆ important set of crises the human race has ever faced. I

am appalled that there ﬆill remain “climate deniers” in this present day ~
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persons for whom the opportunities of making proﬁts totally eclipse their
consideration for such troublesome details as the survival of the human race.

There is a lot of talk about the declining relevance of the monarchy,

and some Commonwealth countries are reportedly considering dispensing
with the archaic formality of the Monarch as Head of State. But it seems to
me that the only way for the monarchy to survive is for it to retain or acquire

some important relevance, and the issues important to Charles III need all of
the support and inﬂuence they can get. If he is careful to ﬆay on the high
ground, I expe that he might reﬆore the inﬆitution of monarchy to a
continued relevance, even in today’s world.

On the other hand, if he feels conﬆrained to limit his presence in the

world to that of a meaningless ﬁgurehead, he might well be the laﬆ King of
Great Britain (I use the term which might come back into use following the

liberation of Northern Ireland ~ If they could give up India, ſurely they can give
up Ireland).

Stand up for what you believe, Charles, and you may ﬁnd a growing

respe, inﬂuence, and support from people all over the world. No one
liﬆens to me, but perhaps some people might liﬆen to you. Continue your

work ~ the planet and the human race need to hear your message.
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The Cycle of Drought and Floods
September, 2022

I read about the cycle of drought and ﬂoods, and it is as though no one

seems to underﬆand the important role of trees to ﬆabilize the cycle of the
weather. With the loss of the trees, the soil cannot hold water, so everything
dries out, and vegetation dies. Then when the rains come onto parched
ground, devaﬆating ﬂoods ensue. Is this rocket science?

Trees are not only the beﬆ natural carbon sink ~ they also maintain

the integrity of the land and soil. The roots hold the moiﬆure in the soil,
and the leaves shade the ground, proteing the shrubs and other smaller
plants and people sheltering under the canopy of the trees, releasing the
water gradually through springs throughout the year. They also provide
food. I was reading about the carbon footprint of beef and other protein

alternatives. Of course, beef and other red meats are the worﬆ, but other
animal food are also pretty bad. The liﬆ goes down to vegetable sources of
protein such as peas and beans and tofu, but there on the very bottom of the

liﬆ is nuts, at a neat Zero carbon footprint. But it is even less than zero ~
since orchards of nut producing trees sequeﬆer carbon as well as performing

other valuable climate related services, the carbon footprint of nuts is a whole

lot less than zero, in the same way that a bicycle is by far the cheapeﬆ mode
of transportation ~ the dollar coﬆ of riding a bicycle is way less than

nothing, since it provides valuable health services to oﬀset the negligible coﬆ
of buying and maintaining a bicycle.
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So the conclusion? Plant more Trees as if your life depended on it, eat

less meat, eat more nuts, and trade in your car for a bicycle.
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End of the Trail
September, 2022

There is no “exit ramp” for Vladimir Putin. He is at the end of the

road. He has been painting himself into a corner. He is like a rat in a maze

for which there is no solution. He has never had a good option. Can you
see Putin, like Gorbachev, ﬆanding up and saying, “Ha, ha. My miﬆake.
So sorry. Ha, ha. I guess I’ll juﬆ take my toys and go home.” ? But that has
been his beﬆ and only option all this time. Of course it is true that he was
provoked into this quagmire. Ukraine is like an elephant trap (a Bear trap?)

into which the hapless Putin has fallen. The relentless pressure of the Weﬆ
and NATO (read the United States war machine) pushing closer to Russia’s
borders have given Putin no other option at any time. Backed into a corner,

puﬃng and blowing, he felt he had no other choice but to “put up or shut

up.” Since shutting up was never a palatable option for him, he felt he had
no other option but to follow through with his threats (“It is not a bluﬀ.”)

and invade Ukraine. But the trap was sprung, and there he is, dangling in
the air by one foot.

Okay, I’m mixing my metaphors again. But regardless of what kind of

trap it was into which he fell, there is no way out. Confucius says, “The

Way Out is via the Door. Why is it that no one will use this method?” We
have already underﬆood that Putin is no more likely than Donald Trump to

walk through that exit door, but there is no other way out. The Nuclear
Option is a suicide bomb. Perhaps Putin feels some déjà vu ~ that he is

reliving his February options again. Will he put up or shut up? If you push
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the man to the brink, will he jump? But the hole he is in only grows deeper

the more he ﬆruggles, like a ﬂy in a spider’s web, or Brer Rabbit with the
Tar Baby.

The suicide bomb is the laﬆ resort of the desperate man. When there

is no hope at all, no matter in which direion you turn, the ﬁnal despair is to
take down as much of “the enemy” with you as you go down to your own

ﬁnal deﬆruion. Every sane person on this planet knows that using nuclear
weapons, even a “little bomb” like a “tactical nuclear weapon” is a no-

brainer. But if Putin is really certiﬁably crazy, and might possibly pull the
plug on civilization and life on earth, that is all the more reason why he muﬆ
be resiﬆed and ﬆopped.

“The whole world should be praying for Russia’s viory, because there

are only two ways this can end: either Russia wins, or a nuclear apocalypse,”

nationaliﬆ Russian tycoon Konﬆantin Malofeyev tells the inancial imes.
“If we don’t win, we will have to use nuclear weapons, because we can’t lose,”

he added. “Does anyone really think Russia will accept defeat and not use its
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nuclear arsenal?” But any appeasement that leaves Putin in power with

anything he can claim as a viory for his nuclear blackmail will only darken
the skies for the foreseeable future.
Putin’s problem is the same one faced by moﬆ diators ~ once you

lose your grip on the reins of power, you are usually prosecuted or killed.

Putin underﬆands perfely well that as soon as he falls from power, his next
ﬆop is the International Criminal Court in The Hague. Don’t expe him to
go away quietly.
So this is the end of the trail for Putin, but not necessarily the end of

the trail for Russia. Russia, indeed, has a perfely good exit ramp ~ dump

Putin. In fa, this is the only way forward. Putin muﬆ take the fall, and
then Russia can put all the blame on Putin, and retreat from the Ukraine

ﬁasco in relatively good order. As soon as Russia does this, sanions will
melt away and happy days will return to Russia. Let the good times roll !

Vladimir Putin, September, 2022
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$12 Per Gallon Gasoline
Oober, 2022

Here in California, we will be among the ﬁrﬆ to enjoy $7 per gallon

gasoline, but it’s ﬆill cheap at twice the price. I underﬆand the ﬁnancial pain

of paying so much money for gas. But neither inﬂation nor recession are the
fault of the Biden adminiﬆration. The underlying economic conditions are

worsening all over the planet, caused by climate change and attendant
disaﬆers and pandemics, exacerbated by Putin’s war on Ukraine. The good

old days are not coming back anytime soon, and times are going to get
increasingly hard for everyone, world-wide.

During times of declining prosperity, the gap between rich and poor

always tends to widen (and the more severe the economic decline, the wider
the gap). Socially and politically, everything moves to the right, as our
planet descends to the dyﬆopian reality of George Orwell’s world of 1984.

So juﬆ don’t a surprised that all of this is happening. These ﬂuuations
are all in accordance with immutable natural law, and there is nothing we
can do about it short of syﬆemic change (which is what I’ve been advocating
all along, of course).

But all of this rapidly declining prosperity, world-wide, makes it all the

harder to adapt to changing realities, like the price of gasoline. When I read

the news that OPEC is going to reduce the amount of oil pumped out of the
earth by two million barrels a day, I rejoiced. Of course that will drive the
price of gas way up at the pump, but that’s exaly what’s got to happen if we
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are ever going to get weaned oﬀ the oil tit. Crank down those valves on the

oil wells and watch with satisfaion as the price of gas soars up to $12 a
gallon, $18 a gallon, $24 a gallon ~ until ﬁnally oil is only used for highly

specialized induﬆrial uses that can pay the high prices. Burning oﬀ 12

billion years of accumulated fossil oil in a few generations is way beyond
ﬆupid ~ it is criminal.

And the eleric alternative won’t be all that much cheaper ~ with
trains, buses, trucks, subways, boats, and aircraft all running on eleric
power, it will be many years before the alternative supply chain will be able

to cope with the demand for all this elericity. But the faﬆeﬆ way to
encourage everyone to make the switch to driving an eleric vehicle (if not a

bicycle, to really occupy the high ground) is for the price of gas at the pump
to move upwards at a ﬆeady and relentless pace. Of course, the whole fossil
fuel induﬆry should be heavily taxed in compensation.

I recognize the unfortunate unintended consequence of all of this ~

Putin will receive bloated payment revenues from the sale of his oil and gas,
enabling him to continue his criminal assault on the planet, localized moﬆ
heavily on the heads and bodies of the Ukrainians, but aﬀeing everyone on

the planet, make no miﬆake. The only way to really hurt Putin’s oil revenues
is to ﬆop buying his oil.

So, bring it on, OPEC ! Keep pumping out less and less of that oil,

leaving more of it in the ground, and help this world to get beyond burning
up the world’s dwindling supply of oil as fuel.
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It’s Not Going to Get Better
Season of the Witch, 2022

No one seems to have ﬁgured it out yet. Everyone thinks that what’s

happening now is some sort of temporary aberration. They see inﬂation, and

they think that some new monetary policy will corre the problem. They
see political eﬆablishments turning more and more to the extreme right

wing, and they think it’s juﬆ the ebb and ﬂow of cyclical change. But what
we are looking at is the face of planetary collapse. All of the problems of the

world are dragging down the level of planetary prosperity, from pandemics to
war and climate change, with its devaﬆating droughts, ﬁres, ﬂoods, and

tropical ﬆorms. And all of this is causing a corresponding spiritual decline.
And downward direions, juﬆ like upward direions, are self-reinforcing.

The further down you go below a hypothetical balance point, the faﬆer the
rate of collapse. It’s like the mirror image of an explosion pattern.

And when times get hard ﬁnancially, the ſharpeners take over.
Sharpeners emphasize diﬀerences, and levelers emphasize commonality.
When global prosperity increases, the sharpeners back oﬀ, and everyone

enjoys the general prosperity. But when times are hard, the diﬆinions

between rich and poor increase, as the sharpeners ratchet up the pressure for
their personal beneﬁt. Tolerance is a leveling phenomenon, and intolerance
and discrimination are sharpening phenomena.

An extreme of leveling

would be my idea of Free Farms. The extreme of sharpening is fascism.
The far right is the leaﬆ tolerant, by deﬁnition. If the reﬅ of the world becomes
uninhabitable, do we let everyone come to enmark?
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All over the planet we are seeing a massive shift to the right, as the

sharpeners of the world consolidate their gains and continue their goal of
pillaging the planet as faﬆ as they can so they can hold onto some beneﬁt,

while moﬆ of the reﬆ of the world plunges into anarchy and chaos. It is

useless to ﬆart naming countries which are moving to the extreme right ~
they all are: Italy, Sweden, Israel, juﬆ to mention some recent news. The
descent of the Unites States into chaos is especially discouraging.

So this is not some temporary blip on the scene ~ this is the

continuation of the downward spiral into chaos, darkness, and death that
visionaries have seen happening for over a hundred years. The current signs

are so discouraging that there is no more hope of any change for the better.

It is only going to get worse and worse from now on. It’s too late; the laﬆ
lifeboat has sailed long ago. Those who left with Timothy Leary’s Space

Migration in the 60s were the last to get away. More and more people are
carrying guns ~ in Texas you no longer need a permit to carry a gun openly.

The poor will be relentlessly squeezed as the wealthier classes take

more and more for themselves, leaving nothing for anyone else. Prices will
go up; rents and property will go up; food will ﬆart becoming scarce and

expensive (get used to inse protein meal). Uprisings and rebellions will

become even more commonplace, all over the earth, and as harshly repressed
as ever (Burma, Iran, Hong Kong). War will continue spreading its black

cloud over Civilization, wherever it tries to rear its head. The poor will ﬆart
dying oﬀ at increasing rates as the wealthy people of the world retire to safe

communities, leaving everyone else on the edge to fend for themselves, in an
increasingly harsh world. Welcome to the modern dyﬅopia. We are living it

now; we were there. (Will there be any survivors? Will people suddenly
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notice these writings, and put a huge movement into play that will create a
whole new world, a Golden Age?)

Metaphysically, I have been seeing this as the spreading dominance of

the Red and Purple Auras over the earth ~ endless ﬆruggle, violence, and
oppression everywhere. Now there is less and less of the honeﬆ work and
toil of Orange, or cultivation of the garden, and certainly little enough peace

and reﬆ at the Blue level. Anything higher up than that has been erased
from the piure long ago. Now the whirlpool of Red and Purple is swirling

down more and more rapidly, drawing down all that is left of life into the
Black of death. (vide: volutionary eap ow, www.tree.org/Leap.htm)

No one has heeded the warnings, so now we will juﬆ have to watch it

unfold, and/or die. Perhaps Putin deﬆroying the world in despair will be the

moﬆ merciful way to end it. (hy do we need a world, if uia’s not in it? ~

Dmitry Kiselyov.)

Juﬆ in terms of energy syﬆems, it is almoﬆ impossible to turn around a

torrent of energy once it gets so far down the drain of Purple going down

into the Black, behind Red. Where are Timothy Leary’s space migration
rockets, now that we need them? rognos is not looking good.
I want to display all of this process on my map proje

(aiaura.com), so we can see the evolution of the earth over time, peaking,

perhaps, somewhere around the Seventeenth Century, when the earth was
ﬆill Green, although in conﬆant turmoil, as it has been in almoﬆ all times
and places. But then, more recently, it has been falling apart for the laﬆ
hundred years, and now beginning to drop oﬀ precipitously towards the end.

In the course of my own lifetime, I have seen an enormous change, from a
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high sometime around 1967, to the present chilling depths of free-fall into

chaos. The whole adventure of Vietnam was a surprising and anomalous
reality.
I know it is common for people at the end of their lives to look back at

the world as falling apart. his is the end of life as we know it. Terence

McKenna thought it was the End of Hiﬆory when he died. The thing is,
they have all been right. With every cycle deeper down into the Whirlpool,

the ﬆate of the earth gets progressively worse. Would a Map make any
diﬀerence?

If people could see juﬆ where the energies and levels of

consciousness were going, would it help to consider ways of addressing the
issues?

On a personal level, as soon as a person fully underﬆands the Eight
levels of Consciousness as they apply to one’s own life, the sooner it becomes
clear that everything gets better the higher up you go (and gets worse as you

go further down). Therefore you can more easily modify your behavior to
promote outcomes that raise your level, and avoid behavior that will drag you
down. Is it possible for the Planet as a whole (aia) to underﬆand what is

happening, and begin to move in direions that will elevate the level of her
Aura? In other words, is it hopeless to attempt to address speciﬁc problems

until ﬁrﬆ the global spiritual and political problem can be addressed? As
long as there are wars going on in the world, and rampant pillaging of the
earth’s dwindling resources, it is useless to hold out much hope.

Perhaps a funioning and conﬆantly updated Map could focus

people’s attention on the oci of moﬆ severe problems, and generate a

consensus and momentum for positive change.
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Over the laﬆ ﬁfty years or so I have been in an increasing ﬆate of

shock. As the collapse of all syﬆems accelerates, I keep expeing something

to happen to reverse this slide unto death. I feel my own body increasingly
susceptible to the inﬁrmities of age, and it ﬁnally comes to me that my
relatively minor ailments are not going to reverse course any time soon. I am
going to go on, not knowing the day or the hour of my death, until ﬁnally

my aging shell can no longer support the life trying to survive inside. I keep
hearing the words of Bob Dylan, “When you gonna wake up, and ﬆrengthen
the things that remain?”
The earth will go on, and some remnant of life will probably survive

until I am long forgotten, but it will be a very diﬀerent world from what I

have known. And a hundred years from now, some people may look back

noﬆalgically to the happy days of 2022, and wish those happy days could
come again, when there was ﬆill some semblance of a world going on. But

the grim realities of 2122 will never recede, reﬆoring the bright sunshine of
these happy days we are now enjoying. [irony alert]

There is no point in wallowing in all of the incredible devaﬆation of

our planet. We don’t need to be reminded of all that chaos. I am tempted
to mention a few of the moﬆ egregious crimes againﬆ nature, such as

Russia’s attempted annihilation of Ukraine, in fruﬆration at being unable to
reﬆore the people of Ukraine to the loving bosom of Mother Russia, or the
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King Midas problem of fat cats who think that their gold will save them
from deﬆruion as they merrily sack the planet for its riches. (cue Barry
McGuire, ve of eﬅruion, 1965)
It is no wonder that young people are turning to drugs for surcease of

pain – and we are not talking about the ﬆimulating, mind opening, and God

manifeﬆing LSD – no, we are talking about the opioids which bring only
darkness. (cue the Youngbloods, arkneſs, arkneſs, 1969)

For a long time I kept thinking that there would be a gradual

renaissance of hope and faith and love, but the horizon is bleak, with no

relief in sight. It juﬆ keeps getting worse and worse and worse. And it is

happening world-wide. There was a time when we all thought the Great
Satan was to blame for the plunge into darkness that we were seeing all
around us. But that was a mis-reading of the signals. Juﬆ because the bull

makes more damage in the China shop than the mouse, as it hurls its weight
around, some of those mice would do juﬆ as much damage if they had a
bull’s weight.

Today there are political upheavals all over the world.

Everywhere we look we see events that would have been totally unimaginable
ﬁfty years ago. And over it all, the big concentrations of Money and Power
continue their ongoing rape of the planet for their own perceived gain.

It is possible to imagine some ways of changing all of this around, but

nothing seems to have any chance of making much progress. “It is easier to
imagine the end of the world than it is to imagine the end of Capitalism.”

All Weﬆern governments try to pretend that their goal is to encourage the
spread of democracy, when nothing could be further from their true
intentions. “Democracy” is merely a euphemism and a smokescreen for

Capitalism. I’m not making this up – democracy has nothing to do with it.
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Uncle Sam will support any regime, no matter how corrupt and totalitarian,
as long as they maintain an environment friendly to Capitalism. You want
some for inﬆances? Give me a break.
No, I’m not going anywhere with this. I don’t drink or do drugs,

beyond the limits of moderation, so there is nothing for me to do anymore
except to rant and rave. As many people have been observing for the laﬆ

hundred years, we are way paﬆ the tipping point. It is not only a physical
tipping point of the biosphere, it is a tipping point of consciousness. Even if

someone were to come along proposing solutions which might yet be tried to
reverse this progressive collapse of our world, everyone is juﬆ too jaded to

pay much attention. And what chance of that is there, anyway?

No one hopes for Santa Claus anymore – all they hope for now is the
Sandman. If there’s a Messiah waiting in the wings for his entry cue to
perform his deus ex machina routine, He had better show up pretty quickly.

Here’s hoping that there will be a New Year at all, happy and

prosperous or not. At leaﬆ I am ﬆill alive, for now.

